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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

HOUSTON DIVISION 

 

In re: 

 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC., et al1 

 

   Debtors. 

 

EXCO OPERATING COMPANY, LP, 

EXCO PARTNERS OLP GP, LLC, 

RAIDER MARKETING, LP, RAIDER 

MARKETING GP, LLC, AND EXCO 

RESOURCES, INC., 

 

   Plaintiffs,  

 

V. 

 

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING 

LLC, and ACADIAN GAS PIPELINE 

SYSTEM, 

 

   Defendants. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

Chapter 11 

 

Case No. 18-30155 (MI) 

 

(Jointly Administered) 

(Emergency Hearing Requested) 

 

 

 

 

Adv. Proc. No. 18-03051 (MI) 

 

RESPONSE OF ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC AND 

ACADIAN GAS PIPELINE SYSTEM TO DEBTORS’ EMERGENCY 

MOTION TO EXTEND THE AUTOMATIC STAY AND, 

ADDITIONALLY OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, GRANT PRELIMINARY 

AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF HALTING THE 

PROSECUTION OF THE ENTERPRISE LITIGATION AGAINST 

DEBTOR AND NON-DEBTOR DEFENDANTS [ADV. DKT. #2] AND 

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM THE 

AUTOMATIC STAY PURSUANT TO 11 U.S.C. § 362(D) [DKT. NO. 276] 

 

                                                 
1
 The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, along with the last four digits of each Debtor’s federal tax identification 

number, include: EXCO Resources, Inc. (2779); EXCO GP Partners Old, LP (1262); EXCO Holding (PA), Inc. 

(1745); EXCO Holding MLP, Inc. (1972); EXCO Land Company, LLC (9981); EXCO Midcontinent MLP, LLC 

(0557); EXCO Operating Company, LP (1261); EXCO Partners GP, LLC (1258); EXCO Partners OLP GP, LLC 

(1252); EXCO Production Company (PA), LLC (7701); EXCO Production Company (WV), LLC (7851); EXCO 

Resources (XA), LLC (7775); EXCO Services, Inc. (2747); Raider Marketing GP, LLC (6366); and Raider 

Marketing, LP (4295). The location of the Debtors’ service address is: 12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, Dallas, Texas 

75251. 
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Enterprise Products Operating LLC and Acadian Gas Pipeline System (collectively, 

“Enterprise”), file this as their  

 Response to Debtors’ Emergency Motion to Extend the Automatic Stay and, 

Additionally or in the Alternative, Grant Preliminary and Permanent Injunctive 

Relief Halting the Prosecution of the Enterprise Litigation Against Debtor and 

Non-Debtor Defendants (Adversary Docket No. 2); and 

 Reply in Support of Enterprise Products Operating LLC’s and Acadian Gas 

Pipeline System’s Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay Pursuant to 11 

U.S.C. § 362(d);  

respectfully showing the Court as follows: 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

1. In a desperate attempt to postpone for as long as possible having to defend its 

tortious conduct in state court, Bluescape — which has effectively exercised control over the 

actions of Debtors for some time — has caused Debtors to file a Motion asking the Court to 

grant the extraordinary relief of extending the automatic stay to Bluescape in the case styled 

Enterprise Products Operating LLC, et al. v. EXCO Operating Company, LP, et al., Cause No. 

2016-60848, which is pending in the 157th Judicial District Court of Harris County, Texas 

(hereafter the “State Court Action”).  Such relief is rarely granted, and Debtors have not carried 

their burden to justify doing so in this case. 

2. Despite being a party to the State Court Action for over five months, and despite 

the issue of indemnity being raised at an October 18, 2017 hearing in the State Court Action,2 

                                                 
2
 See Transcript of Proceedings held October 18, 2017 in the 157th Judicial District Court, attached hereto as 

Exhibit A, at p.18, l.24 – p.19, l.5 (“THE COURT: Look, I haven’t read through this rather big engagement 

agreement that has now come to light; but is there an indemnity provision in there?  MR. CARTER: There is an 
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Bluescape has never made a demand for indemnity under the March 31, 2015 Services and 

Investment Agreement3 between EXCO Resources, Inc. and Bluescape’s affiliate, Energy 

Strategic Advisory Services LLC (“ESAS”), even though the ESAS Agreement requires that 

ESAS shall provide a formal notice of a claim for indemnification to EXCO.4  Although Debtors 

assert that there are “potential indemnification obligations” owed to Bluescape, they stop far 

short of acknowledging any actual obligation to indemnify Bluescape for the claims asserted by 

Enterprise in the State Court Action.  Debtors also acknowledge that the contract containing the 

purported indemnification obligations has not yet been assumed or rejected; thus, it is, at best, 

uncertain whether any indemnification will be owed.  As shown below, this falls far short of the 

showing required — that there be “an actual, as opposed to an alleged or potential identity of 

interests” — to extend the automatic stay to a non-debtor. 

3. Removing any doubt that the indemnity argument is a red herring, it is obvious 

that the indemnity provision in the ESAS Agreement is unenforceable as a matter of Texas law 

for its failure to satisfy the “express negligence” rule.  As shown below, an indemnity covering 

the indemnified party’s simple negligence must be conspicuous and expressly state that it covers 

the negligence of the indemnified party.  Here, Bluescape would need to seek indemnity for its 

intentionally tortious conduct, not simple negligence.  Assuming that Texas public policy even 

allows indemnity for intentional torts (which is doubtful based on appellate court precedent but 

undecided by the Supreme Court of Texas), the case law is clear that any such indemnity would 

have to satisfy the same requirements as an indemnification for negligence — it would have to 

                                                                                                                                                             
indemnity provision.  I don’t know whether it would cover a tort claim against Bluescape.  And so I haven’t 

analyzed it, haven’t been asked to analyze it.”). 

3
 The March 31, 2015 Services and Investment Agreement between EXCO Resources, Inc. and ESAS (hereafter the 

“ESAS Agreement”) is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

4
 ESAS Agreement at Section 10.5(c), and (d). 
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be conspicuous and expressly so state.  The indemnity provision in the ESAS Agreement does 

not satisfy either requirement. 5 

4. Finally, even if Bluescape had demanded indemnity (which it did not) and the 

indemnity agreement was enforceable (which it is not), Debtors could simply reject the ESAS 

Agreement under 11 U.S.C. § 365, eliminating or mitigating any risk of an indemnity obligation 

if Bluescape is found liable in the state court action. 

5. Nor is Bluescape essential to the Debtors’ reorganization efforts.  Indeed, on 

November 9, 2017, Debtors suspended the ESAS Agreement, with the result that “(a) ESAS is 

not required to provide any services to the [Debtors] pursuant to the Services and Investment 

Agreement, (b) [Debtors are] not required to make any payments under the Services and 

Investment Agreement to ESAS with respect to the suspension period.”6  Consistent with this 

suspension, Debtors have not sought leave of this Court to engage Bluescape or its affiliates in 

any capacity.7 

6. Regarding EXCO employees Steve Estes and Hal Hickey, while their rights to 

indemnity may not suffer from the same infirmities as Bluescape’s, any obligation of Debtors to 

indemnify Estes and Hickey is covered by seven Director and Officer insurance policies for a 

total coverage amount in excess of $50 million.  Any recovery against the individual defendants 

can be limited to the stated limits of the insurance policies, or to such additional amount the 

insurance companies may become obligated to pay under the Stowers doctrine.8  Accordingly, a 

                                                 
5
 Id. at Section 10.5. 

6
 EXCO Resources, Inc. Form 8-K dated November 9, 2017, attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

7
 The EXCO Debtors and Debtors in Possession have filed applications to employ each of the following entities: 

Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Latham & Watkins LLP, PJT Partners LP, Alvarez & 

Marsal North America, LLC, KPMG LLP, Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Kirkland & Ellis International LLP, Brown 

Rudnick LLP, Intrepid Partners, LLC, Ernst & Young LLP, Jackson Walker LLP, and FTI Consulting, Inc. 

8
 See G.A. Stowers Furniture Co. v. American Indemn. Co., 15 S.W.2d 544 (Tex. Comm’n App. 1929). 
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judgment in the state court action against Estes or Hickey will not create any claim against the 

bankruptcy estate and there is no need to extend the automatic stay to claims against them.  

7. Further, Enterprise did not seek to sever claims against Hickey and Estes in the 

State Court Action (only claims against Bluescape), and, as explained below, Enterprise has 

withdrawn its request to lift the stay to pursue causes of action that may be property of the estate, 

including all claims asserted against Hickey and Estes in the State Court Action.  Thus, there is 

currently no reason to grant the extraordinary relief of a stay extension in favor of Hickey and 

Estes.  

8. Furthermore, the Debtors have failed to make the requisite showing to obtain a 

discretionary stay and they have sought a stay that cannot be granted — a stay of indefinite 

duration.  The Debtors’ motion ignores the Fifth Circuit’s clear proclamation that a discretionary, 

section 105 “stay can be justified only if, based on a balancing of the parties' interests, there is a 

clear inequity to the suppliant who is required to defend while another action remains unresolved 

and if the order granting a stay can be framed to contain reasonable limits on its duration.”9  

Where, as here, a party seeks a stay “predicated solely upon the pendency of the [debtor’s] 

bankruptcy,” it should be denied because “there is no indication of its likely duration or any 

reasonable date of termination.”10  Even under the subsequent Zale decision relied upon by the 

Debtors (which did not address or overturn GATX), the permanent injunction sought by the 

Debtors in favor of non-debtors is plainly inappropriate.11 

                                                 
9
 GATX Aircraft Corp. v. M/V Courtney Leigh, 768 F.2d 711, 716 (5th Cir. 1985) (emphasis added). 

10
 See id. 

11
 See Matter of Zale Corp., 62 F.3d 746, 760-61 (5th Cir. 1995). 
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9. Further, there is no “clear inequity” justifying a discretionary stay extension.  

First, Enterprise is not seeking to pursue claims against Hickey and Estes and, therefore, there is 

nothing that these two individuals are “required to defend.” 

10. Further, there is no merit to Debtors’ contention that, “if the Enterprise litigation 

continues against the Non-Debtor Defendants, the Debtors will continue to face burdensome 

discovery.”  All of the Debtors’ documents have already been produced.  At most, two 

executives of the Debtors (Estes and Hickey) will need to give six-hour depositions,12 for which 

they will likely spend only a few hours preparing.13  The depositions of Estes and Hickey will be 

scheduled by agreement, for a date and time that will minimize any distraction from their duties.  

The attorneys’ fees incurred by Debtors in preparing and presenting Estes and Hickey for 

depositions are certain to be much less than the fees incurred in preparing and arguing this 

motion. 

11. Regarding trial testimony, at present, there is no trial date for the State Court 

Action against Bluescape (which while Enterprise’s Motion to Sever is pending has not yet even 

been severed from the case against Debtors), and any suggestion that Estes and Hickey will be 

essential to Debtors’ restructuring efforts at some unknown time in the future is nothing more 

than pure speculation.  The one-day depositions of two of Debtors’ executives are plainly an 

insufficient burden to justify enjoining the prosecution of a state court lawsuit against a non-

debtor.  Moreover, since Estes and Hickey are beyond the subpoena range of the Harris County 

Court, they cannot be compelled to appear at trial in Enterprise’s action against Bluescape. 

                                                 
12

 See TEX. R. CIV. P. 190.2(b)(2) (“Each party may have no more than six hours in total to examine and cross-

examine all witnesses in oral depositions.”). 

13
 As shown below, the other executives of the Debtors who have already been deposed testified to spending only a 

few hours preparing and reviewing a very limited number of documents in preparation for their depositions. 
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12. Debtors’ claim that “allowing the Enterprise Litigation to proceed against the 

Non-Debtor Defendants while claims against Debtor Defendants are stayed risks prejudicing the 

Debtors” is simply more speculation.  This is evident from Debtors’ motion which carefully 

states that this “may affect the Debtors,” that it “may, as a practical matter, affect all parties,” 

and “could adversely impact the Debtor Defendants’ ability later to defend themselves….”  In 

fact, regardless of the outcome of the Bluescape case, the Debtors will have their day in court, 

either before Bluescape (if the stay is lifted) or at some later time, and will have every 

opportunity to defend themselves in a non-jury trial before one of the most experienced and 

capable Judges on the Harris County bench. 

13. Finally, and fundamentally, Debtors have not satisfied the requirements for 

obtaining injunctive relief.  Debtors are unlikely to succeed on their claims for declaratory and 

injunctive relief for the reasons shown above.  Similarly, there has been no showing of 

irreparable harm other than speculation that continuation of the case against Bluescape might 

somehow affect Debtors’ restructuring efforts in some unspecified way.  No public interest will 

be served by needlessly delaying the resolution of Enterprise’s claims against a non-debtor; in 

fact the public policy of the judicial system should be and has always been that justice delayed is 

justice denied.  And, at the end, that is exactly what Debtors and Bluescape seek — an 

impermissible indefinite postponement of the day when they will have to defend their actions.  

This Court should deny Debtors’ motion in its entirety.  

BACKGROUND 

14. On September 9, 2016, Enterprise filed the State Court Action, alleging that 

certain of the Debtors breached and wrongfully purported to terminate a number of interrelated 

agreements involving the development and construction of a 250-mile natural gas pipeline 

known as the Haynesville Extension to the Acadian Gas Pipeline System, the Enterprise Parties’ 
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purchase of gas from the EXCO Parties, and the Enterprise Parties’ transportation of natural gas 

for the EXCO Parties.  On October 18, 2017, Enterprise was granted leave to join Bluescape 

Resources Company LLC as a defendant in the State Court Action.  The only claim asserted 

against Bluescape was for tortious interference with the agreements between Enterprise and 

certain of the Debtors. 

15. As early as December 31, 2014, EXCO Resources was experiencing liquidity 

issues and general financial pressures.  In response to those difficulties, EXCO Resources 

entered into the ESAS Agreement for strategic advisory services, including the development and 

execution of a strategic improvement plan.14  As part of the ESAS Agreement, C. John Wilder, 

Executive Chairman of Bluescape, was engaged to provide specific services that included 

“instituting a capital risk allocation process,” “restructuring commercial contracts,” and 

“instituting fixed costs reduction programs” (collectively defined as the “Business Plan”).15  

Wilder was specifically designated in the contract to direct all of the “activities with respect to 

the development and implementation of the Business Plan as he deems appropriate.”16  These 

services were provided as an independent contractor, and specifically forbade Wilder and ESAS 

from acting as an agent or fiduciary for EXCO.17  In exchange, ESAS was paid $300,000 per 

month.  

16. The ESAS Agreement also provided for the election of Wilder as its Executive 

Chairman of EXCO Resources, but drew a distinction between those services provided as part of 

                                                 
14

 The Advisory Agreement was amended on September 8, 2015.  All references to the Advisory Agreement herein 

include the September 8, 2015 amendment.  

15
 See Form 8-K, EXCO Resources Inc.-XCO, filed April 02, 2015 at Ex. 10.1 “Services and Investment 

Agreement, dated March 31, 2015” para. 5.18 (a) – (c), attached hereto as Exhibit D.  

16
 Id. 

17
 Id. ¶¶ 4.8 and 5.18(g) 
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the Business Plan (for which ESAS was compensated a monthly fee) and any 

responsibilities Wilder might have as a member of the EXCO Resources Board of Directors or as 

Executive Chairman.18  In fact, the ESAS Agreement placed no additional responsibilities on 

Wilder as Executive Chairman: “Wilder shall have no additional legal duties or obligations 

associated with the role of Executive Chairman.”19  Instead, his appointment appears to be for the 

purposes of receiving additional compensation, benefits, and the trappings of a member of the 

Board of Directors. 

17. Bluescape’s Business Plan required that EXCO’s liabilities and obligations either 

be reduced by a specific dollar amount or extended over a longer period of time, which 

presumably would allow EXCO to survive until natural gas and oil prices increase.  EXCO’s 

public statements and SEC filings establish that Bluescape formulated and oversaw the 

implementation of the Business Plan as contemplated in the ESAS Agreement.20 

18. Successful implementation of the Bluescape Business Plan by EXCO required, 

among other things, renegotiation of EXCO Operating’s agreements with Enterprise, which were 

entered into when natural gas and oil prices were high and production was elevated, and their 

long-term financial impact on EXCO was substantial — EXCO’s 2016 liability alone exceeded 

$34 million.21  Indeed, the importance of successful renegotiation of these agreements is 

                                                 
18

 Specifically, the ESAS Agreement states that in the performance of “any Services”
 
(Definitions, at p. 10, defining 

“Services” as the strategic advisory services that ESAS shall provide to EXCO under the Business Plan) for EXCO 

(other than solely in his capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO), Wilder shall be deemed an 

independent contractor.  Id. at Section 5.18(g) (emphasis added). 

19
 Id. ¶ 5.19; Exhibit E to the ESAS Agreement. 

20
 See id.; see also EXCO Resources’ 2015 Annual Report (10-K) at p. 2 (the first of three core objections under 

heading business strategy), filed with the SEC, attached hereto as Exhibit E. 

21
 See Email from Bluescape employee L. Meyer to H. Hickey, attached hereto as Exhibit F (stating that if EXCO 

would get a “fresh start” on its transportation and gathering agreements, it could save an overall $450 million).  
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highlighted by Wilder’s March 1, 2016 email to EXCO Resources’ CEO and President, Harold 

Hickey, which states as follows: 

I’m not quite sure how to read this schedule; but it appears we are not holding 

payments to counterparties like I thought we agreed we would. Not sure what the 

reference to paying Azure $8mm is for 2015? That would be a colossal error if we 

did that and I’m just totally confused why we aren’t following our understanding 

that we would hold all payments with our shipping counterparties until they 

agreed to negotiate a restructured deal. [M]any other producers are holding back 

payments.  It is the only way to get their attention. 

 

19. EXCO thereafter stuck to Bluescape’s Business Plan and followed Bluescape’s 

instruction. It initially attempted to renegotiate EXCO Operating’s long-term agreements with 

Enterprise, and in August 2016, after its attempts at renegotiation failed, EXCO refused to pay an 

August 12, 2016 invoice (for July 2016 gas transportation) in the amount of $2,248,821.15, as 

instructed by Wilder acting for Bluescape, thus breaching that agreement.22 

20. Wilder did not act alone, and was supported in the development and execution of 

the EXCO turnaround plan by other Bluescape employees, including Lillian Meyer23 and 

Jonathan Siegler, Bluescape’s Executive Vice President and CFO.24 Meyer’s and Siegler’s 

modeling and analysis demonstrate the intent behind Bluescape’s actions, namely to rid EXCO 

of its costly firm transportation and gas sales obligations to slash expenses and improve 

Bluescape’s $20 million plus investment position in EXCO.  Meyer later claimed credit on 

behalf of EXCO and Bluescape’s investment affiliate, Bluescape Partners, for the proposed 

“fresh start” resulting from the breach of the firm transportation and gas purchase contracts, 

                                                 
22

 See Deposition of Becky Lopez, attached hereto as Exhibit G, at 98:16-24 (explaining that she had heard that the 

reason for non-payment was “[w]e were trying to renegotiate the contract with them.”). 

23 See Exhibit H, May 25, 2015 Email, DEFENDANTS0188636-37. 

24 See Exhibit I, August 27, 2016 Email BEP0023467. 
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stating “we terminated enterprise…Will investors give us credit of Enterprise Contract 

termination.”25 

ARGUMENT 

I. The ESAS Indemnity Provides No Basis for the Relief Requested 

21. Debtors’ principal argument as to why the automatic stay should be extended to 

Bluescape is based on the existence of an indemnity provision in the ESAS Agreement.  The 

ESAS Agreement provides in relevant part:  

Section 5.17  Indemnity for Certain Liabilities. EXCO and their respective 

successors and assigns shall be responsible for, perform, pay and shall indemnify, 

defend and hold harmless the ESAS Group from and against all obligations, 

liabilities, claims, causes of action, and Damages caused by, arising out of, 

attributable to or resulting from any claims by Third Parties relating to this 

Agreement, the Transaction Documents (other than the Registration Rights 

Agreement) or the Proxy Statement, the use of proceeds from the purchase and sale 

of EXCO securities hereunder or any claim, litigation, investigation or proceeding 

relating to the foregoing, to the extent any member of the ESAS Group is or is 

threatened to be made a patty thereto, in each case except to the extent resulting from 

(a) the breach of any of ESAS’s representations, warranties or covenants set forth in 

this Agreement or (b) information provided by ESAS in the Proxy Statement. 

 

22. “By its terms the automatic stay applies only to the debtor, not to co-debtors 

under Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code nor to co-tortfeasors.”
26

  However, an 

exception to this general rule does exist, and a bankruptcy court may invoke § 362 to stay 

proceedings against nonbankrupt co-defendants where “there is such identity between the debtor 

and the third-party defendant that the debtor may be said to be the real party defendant and that a 

judgment against the third-party defendant will in effect be a judgment or finding against the 

debtor.”
27

  The Fifth Circuit declines “to extend the protection of the automatic stay where no 

                                                 
25

 See Exhibit J, September 19, 2016 Email, BEP0013340 (emphasis added). 

26
 Reliant Energy Servs. v. Enron Can. Corp., 349 F.3d 816, 825 (5th Cir. 2003).  Section 362 is rarely a valid basis 

on which to stay actions against non-debtors.  Id.; Arnold v. Garlock, Inc., 278 F.3d 426, 436 (5th Cir. 2001).  

27
 Reliant Energy, 349 F.3d at 825. 
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claim of a formal tie or contractual indemnity has been made to create an identity of interests 

between the debtor and non-debtor.”
28

 

23. Bluescape has been a party to the State Court Action since October 2017, but has 

not provided any evidence that it made a written demand for indemnity since being joined in the 

State Court Action.  If such a demand existed, Debtors surely would have attached it as an 

exhibit to the Emergency Motion.  In fact, in her March 27, 2018 deposition, Heather 

Summerfield (EXCO’s Vice President, General Counsel, and Secretary) testified that she was not 

aware of any written demand for indemnity from Bluescape,29 and EXCO never sent a written 

response regarding an indemnity demand.30  However, she admitted that EXCO had considered 

the indemnification issue as early as October 2017,31 and that she personally discussed indemnity 

with Bluescape’s John Wilder in early November, 2017,32 but never acknowledged that EXCO in 

fact had an indemnity obligation to Bluescape.33  

24. Though the Debtors succeeded in identifying the correct authority in the Fifth 

Circuit for extending the automatic stay to non-debtors, they gloss over the details — which 

demonstrate that the stay may not be extended to include Bluescape in this case.  “In order for 

the automatic stay under 11. U.S.C. § 362 to extend to a non-debtor, there must be an actual, as 

opposed to an alleged or potential, identity of interests, such that a judgment against the non-

debtor parties would in fact be a judgment against the bankrupt party.”
34

  “[T]he presence of 

                                                 
28

 Id. 

29
 Transcript of Deposition of Heather Summerfield (“Summerfield Depo.”), attached hereto as Exhibit K, at p. 15, 

ll. 15-19; p. 20, l. 14 – p. 21, l. 7. 

30
 Id. at p. 22, ll. 3-4. 

31
 Id., at p. 12, l. 21 – p. 13, l. 13. 

32
 Id., at p. 22, ll. 5-14.  

33
 Summerfield Depo. at p. 24, ll. 14-17; p. 27, l. 23 – p. 28, l. 4; p. 53, l. 20 – p. 54, l. 2. 

34
 Beran v. World Telemetry, Inc., 747 F. Supp. 2d 719, 724 (S.D. Tex. 2010) (emphasis added). 
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identical allegations against the debtor and non-debtor defendants are an insufficient ground to 

extend the stay to the non-debtors.”35 

25. In this case, the Emergency Motion explicitly admits why it fails: because there is 

merely a potential identity of interests, not an actual identity of interests.  The Emergency 

Motion states that, “Debtor EXCO Resources’ potential indemnification obligations create an 

identity of interests between it and the Non-Debtor Defendants such that the automatic stay 

should be extended.”36  As Judge Rosenthal explained in Beran, there must be an actual — as 

opposed to a potential — identity of interests.  Thus, Bluescape is not entitled to protection under 

the Debtors’ automatic stay. 

26. Debtors also cite National Oilwell Varco L.P. v. Mud King Prods.37 in support of 

their request to extend the automatic stay to Bluescape.  In Mud King, the district court extended 

the automatic stay on a limited basis because of existing bylaws that specifically indemnified 

directors and officers of the company.  The Mud King court extended the automatic stay on a 

limited basis to allow the bankruptcy court to determine whether the indemnification provisions 

in the bylaws were valid and enforceable and whether there was an actual identity of interests.  

This case is easily distinguished: as the Debtors readily admit in the Emergency Motion, there is 

no argument that an actual identity of interests exists. 

27. Any claim for indemnity under the ESAS agreement must be interpreted under 

Texas Law.
38

  Under Texas law, indemnity agreements purporting to indemnify a party for its 

                                                 
35

 Id. 

36
 Emergency Motion [Docket No. 2] at ¶ 25. 

37
 No. 4:12-3120, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 66152, 2013 WL 1948766, at *18-21 (S.D. Tex. May 9, 2013).  

38
 See, e.g., Williams v. Home Depot USA, Inc., No. H-10-2493, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 133208 at *37-8 (S.D. Tex. 

2013) (applying Texas law to interpretation of indemnity provisions in a federal suit brought by bankruptcy trustee 

for indemnity arising out of a Texas state court judgment), aff’d sub nom. In re W. Hills Park Joint Venture, 587 F. 

App’x 89 (5th Cir. 2014). 
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own future tortious conduct are highly restricted and must satisfy the “express negligence” rule.39  

The rule is a substantive tool of contract interpretation.40  To satisfy the express negligence rule, 

the indemnity language must state “in clear, express, and specific terms, the extent of the 

obligation to indemnify” the indemnitee against its own prospective negligence.41  Broad 

indemnity language purporting to cover ”all claims, damages, losses, and expenses,” “to the 

fullest extent permitted by law” and “arising out of or in any way connected with or attributable 

to” acts at issue are insufficient to satisfy the rule.42  Likewise, “[s]tatements that require 

inference or extension to impose an indemnification obligation for the indemnitee’s own 

negligence do not satisfy the express negligence doctrine.”43 

28. The express negligence rule extends beyond claims involving the indemnitee’s 

own negligence, and has been applied to a variety of other types of liability.  For example, the 

Supreme Court of Texas has extended the express negligence rule to indemnification of claims 

arising from the indemnitee’s strict liability.44  The reasoning in Ethyl Corp. and Houston 

Lighting Power & Lighting Co. have also been extended to breach of warranty claims.45  The 

                                                 
39

 Ethyl Corp. v. Daniel Construction Co., 725 S.W.2d 705, 708 (Tex. 1987) (setting forth the policy reasons for 

adoption of the express negligence rule and recognizing the growing trend toward strict construction of indemnity 

agreements); see also Quorum Health Res. v. Maverick Cty. Hosp. Dist., 308 F.3d 451 (5th Cir. 2002) (applying the 

rule and recognizing that “Texas courts have rigorously applied the express negligence rule since Ethyl was 

decided”). 

40
 Quorum Health Res., 308 F.3d at 461 (applying the express negligence rule to tort claims arising out of medical 

malpractice). 

41
 Id. at 462. 

42
 Id. 

43
 Id. 

44
 See Houston Lighting & Power Co. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry Co., 890 S.W2d 455, 458-59 (Tex. 1994) 

(noting that “fairness dictates against imposing liability on an indemnitor unless the agreement clearly and 

specifically expresses the intent to encompass” the claims at issue). 

45
 See Staton Holdings, Inc. v. Tatum, LLC, 345 S.W.3d 729, 734-35 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2011, pet. denied). 
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express negligence rule has also been applied to tortious interference claims46 and other 

intentional tortious conduct.47  As noted in Marin K. Eby Constr. Co., extension of the express 

negligence rule beyond just negligence claims makes sense: “If Texas public policy restricts 

indemnity clauses covering a party’s negligence, there would be even greater reason to restrict 

indemnity for a party’s intentional wrongdoing.”48 

29. The indemnity language in the ESAS Agreement fails to meet the express 

negligence rule as a matter of law.  This indemnity provision does not “expressly and 

specifically” state that the ESAS group (which includes Bluescape) are indemnified for their own 

tortious conduct.  Absent clear and explicit language covering the claims asserted by Enterprise, 

any future indemnity claim by Bluescape against EXCO would fail as a matter of law.49  Thus, 

because the Debtors cannot “point to any indemnification agreement or any Texas law 

mandating indemnification,”50 the Debtors have failed to carry their heavy burden to extend the 

stay to non-Debtors under Section 362. 

II. Debtors Have Failed to Demonstrate Burden to Justify Extension of the Automatic 

Stay to Bluescape 

30. Debtors’ claim that allowing the State Court Action to continue against Bluescape 

would result in Debtors continuing to participate in “burdensome discovery” and would 

                                                 
46

 Hamblin v. Lamont, 433 S.W.3d 51, 55-56 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2013, no pet.). 

47
 See Marin K. Eby Constr. Co. v. OneBeacon Ins. Co., 777 F.3d 1132, 1139 (10th Cir. 2015) (applying the Texas 

express negligence rule to claims arising out of fraud, nuisance, CERCLA and the Texas Solid Waste Disposal 

Act)(citing Hamblin). 

48
 Id. at 1139.  The only defined limit on application of the express negligence rule has been when parties attempt to 

apply it to settlement agreements or other indemnity agreements covering past conduct, an issue not present here.  

See, e.g., Safeway, Inc. v. PDX, Inc., 676 F. App’x 229, 2017 WL 243337, at *16 (5th Cir. 2017) (“Texas courts 

have limited the applicability of the express negligence rule to agreements to indemnify or release a party for its 

future negligence; where an agreement relates to past negligence, ordinary principles of contract interpretation 

apply.”). 

49
 Quorum Health Res., 308 F.3d at 468 (finding an indemnity agreement was unenforceable “as a matter of law” 

because it failed to pass the express negligence test). 

50
 Beran, 747 F. Supp. 2d at 723. 
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“distract” key employees from giving their “full attention” to the Chapter 11 proceedings.  In 

fact, any burden on Debtors would be minimal.  

31. Debtors produced all of their responsive documents, along with their privilege 

log, in the State Court Action long ago.  All but two of the Debtors’ employees have already 

given their depositions.  Any inconvenience involved in taking the depositions of the remaining 

two employees — Steve Estes and Hal Hickey — will be minimal at most and will certainly 

have no effect on Debtors’ reorganization efforts.  As noted above, the Texas Rules of Civil 

Procedure limit deposition to six hours,51 with the result being that the depositions will not last 

longer than a day.  In fact, thus far, none of the Debtors employees have been deposed for the 

entire six hours permitted by the Texas Rules.52 

32. Messrs. Estes and Hickey are also unlikely to spend undue time preparing for 

their depositions.  The other executives and employees of the Debtors who have already been 

deposed testified to spending only a few hours preparing to give testimony and reviewing a very 

limited number of documents in preparation for their depositions.53  The depositions of Messrs. 

Estes and Hickey will take place in Dallas, Texas, where they are employed, and will be 

scheduled by agreement for a date and time that will minimize any distraction from their duties 

as executives of Debtors. Messrs. Estes and Hickey cannot be compelled to testify at the 

                                                 
51

 See TEX. R. CIV. P. 190.2(b)(2) (“Each party may have no more than six hours in total to examine and cross-

examine all witnesses in oral depositions.”). 

52
 The time used in the prior depositions of Debtors’ witness have been as follows:  Tyler Farquharson, Chief 

Financial Officer (4 hours, 16 minutes); Brian Gaebe, Chief Accounting Officer (2 hours, 33 minutes); Jeff Edgren, 

Director of Revenue Accounting (4 hours, 30 minutes); Lori Kanaman, former Transportation Manager and 

Marketing Manager (2 hours, 42 minutes); Rebecca Lopez, Marketing Manager (3 hours, 1 minute); Cecilia Troupe, 

Marketing Accountant for EXCO Services (2 hours, 6 minutes). 

53
 See, e.g., Deposition of Brian Gaebe, at p. 11, ll. 9-12 and p. 25, ll. 4-13 (met with counsel for a couple of hours, 

and reviewed more than 10 documents; Deposition of Lori Kanaman, at p. 22, ll. 8-10 and ll. 18-19 and p. 23, ll. 2-

23 (met with counsel for an hour or two, and reviewed a handful of documents – twenty); Deposition of Rebecca 

Lopez, at p. 11, ll. 6-25 (met with counsel the day prior to her deposition, and reviewed maybe 10 or so documents); 

Deposition of Cecilia Troupe, at p. 18, 11. 3-7 (met with counsel the day prior to her deposition, and looked at some 

exhibits). 
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Bluescape trial because they are beyond the subpoena range of the Harris County State District 

Court.54  Their de minimus burden of preparing for and attending a six-hour deposition is plainly 

insufficient grounds to justify enjoining the continued prosecution of the State Court Action 

against Bluescape. 

33. In any event, “burden” alone cannot justify extending the stay under section 362 

or granting a discretionary stay under section 105.  As explained above, the stay can only be 

extended under section 362 when there is an actual identity of interests among the defendants.  

Further, a discretionary, temporary stay (not the permanent injunction sought here) is only 

permissible to prevent clear inequity.55  The supposed burden on the Debtors does not justify a 

stay under either scenario.  

III. The State Court Action Against Bluescape Will Not Prejudice Debtors’ Ability to 

Defend a Breach of Contract Case 

34. Although Debtors suggest that allowing the State Court Action to proceed against 

Bluescape would somehow impair Debtors’ ability to later defend a breach of contract claim 

against them, they stop short of actually claiming that a finding against Bluescape would meet 

the standards for either collateral estoppel or res judicata and thereby preclude Debtors from 

having their day in court.  Under Texas law, there is no ‘law of the case” for factual findings.56  

Likewise, Debtors cite no authority that the State District Court could, in the absence of 

collateral estoppel, make findings against EXCO based on a judgment against Bluescape.  

Instead, in reliance on two cases from the Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New 

York, EXCO asserts that Enterprise’s tortious interference claim against Bluescape is “entirely 

                                                 
54

 See TEX. R. CIV. P. 176.3 (“A person may not be required by subpoena to appear…in a county that is more than 

150 miles from where the person resides or is served.”). 

55
 GATX Aircraft Corp., 768 F.2d at 716-17. 

56
 Hudson v. Wakefield, 711 SW 2d 638, 630 (Tex. 1986). 
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derivative” of the breach of contract claims against EXCO.57  However, neither case creates a 

“derivative” claim exception to the general rules for collateral estoppel, and neither case involves 

true third parties like Bluescape.  In In re Calpine, the Court extended the automatic stay to a 

debtor’s surety against whom a creditor was seeking payment on a Surety Bond for the debtor’s 

non-performance.  In In re Lion Capital Group,58 the Court extended the stay to Defendants who 

directly owned and were agents of the Debtor.59  Both cases are distinguishable from the present 

case.  Here, there is no allegation that Bluescape was the alter ego of Debtors (or vice versa), the 

agent of Debtors or otherwise, or privy with Debtors, such as a successor or surety.  In fact, all of 

those relationships were explicitly disclaimed in the ESAS Agreement.60 

35. Unlike the defendants in the Calpine and Lion Capital Group cases, Bluescape’s 

liability arises out of instructions and guidance it provided to Debtors to induce Debtors to 

breach their long-term firm transportation and gas purchase agreements with Enterprise.  

Although the claims against EXCO and Bluescape have some overlapping factual issues, there is 

clearly not a complete identity of issues.  Instead, the causes of action have distinct factual and 

legal elements, involve different liability, and accrue in different contexts.61  Bluescape’s conduct 

                                                 
57

 See Debtor’s Emergency Mot. at 6. 

58
 44 B.R. 690, 703-04 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1984). 

59
 See 44 B.R. 690, 702 (Bankr. S. Dist. N.Y. 1984). 

60
 “…ESAS has been, are, and will be acting solely as a principal and has not been, is not, and will not be acting as 

an advisor, agent or fiduciary for EXCO or any of EXCO’s Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any 

other Person, and (iv) ESAS has no obligation to EXCO or EXCO’s Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees 

or any other Person with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby except those obligations expressly set forth 

in this Agreement. To the fullest extent permitted by Law, EXCO hereby waives and releases any claims that EXCO 

or EXCO’s Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any other Person may have against ESAS or any of 

their Affiliates with respect to any breach or alleged breach of agency or fiduciary duty in connection with any 

aspect of any transaction contemplated by this Agreement.” See Ex. B, ESAS Agreement, at Section 4.8. 

61
 See e.g., Pagosa Oil & Gas LLC v. Marrs & Smith Ptshp., 323 S.W.3d 203, 30-31 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2010, pet. 

denied) (recognizing that tortious interference is based on “contractual rights hav[ing] been interfered with by a 

stranger to the contract; a third party”); Am. Allied Secs., Inc. v. Am. General Secs. Inc., 2000 Tex. App. LEXIS 

6427 *; 2000 WL 1357209 at *12-13 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2000, no pet.) (“The facts necessary to 

prove breaching conduct vis a vis interfering conduct are not the same”). 
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in inducing the breach is narrower than the conduct of Debtors in breaching and repudiating the 

agreements.62  Moreover, the tortious conduct carried out by Bluescape cannot be determined in 

the same trial as Enterprise’s breach of contract claims against EXCO and Raider because the 

agreements that were breached contain a contractual jury waiver, which is inapplicable to the tort 

suit against Bluescape.  The Judge in the State Court Action made it very clear that the claims 

against EXCO/Raider, on the one hand, and against Bluescape, on the other, were being 

consolidated solely for purposes of discovery and that the cases would be tried separately.63  

Debtors have presented no legal theory under which they would be precluded from having the 

Harris County trial court consider Debtors’ case following the Bluescape jury trial.  

IV. Debtors Have Not Established Entitlement to Injunctive Relief Under Section 105 

36. To obtain an injunction against third-party actions in which the debtor is not a 

party, the party seeking the injunction must show “unusual circumstances” in addition to the 

required elements for a preliminary injunction under Fed. R. Civ. P. 65.64  Unusual circumstances 

exist when: (a) the debtor and non-debtor have an identity of interests such that the action is 

“essentially a suit against the debtor,” or (b) the suit “will adversely impact the debtor’s ability to 

accomplish reorganization.”65  Without one of these circumstances, “a bankruptcy court may not 

enjoin the third-party action.”66 

37. While ignoring the “unusual circumstances” test, Debtors offer three principal 

justifications for enjoining Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape: (1) the existence of a “substantial 

                                                 
62

 Compare Pls. 6th Am. Pet ¶¶ 37-40, 90-94 (allegations re Bluescape), with id. ¶¶ 42-46, 50-58 (allegations re 

EXCO’s material breach and repudiation). 

63
 Transcript of September 26, 2017 Hearing, at p. 9, ll. 7-12. 

64
 Feld v. Zale Corp. (In re Zale Corp.), 62 F.3d 746, 761, 765 (5th Cir. 1995).  

65
 Id. at 761. 

66
 Id. 
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claim” by Bluescape against Debtors for indemnification; (2) the risk that the action will distract 

key personnel from accomplishing Debtors’ reorganization; and (3) the risk that the action will 

adversely impact their ability to defend themselves in the same case, when the time comes.67 

Debtors’ arguments have no merit.  

38. First, as discussed above, there is no evidence that Bluescape has or ever will 

assert a claim against Debtors for indemnity related to the State Court Action.  Debtors’ 

argument is purely hypothetical.  Moreover, if Bluescape were to assert a claim for indemnity, it 

would be frivolous because there is no indemnity agreement that expressly obligates Debtors to 

indemnify Bluescape for its own intentional torts. As discussed above, under controlling law, the 

general indemnity clause in the ESAS Agreement would not extend to Bluescape’s liability and 

defense costs for defending against Enterprise’s claim against it for tortious interference.  

Therefore, Debtors’ indemnity argument (its only basis for claiming an “identity of interests”) is 

unfounded. 

39. Second, as shown above, there is no risk of any significant distraction of Debtors’ 

key personnel.  Bluescape is an independent third party; it is not Debtors’ surety or agent. 

Moreover, as discussed above, only minimal discovery that would involve Debtors’ employees 

remains to be taken in Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape.  At most, two officers (Hickey and 

Estes) may have to give depositions, which might take a couple of days of their time.  This 

limited diversion is not a sufficiently “unusual circumstance” to justify enjoining third-party 

litigation.  

40. Third, Debtors’ theory that Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape may adversely 

affect their future defense against similar claims by Enterprise is completely unsupported.  

                                                 
67

 See Debtors’ Mot. at 15-16. 
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Debtors posit no scenario where allowing Enterprise’s action against Bluescape to proceed 

would actually prejudice them.  Instead, they cite In re Calpine and In re Lion Capital, which are 

based on issue preclusion that would directly affect the debtor.68  Here, Debtors do not even 

suggest that Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape would be preclusive as to any claim or defense 

of the Debtors.  Instead, they claim hypothetical prejudice “even if a ruling in Enterprise’s favor 

on [Enterprise’s tortious interference claim against Bluescape] did not have preclusive effect on 

the Debtors . . .”69  This fails to show that Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape is likely to 

adversely impact Debtors’ ability to defend themselves. 

41. Having failed to show that they have any identity of interest with Bluescape, or 

that Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape will adversely impact their ability to reorganize (i.e., 

“unusual circumstances”), Debtors cannot obtain a stay or injunction under 11 U.S.C. § 105(a).70  

Even if the evidence demonstrated unusual circumstances, however, Debtors are required to also 

show that all the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 65 are met.71  To obtain injunctive relief, 

Debtors must show: (1) a substantial likelihood that they will prevail on the merits; (2) a 

substantial threat that they will suffer irreparable injury if the injunction is not granted; (3) the 

threatened injury to the movant outweighs the threatened harm an injunction may cause 

Enterprise; and (4) granting the injunction will not disserve the public interest.72  In the context 

                                                 
68

 See Calpine Corp. v. Nevada Power Co. (In re Calpine Corp.), 354 B.R. 45, 50 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2006) (granting 

stay of litigation against the debtor’s surety because if the case goes forward, the debtor’s own defenses will be 

determined in its absence, exposing the debtor “to a significant risk of collateral estoppel, stare decisis, and 

evidentiary prejudice”); Lesser v. A-Z Assocs. (In re Lion Capital Grp.), 44 B.R. 690 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1984) 

(granting stay of counterclaims against bankruptcy because the defendants claimed the case would collaterally estop 

the trustee on its claims against them). 

69
 Debtor’s Mot. at 13. 

70
 In re Zale Corp., 62 F.3d at 761.  

71
 Id. at 765. 

72
 Id. 
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of an anti-suit injunction under § 105, the irreparable injury element focuses on harm to the 

debtor’s ability to reorganize.73 

42. In addition to their failure to show unusual circumstances, Debtors cannot 

establish the required elements to obtain an injunction.  As discussed above, Debtors cannot 

show that Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape will negatively impact Debtors’ ability to 

reorganize.  Bluescape is not Debtors’ agent or surety, and it has no viable or pending claim 

against Debtors for indemnity.  Moreover, Debtors have made no showing that Enterprise’s suit 

against Bluescape will have a preclusive effect on them, and the purported distraction of 

Debtors’ key personnel is insignificant.74  In short, Enterprise’s suit against Bluescape poses no 

threat of irreparable harm to Debtors, and granting an injunction will only delay justice and 

impair Enterprise’s right to seek relief for Bluescape’s tortious conduct.  For the foregoing 

reasons, Debtors’ emergency motion should be denied.75 

V. Enterprise’s Motion to Lift Stay Should be Granted 

43. In reply to Debtor’s Objection76 to Enterprise’s Motion for Relief from the 

Automatic Stay,77 Enterprise notes that Debtors’ Objection fails to explain why this Court should 

not lift the stay and permit Enterprise to return to Harris County District Court for a bench trial 

on its claims against the Debtors.  

44. As an initial matter, Enterprise respects the Debtors’ contention that certain 

causes of action asserted in the State Court Action are now property of the estate, and Enterprise 

                                                 
73

 Babcock & Wilcox 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6792, at *22. 

74
 See id. at *19-24 (upholding bankruptcy court’s denial of anti-suit injunction against suits against co-defendants 

in products liability litigation, finding the action would not hamper the debtor’s ability to reorganize). 

75
 Id. at *22-24. 

76
 Docket No. 438. 

77
 Docket No. 276. 
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will step aside at this juncture to give others the opportunity to pursue these claims.  Enterprise 

expects, however, that the Debtors or the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors will now 

investigate and pursue these causes of action on behalf of the estate (or auction them to the 

highest bidder), which include claims premised on (i) the actual and constructive fraudulent 

transfer of burdensome gathering, marketing, and transportation agreements by EXCO Operating 

to Raider (the “Fraudulent Transfer”), shackling Raider with tens of millions in liabilities it was 

unable to pay and rendering it destined for Chapter 11, (ii) EXCO GP, Hickey and Estes’ breach 

of fiduciary duty (the “Breaches of Fiduciary Duty”) in causing the Debtors to engage in the 

Fraudulent Transfer (which include claims covered by substantial insurance policies), and (iii) 

EXCO Resources’ aiding and abetting the Breaches of Fiduciary Duty by actively participating 

in the Fraudulent Transfer.78  Accordingly, Enterprise withdraws without prejudice its request to 

lift the automatic stay to pursue the foregoing claims.  However, should no other party come 

forward to pursue these valid claims, Enterprise reserves the right to seek Court authority to 

pursue them and to object to any reorganization plan that seeks to release them.79  

45. The Debtors’ objection fails to explain why the stay should not be lifted as to the 

breach of contract claims against EXCO and Raider.  Indeed, the Debtors have taken the position 

in this Court regarding the importance of judicial economy and that a tribunal with extensive 

knowledge of the case is the best venue to hear the matter.  Specifically, the Debtors have argued 

                                                 
78

 See In re MortgageAmerica Corp., 714 F.2d 1266, 1275-76 (5th Cir. 1983) (“A trustee acting under section 544 

‘acts as a representative of creditors’” and is “then charged with prosecuting” derivative claims for the benefit of all 

creditors and shareholders.”); see also Plaintiffs’ Emergency Motion To Dismiss Without Prejudice, Adv. Proc. No. 

18-03015, ECF No. 15 (“The Debtors are continuing to investigate potential estate claims and causes of action . . .”). 

79
 See In re Moore, 608 F.3d 253, 262 (5th Cir. 2010) (“The Bankruptcy Code permits an individual creditor to 

pursue a fraudulent-conveyance action . . .”); In re Louisiana World Exposition, Inc., 832 F.2d 1391, 1397-98 (5th 

Cir. 1987). 
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in response to another motion to lift stay filed by Shell80 that “Shell contends the interests of 

judicial economy would be promoted by its initiating a new private proceeding, in a new forum, 

with no prior knowledge of or involvement in the underlying dispute.  Each of these arguments 

fails.”81  Judicial economy is one the In re Curtis factors courts in the Fifth circuit consider.82  In 

the Fifth Circuit, a decision to lift the stay may be upheld on the grounds of judicial economy 

alone.83  

46. Enterprise agrees with the position Debtors have argued against Shell in in this 

case: it would be entirely against judicial economy to initiate a new proceeding in a new forum 

with no prior knowledge of the underlying dispute.  As Enterprise’s motion demonstrates, the 

Harris County District Court has extensive knowledge of and involvement in the dispute between 

the parties, has been closely overseeing the case since its inception, and has conducted numerous 

hearings. 

47. In attempting to resist lifting the stay, the Debtors cite to In re Kao84 and In re 

Samshi Homes, LLC,85 and In re Rashad86 in support of their Objection.  Yet in each of Kao, 

Samshi Homes, and Rashad, the court actually lifted the stay.  Kao explains that there is a three-

part test used to determine whether to lift the stay to allow litigation to proceed in another forum.  

                                                 
80

 Motion of Shell Energy North America (US), L.P. and BG US Production Company, LLC for Relief from the 

Automatic Stay [Docket No. 430]. 

81
 Debtors’ Objection to the Motion of Shell Energy North America (US), L.P. and BG US Production Company, 

LLC for Relief from the Automatic Stay [Docket No. 530] at ¶ 1. 

82
 40 B.R. 795, 799-800 (Bankr. D. Utah 1984); In re Xenon Anesthesia of Tex., PLLC, 510 B.R. 106, 112 (Bankr. 

S.D. Tex. 2014) (applying Curtis factors); In re Henderson, 352 B.R. 439, 442 n.3 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2006) 

(applying Curtis factors). 

83
 In re Xenon Anesthesia of Tex., PLLC, 510 B.R. at 112; In re Kemble, 776 F.2d 802, 807 (9th Cir. 1985); In re 

U.S. Brass Corp., 176 B.R. 11, 13 (Bankr. E.D. Tex. 1994); In re Kao, No. 15-31193-H3-13, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 

4293, 2015 WL 9412744, at *6 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. Dec. 21, 2015).  

84
 No. 15-31193-H3-13, 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 4293, 2015 WL 9412744. 

85
 No. 10-37643-H3-11, 2011 Bankr. LEXIS 3414, 2011 WL 3903054 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. Sept. 6, 2011). 

86
 No. 10-34549-H3-11, 2011 Bankr. LEXIS 1722, 2011 WL 1770437 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. May 9, 2011). 
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“In determining whether to lift the automatic stay to allow litigation against a debtor to proceed 

outside this court, the court should consider whether lifting the stay will result in any great 

prejudice to the debtor or the bankruptcy estate, whether any hardship to a nondebtor of 

continuation of the stay outweighs any hardship to debtor, and whether the creditor has a 

probability of prevailing on the merits of the case.”87 

48. As previously shown, no prejudice to the Debtors or their respective estates exists.  

First, the Debtors have already obtained this Court’s approval to employ experienced state court 

litigation counsel specifically for handling this matter,88 who have already expended more than 

$150,000 in fees becoming familiar with the case.89  Second, the Debtors themselves allege that 

the pending breach of contract case will inevitably be tried before some judicial authority: 

If the Court grants the Debtors’ Bar Date Motion, Enterprise will have until 

April 16 to file its proof of claim against the Debtors. At that point, the Debtors likely 

will object to Enterprise’s claim on the straightforward ground raised in the pending 

summary judgment motion . . ..  And if Enterprise somehow survives that threshold 

objection, all of the work done in the State Court will not be wasted, and can be used 

(along with the additional 24 or more depositions which would need to be taken) 

wherever this dispute is ultimately litigated.90 

 

49. The hardship to Enterprise of leaving the stay in place far outweighs any hardship 

to the Debtors.  As explained above, the Debtors agree that the judicial economy is of the utmost 

importance and the contractual issues must be tried in one tribunal or another.  Debtors have 

already hired counsel.  Debtors’ respective estates would be forced to expend substantial money 

just to bring this Court (or any other court) up to speed on the legal and factual issues present in 

the case.  Enterprise would also encounter comparably increased costs and expenses of starting 

                                                 
87

 2015 Bankr. LEXIS 4293, at *6. 

88
 Docket No. 198. 

89
 Summerfield Depo. at pp. 60-61. 

90
 Debtors’ Objection to Enterprise Products Operating LLC and Acadian Gas Pipeline System’s Motion for Relief 

form the Automatic Stay [Docket No. 438] at ¶ 6.  
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over in a new forum.  Additionally, as discussed above, any supposed hardship to the debtors by 

way of distraction is de minimis. 

50. Debtors’ Objection simply assumes that the Debtors will prevail in this Court on 

the arguments in a motion for summary judgment that the State Court has expressed a 

disinclination to grant on more than one occasion.  Before the petition date, the Debtors 

repeatedly pressed Judge Wilson to rule on their pending summary judgment motion.  Initially, 

Judge Wilson stated that he would review the summary judgment briefing and would not conduct 

a lengthy in camera inspection of documents claimed to be privileged if he believed the motion 

had merit.91  After his review of the summary judgment materials, Judge Wilson declined to rule 

on Debtors’ motion for summary judgment, and proceeded with the in camera review to rule on 

Debtors’ claims of privilege.92  At a subsequent hearing on October 18, 2017, for which no 

record was made, EXCO again pressed for a ruling on the motion for summary judgment, telling 

the trial court “what would be helpful is a ruling on the motion for summary judgment,” to which 

Judge Wilson responded “that wouldn’t be helpful.”  Thereafter, Judge Wilson instructed the 

parties to agree on an amended docket control order and a new date for a bench trial on 

Enterprise’s claims.  Recognizing that the state court is very unlikely to grant summary 

judgment, Debtors current strategy is to hope for a more favorable reception to their argument in 

this Court. 

51. Based on the positions that the Debtors have taken in this case, it is clear that all 

parties have argued at some point that the respect for judicial economy is of the utmost 

importance and that major matters should be tried in courts with substantial existing knowledge 

of the dispute resulting from ongoing proceedings.  Since the judicial economy is served and 

                                                 
91

 Transcript of Hearing on September 21, 2017, attached hereto as Exhibit L, at pp. 20-21, 24-25. 

92
 Transcript of Hearing on September 26, 2017, attached hereto as Exhibit M, at p. 3. 
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there is no hardship or prejudice to the Debtors or their respective estates, the stay should be 

lifted as to claims that are not property of the Debtors estates so that litigation may proceed to a 

prompt conclusion in Harris County District Court. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Enterprise Products Operating LLC and Acadian Gas Pipeline 

System respectfully request that Debtors’ Emergency Motion to Extend the Automatic Stay and, 

Additionally or in the Alternative, Grant Preliminary and Permanent Injunctive Relief Halting 

the Prosecution of the Enterprise Litigation Against Debtor and Non-Debtor Defendants be 

denied and that Enterprise Products Operating LLC’s and Acadian Gas Pipeline System’s 

Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 362(d) be granted. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 HICKS THOMAS LLP 
      A REGISTERED LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP 

 

By: /s/ Paul L. Mitchell   

Paul L. Mitchell 

Texas Bar No. 14217920 

pmitchell@hicks-thomas.com 

John J. Deis 

Texas Bar No. 24028289 

jdeis@hicks-thomas.com  

Nicholas Zugaro 

Texas Bar No. 24070905 

nzugaro@hicks-thomas.com 

700 Louisiana, Suite 2000 

Houston, Texas 77002 

(713) 547-9100 (Telephone) 

(713) 547-9150 (Facsimile) 

 

-AND- 
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ANDREWS KURTH KENYON LLP 

 

 Robin Russell 

 State Bar No. 17424001 

 robinrussell@andrewskurth.com  

 Joseph W. Buoni 

 State Bar No. 24072009 

 josephbuoni@andrewskurth.com 

 Ashley L. Harper 

 State Bar No. 24065272 

 ashleyharper@andrewskurth.com  

 600 Travis, Suite 4200 

 Houston, Texas 77002 

 (713) 220-4200 (Telephone) 

 (713) 220-4285 (Facsimile) 

 

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I certify that on March 28, 2018, I caused a copy of the forgoing document to be served 

either via (i) the Electronic Case Filing System for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 

Southern District of Texas OR (ii) first-class, U.S. mail, postage prepaid, on the Debtors’ Master 

Service List attached hereto. 

 

 

 

/s/ Nicholas Zugaro      

Nicholas Zugaro 
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REPORTER'S RECORD 

TRIAL COURT CAUSE NO. 2016-60848 

 

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS        ) IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
OPERATING, LLC AND ACADIAN ) 
GAS PIPELINE SYSTEM        )  

       ) 
vs.        ) 

       ) 
EXCO OPERATING COMPANY, LP;) 
EXCO PARTNERS OLP GP, LLC; ) 
RAIDER MARKETING, LP;      ) HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
RAIDER MARKETING GP, LLC;  ) 
EXCO RESOURCES, INC.;      ) 
STEVEN ESTES; AND HAROLD   ) 
HICKEY                     ) 
VS.                        ) 
TXO-ACADIAN GAS PIPELINE,  ) 
LLC AND ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS) 
OLPGP, INC.                ) 157TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

 
 

_____________________________________________ 

HEARING 
_____________________________________________ 

 

  

On the 18th day of October, 2017, the following

proceedings came on to be held in the above-titled

and numbered cause before the Honorable Randy

Wilson, Judge Presiding, held in Houston, Harris

County, Texas.  

Proceedings reported by computerized stenotype

machine.
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APPEARANCES 

Paul L. Mitchell
SBOT NO. 14217920
John J. Dies
SBOT NO. 24028289
HICKS THOMAS, LLP
700 Louisiana, Suite 2000
Houston, Texas 77002
Telephone:  713-547-9100
Counsel for Plaintiff

Winstol D. Carter, Jr.
SBOT NO. 03932950
Cullen G. Pick
SBOT NO. 24098260
Jennifer M. Williams
SBOT NO. 24027552
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS, LLP
1000 Louisiana, Suite 4000
Houston, Texas 77002
Telephone:  713-890-5000
Counsel for Defendants
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THE COURT:  Here on Cause No. 2016-60848,

Enterprise v. EXCO.  

State your appearances, please.

MR. MITCHELL:  Paul Mitchell and John Deis

for the plaintiff Enterprise parties.  And we have our

paralegal, Bonnie Perry, with us as well.

MR. CARTER:  Good morning, Your Honor; and

thank you for accommodating my conflict.  Winn Carter

here for EXCO, along with Jennifer Williams and Cullen

Pick.

THE COURT:  All right.  Here are the items

that I think are on the agenda and you tell me if I over

or undershot the mark.

No. 1, entry of the order for the in

camera inspection; No. 2, plaintiff's motion for

inspection of additional in camera documents, which I

gather are the clawback documents.

MR. MITCHELL:  That's correct, with the

exception of three documents.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Third, plaintiff's

motion for reconsideration regarding Bluescape

communications and the attorney/client privilege; 4,

plaintiff's motion to file the sixth amended petition and

join Bluescape; and 5, defendants' motion to compel

plaintiff's answers to interrogatories.
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Is that the agenda?

MR. MITCHELL:  We believe so, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  All right.  The motion for

entry of the Court's ruling on the in camera documents.

I've got this rather hefty order.  Obviously I haven't

gone through and checked it.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, we have checked

it against each other's notes and against the transcript;

and the order on that motion, I believe, is agreed.

Now, there are two --

THE COURT:  Agreed as to form, obviously.

MR. MITCHELL:  Well, yes.  But I mean, it

is agreed that that order accurately reflects the Court's

rulings at the in camera inspection.

Now, there are three exceptions to that.

One is a document for which they were going -- and this

is the subject of the next motion for in camera.  One is

a document for which they were going to provide

additional information on the identity of one of the

recipients on the email.  We haven't seen anything like

that.  And the other two are simply documents that we

have reviewed the transcript and we cannot see any

mention of them in there.  And it could be that they were

bundled with other documents and we just didn't know it.

But there are only two documents.  And since we couldn't
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find a ruling by the Court in the transcript, we're just

asking that those two be reviewed as well as part of the

clawback.

THE COURT:  Which ones are they on this

order?

MR. MITCHELL:  They are not on that order.

THE COURT:  This order does reflect the

transcript?

MR. MITCHELL:  It reflects everything on

which the parties agreed was the ruling.

MS. WILLIAMS:  And, Your Honor, there

actually were two other documents that we had included in

our proposed order to you, because they were attachments

to documents that you had reviewed in camera.  We're

happy to resubmit those again, but that was why we went

ahead and included them, because we knew that they were

things that you had already previously reviewed.

THE COURT:  All right.  I'll go ahead and

sign this since this simply embodies the prior order or

prior hearing.  And then we'll take up the random

miscellaneous documents in a second.

All right.  Let's take up next -- I don't

want to get into the weeds on the particular documents

yet, as much fun as that is.  So let's put that last on

those additional in camera documents and the clawbacks,
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et cetera.

Let's take up next the motion for

reconsideration of the Bluescape documents as to whether

or not they are protected by attorney/client privilege.

MR. MITCHELL:  Well, Your Honor, when we

argued this motion initially, we did not have the

agreement -- the engagement agreement between Bluescape

and EXCO.  We now understand that that agreement is

publicly available, but it has never been produced by

defendants.  They didn't object to producing it on the

ground it was publicly available.  But in any event, we

located it.

THE COURT:  Yeah.  I mean, it was attached

to an SEC filing.

MR. MITCHELL:  That's correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Had y'all objected to it

originally, to producing it?

MS. WILLIAMS:  We did not, Your Honor.  We

have since produced it.  We asked our client for it and

we did get a copy of it and produced it last week, I

believe.

THE COURT:  I understand.  But I know for

some time, Enterprise had mentioned from time to time

they didn't have that document.  

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.
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THE COURT:  And I was just wondering if

y'all had objected to it; and now we find out it was part

of a public filing all along, which raised some questions

in my mind.

MS. WILLIAMS:  No, Your Honor.  We did not

object to it.  We did produce it last week, along also

with the Evercore agreement that they had requested at

that hearing.  We produced that as well last week.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, it was

produced, but it was after we filed this motion with the

court.

MR. CARTER:  Well, Judge, I mean, they

have been searching through the SEC filings for months.

They've had all of that information available to them

and --

THE COURT:  I get it.  It's been sitting

in Edgar for --

MR. CARTER:  Years, since 2015.

MR. MITCHELL:  Okay.

MR. CARTER:  So that raises another issue

that I would like to address, too.

THE COURT:  Well --

MR. CARTER:  I mean, there's some finger

pointing going on here.

THE COURT:  We'll get to that.
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MR. MITCHELL:  Okay, Your Honor.  So

Ms. Lamparter, her first affidavit says -- and I quote --

"representatives and agents of" -- Bluescape folks were

representatives and agents of EXCO based upon the

contract entered between EXCO -- between ESIS, a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Bluescape, and EXCO, based

upon the contract.  

They did not attach the contract to our

affidavit, although we, of course, know they had it and

it was public.  But we read the contract and it says just

the opposite.  It says they are not agents of Bluescape.

In no way shall they be considered agents.  They are

independent contractors.  It's an arms-length

transaction, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

So, I mean, Ms. Lampater's affidavit is

flatly contradicted by the plain words of the contract.

And neither their response nor her subsequent affidavit

attached to their response makes any effort at all to

explain this.  And the fact is I think what they are

trying to do here is rely on her affidavit for testimony

that flatly contradicts what the contract says to claim

these folks are agents that are therefore entitled to

fall under the umbrella of the attorney/client privilege.

And the contract simply does not say that.  If anything,

it disclaims it.
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And so we think for that reason, that can

not fall under the definition of representative of a

client, as we discussed previously; and anything shared

with Bluescape should be -- the privilege should be

deemed to have been waived and the documents should be

produced.

THE COURT:  Well, here is the question

I've got.  I mean, I've gone back over and looked at the

affidavit.  As well, I've looked at the provision that

you attach in your motion where the Bluescape agreement

states that they shall not be and shall not represent

themselves as agents or employees of EXCO and its

affiliates.  So the question is:  Could they nevertheless

still be a, quote, "representative" and still be an

independent contractor --

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I'm not sure.

THE COURT:  -- within the meaning of

503(b)(1)?

MR. MITCHELL:  Well, I think not, Your

Honor, because 503(b)(1) requires that they have actual

authority to obtain professional legal services on behalf

of EXCO.  And this disclaims them having authority to act

as an agent for EXCO for any reason, including obtaining

professional legal services.

And whether there is something outside
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this contractual relationship -- which we don't think

there is -- the answer would be maybe.  But as long as

they are acting pursuant to this agreement, which is all

we are interested in, we think the answer is clear.  They

are not an agent.  And since they are not an agent, they

don't have authority to seek legal advice on behalf of

the client.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, if you also

look at other provisions in this same contract, though,

that were pointed out both by Ms. Lamparter in her

affidavit as well as in our response, you will see that

there is a provision -- for example, 5.1(a)(4) says that

Bluescape is charged with developing a plan for

restructuring commercial contracts.  And then later on,

if you go down to 5.18(f), it says that they have the

authority to work with counsel and shall be given access

to EXCO's counsel to help develop a plan for

restructuring.

In order to give full effect to this, they

have got to be allowed to work with counsel, seek legal

advice in order to come up with a solid

legally-defensible plan for restructuring contracts.

That is one of the things they are charged with in the

contract with Bluescape.  And that is what Ms. Lamparter

actually says in her affidavit was why they believed they
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could go ahead and communicate with Bluescape and why she

and others within the company that were lawyers as well

as outside counsel for EXCO communicated directly with

Bluescape individuals.

THE COURT:  Give me just one second.

All right.  Give me the provisions again

that you just cited, five point --

MS. WILLIAMS:  5.18, Section A, Subsection

4.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I have them

highlighted here, if you'd like me to hand them up.

THE COURT:  Either way.

MS. WILLIAMS:  And then 5.18, Section F.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor --

THE COURT:  All right.  5.18 --

MS. WILLIAMS:  5.18(a)4, Your Honor, which

discusses the restructuring of commercial contracts and

joint venture agreements.

THE COURT:  Right.

MS. WILLIAMS:  If you go to 5.18 section

F, it discusses how EXCO shall provide reasonable access

to -- and if you read through there, you will see that

counsel -- they are to provide access to counsel to

Bluescape, for Bluescape.

THE COURT:  Just a second.  Subject to,
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subject to 5.4, confidentiality, and 5.7,

non-solicitation.

Okay.

MS. WILLIAMS:  You will also see, Your

Honor, in 5.18(c), another thing we have noted is that

they are to use, quote, "commercially reasonably

efforts."  And they are also to act in a good faith and

in a diligent manner, which is what Ms. Lamparter was

saying in her affidavit is the reason why they needed to

be able to speak with counsel.

THE COURT:  Mr. Mitchell, response.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, the

provision -- I believe F, which gives them access to

books, records, employees, et cetera, et cetera, et

cetera, that is a standard provision in a consulting

agreement to allow them to do their work.  It is

certainly very far from saying they have authority to

request legal advice on behalf of the company, which is

what would be required to bring them within the ambit of

the privilege.

And I understand that --

THE COURT:  Let me read 503 again.

Okay.  Go ahead.  Anything else?

MR. MITCHELL:  No, Your Honor.  I mean,

other than just to make the point that I think is already
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made in our papers, that the affidavit can't just purport

to interpret the contract in a way that's totally

different from the language of the contract and bring

them under the privilege.  The engagement agreement is

what it is and it says what it says.  It either gives

them authority to obtain professional legal services or

it does not.  And there is no question it does not,

because they haven't pointed the Court to anything that

says it does.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, we would

disagree with the characterization that is being made

here.  We do believe Your Honor is correct, that 5.18(g)

is an independent contractor provision.  That is what

that paragraph is there for.  It is not to say that they

do not have the authority to work with counsel as noted

in the other provisions we previously said.

THE COURT:  The question is in order to

get within 503 of the rules of evidence, is it enough to

have the authority to work with counsel or is it to have

the authority to engage counsel?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, I believe that

it is the authority to obtain advice from counsel is what

it says, which we believe they do have the authority to

do under this contract.  That is what Ms. Lamparter has

attested to, that they had authority under this contract.
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And that is the way that EXCO viewed this contract to

which it was a party.  And thus based upon its

understanding of this contract, that is why they were

willing to share the information and allow their counsel

to work directly with Bluescape and for Bluescape to seek

legal advice directly on behalf of EXCO.

THE COURT:  Mr. Mitchell, what's your

authority that 503 is triggered only if you have the

authority to engage or obtain counsel?

MR. MITCHELL:  My authority is the express

language of Rule 503(a)2(a), which says a person who has

authority to obtain professional legal services for the

client or to act for the client on the legal advice

rendered.  And the contract does not say anything about

either of those things.

THE COURT:  Well, don't they have the

authority to act -- since they clearly have the authority

to hear what counsel says and their contract provides

that they are to consult and give advice on the

restructuring, don't they then have the authority to act

on that advice?

MR. MITCHELL:  It says act for the client.

Act for the client must mean act as an agent of the

client on that advice.  And that is what the agreement

expressly disclaims.  It is not just that Bluescape gets
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to act on that advice.  It has to act for the client

under the language of the ruling.  And there is no

assertion in the agreement or otherwise that Bluescape is

acting for the client.  Bluescape is acting in

performance of its own consulting services on its

turnaround plan.

MS. WILLIAMS:  For the client, Your Honor,

for EXCO.

THE COURT:  Yeah.  I'm denying this

motion.  Do you have an order to deny?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor, we do.

This is the order that we previously had submitted.

THE COURT:  Oh, I've got it.

All right.  Next, Enterprise's motion to

file a sixth amended petition.  Are there any changes to

this proposed petition other than the addition of

Bluescape?

MR. DIES:  No, Your Honor.  The changes

are to add Bluescape and set forth facts upon which the

claim is based about Bluescape.

THE COURT:  All right.  How do you respond

to defendants' response that says if we do this, we are

kicking this can well down the road?

MR. DIES:  Well, two issues, Your Honor.

First off, this is not a claim based upon what Enterprise
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did that they need to come depose Enterprise's folks and

Enterprise's documents about the claim we are asserting

against Bluescape.  This is based upon Bluescape and

EXCO's own documents that we requested and they

wrongfully withheld from production previously which

created this delay issue.

So had they complied with our discovery

request -- which, you know, I find it interesting.  They

say they had no objection whatsoever to producing the

agreement that would show what hat Wilder is wearing when

he's doing certain things, but they just didn't produce

it.

We asked for the Bluescape documents,

which, you know, Your Honor, you ruled that they had to

produce those.  They previously didn't.  And the reason

we are kind of down the road and where we are right now

is as much a result of the fact that they haven't

produced the documents --

THE COURT:  Well, look, putting aside the

question of whether it is -- whether EXCO is at fault or

not, we are now talking about bringing in a new party

with a February trial date.

MR. DIES:  Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  So now Bluescape is going to

have a dog in this hunt.  And whether it was EXCO's fault
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for not producing documents previously, your fault,

nobody's fault, don't know.

But now Bluescape, if I grant this, the

first thing they are going to do is file a motion for

continuance.

So I guess my question to you is this:

What does bringing Bluescape bring to the table that you

don't already have by having EXCO in the case, EXCO and

Raider?

MR. DIES:  Your Honor, they are -- when

they tortiously interfere with a contract, they are

liable for those damages that result from the breach.

THE COURT:  They are the same damages as

the breach damage though.

MR. DIES:  Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  I mean, I get the fact that

you have got a tortious interference claim or argument

against Bluescape, but it's going to almost a fortiori

put the trial off.  And now all of a sudden, rather than

you have, oh, one really good set of counsel on the other

side of the table, now you're going to have two.

MR. DIES:  Well, one of the reasons we

don't think this would substantially delay the case is

Bluescape was subpoenaed to produce the documents that

this claim is going to be based upon previously.  They
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did not produce those documents, Bluescape did not, in

response to our subpoena.  They have been ordered to

produce those documents.  That's going to be the basis of

our claim, and produce their witness.  So they're already

going through the discovery actions.  

THE COURT:  They didn't engage in document

discovery, but have depositions taken in this case?

MR. MITCHELL:  Not of Bluescape, Your

Honor.

THE COURT:  No, I get that.  But how many

depositions have been taken?

MR. MITCHELL:  Probably seven or eight,

maybe more.

THE COURT:  To which they weren't parties.

And so it reopens depositions.

MR. MITCHELL:  I understand, Your Honor;

but they will be represented by the same counsel.  I

mean, they have come in for them in all of these motions.

THE COURT:  Well, that actually was going

to be my very next question.

Are you guys going to be representing

Bluescape?

MR. CARTER:  I don't know.  

THE COURT:  Look, I haven't read through

this rather big engagement agreement that has now come to
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light; but is there an indemnity provision in there?

MR. CARTER:  There is an indemnity

provision.  I don't know whether it would cover a tort

claim against Bluescape.  And so I haven't analyzed it,

haven't been asked to analyze it.  But this is just going

to kick the can down the road.  Regardless of who

represents Bluescape, we are going to have to go back in

and still rediscover a lot of the information, because

that issue wasn't an issue in the case.  Depositions are

going to have to be taken of Enterprise.  Discovery

contentions against Enterprise --

THE COURT:  Well, I mean, less so

redeposing Enterprise people.  It does potentially reopen

depositions of EXCO people on the extent to which they

relied upon the Bluescape advice.  But the Enterprise

answers are going to be pretty much the same no matter

what, aren't they?

MR. CARTER:  I don't know.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, if I could just

point out, the EXCO folks that would be interacting and

taking instruction from Bluescape are Harold Hickey and

Steve Estes.  They have not been deposed yet.  Neither

has any Bluescape employee, including Mr. Wilder, you

know, pending receipts of those documents.

So there won't be any duplicative EXCO
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depositions.  Everybody I have asked so far had no

contact with Wilder, had no contact or very limited

contact with Bluescape and was not able to shed any light

on any of these issues, including the Wilder memo upon

which this claim is based at this point.

So I don't see that there is going to be

any additional EXCO depositions on this, other than those

that have yet to be taken anyway.

THE COURT:  Of course, an addition of your

tortious interference claim is there actually had been a

breach.

MR. MITCHELL:  That's correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  So any Bluescape claim would

be predicated on an affirmative finding of breach.

MR. MITCHELL:  I believe we would have to

show as an element of a tortious interference claim that

the contract had been breached.  I mean, we do not have a

limitations problem, Your Honor.  I mean, we can file

another suit against Bluescape tomorrow.  But, I mean,

the fact is Your Honor already is very familiar with

these issues.  We've had numerous hearings, you know.

And, you know, it seems wasteful and duplicative to start

taking all this discovery again when Bluescape is going

to be represented by the same folks who have been in this

case from day one and they know all the documents and
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they know all the Bluescape documents, because presumably

they are about ready to produce them as soon as Your

Honor signs the order that was set for submission on

Monday.

So I just don't see any real cause for

delay.  If they have an articulable basis for a delay, I

assume Your Honor will hear it and can decide then and

you can always sever them out.

THE COURT:  Well, Mr. Carter, why doesn't

it make, at a minimum, sense to bring Bluescape into the

case so the discovery would be consolidated, so that all

future discovery that goes forward could be used against

Bluescape and then we can consider down the road whether

or not it makes sense to have separate trials against

Bluescape or whether they should be tried in the same

proceeding, but at least have consolidated discovery.

MR. CARTER:  Well, I mean, the point that

he raises about the limitations, that's the reason I

can't -- I can't address that issue, because that's

clearly the thing.  He can certainly file a lawsuit

against Bluescape tomorrow, if he wishes.  But what it

does do is it does kick the can down the road, because

there is discovery that is going to have to be obtained

from Enterprise.  

And in addition, this is the whole point
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of our motion for separate trials that we had before and

that you have not addressed, but it's the basis for

which -- as you just pointed out, all of this is based

upon what the contract says and the terms of the

contract. 

The way to manage this is to address the

contract, because it's going to be expensive for

Bluescape to deal with it or EXCO or whoever ends up if

there is an indemnity agreement that applies, as well as

all of the other discovery on all these other claims that

they think that they've got against all these other

people.  It's all based upon the terms of the contract

and whether or not Enterprise breached that contract,

which they did.

And as a result, we ought to be dealing

with that first, foremost.  We've got a motion for

summary judgment on that basis.  We ought to be dealing

with that.  If that issue gets resolved, then we can move

down the road and deal with the other issues.  That also

would allow us to be on schedule, because we're out the

money.  They have not paid us.  We're out the money.

That would also allow us to get this case resolved on the

February trial date to deal with on a non-jury basis the

contract itself.

THE COURT:  Yeah, but the question is to
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me, given the fact that Enterprise could file a separate

action against Bluescape which wouldn't necessarily track

back to this court -- might, might not -- but now we

would have two lawsuits.  Discovery might or might not be

consolidated.  I guess you could conceivably double

caption the cases and make discovery applicable to both

cases.

It just seems to me that a simpler

solution is to permit the amendment, bring them in, which

would clearly consolidate the discovery; and then that

would not preclude having a bench trial on this threshold

question.  As you pointed out, there is no jury waiver

for the individual, which clearly would be no jury waiver

vis-a-vis Bluescape.

So we could have a bench trial on this

threshold question -- consolidate discovery, bench trial

on this threshold question; and then if either of the

individuals in Bluescape wish a jury, that trial could

then move forward.

MR. DIES:  Your Honor, that's the very

purpose of the joinder rule is when you've got

intertwined facts -- and the rule says when the claim

arises out of the same transaction, occurrence or series

of transactions or occurrences and if there are questions

of law or fact common to all of them.
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That's exactly what we have here.

Bluescape is so intertwined to what EXCO did,

irregardless of whether -- there's overlap between the

breach of contract claims.  There's overlap between the

breach of contract claims.  There is overlap in facts

with the breach of fiduciary duty claims.  They all arise

out of the same facts that are going to have to be

considered together.  And so, I mean, it's not an excuse.

It's the reason that they should all be in one action so

that we can do that efficiently and not have multiple

lawsuits with potentially multiple jury charge --

THE COURT:  I know what the arguments are.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I think we are

probably going to have multiple trials, unless Your Honor

wants to seat an advisory jury for the whole thing and

try them all together.  But if we have two trials, we

have two trials.  If Bluescape can really make a

persuasive case that it needs some additional discovery

that hasn't been taken, Your Honor can grant it leave to

take it outside of the discovery period or, you know, if

they really make a persuasive case for a tenant, which I

don't think they can, Your Honor can always sever them

out and continue it.

MR. CARTER:  So I guess Bluescape can't

designate experts or can't file amended pleadings or I
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guess they can't -- they have to answer today; because by

the time they get served and answered, we're going to be

into December.  So perhaps that's not an issue.

THE COURT:  Look, I think we can agree

that if Bluescape is brought in and if they pay the jury

fee, then there is no question but that I have to have

separate trials, unless, as Mr. Mitchell points out, we

do it together, which I've got to tell you, I'm not real

wild about that idea.  It just --

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, just an option.

We're not wild about it either.

THE COURT:  I mean, the problem with that

idea is, you know, we seat a jury to sit here and listen

conceivably to all the breach of contract and they hear

everything and then after a two- or three-week trial, I

then conclude, let's say hypothetically, there was no

breach and then it's, "Well, thank you so much for your

time.  Goodbye.  We don't need you any more."

MR. MITCHELL:  We understand.  And we

don't disagree that a second trial makes sense.  But it

really does make sense from an efficiency basis to get

Bluescape in this case now.

THE COURT:  What I was going to say to

Mr. Carter is I think we can all agree that assuming

Bluescape wants a jury -- because I'm disinclined to do
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this two-fer trial -- that at the minimum, Bluescape is

not going to trial on the bench trial in February.

MR. CARTER:  Correct.

THE COURT:  That's just not going to

happen.

MR. CARTER:  Not going to happen.

THE COURT:  And so to me, the only

question is should Bluescape be in this between now and

February so that discovery is useable.  And I think the

answer to that is yes, so I'm going to grant the motion.

MR. CARTER:  All right.  That's consistent

with our response.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Next.  Defendants'

motion to compel.  Hang on just a second.

Okay.

MR. PICK:  Yes, Your Honor.  So we served

interrogatories, I believe, back in May or June and got

the answers on July 28th of this year.  And of the 21

interrogatories, we feel that 19 of them were not fully

answered.  Many of the answers just referred us back to

plaintiff's live pleading at the time, which was their

third amended petition and their responses to requests

for disclosures without citing any specific language

within either document that supposedly answered our

interrogatories.
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And we feel that this is essentially

making the written discovery process obsolete if in

response to our interrogatories, they can just refer us

back to something that was previously filed or served.

THE COURT:  Well, Enterprise's response to

your motion, which I just briefly had a chance to look at

this morning, says, "Look, all I'm going to be doing is

copying and pasting from the petition and taking the

petition language and/or other language and moving it

into interrogatory language.  You've already got the

information from -- either it's already spelled out in

the petition or in expert reports.  This isn't a case

where you don't know the information.  We're just trying

to get it in interrogatory form."

How do you respond to all that?

MR. PICK:  Well, I understand that and you

also say "and/or other language."  We'd like to know if

there is any other language.  And I mean, answers to

interrogatories, that's a sworn document.  And we feel

that we have the right to know if those answers are

consistent with what they say in the pleading.  And if

they are going to just copy and paste the language from

the pleading, then they should do so and tell us exactly

what is responsive to this specific request.  And it

should also note whether the language within the pleading
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and the responses to the requests for disclosures is the

full answer to the interrogatories.

THE COURT:  Go ahead.

MR. MITCHELL:  Well, Your Honor, I think,

you know, the Court's observation is correct.  If we are

required to take our expert report and our petition and

move it into interrogatory answers to have it verified,

we would obviously do that.  It just seems like a big

waste of time.  

And as far as them asking if there is

anything else out there, that is a request that we

marshal all of our evidence and that's not what

interrogatories are for.  They get basic facts underlying

our claims.  Gosh knows this petition is more detailed

than probably 90 percent of the ones that we see.  And

they have extensive information on our claims.  And if

their argument to the Court is now, "Well, there may be

something else that you left out," well, we don't have to

marshal all our evidence.  The rule specifically says

that.  All we have to do is give them sufficient factual

information so they understand our claims.  We have done

that in spades.  And we would be delighted to -- you

know, if Your Honor wants us to -- to dump it into an

interrogatory and have it signed by our expert and a

party representative.  We don't think that should be
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required.  We think it's make work.  I mean, I think

that's what they're asking us to do.

And there is one other point to their

motion that I do want to point out to the Court.  And

that has to do with the redacted documents.

THE COURT:  Right.  I want to talk about

those.

MR. MITCHELL:  I'd like to hand something

up to the Court.  It's Exhibit 6.  And this is just one

example on the redacted documents.  I think it says it's

52 pages long.  That is an accounts receivable report for

all of Enterprise's customers.  EXCO appeared on exactly

one line.  And their position seems to be they get the

whole thing because there is a protective order.

And, you know, we have offered on more

than one occasion that every one of the 42 documents they

complain about redactions, they can come to my office and

look at unredacted copies and satisfy themselves we're

not hiding any relevant information and they have just

simply turned that down.  And so I don't know what else

to do except suggest Your Honor look at them and make a

relevance ruling, if they're unwilling to come and try to

work it out.

MR. PICK:  We're not unwilling.  I've been

to their office.  I've seen some of the documents.  And
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we do believe that much of the information is relevant.

And if I may, I'll hand you another document that has

redactions.  This was sent to Chris Nelly, subject

redacted/EXCO MTM exposure.

Chris Nelly in his deposition couldn't

testify regarding the redacted information because it was

redacted.  And we think that the information could be

directly relevant to whether or not plaintiffs mitigated

their damages.  Without seeing otherwise, we don't know.

MR. MITCHELL:  Well, actually, Your Honor,

they do know, because that's one of the 14 documents they

actually did come look at.  And all of the redactions

related to another Enterprise counter party, not EXCO.

And we gave them the unredacted document.  Mr. Pick

himself came over and looked at it.  And so they do know

exactly what's been redacted and it has nothing

whatsoever to do with EXCO.

And just because there is a protective

order and attorneys eyes only doesn't give them a license

to rummage through, you know, all our documents that

relate to our other customers.  That's confidential

business information and it has no relevance to this

case.  And we are willing to sit down with them and

demonstrate on a document-by-document basis.  And if they

don't agree as to certain documents, we will be delighted
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to submit them to Your Honor for a ruling.  

But we think it's a waste of the Court's

time to go through 42 documents and look at redactions;

but if they insist on that happening, we stand ready to

tender them today.

MR. PICK:  And admittedly, the Rule 11

that we agreed to did not allow us or in particular

myself to bring any recording or note-taking device.

When I reviewed the initial set of redacted documents, I

felt that some did contain relevant information, like the

one in front of, Your Honor.  And that's why we followed

up with a request that they just simply unredact the

documents and produce them in that form.

THE COURT:  Well, except to say this

document which is marked Bates No. Enterprise 000-2727,

Mr. Mitchell says that the exposure referenced here is to

some other party.  If that's the case, then why do you

need this?

MR. CARTER:  Because Mr. Nelly, when we

tried to take his deposition and we showed him that

document, he couldn't even talk about the EXCO portions

of the document, because the document itself -- he

couldn't even identify or look at it so that he could

talk about the EXCO portions.

So they have redacted so much information
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that the information available to the witness to discuss

the document is not -- he can't even refresh his memory

from it.

THE COURT:  Well, you're saying because it

was deemed confidential, you weren't allowed to show it

to Mr. Nelly?

MR. CARTER:  No.  We could show that

portion of the document to him; but when questioned by --

when we questioned him, he couldn't describe the

circumstances around the document and the substance of

the document because all of the information had been

redacted within it.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor --

MR. CARTER:  We have a protective order.

We have attorneys eyes only.  On documents that are so

much redacted that we only have three lines that we can't

even make sense of why the document exists in the first

place, that's taking it a little bit too far.  We're not

here to rummage through.  They haven't produced squat in

this case as far as documents are concerned.  We have

produced documents -- complete documents without

redaction, hundreds of thousands of pages.  And all we

are trying to do is get enough information from a

document that we can see to make sense.  It may not be

completely relevant; but when you take away the substance
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and the subjective portion of the document so that we can

even contemplate what the document is all about, that

hurts our ability to prepare our case.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, is the document

before you dated August 7, 2015?

THE COURT:  Mine is July 28th.

MR. CARTER:  It's been redacted.

MR. MITCHELL:  July 28th?  Okay.  Well, I

mean, I think it has to do with the same counter party.

And this comes from the notebook that we showed Mr. Pick

at our office.

I mean, here is another example.  You will

see the first page here has the redactions.  The second

page is unredacted.  And it just has to do with a

different counter party.  The attachment, same thing.

The redactions all relate to a different party and not

EXCO.  And we don't see any relevance to that.  But if

they can come over and explain it to us and articulate

it, we're delighted to listen.

THE COURT:  Well, I mean, seriously, the

document in question -- I mean, look at what Mr. Mitchell

just showed me.  I don't understand how you don't

understand the context of the document when --

MR. CARTER:  Well, this document, I

haven't looked at, so I can't tell you.
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THE COURT:  Well, you're looking at it

now.  Look at it.

MR. CARTER:  Okay.  It's re:  EXCO

contract summary and it's an Excel spreadsheet.  That's

the re.  And then we have please see prepared summary and

contract briefs.  And then we have please see exposure

summary and contract briefs.  And then we see a page

where it's all blanked out and it has EXCO operating on

three lines.  And remember, they have a mitigation claim

here.  And then we have the document that shows

Chesapeake.

THE COURT:  Right.  I think Mr. Mitchell's

point is why do you need the Chesapeake information.  I

mean, it's an Excel spreadsheet that has some lines

having to do with EXCO and some lines having to do with

Chesapeake.

Mr. Carter, I get that sometimes

redactions are so heavy that you don't understand the

context of the document.  I've seen lots of those over

the years.  I get that.  This particular document isn't

one of them.

MR. CARTER:  Okay.  One.  Granted.  You

win.

THE COURT:  And the other one that he

handed me, this 2727, is really in the same category.
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MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I think if they

will sit down with us, they will conclude all the

documents are in the same category.  And we stand ready

to make a collection of those documents available for

inspection at our office.  And if they want to take notes

on them, if that seems to be a big complaint of theirs

now, that's fine.  We'll let them take notes.  And if

there is anything left after they look at these documents

in my conference room, we'll just submit them to Your

Honor in just the same fashion, the redacted and

unredacted, and Your Honor can rule.

THE COURT:  Frankly, that's what I want to

do.  Y'all look at them first.  And as Mr. Mitchell says,

you can take notes.  Look at them and if you think there

is something there where you need the context where it

doesn't make sense, then I'll look at them.  I just don't

want to look at all of them.

MR. CARTER:  Fair enough.

THE COURT:  In the first instance, y'all

look at them.

What I want to do on the remainder of this

motion is let me go through these.  I really didn't get

much of a chance yesterday or this morning to look at the

response.  And so let me take this one under submission

and look at the particular interrogatories in question
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and then I will rule on this really this morning.

That then takes us to the last item, which

is the other --

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.  And

first -- 

MR. MITCHELL:  I think that's our motion,

but go ahead.

THE COURT:  Right.

MR. MITCHELL:  When we appeared before

Your Honor -- and these are the clawback documents.  And

it's not a question of the document itself.  It's the

portions of it they claim are privileged, like memos and

board -- legal memo that's part of board materials that

they want to redact.

THE COURT:  Right.

MR. MITCHELL:  And when we spoke with the

Court on this, what I suggested was since they had

already produced it to us once -- okay.  It's not like we

hadn't seen it -- that they come over, highlight the

portions with a notebook, "Here is what we want to

redact" --

THE COURT:  I thought that's where we left

it.

MR. MITCHELL:  We brought it up and then

they refused to do it.
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MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, we offered to

go and produce to them the redacted versions of the

documents and explain to them what we were redacting, but

we were unable to allow them to sit there and read

line-by-line what we were actually redacting; because if

they were to read the 20-page privileged memo, first of

all, they would know what the legal advice was; but

secondly, there would be a claim then possibly of waiver.

We are dealing constantly with what has

been waived in this case, was it waived because it was

shown to Bluescape, was it waived because it was shown to

someone else.  And then we are supposed to show them the

documents that we have now clawed back, which because

we've clawed them back, they were supposed to have either

destroyed or set aside.  They are not supposed to be

looking at them.

So for us -- so what we proposed was I

would go over there.  I would give them, here is a

redacted copy and let me explain to you why we redacted.

Or this is a 20-page memo from Haynes & Boone, for

example, to the board about a particular legal issue.

That's why we redacted these 10 pages.  This page right

here is a memo from Lanny, who was the GC at the time,

giving legal advice on this issue.

They said that was unacceptable to them,
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that we needed to go over there and they needed to be

allowed to read the actual information and see what we

were redacting.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, if I may

respond briefly.

No. 1, we'll stipulate that them going

through that procedure is not a waiver of anything that

they propose to redact.  No. 2, I don't plan to read the

legal memoranda.  If they show me Page 1 that's a legal

memorandum from Kirkland & Ellis to the board, that's all

they need to show me and I'll agree to the redaction.  I

don't want to study their privileged materials.  Okay?

If it's obviously privileged, like a memo from Kirkland &

Ellis, show me the first page, show me the last page, and

they can redact to their heart's content.

THE COURT:  Well, how many documents are

we talking about?

MS. WILLIAMS:  We're talking five

documents here, Your Honor.  And I actually brought them

with me.

THE COURT:  Let me look at them.

MR. MITCHELL:  I think there are 42,

aren't there?

MS. WILLIAMS:  No.  It's actually -- in

total, it's five, because what it is is it's an email
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with attachments, so one attachment, for example --

MR. MITCHELL:  Okay.  That's why we have

42.

MS. WILLIAMS:  If I may show you, Your

Honor.  So this will be one document with the email with

the attachments.  Any time there is a pink flag, you will

see first the redacted portion version and then the page

behind it will be the unredacted version.  And here are

the five documents.

THE COURT:  All right.  So what I am

looking at first is Bates stamped defendants 0174514

through 4698.  And what you are saying is this one

document had a dozen or a couple of dozen bits of

attorney/client embedded in it?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.  That is

actually one of the board books, you will see.  It is a

board book with different minutes and different

information provided to board members.  And you will see

as you flip through, there will be sometimes sentences

that say what someone discussed with the board that is an

attorney.  Other times, there are full multi-page

memoranda in there from counsel discussing different

issues.  There are also, I believe, two documents that

are redacted in there as well that are prepared by

counsel that were attached to the memo.  But the way they
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put them in the board book, they are earlier in time in

the board book than attached to the memos that are

thereafter.

THE COURT:  Why is -- do you have a set

with you?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor, if you

will tell me which page.

THE COURT:  174539 and 5405, why is this

redacted?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, that is

actually -- and unfortunately, you can really tell by the

footer, believe it or not, of that particular document.

It is actually a draft that was prepared by counsel that

is attached to a memo that you will see later in the

document.  And the memo was from counsel.  And that was

one of the attachments and that was why that is -- it was

actually drafted by counsel.  It is not the actual final

version.

In fact, Your Honor, you will see that

that is for something to be held on September 10th, but

the actual document itself is dated September 4th.  It

was a proposal that counsel had prepared.

THE COURT:  Look at 1745575.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  This is discussing a proposal.
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MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.  That was

a proposal that was being made by counsel.  He at the

time was the general counsel of the company, the

gentleman who was stating what he thought the company

could do, providing his legal advice on that issue.

THE COURT:  Who is Mr. Bowing?

MS. WILLIAMS:  At the time, he was the

general counsel of the company.  And we did, I believe,

leave in what the committee then decided after Mr. Bowing

discussed different issues.

THE COURT:  Well, 174569 is just --

there's no legal advice being given there.  That's just

what the topic is.

MS. WILLIAMS:  I'm sorry.  You said 569,

Your Honor?

THE COURT:  Yes.  No.  Yeah, 569.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Again, Your Honor, because

it was discussing what the legal advice was going to be

about, that is why that was redacted.

THE COURT:  It just gives the topic.

There is no legal advice being given at all.  That one is

overruled.

Who is Mr. Yang?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Yang is outside

counsel, Your Honor.
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THE COURT:  With?

MS. WILLIAMS:  With Akin, Gump, Strauss,

Hauer & Feld, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Right.  There it is.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, we believe he

may be counsel for Evercore, not EXCO.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, I believe if

you look at the document, you will see he is counsel also

for EXCO in this instance and is providing legal advice

to EXCO.

THE COURT:  And the privilege for 174594

through 598 is what?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is

another one of these documents that is drafted by

counsel.  You will see the memorandum later in the

document that this relates to.  And you will see again

that this is for a potential resolution that counsel

drafted.  It is actually dated September 4th, but it is

for consideration on September 10th.  It is not the

actual resolution of the board.

THE COURT:  624, what's the privilege

here?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, I believe 624

is a continuation of the document that you will see that

begins on 622.  It is a memorandum from Haynes & Boone to
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the board of directors.

THE COURT:  All right.  Let's take five.

(Brief recess)

THE COURT:  All right.  With that one

exception that I've noted, I'm sustaining the privilege

on the first document.

What is Document 2, which is 174699

through 885?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, this is --

THE COURT:  Another board book?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Another board book, Your

Honor.  It is actually, I believe, the same board book

behind, but it has a different cover email.  So the

redactions are the same as what was in the first document

that you looked at.

THE COURT:  So because this had a

different cover email, it's still the same board book?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, we don't think

you need to go through it again.

THE COURT:  Yeah.  If that's all it is,

then same rulings.

All right.  I'm now looking at the third

document, which is 175267 through 390.  This is either

another copy of the board book or a draft of the board
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book.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is a

different draft of the board book that you are looking at

now.

MR. MITCHELL:  Are the redactions the

same?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Unfortunately, Your Honor,

and opposing counsel, they are not the same.  They are

very similar, but there are some discrepancies in what

the documents have in them.

THE COURT:  It does appear slightly

different, but largely the same.

Why is 175319 privileged?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, you will note

that there is a portion of that that is discussing the

fairness opinion and that's a fairness opinion that you

will see later on in the document that was being rendered

by counsel.

THE COURT:  It's just authorizing getting

a fairness opinion.

MS. WILLIAMS:  And, Your Honor, this is

also part of a resolution that is also not something that

the board has actually authorized yet.

THE COURT:  I'm overruling the privilege

on that.
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All right.  The remainder of the

redactions with the indication of privilege is sustained.

I'm now looking at 175062 through 197.  It

says, "Attached is a current version of the deck."  What

is a deck?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, you will also

see that it's actually a draft of the board book as well.

THE COURT:  No, I get that.

MS. WILLIAMS:  That's how he referred to

it.  He referred to it as the board deck.

THE COURT:  Okay.  He can call it what he

wants.  That's clearly what it is, clearly what it is.

Same ruling with respect to 175127, which is that is not

privileged.  The remainder of the redactions in this

document, I will sustain the privilege.

Finally, looking at 174926 through 175061,

these fall in the same department of redundancy

documents.  Again, same ruling on 174991.  That's not

sustained.

The remainder documents are all that I

have seen before and the privilege is sustained.

All right.  Get me a written order

conforming to those oral rulings and then I will look at

the motion to compel.

Anything else today?
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MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, just for a

point of clarification, I believe earlier on the very

first document, you said it was 174513 and it's 174511

was the first page.

THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I do have one

more thing.

The parties have submitted competing

orders on Your Honor's order compelling Bluescape to

produce.

THE COURT:  Oh, that's right.

MR. MITCHELL:  Those were set for

submission on Monday.

THE COURT:  I have not looked at the

submission docket yet.

MR. MITCHELL:  I just wanted to remind the

Court, we haven't seen received anything from Bluescape

yet.  And if would like the orders in Word format, we're

happy to provide them.

THE COURT:  I have not looked at the

Monday submission docket yet.  I will let you know if I

do need it in Word.

All right.  Off the record.
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STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTY OF HARRIS 

I, Sheri M. Ullrich, Official Court Reporter in

and for the 157th District Court of Harris, State of

Texas, do hereby certify that the above and

foregoing contains a true and correct transcription

of all portions of evidence and other proceedings

requested in writing by counsel for the parties to

be included in this volume of the Reporter's Record

in the above-styled and numbered cause, all of which

occurred in open court or in chambers and were

reported by me.

I further certify that this Reporter's Record

of the proceedings truly and correctly reflects the

exhibits, if any, offered by the respective parties.

I further certify that the total cost for the

preparation of this Reporter's Record is $513.50 and

was paid/will be paid by Mr. Paul L. Mitchell and

Mr. Winstol D. Carter, Jr.

                                                       
                          
                         /s/Sheri M. Ullrich 
                         Sheri M. Ullrich, CSR 
                         Texas CSR 1918 
                         Official Court Reporter 
                         157th District Court 
                         Harris County, Texas 
                         201 Caroline, 11th Floor           
                         Houston, Texas 77002 
                         Telephone:  832-927-2418 
                         Expiration:  12/31/2018 
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SERVICES AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENT 

This SERVICES AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement"), is dated as of 
March 31, 201 5 (the "Execution Date''), by and among EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas 
corporation ("EXCO"), and Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company ("ESAS"). Each ofEXCO and ESAS are sometimes referred to collectively as 
the "Parties" and individually as a "Party." 

RECITALS: 

WHEREAS, ESAS desires to provide, and EXCO desires to engage ESAS for, the 
Services upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth; 

WHEREAS, EXCO desires to sell and issue, and ESAS desires to receive from EXCO, 
the Initial Shares (defmed below) and the Warrants (defined below), upon the terms and 
conditions hereinafter set forth; and 

WHEREAS, ESAS desires to purchase at least fifty million dollars ($50,000,000) of 
EXCO Common Stock prior to the first anniversary of the Closing Date, including the Initial 
Shares. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual promises, 
representations, warranties, covenants, conditions and agreements contained herein, and for other 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the 
Parties agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 

DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.1 Certain Definitions. As used herein: 

"2005 Registration Rights Agreement" means that certain First Amended and Restated 
Registration Rights Agreement of EXCO, originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended 
and restated as ofDecember 30, 2005. 

"2007 Registration Rights Agreement" means that certain Registration Rights Agreement 
ofEXCO, dated March 28, 2007, in respect of 7.0% Cumulative Convertible Perpetual Preferred 
Stock and Hybrid Preferred Stock. 

"AAA" is defmed in Section 11.4(a). 

"Accounting Principles" means the United States generally accepted accounting 
principles, consistently applied. 

"Affiliate" means, with respect to any Person, any Person that (a) directly or indirectly 
(through one or more Subsidiaries) controls such Person, (b) is controlled directly or indirectly 
(through one or more Subsidiaries) by such Person, (c) is under the common control, whether 
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directly or indirectly (through one or more Subsidiaries), with such Person by the same 
ownership or control of the parent or general partner of such Person, or (d) is the successor or 
surviving Person by a merger or consolidation of any such Person pursuant to applicable Law. 
For purposes of this defmition "control" means (i) the ownership, directly or indirectly or 
beneficially, of fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding voting securities or the beneficial interest 
of another Person or (ii) the direct or indirect ability to direct the management, policies or 
business decisions of another Person, whether as the general partner, sole member, sole 
shareholder, through voting securities, contracts or otherwise. 

"Arbitration Panel" is defmed in Section 11.4(a). 

"beneficially own," "beneficially owned," "beneficial ownership" and similar phrases 
have the same meanings as such terms have under Rule 13d-3 (or any successor rule then in 
effect) under the Exchange Act, except that, in calculating the beneficial ownership of any 
Person, such Person shall be deemed (i) to have beneficial ownership of all securities that such 
Person has the right to acquire, whether such right is currently exercisable or is exercisable upon 
the occurrence of a subsequent event or after the passage of time, and (ii) to beneficially own all 
of the shares of Capital Stock held by any of its Affiliates. 

"Board ofDirectors" means the Board of Directors ofEXCO. 

"BRC" is defmed in Section 3.1. 

"Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday, or a day on which banks 
are closed for business in Dallas, Texas or New York, New York. 

"Business Opportunities Waiver" means the renouncement of any interest or expectancy 
of EXCO in, or in being offered an opportunity to participate in, any business opportunities by 
each of the members of the Board of Directors of EXCO (and their respective Affiliates and 
related funds and other related Persons, including any ESAS nominees or representatives serving 
on the Board of Directors of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries, including the position of 
Executive Chairman) in the form set forth in Exhibit A. 

"Business Plan" is defined in Section 5.18(a). 

"Capital Stock" of any Person means any and all shares of capital stock, partnership 
interests, membership interests in a limited liability company, beneficial interests in a trust or 
other equity ownership interests in a Person, and any wanants, options or other rights entitling 
the holder thereof to purchase or acquire any such equity interest. 

"Certificate of Amendment" means the cetiificate of amendment published by the 
secretary of state of the State of Texas on Form 424 completed to give effect to the amendment 
and restatement of EXCO' s Articles of Incorporation pursuant to the Organizational Document 
Amendment Proposal. 

"Claim Notice" is defined in Section 1 0.5(b). 

"Closing" is defmed in Section 8.1. 
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"Closing Date" is defined in Section 8.1. 

"Closing Warrants" means (i) a warrant exercisable for 20,000,000 shares of Common 
Stock with a strike price of$7.00 per share of Common Stock, and (ii) a warrant exercisable for 
25,000,000 shares of Common Stock with a strike price of $10.00 per share of Common Stock, 
each as evidenced by the certificates in the Form ofWanants attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

"Code" means the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 

"Common Stock" shall mean the common stock ofEXCO, par value $0.001 per share. 

"Confidential Information" is defmed in Section 5.4. 

"Confidentiality Agreement" means that certain Confidentiality Agreement dated as of 
August 20,2014 by and among EXCO and ESAS, as amended from time to time. 

"Consolidated Subsidiaries" means, for any Person, any Subsidiary or other entity the 
accounts of which would be consolidated with those of such Person in its consolidated fmancial 
statements in accordance with the Accounting Principles. 

"Damages" is defmed in Section 10.4(b). 

"Direct Claim" is defined in Section 10.5(g). 

"Dispute" is defmed in Section 11.4(a). 

"ESAS" is defmed in the introductory paragraph hereof 

"ESAS Forfeiture Event" shall mean: 

(a) any material willful or intentional breach by ESAS of any of its covenants 
set forth in this Agreement or any other Transaction Document that are to be performed 
by ESAS after the Closing Date but on or prior to the Termination Date; 

(b) ESAS's failure to purchase, hold or satisfy all or any portion the 
Investment or to comply with the terms of Section 5.20 as and when required under the 
terms ofthis Agreement; or 

(c) any time after the Closing Date and on or prior to the date a Party delivers 
a notice of termination of this Agreement, the occurrence or existence of any of the 
following: 

(i) Wilder's failure to agree to be nominated for election to serve on 
the Board of Directors as the Executive Chairman at any annual meeting of the 
shareholders or special meeting held to elect members of the Board of Directors 
or the Executive Chairman; 

(ii) Wilder's resignation from the Board ofDirectors; 
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(iii) Wilder's failure to agree to serve on the Board of Directors as 
Executive Chairman when properly elected; 

(iv) the prohibition or disqualification of Wilder from serving as a 
director of EXCO under any final non-appealable Order or decree of any court 
with competent jurisdiction, the SEC or any other regulatory body, rule or 
regulation of the SEC, the NYSE or any other exchange on which the Common 
Stock is listed, or by applicable Law; 

(v) Wilder's engagement in acts or omissions constituting a breach of 
his fiduciary duties to EXCO and its shareholders (other than such duties that are 
waived in the Articles of Incorporation of EXCO), as determined under a final 
non-appealable Order or decree of any court with competent jurisdiction; 

(vi) Wilder being subject to a disqualification event described in Rule 
506(d) ofRegulationD of the Securities Act of 1933; or 

(vii) any fmal non-appealable conviction by a court with competent 
jurisdiction or any plea of nolo contendere of Wilder of any felony (other than any 
driving violation) or crime involving dishonesty or moral turpitude; or 

(viii) Wilder's death or failure to possess sufficient mental and physical 
capacities, as determined by a medical doctor appointed by EXCO's CEO from 
the medical staff at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, to perform his 
obligations as Executive Chairman of EXCO (other than periods of temporary 
disability or incapacity not to exceed sixty (60) consecutive days); 

provided, however, (i) ESAS Forfeiture Event shall not exist and shall not be valid (and any 
invalid termination ofthis Agreement for ESAS Forfeiture Event shall be deemed a termination 
not for ESAS Forfeiture Event) unless (A) EXCO notifies ESAS in writing in reasonable detail 
of the circumstances forming the basis for an ESAS Forfeiture Event termination, (B) such 
notice is given within sixty (60) days after EXCO obtains lmowledge of such circumstances and 
(C) such notice indicates that EXCO elects to terminate this Agreement for ESAS Forfeiture 
Event based on such circumstances, and (ii) with respect to subpart (a) of this definition, "ESAS 
Forfeiture Event" shall not be deemed to exist unless ESAS has failed to cure any such breaches 
described in such subpart within sixty (60) days' notice from EXCO of such breach. 

"ESAS Group" means ESAS and each Affiliate ofESAS. 

"ESAS Initial Warrantholders" shall mean, at the Execution Date and such other date or 
dates that the Warrants are issued, as applicable, ESAS and any of its Affiliates to whom, 
pursuant to Section 11.8, ESAS has assigned (with the consent of EXCO, which consent shall 
not be unreasonably withheld) the right to be issued by EXCO all or a portion of the Warrants. 

"ESAS Material Adverse Effect" means any event, change or circumstance (whether 
foreseeable or not) that, individually or in the aggregate, results or would be reasonably likely to 
result in a material adverse effect on the ability of ESAS to perform its obligations hereunder or 
under the other Transaction Documents; provided, however, that "ESAS Material Adverse 
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Effect'' shall not include material adverse effects resulting from (A) general changes in 
hydrocarbon prices; (B) changes in condition or developments generally applicable to the oil and 
gas industry in the United States so long as such conditions do not have a materially 
disproportionate effect on ESAS, (C) economic, fmancial, credit or political conditions and 
general changes in markets so long as such conditions do not have a materially disproportionate 
effect on ESAS; (D) acts of God, including hurricanes and storms; (E) acts or failures to act of 
Governmental Authorities (where not caused by the willful or negligent acts ofESAS); (F) civil 
unrest or similar disorder; terrorist acts; or any outbreak of hostilities or war; (G) any 
reclassification or recalculation of reserves in the ordinary course of business; (H) changes in 
Laws; (I) effects or changes that are cured at no cost to EXCO or no longer exist by the earlier of 
the Closing and the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Article 8; (J) any effect resulting 
from any action taken by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO, other than those actions expressly 
permitted or required in accordance with the terms of this Agreement; (K) natural declines in 
well performance; or (L) any matters, facts or disclosures set forth in the schedules herein as of 
the Execution Date. 

"EXCO" is defined in the introductory paragraph hereof. 

"EXCO Credit Agreement" means that certain Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, 
dated as of July 31, 2013, among EXCO, as borrower, certain Subsidiaries of EXCO, as 
guarantors, the lender parties thereto, and JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as Administrative Agent, 
as amended. 

"EXCO Forfeiture Event" shall mean: 

(a) any material willful or intentional breach by EXCO of any of its covenants 
set forth in this Agreement or any other Transaction Document that are to be performed 
by EXCO after the Closing Date but on or prior to the Termination Date; or 

(b) if any time after the Closing Date and on or prior to the date a Party 
delivers a notice of termination ofthis Agreement, Wilder is not elected as the Executive 
Chairman of the Board of Directors or is removed as Executive Chairman of the Board of 
Directors except as a result of any of the following: 

(i) Wilder's failure to agree to be nominated for election to serve on 
the Board of Directors as the Executive Chairman at any annual meeting of the 
shareholders or special meeting held to elect members of the Board of Directors 
or the Executive Chairman; 

(ii) Wilder's resignation from the Board ofDirectors; 

(iii) Wilder's failure to agree to serve on the Board of Directors as 
Executive Chairman when properly elected; 

(iv) the prohibition or disqualification of Wilder from serving as a 
director of EXCO under any final non-appealable Order or decree of any court 
with competent jurisdiction, the SEC or any other regulatory body, rule or 
regulation of the SEC, the NYSE or any other exchange on which the Common 
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Stock is listed, or by applicable Law; 

(v) Wilder's engagement in acts or omissions constituting a breach of 
his fiduciary duties to EXCO and its shareholders (other than such duties that are 
waived in the Articles of Incorporation of EXCO), as determined under a final 
non-appealable Order or decree of any court with competent jurisdiction; 

(vi) Wilder being subject to a disqualification event described in Rule 
506(d) of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933; 

(vii) any final non-appealable conviction by a court with competent 
jurisdiction or any plea of nolo contendere of Wilder of any felony (other than any 
driving violation) or crime involving dishonesty or moral turpitude; or 

(viii) Wilder's death or failure to possess sufficient mental and physical 
capacities, as determined by a medical doctor appointed by EXCO's CEO from 
the medical staff at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, to perform his 
obligations as Executive Chairman of the EXCO (other than periods of temporary 
disability or incapacity not to exceed sixty (60) consecutive days); 

provided, however, (i) EXCO Forfeiture Event shall not exist and shall not be valid (and any 
invalid termination ofthis Agreement for EXCO Forfeiture Event shall be deemed a termination 
not for EXCO Forfeiture Event) unless (A) ESAS notifies EXCO in writing in reasonable detail 
of the circumstances forming the basis for an EXCO Forfeiture Event termination, (B) such 
notice is given within sixty (60) days after ESAS obtains lmowledge of such circumstances and 
(C) such notice indicates that ESAS elects to terminate this Agreement for EXCO Forfeiture 
Event based on such circumstances, and (ii) with respect to subpart (a) of this defmition, "EXCO 
Forfeiture Event" shall not be deemed to exist unless EXCO has failed to cure any such breaches 
described in such subpart within sixty (60) days' notice from ESAS of such breach. 

"EXCO Group" means EXCO and each Affiliate ofEXCO except for members ofESAS 
Group. 

"EXCO Material Adverse Effect" means any event, change or circumstance (whether 
foreseeable or not) that, individually or in the aggregate, results or would be reasonably likely to 
result in a material adverse effect on (i) EXCO's ability to perform its obligations hereunder or 
under the other Transaction Documents or (ii) the ownership, fmancial condition, capitalization, 
liabilities or operation of EXCO as currently conducted as of the Execution Date; provided, 
however, that "EXCO Material Adverse Effect" shall not include material adverse effects 
resulting from (A) general changes in hydrocarbon prices; (B) changes in condition or 
developments generally applicable to the oil and gas industry in the United States so long as such 
conditions do not have a materially disproportionate effect on EXCO, (C) economic, financial, 
credit or political conditions and general changes in markets; (D) acts of God, including 
hurricanes and storms; (E) acts or failures to act of Governmental Authorities (where not caused 
by the willful or negligent acts of EXCO); (F) civil unrest or similar disorder; terrorist acts; or 
any outbreak of hostilities or war; (G) any reclassification or recalculation of reserves in the 
ordinary course of business; (H) changes in Laws; (I) effects or changes that are cured at no cost 
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to ESAS or no longer exist by the earlier of the Closmg and the termmation of this Agreement 
pursuant to Atticle 8; (J) any effect resultmg from any action taken by ESAS or any ofESAS's 
respective Affiliates with the intent of causmg such effect, other than those actions expressly 
permitted or required in accordance with the terms of this Agreement; (K) any effect resulting 
from any action taken by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO with ESAS's written consent; (L) 
natural declines in well performance; or (M) any matters, facts or disclosures set forth in the 
schedules herein as of the Execution Date. 

"EXCO Organizational Documents" shall mean the Third Amended and Restated 
Articles oflncorporation ofEXCO, as amended, and the Second Amended and Restated Bylaws 
ofEXCO. 

"EXCO Stock Plans" is defmed in Section 4.4. 

"Escrow Account" means the escrow account maintained by the Escrow Agent in 
accordance with the terms of the Escrow Agreement. 

"Escrow Agent" means a United States national banking association, as appointed by 
mutual agreement of the Parties to serve as escrow agent hereunder, and any successor to such 
banking association. 

"Escrow Agreement" means an escrow agreement between the Parties and the Escrow 
Agent, as such may be amended, modified, supplemented or replaced from time to time. 

"Exceptions" is defined in Section 3.3. 

"Exchange Act" means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. 

"Execution Date" is defmed in the introductory paragraph hereof. 

"Fundamental Representations" means (a) with respect to EXCO, the representations and 
warranties ofEXCO set forth in Section 4.3 through Section 4.6, inclusive, and Section 4.13, and 
the corresponding representations and warranties with respect thereto given in the certificates 
delivered by EXCO at Closing pursuant to Section 8.3(e) and (b) with respect to ESAS, the 
representations and wananties ofESAS set forth in Section 3.3, Section 3.7, and Section 3.9, and 
the corresponding representations and warranties with respect thereto given in the certificates 
delivered by ESAS at Closing pursuant to Section 8.2(c). 

"Governmental Authority" means any court, tribunal, arbitrator, authority, agency, 
commission, official or other instrumentality of the United States, any foreign country or any 
domestic or foreign state, county, city, tribal, quasi-governmental entity or other political 
subdivision or authority exercising or entitled to exercise any administrative, executive, judicial, 
legislative, regulatory or taxing authority or power. 

"HSR Act" means the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as 
amended. 

"Incentive Payment" means a payment in an amount equal to zero to $2.4 million as 
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determined in accordance with Section 5.18(d)(ii). For purposes of Section 5.18(d)(ii), the 
maximum Incentive Payment shall be $2.4 million. 

"Indemnified Person" is defined in Section 1 0.5(a). 

"Indemnifying Patty" is defmed in Section 10.5(a). 

"Initial Investment" is defined in Section 2.2. 

"Initial Shares" is defined in Section 2.2. 

"Initial Shares Closing" is defined in Section 2.2. 

"Initial Shares Closing Date" is defined in Section 2.2. 

"Initial WaiTants" means (i) a warrant exercisable for 15,000,000 shares of Common 
Stock with a strike price of $2.75 per share of Common Stock and (ii) a warrant exercisable for 
20,000,000 shares of Common Stock with a strike price of $4.00 per share of Common Stock, 
each as delivered in connection with the execution of this Agreement. 

"Investment" means the Initial Investment and the Remaining Investment. 

"Investment Obligation Termination Event" means the occurrence of any of the 
following events: (a) an event of default (other than defaults to which contractual cure periods or 
lender forbearance agreements apply) by EXCO or any of its Affiliates under (i) the EXCO 
Credit Agreement or any other credit agreement or similar agreement for borrowed money or (ii) 
any EXCO indenture, (b) EXCO is removed fi·om, and the Common Stock is no longer listed on, 
the NYSE, (c) EXCO becomes insolvent, (d) any bankruptcy proceeding is commenced by, in 
favor of or against EXCO pursuant to Chapter 11, United States Code, or any similar federal, 
state or foreign bankruptcy Law; provided, however, no Investment Obligation Termination 
Event shall occur until ESAS notifies EXCO in writing in reasonable detail of the circumstances 
giving rise to such Investment Obligation Termination Event, (e) the failure ofEXCO to make 
all SEC Filings as and when required by applicable Law or (f) the issuance of any "going 
concern" opinion in any audit report from any outside auditors ofEXCO. 

"Investment Obligation Test Date" is defmed in Section 5.20. 

"Knowledge" means, (i) with respect to ESAS, the actual conscious knowledge, without 
any duty or obligation of investigation or inquiry, of only those officers of ESAS named on 
Schedule 1.1 and (ii) with respect to EXCO the actual conscious knowledge, without any duty or 
obligation of investigation or inquiry, of only those officers and employees of EXCO named on 
Schedule 1.1. 

"Laws" means all laws, statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances, Orders, decrees, 
requirements, judgments and codes of Governmental Authorities. 

"Lien" means any (a) lien, mortgage, pledge, collateral assignment or security interest, of 
any kind, (b) the interest of a vendor or a lessor under any conditional sale agreement, capital 
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lease or title retention agreement (or any financing lease having substantially the same economic 
effect as any of the foregoing) relating to such asset and (c) in the case of Capital Stock or 
securities, any purchase option, call or similar right of a Third Party with respect to such 
securities (including, in each case of subpmt (a) through (c), any agreement to give any of the 
foregoing, any conditional sale or other title retention agreement) and any option, trust or other 
preferential arrangement having the practical effect of any of the foregoing. 

"Monthly Fee" means a monthly payment of $300,000 that EXCO shall pay to ESAS for 
the Services. 

"Nomination Letter Agreement" is defined in Section 5.19. 

"Notice" is defmed in Section 11.1. 

"NYSE" shall mean the New York Stock Exchange LLC. 

"NYSE Approval Proposal" shall mean the proposal to approve the issuance of a portion 
of the Warrants and the Warrant Shares in accordance with the rules of the NYSE or any other 
U,S. national securities exchange on which the Common Stock is then listed. 

"Open Market Shares" means Common Stock constituting the Investment that ESAS 
shall purchase in the open market as described in Section 5.20. 

"Order" means any order, injunction, judgment, doctrine, decree, ruling, writ, assessment, 
arbitration award or similar action of a Governmental Authority. 

"Organizational Document Amendment Proposal" means the proposal to approve the 
amendment and restatement of the Third Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of 
EXCO in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A, which shall include the Business Opportunities 
Waiver. 

"Ownership Change" is defined in Section 5.21. 

"Percentile Rank" means, with respect to m1y anniversary of the Execution Date, the 
Percentile Rank as such term is defined in the Form of Warrants attached hereto as Exhibit B 
except that the Performance Measurement Date shall be the date of such am1iversary and the 
Initial Value Date shall be the date 364 days prior to such anniversary date. 

"Permits" means any approvals, authorizations, consents, licenses, registrations, 
variances, franchise, permission, clem·ance, qualification, permits or certificates issued, granted, 
given, obtained, or otherwise made available by or under the authority of a Governmental 
Authority or pursuant to any Law, and applications therefor and renewals thereof 

"Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company, trust, 
estate, Govermnental Authority or any other entity. 

"Preferred Stock" is defmed in Section 4.4. 
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"Proxy Statement" is defmed in Section 5.9. 

"Registration Rights" is defined in Section 4.11. 

"Registration Rights Agreement" means the Registration Rights Agreement between 
ESAS, each ESAS Initial Warrantholder and EXCO in substantially the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit C with such changes as the Parties reasonably agree to in good faith negotiations 
covering the registration of the Initial Shares, the Warrants, the Warrant Shares and any other 
shares of Common Stock owned or hereafter purchased by the ESAS Group. 

"Remaining Investment" is defmed in Section 5.20. 

"Representatives" means, with respect to a Party, such Party, its Affiliates and each of 
their respective officers, employees, accountants, attorneys, environmental consultants and other 
authorized representatives. 

"Required Shareholder Approval" shall mean the requisite approval by (a) the holders of 
EXCO's Capital Stock of the NYSE Approval Proposal, as required by the NYSE or any other 
U.S. national securities exchange on which the Common Stock is then listed, and (b) the 
approval of the holders of two-thirds of the outstanding Common Stock and disinterested holders 
of Common Stock representing a majority of the votes cast (excluding abstentions) by all 
disinterested holders of Common Stock of the Organizational Document Amendment Proposal, 
as required by applicable Law and the EXCO Organizational Documents. 

"Rule 10b5-1 Plan" means a written plan ofESAS to acquire the Remaining Investment 
in accordance with Rule 1 Ob5-l (c) promulgated under the Exchange Act. 

"SEC" means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. 

"SEC Filings" is defined in Section 4.9. 

"Securities" means the Initial Shares, the Warrants and the Warrant Shares. 

"Securities Act" means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. 

"Services" means the strategic advisory services that ESAS shall provide to EXCO 
pursuant to Section 5.18 ofthis Agreement, which shall have the goal ofrepositioning EXCO in 
accordance with the Business Plan. 

"Shareholder Meeting" means the annual or special meeting of the holders of Common 
Stock to be called by EXCO for the purpose of obtaining the Required Shareholder Approval. 

"Shareholder Proposals" means the Organizational Docun1ent Amendment Proposal and 
the NYSE Approval ProposaL 

"SOX" is defmed in Section 4.10(e). 

"Subsidiary" shall mean, with respect to any Person, (i) any corporation, association, 
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pruinership or other business entity of which more than fifty percent (50%) of the total voting 
power of shares ordinarily entitled to vote in the election of directors or other members of the 
governing body of such Person (other than solely by reason of a contingency) is at the time 
owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by (a) such Person, (b) such Person and one or more 
subsidiaries of such Person or (c) one or more subsidiaries of such Person, (ii) a partnership or 
limited liability company ofwhich such Person or one of its subsidiaries is the general partner or 
managing member, as applicable, or (iii) any other Person in which such Person has the power to 
elect or direct the election of a majority of the directors or other governing body of such Person. 

"Ternlination Date" is defmed in Section 9.2(c). 

"Third Party" means any Person other than ESAS and EXCO or any of their respective 
Affiliates. 

"Third Party Claim" is defined in Section 10.5(c) 

"Trading Day" is defmed in the Form of Warrants attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

"Transaction Documents" means this Agreement, the Confidentiality Agreement, the 
Registration Rights Agreement, the Warrants, the Nomination Letter Agreement, the Escrow 
Agreement and the certificates delivered by the applicable Parties under Sections 8.2(c) and 
8.3(e). 

"Warrant Shares" means the shru·es of Common Stock issued by EXCO upon exercise of 
the Warrants in accordance with the terms of the Warrants. 

"Warrants" means the Initial Wan·ants and the Closing Warrants. 

"Wilder" means C. John Wilder, a resident of Dallas County, Texas. 

Section 1.2 Interpretation. In this Agreement, unless a clear contrary intention 
appears: (a) the singular number includes the plural number and vice versa; (b) reference to any 
Person includes such Person's successors and assigns but only if such successors and assigns are 
not prohibited by this Agreement, and reference to a Person in a particular capacity excludes 
such Person in any other capacity or individually; (c) reference to any gender includes each other 
gender; (d) reference to any agreement (including this Agreement), document or instrument 
means, unless specifically provided otherwise, such agreement, document or instrument as 
amended or modified and in effect from time to time in accordance with the terms thereof; (e) 
reference to any law means, unless specifically provided otherwise, such law as amended, 
modified, codified, replaced or reenacted, in whole or in part, and in effect from time to time, 
including rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and reference to any section or other 
provision of a_ny law means, unless specifically provided otherwise, that provision of such law 
from time to time in effect and constituting the substantive amendment, modification, 
codification, replacement or reenactment of such section or other provision; (f) reference in this 
Agreement to any Article, Section, Appendix, Schedule or Exhibit means such Atiicle or Section 
hereof or Appendix, Schedule or Exhibit thereto; (g) "hereunder", "hereof', "hereto" and words 
of similar import shall be deemed references to this Agreement as a whole and not to any 
particular Atiicle, Section or other provision thereof; (h) "including" (and with correlative 
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meaning "include") means including without limiting the generality of any description preceding 
such term; (i) "or" shall be disjunctive, but not exclusive; U) relative to the determination of any 
period of time, "from" means "from and including" and "to" means "to but excluding"; (k) the 
Schedules and Exhibits attached to this Agreement shall be construed with and as an integral part 
ofthis Agreement to the same extent as if the same had been set forth verbatim herein; provided 
that in the event a word or phrase defined in this Agreement is expressly given a different 
meaning in any Schedule or Exhibit, such different definition shall apply only to such Schedule 
or Exhibit defining such word or phrase independently, and the meaning given such word or 
phrase in this Agreement shall control for purposes of this Agreement, and such alternative 
meaning shall have no bearing or effect, on the interpretation of this Agreement; and (I) except 
as otherwise provided herein, all actions which any Person may take and all determinations 
which any Person may make pursuant to this Agreement may be taken and made at the sole and 
absolute discretion of such Person. 

ARTICLE 2 

WARRANTS; INITIAL SHARES 

Section 2.1 Warrants. 

(a) On the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, on the 
Execution Date, EXCO shall issue to ESAS the Initial Warrants, as partial consideration 
for the performance of the Services in accordance with this Agreement. 

(b) On the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, at Closing, or 
such earlier date, to be mutually agreed upon by EXCO and ESAS, as soon as practicable 
after the necessary approvals have been obtained for the issuance of the Closing 
Warrants, EXCO shall issue to ESAS the Closing Wanants, which shall be exercisable 
pursuant to the terms of the Form of Warrants attached hereto as Exhibit B, as pattial 
consideration for the continued performance of the Services in accordance with this 
Agreement. 

Section 2.2 Initial Shares. 

(a) On the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, EXCO shall 
issue to ESAS, and ESAS shall purchase and acquire fi·om EXCO, 5,882,353 shares of 
Common Stock (the "Initial Shares") on or promptly after the date when a registration 
statement has been declared effective by the SEC covering the resale of the Initial Shares 
(the "Initial Shares Closing", and such date, the "Initial Shares Closing Date") as 
consideration for the payment in cash by ESAS of an amount equal to ten million dollars 
($10,000,000) (the "Initial Investment"). 

(b) Promptly after the date hereofthe Patties shall mutually agree upon the 
Escrow Agent and execute a mutually agreeable Escrow Agreement. 

(c) No later than three (3) Business Days after the execution of the Escrow 
Agreement by the Parties and the Escrow Agent, ESAS shall deposit an amount equal to 
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the Initial Investment with the Escrow Agent via wire transfer of immediately available 
funds to the Escrow Account, such amount to be held in escrow by the Escrow Agent in 
accordance with the terms of the Escrow Agreement. 

(d) Upon the Initial Shares Closing in accordance with Article 6, on the Initial 
Shares Closing Date the Initial Investment shall be disbursed to EXCO and the 
remainder, if any, of the amounts held in the Escrow Account attributable to any interest 
accrued upon the Initial Investment shall be disbursed to or on behalf ofESAS. 

(e) If for any reason this Agreement is terminated prior to Closing in 
accordance with Section 9.2 below, then all amounts held in the Escrow Account shall be 
disbursed or retained as provided in Section 5.18(e) and Section 9.3. 

ARTICLE3 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF ESAS 

ESAS represents and warrants to, and agrees with, EXCO as set forth below. Except for 
representations, warranties and agreements that are expressly limited as to a particular date, each 
representation, warranty and agreement is made as of the Execution Date and as of the Closing 
Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby: 

Section 3.1 Formation. ESAS has been duly organized and is validly existing as a 
limited liability company in good standing under the Laws of the State of Delaware. ESAS is a 
wholly-owned, direct subsidiary ofBluescape Resources Company LLC ("BRC"). 

Section 3.2 Power and Authority. ESAS has the requisite limited liability company 
power and authority to enter into, execute and deliver this Agreement and the other Transaction 
Documents and each other agreement, document, and instrument to which it is or will be a party 
or which it has executed and delivered, or will execute and deliver, in connection with the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement and to perform its obligations and consummate the 
transactions contemplated hereunder and thereunder and has taken all necessary limited liability 
company action required for the due authorization of the Transaction Documents, the 
performance of its obligations thereunder and the consummation of the transaction contemplated 
thereby. 

Section 3.3 Execution and Delivery. Each Transaction Document to which ESAS is, 
or will be, a party has been, or at the time of its execution and delivery by ESAS, will be, duly 
and validly authorized, executed and delivered by ESAS, and constitutes, or at the time of its 
execution and delivery by ESAS, will constitute, a valid and binding obligation of ESAS, 
enforceable against ESAS in accordance with its terms, except as may be limited by the effect of 
bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, fraudulent conveyance or similar Laws 
affective the enforcement of creditors' rights generally, subject to principles of equity and public 
policy and except to the extent that the indemnification and contribution provisions in this 
Agreement may be limited by federal or state securities Laws (the "Exceptions"). 

Section 3.4 Restricted Securities. ESAS understands that the Securities have not 
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been registered under the Securities Act and may not be resold without registration under the 
Securities Act except pursuant to a specific exemption from the registration provisions of the 
Securities Act As a result, ESAS acknowledges and understands that, upon the original issuance 
thereof and until such time as the same is no longer required under any applicable requirements 
ofthe Securities Act or applicable state securities Laws, EXCO and its transfer agent shall make 
such notation in the stock book and transfer records of EXCO as may be necessary to record that 
the Securities have not been registered under the Securities Act and may not be resold without 
registration under the Securities Act except pursuant to a specific exemption from the 
registration provisions of the Securities Act. ESAS acknowledges that Rule 144 promulgated 
under the Securities Act may not be available to exempt all sales of the Securities. ESAS 
recognizes that EXCO is under no obligation to register the Securities except pursuant to this 
Agreement and the Registration Rights Agreement. ESAS understands that the certificates 
representing the Securities may can·y one or more legends incorporating such restrictions. 

Section 3.5 Investment Intent. ESAS is acquiring the Securities for investment for 
its own account, and not with the view to, or for resale in connection with, any distribution 
thereof not in compliance with the Securities Act and any applicable state securities or "blue 
sky" Laws, and ESAS has no present intention of selling, granting any participation in, or 
otherwise distributing the same, except in compliance with the Securities Act and any applicable 
state securities or "blue sky" Laws. 

Section 3.6 Sophistication. Each of ESAS and BRC is an "accredited investor" 
within the meaning of Rule 50l(a) promulgated under the Securities Act, and ESAS has such 
lmowledge and experience in financial and business matters that it is capable of evaluating the 
merits and risks of its investment in the Securities being acquired hereunder. ESAS understands 
and is able to bear any economic risks associated with such investment. Without derogating 
from or limiting the representations and warranties of EXCO, ESAS aclmowledges that it has 
been afforded the opportunity to ask questions and receive answers concerning EXCO and to 
obtain additional information that it has requested to verify the information contained in this 
Section 3.6. With the assistance of ESAS's own professional advisors, to the extent that ESAS 
has deemed appropriate, ESAS has made its own legal, tax, accounting and fmancial evaluation 
of the merits and risks of an investment in Securities and the consequences of this Agreement. 
ESAS has considered the suitability of the Securities as an investment in light of its own 
circumstances and fmancial condition, and ESAS is able to bear any economic risks associated 
with such investment Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein will operate to 
modify or limit in any respect the other representations, warranties or covenants of EXCO or to 
relieve it from any obligations to ESAS for breach thereof or for the making of misleading 
statements or the omission of material facts in connection with the transactions contemplated 
herein. 

Section 3.7 No Conflicts. The acquisition of the Securities, the execution and 
delivery by ESAS of each of the Transaction Documents to which it is, or will be, a pmiy and the 
performance of and compliance with all of the provisions thereof by ESAS, and the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated therein (i) will not conflict with, or result in a 
breach or violation of, any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under (in each 
case, with or without notice or lapse of time, or both), or result, in the acceleration of, or the 
creation of any Lien under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other 
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agreement, instrument, contract or other arrangement to which ESAS is a party or by which 
ESAS is bound or to which any of the property or assets ofESAS is subject, (ii) will not result in 
any violation of the provisions of the certificate of formation, operating agreement or similar 
governance documents of ESAS, and (iii) will not result in any material violation of, or any 
tennination or material impairment of any rights under, any applicable Law, including any 
license, authorization, injunction, judgment, Order, decree, rule or regulation of any 
Governmental Authority, except in the case of each of clauses (i) through (iii), for any conflict, 
breach, violation, default, acceleration, Lien, termination or impairment which would not 
reasonably be expected to result in an ESAS Material Adverse Effect. 

Section 3.8 Consents, Approvals or Waivers. No consent, approval, authorization, 
Order, Permit, registration or qualification of any Third Patiy or with any Governmental 
Authority is required to be obtained or made by ESAS in connection with the execution and 
delivery of the Transaction Documents, the compliance by ESAS with any of the provisions 
hereof and thereof, or the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, except for (i) 
such consents, approvals, authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be required under 
state securities or "blue sky" Laws in connection with the acquisition ofthe Securities by ESAS, 
(ii) any consent, approval, authorization, registration or qualification which, if not made or 
obtained, would not reasonably be expected to prohibit or materially and adversely affect 
ESAS's performance of its obligations under this Agreement, (iii) if applicable, filings required 
under, and compliance with other applicable requirements of, the HSR Act, (iv) filings required 
with the NYSE in connection with listing of the Securities and (v) the registration of the resale of 
the Securities, including such "blue sky" consents, approval authorizations, registrations or 
qualifications as may be necessary or appropriate. 

Section 3.9 No Broker's Fee. Neither ESAS nor any of its Affiliates is a party to any 
contract, agreement or understanding with any Person that would give rise to a claim against 
EXCO for a financial advisory fee, brokerage commission, fmder's fee or like payment in 
connection with any transaction contemplated in any of the Transaction Agreements. 

Section 3.10 Bankruutcv. There are no bankruptcy, reorganization or receivership 
proceedings pending, being contemplated by, or, to the Knowledge of ESAS, threatened in 
writing against, ESAS. 

ARTICLE4 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF EXCO 

EXCO represents and warrants to, and agrees with, ESAS as set forth below. Except for 
representations, warranties and agreements that are expressly limited as to a particular date, each 
representation, warranty and agreement is made as of the Execution Date and as of the Closing 
Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby: 

Section 4.1 Organization and Qualification. EXCO has been duly incorporated and 
is validly existing as a corporation in good standing under the Laws of the State of Texas, with 
the corporate power and authority to own its properties and conduct its business as currently 
conducted, and, except as has not had and would not reasonably be expected to have, 
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individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect, has been duly qualified as a 
foreign corporation for the transaction of business and is in good standing under the Laws of 
each other jurisdiction in which it owns or leases properties, or conducts any business so as to 
require such qualification. Each Subsidiary ofEXCO that is a "significant subsidiary" within the 
meaning of Rule 1-02(w) of Regulation S-X under the Securities Act has been duly organized 
and is validly existing in good standing under the Laws of its jurisdiction of organization, with 
the corporate or analogous power and authority to own its properties and conduct its business as 
currently conducted, and, except as has not had and would not reasonably be expected to have, 
individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect, has been duly qualified as a 
foreign corporation, limited liability company or partnership, as applicable, for the transaction of 
business and is in good standing under the Laws of each other jurisdiction in which it owns or 
leases properties, or conducts any business so as to require such qualification. 

Section 4.2 Corporate Power and Authority. EXCO has the requisite corporate 
power and authority to enter into, execute and deliver this Agreement, the other Transaction 
Documents and each other agreement, document, and instrument to which it is or will be a party 
or which it has executed and delivered, or will execute and deliver, in connection with the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement and, assuming receipt of the Required Shareholder 
Approval, to perform its obligations and consummate the transactions contemplated hereunder 
and thereunder, including the issuance of the Securities. EXCO has taken all necessary corporate 
action required for the due authorization of the Transaction Documents, the performance of its 
obligations thereunder and the consummation ofthe transaction contemplated thereby, including 
the issuance of the Securities, except for receiving the Required Shareholder Approval and, once 
such Required Shareholder Approval is received, filing the Certificate of Amendment with the 
secretary of state ofthe State of Texas. 

Section 4.3 Execution and Delivery; Enforceability. Each Transaction Document to 
which EXCO is, or will be, a party has been, or at the time of its execution and delivery by 
EXCO, will be, duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered by EXCO, and constitutes, 
or at the time of its execution and delivery by EXCO, will constitute, a valid and binding 
obligation ofEXCO, enforceable against EXCO in accordance with its terms, except as may be 
limited by the Exceptions. 

Section 4.4 Capitalization. The authorized Capital Stock of EXCO consists of 
350,000,000 shares of Common Stock of which, as ofthe Execution Date, 273,702,116 shares 
were issued and outstanding, of which 2,157,885 are shares of restricted stock issued pursuant to 
and subject to the vesting requirements of compensatory equity plans ofEXCO in effect as of the 
Execution Date (the "EXCO Stock Plans") (excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, shares held in 
treasury and an additional1,371,536 shares ofunvested, performance-based restricted share units 
reserved for issuance under the EXCO Stock Plans), and 10,000,000 shares of Preferred Stock, 
par value $0.001 per share (the "Preferred Stock"), of which, as of the Execution Date, no shares 
are either designated or issued and outstanding. As of the Execution Date, EXCO held 578,042 
shares of Common Stock in its treasury. As of the Execution Date, no shares of Common Stock 
or Preferred Stock were reserved for issuance, except for 10,020,193 shares of Common Stock 
reserved for issuance under the EXCO Stock Plans upon the exercise of stock options 
outstanding as of such date and granted under the EXCO Stock Plans, with a weighted average 
exercise price of $12.63 per share and 1,371,536 restricted share units reserved for issuance 
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under the EXCO Stock Plan subject to the achievement of certam criteria. The outstanding 
shares of Common Stock have been duly authorized and are validly issued and outstanding, fully 
paid and nonassessable, and subject to no preemptive rights (and were not issued in violation of 
any preemptive rights, EXCO Organizational Documents, or any applicable Laws). As of the 
Execution Date, except as set forth above or pursuant to this Agreement, there are no (A) shares 
of Capital Stock or other equity interests or voting securities of EXCO authorized, reserved for 
issuance, issued or outstanding, (B) options, warrants, calls, preemptive rights, subscription or 
other rights, instruments, agreements, arrangements or commitments of any character, obligating 
EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries to issue, transfer or sell or cause to be issued, transferred or sold 
any shares of Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting security in EXCO or any securities 
or instruments convettible into or exchangeable for such shares of Capital Stock or other equity 
interests or voting securities, or obligating EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries to grant, extend or 
enter into any such option, warrant, call, preemptive right, subscription or other right, instrument, 
agreement, arrangement or commitment, (C) except in connection with the vesting, settlement or 
forfeiture of, or tax payment or withholding with respect to, any equity-based awards under the 
EXCO Stock Plans, outstanding contractual obligations of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries to 
repurchase, redeem or otherwise acquire any Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting 
securities ofEXCO, or (D) issued or outstanding restricted stock awards, units, rights to receive 
any Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting securities of EXCO on a deferred basis, or 
rights to purchase or receive any Capital Stock or equity interest or voting securities issued or 
granted by EXCO to any current or former director, officer, employee or consultant ofEXCO. 
No Subsidiary of EXCO owns any shares of Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting 
securities of EXCO. There are no voting trusts or other agreements or understandings to which 
EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is a party with respect to the voting of the Capital Stock or other 
equity interest or voting securities ofEXCO. 

Section 4.5 Issuance. Subject to the Required Shareholder Approval and the 
acceptance of the Certificate of Amendment by the secretary of state of the State of Texas, the 
issuance of the Securities has been duly and validly authorized and, when such Securities are 
issued and delivered against payment therefor, will be duly authorized, validly issued and 
delivered and fully paid and nonassessable, free and clear of any and all Liens, other than Liens 
arising as a matter of applicable securities Law. 

Section 4.6 No Conflict. Subject to the Required Shareholder Approval and the 
acceptance of the Certificate of Amendment by the secretary of state of the State of Texas, the 
sale, issuance and delivery of the Securities and the execution and delivery by EXCO of the 
Transaction Documents and the performance of and compliance with all of the provisions thereof 
by EXCO and the consummation of the transactions contemplated therein (i) will not conflict 
with, or result in a breach or violation of, any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default 
under (in each case, with or without notice or lapse of time, or both), or result in the acceleration 
of, or the creation of any Lien under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or 
other agreement, instrument, contract or other arrangement to which EXCO or any of its 
Subsidiaries is a party or by which EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is bound or to which any of 
the property or assets ofEXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is subject, other than the EXCO Credit 
Agreement, (ii) will not result in any violation of the provisions of the EXCO Organizational 
Documents or any of the organizational or governance documents of any of EXCO's 
Subsidiaries, and (iii) will not result in any material violation of, or any termination or material 
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impairment of any rights under, any applicable Law, including any license, authorization, 
injunction, judgment, Order, decree, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority, except, in 
any such case in clauses (i) and (iii), for any conflict, breach, violation, default, acceleration, 
Lien, termination or impairment which would not reasonably be expected to have, individually 
or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect. 

Section 4.7 Consents and Approvals. No consent, approval, authorization, Order, 
registration or qualification of or with any Third Party or any Governmental Authority is 
required for the sale, issuance and delivery of the Securities, and the execution and delivery by 
EXCO of this Agreement and the other Transaction Documents and performance of and 
compliance by EXCO with all of the provisions hereof and thereof and the consummation of the 
transactions contemplated herein and therein, except (i) the Required Shareholder Approval, (ii) 
the acceptance of the Certilicate of Amendment by the secretary of state of the State of Texas, 
(iii) such consents, approvals, authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be required 
under state securities or "blue sky" Laws in connection with the issuance ofthe Securities, (iv) if 
applicable, filings required under, and compliance with other applicable requirements of, the 
HSR Act, (v) filings required with the NYSE in connection with listing of the Securities, (vi) the 
registration of the resale of the Securities, including such "blue sky" consents, approval 
authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be necessary or appropriate and (vii) as 
required under the EXCO Credit Agreement. 

Section 4.8 Arm's Length. In connection with all aspects of each transaction 
contemplated by this Agreement, EXCO acknowledges and agrees that: (i) the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement are arm's-length commercial transactions between EXCO and 
ESAS, (ii) EXCO is capable of evaluating, and understands and accepts, the terms, risks and 
conditions of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, (iii) in connection with the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement and the process leading to the foregoing, ESAS has 
been, are, and will be acting solely as a principal and has not been, is not, and will not be acting 
as an advisor, agent or fiduciary for EXCO or any ofEXCO's Affiliates, shareholders, creditors 
or employees or any other Person, and (iv) ESAS has no obligation to EXCO or EXCO's 
Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any other Person with respect to the 
transactions contemplated hereby except those obligations expressly set forth in this Agreement. 
To the fullest extent permitted by Law, EXCO hereby waives and releases any claims that EXCO 
or EXCO's Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any other Person may have against 
ESAS or any of their Affiliates with respect to any breach or alleged breach of agency or 
fiduciary duty in connection with any aspect of any transaction contemplated by this Agreement. 

Section 4.9 EXCO SEC Filings. Since January 1, 2012, EXCO has filed or furnished 
all required reports, schedules, forms, statements and other documents (including exhibits and all 
other information incorporated therein) (the "SEC Filings") with the SEC. As of their respective 
dates, each of the SEC Filings complied in all material respects with the requirements of the 
Securities Act or the Exchange Act, as applicable, and the rules and regulations of the SEC 
promulgated thereunder applicable to such SEC Filings. No SEC Filing filed after December 31, 
2011, when filed, and, in the case of any SEC Filing amended or superseded prior to the 
Execution Date, on the date of such amending or superseding filing, contained any untrue 
statement of a material fact or omitted to state a material fact required to be stated therein or 
necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were 
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made, not misleading. Any SEC Filing filed with the SEC after the Execution Date but prior to 
the Closing Date, when filed, will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to 
state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in 
light of the circumstances under which they are made, not misleading. 

Section 4.10 Financial Statements. 

(a) Each of (i) the fmancial statements and the related notes of EXCO and its 
Consolidated Subsidiaries included or incorporated by reference in the SEC Filings, and 
(ii) the fmancial statements and the related notes of EXCO and its Consolidated 
Subsidiaries to be included or incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement, if any, 
comply or will comply, as the case may be, in all material respects with the applicable 
requirements ofthe Securities Act, the Exchange Act, and the rules and regulations ofthe 
SEC thereunder, and fairly present, or will fairly present, as the case may be, in all 
material respects the financial position, results of operations and cash flows ofEXCO and 
its Subsidiaries as of the dates indicated and for the periods specified, subject, in the case 
of the unaudited financial statements, to the absence of disclosures normally made in 
footnotes and to customary year~end adjustments that are not and shall not be material; 
such financial statements have been prepared, or will be prepared, as the case may be, in 
conformity with the Accounting Principles applied on a consistent basis throughout the 
periods covered thereby (except as disclosed in the SEC Filings filed before the 
Execution Date), and each of (A) the supporting schedules included or incorporated by 
reference in the SEC Filings, and (B) the supporting schedules to be included or 
incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement, if any, fairly present, or will fairly 
present, as the case may be, in all material respects, the information required to be stated 
therein; and each of (x) the other fmancial information included or incorporated by 
reference in the SEC Filings, and (y) the other fmancial information to be included or 
incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement, if any, has been, or will be, as the case 
may be, derived fi·om the accounting records of EXCO and its Subsidiaries and presents 
fairly, or will present fairly, as the case may be, the information shown thereby. 

(b) Neither EXCO nor any of EXCO's Subsidiaries is a party to, or has any 
commitment to become a party to, any joint venture, off-balance sheet partnership or any 
similar agreement or arrangement, where the result, purpose or effect of such agreement 
or arrangement is to avoid disclosure of any material transaction involving, or material 
liabilities of, EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries in the SEC Filings (including the financial 
statements contained therein). Except to the extent specifically reflected or reserved 
against on the December 31, 2014 consolidated balance sheet of EXCO (including the 
notes thereto) included in EXCO's Form 10-K as filed with the Commission on February 
25, 2015, neither EXCO nor any of its Subsidiaries has any (i) liabilities (whether or not 
accrued, fJXed, contingent, asserted or known) or (ii) any impairments (including 
impairments t}wt would reasonably be expected to occur or be taken) to assets or 
reserves, except for liabilities or impairments, respectively, that (A) are otherwise 
disclosed in the SEC Filings or (B) would not reasonably be expected to have, 
individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect. 

(c) EXCO has designed and maintains a system of internal control over 
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financial reporting (as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) of the Exchange Act) 
sufficient to provide reasonable assurances regarding the reliability of fmancial reporting. 
EXCO (1) has designed and maintains disclosure controls and procedures (as defmed in 
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) ofthe Exchange Act) to provide reasonable assurance that 
information required to be disclosed by EXCO in the reports that it files or submits with 
the SEC is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods 
specified in the SEC's rules, regulations and fonns, and is accumulated and 
communicated to EXCO's management as appropriate to allow timely decisions 
regarding required disclosure, and (2) has disclosed, based on its most recent evaluation 
of internal control over financial reporting, to EXCO's outside auditors and the Audit 
Committee of the Board of Directors (A) all significant deficiencies and material 
wealmesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting that 
would reasonably be expected to adversely affect EXCO's ability to record, process, 
summarize and report fmancial information and (B) any fraud, whether or not material, 
that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in EXCO's 
internal control over financial reporting, all of which information described in clauses (A) 
and (B) above has been disclosed by EXCO to ESAS prior to the Execution Date. 

(d) Any material change in internal control over financial reporting required 
to be disclosed in any SEC Filings has been so disclosed. Since December 31, 2011, to 
the Knowledge of EXCO, neither EXCO nor any of its Subsidiaries has received any 
complaint, allegation, assertion or claim regarding the accounting or auditing practices, 
procedures, methodologies or methods of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries or their 
respective internal accounting controls relating to periods after December 31, 2011, 
except for any complaints, allegations, assertions or claims that have not had, and would 
not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material 
Ad verse Effect. 

(e) Each of the principal executive officer of EXCO and the principal 
financial officer ofEXCO (or each former principal executive officer ofEXCO and each 
former principal financial officer EXCO, as applicable) has made all certifications 
required by Rules 13a-14 and 15d-14 under the Exchange Act and Sections 302 and 906 
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended ("SOX"), with respect to the SEC 
Filings, and the statements contained in such certifications are true and complete. For 
purposes of this Agreement, "principal executive officer" and "principal financial 
officer" shall have the meanings given to such terms in SOX. 

Section 4.11 No Registration Rights Agreements. Other than the 2005 Registration 
Rights Agreement and the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement, EXCO is not bound by any 
agreement, contract or other arrangement with respect to its equity securities granting any 
demand, shelf, incidental/piggyback or other registration rights ("Registration Rights") to any 
Person. Except as set forth on Schedule 4.11, there have not been any amendments, modification 
or supplements to, or any waivers under, either the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement or the 
2007 Registration Rights Agreement. 

Section 4.12 No EXCO Material Adverse Effect. Between January 1, 2015 and the 
Execution Date, other than as disclosed in the SEC Filings filed prior to the Execution Date and 
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except for actions to be taken in connection with the transactions contemplated under this 
Agreement, there has not occurred any EXCO Material Adverse Effect. 

Section 4.13 No Broker's Fees. Neither EXCO nor any of its Subsidiaries is a party to 
any contract, agreement or understanding with any Person that would give rise to a claim against 
ESAS for a financial advisory fee, brokerage commission, finder's fee or like payment in 
connection with the issuance ofthe Securities or the other transactions contemplated in any of 
the Transaction Documents. 

Section 4.14 Anti-takeover Provisions. The actions taken by the Board of Directors to 
approve this Agreement, the other Transaction Documents and the transactions contemplated 
hereby and thereby constitute all the action necessary to render inapplicable to this Agreement, 
the other Transaction Documents, the acquisition of shares by the ESAS Group to comply with 
its obligation under Section 5.20 and the acquisition ofthe Warrants by ESAS hereunder and the 
purchase of the Warrant Shares to be purchased upon exercise of the Warrants, the provisions of 
any potentially applicable anti-takeover, control share, fair price, moratorium, interested 
shareholder or similar law and any potentially applicable provision of the EXCO Organizational 
Documents. 

Section 4.15 Investment Company Status. EXCO is not an "investment company" or 
an entity "controlled" by an "investment company" within the meaning of the Investment 
Company Act of 1940, as amended. 

Section 4.16 Bankruptcy. There are no bankruptcy, reorganization or receivership 
proceedings pending, being contemplated by, or, to the Knowledge of EXCO, threatened in 
writing against, EXCO. 

ARTICLES 

COVENANTSOFTHEPARTffiS 

Section 5.1 No Stabilization. EXCO will not take, directly or indirectly, any action 
designed to or that would reasonably be expected to cause or result in any stabilization or 
manipulation ofthe price ofthe shares of Common Stock. 

Section 5.2 Closing Efforts. Each of the Parties shall use its commercially reasonable 
efforts to take all actions and to do all things necessary, proper or advisable to consummate the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including using its commercially reasonable 
efforts (a) to ensure that such Party's representations and warranties are true and correct in all 
material respects on the Closing Date and all covenants of such Party to be performed prior to 
Closing are performed in all material respects, (b) to ensure that the Required Shareholder 
Approval is received and, once such Required Shareholder Approval is received, file the 
Certificate of Amendment with the secretary of state of the State of Texas and (c) to obtain, at 
such Party's expense, all waivers, Permits, consents, clearances, approvals or other 
authorizations fi·om Govemmental Authorities and to effect all registrations, filings and notices 
with or to Governmental Authorities, as may be required by applicable Laws for such Party to 
consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and to otherwise comply with all 
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applicable Laws in connection with the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement. 

Section 5.3 Expenses. Except as expressly set forth herein, all expenses incm·ed by 
or on behalf ofESAS in connection with or related to the authorization, preparation or execution 
of this Agreement, and the Exhibits and Schedules hereto and thereto, and all other matters 
related to the Closing, including all fees and expenses of counsel, accountants and financial 
advisers employed by or on behalf of ESAS, shall be home solely and entirely by ESAS, and all 
such expenses incurred by EXCO shall be borne solely and entirely by EXCO. 

Section 5.4 Confidentiality. Each Patiy hereby agrees to keep and to cause such 
Patiy' s Representatives to keep all Confidential Information confidential and not to use such 
Confidential Information for any purpose except exercising its rights, or fulfilling its obligations, 
under this Agreement, or as may be authorized in writing by the disclosing Party. The 
confidentiality obligation set forth in this Section 5.4 shall not apply to (a) Confidential 
Information (i) that becomes, through no violation of the provisions of this Section 5.4 by the 
applicable Party or such Party's Representatives, part of the public domain or publically 
available by publication or otherwise, (ii) which is obtained by the applicable Party or such 
Patty's Representatives from a source that is not known to it to be prohibited from disclosing 
such Confidential Information to such Party or such Patiy's Representatives, by any legal, 
fiduciary or contractual obligation of confidentiality to another Party, as evidenced by the 
receiving Party's written records, or (iii) which is developed independently by the applicable 
Party or such Party's Representatives without use of the Confidential Information or violation of 
such Party's and its Representatives' obligations under this Section 5.4, in each case, as 
evidenced by the receiving Party's written records, or (b) disclosures of Confidential Information 
(i) in the course of any trial or other legal proceeding involving the applicable Party or such 
Party's Representatives (including any such trial or legal proceeding relating to, or arising out of, 
this Agreement), or (ii) as required by any applicable securities Law or other Law (including any 
subpoena, interrogatory, or other similar requirement for such information to be disclosed or the 
request or requirement of any regulatory, governmental or self-regulatory authority with 
jurisdiction over the receiving Party or its Representatives) or the rules of any applicable national 
stock exchange. In any such circumstance outlined in clause (b) above, the disclosing Party shall 
as promptly as practicable give the other Parties written notice of such required disclosure and 
thereafter disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information as such disclosing Party is 
advised by legal counsel that it is reasonably required to disclose and shall exercise its 
commercially reasonable efforts to obtain reliable assurance that confidential treatment shall be 
accorded such Confidential Information. The confidentiality restrictions on each Party set forth 
in this Section 5.4 shall terminate upon the first anniversary ofthe earlier of(a) Closing Date and 
(b) the Tennination Date. Each Party, on behalf of itself and its applicable Representatives, 
acknowledges the competitive and confidential nature of the Confidential Information and that 
irreparable damage may result to the other Party if any Confidential Information is disclosed to 
any Third Party, except as herein permitted or under the Confidentiality Agreement and except to 
(A) its lenders, auditors or tax advisors and (B) Representatives who reasonably need to know 
such information to assist the receiving Party in exercising its rights, or fulfilling its obligations, 
under this Agreement, provided that each Party shall be responsible for any of its lenders', 
auditors', tax advisors' or Representatives' breaches of this Section 5.4, as if such 
Representatives were a signatmy to this Agreement for the purposes of this Section 5.4. It is 
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further understood and agreed that monetary damages would not be a sufficient remedy for any 
breach of this Section 5.4. Accordingly, it is agreed by each Party that the other Patties shall be 
entitled to an injunction or injunctions (without the posting of any bond and without proof of 
actual damages) to prevent breaches or threatened breaches of this Section 5.4 and/or to specific 
performance of this Section 5.4, and that neither a Party nor any of its Representatives may 
oppose the granting of such relief, provided, however, that such Party and its Representatives are 
entitled to dispute whether or not any Confidential Information has been disclosed in violation of 
this Section 5.4. Each Party agrees that equitable relief is not exclusive of other remedies to 
which the other Parties may be entitled at Law or in equity for a breach of this Section 5.4. 
"Confidendal Information" means any and all information, documents, instruments, data with 
respect to EXCO, ESAS or of any other nature provided by or on behalf of a Party to any 
Representative or another Party, confidential, proprietary and other information of a Party or the 
its assets whether disclosed orally, visually, in writing or in other tangible form, and any and all 
nonpublic or proprietary information of any nature (including prices, trade secrets, technological 
know-how, data and all other nonpublic or proprietary concepts, methods of doing business, 
ideas, materials or information), and all information derived from any nonpublic or proprietary 
information. 

Section 5.5 Press Releases. 

(a) EXCO and ESAS shall, on or before 8:30 a.m., New York, New York 
time, on the first Trading Day (as defmed in the Warrant) following the Execution Date, 
issue a press release disclosing the transactions contemplated hereby. Within four ( 4) 
Business Days after the Execution Date, EXCO shall file a Current Repott on Form 8-K 
with the SEC describing the terms of the transactions contemplated by the Transaction 
Documents and including the Transaction Documents as exhibits to such Current Report 
on Form 8-K, to the extent required by the Exchange Act. Thereafter, EXCO shall timely 
file any filings and notices required by the SEC or applicable Law with respect to the 
transactions contemplated hereby. Except as may be required by applicable Law or the 
rules and regulations of the SEC or the NYSE (in which case prior written notice of such 
inclusion shall, to the extent practicable, be provided to ESAS), EXCO shall not include 
the name of any member of the ESAS Group (that was not previously disclosed in any 
public disclosure) in any press release with respect to the transactions set forth herein or 
in the other Transaction Documents without the prior written consent and approval of 
ESAS. 

(b) From and after the Execution Date, except as contemplated by this 
Section 5.5, neither EXCO, on the one hand, nor ESAS, on the other hand, shall make, 
and each of EXCO and ESAS shall cause each of its Affiliates not to make, any public 
press release or public disclosure regarding the existence of this Agreement, the contents 
hereof or the transactions contemplated hereby, or the identities of any Parties hereto 
without the prior written consent of EXCO, on the one hand, and ESAS, on the other 
hand; provided, however, the foregoing shall not restrict disclosures by EXCO and ESAS 
(i) to the extent that such disclosures are required by applicable securities or other Laws 
or the applicable rules of any stock exchange having jurisdiction over EXCO and ESAS 
or (ii) to Governmental Authorities or any Third Party holding rights of consent or other 
rights that may be applicable to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, as 
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reasonably necessary to provide notices, seek waivers, amendments or terminations of 
such rights, or seek such consents. EXCO and ESAS shall each be liable for the 
compliance of their respective Affiliates with the terms of this Section 5.5. 

Section 5.6 Regulatory Filings. EXCO and ESAS shall, and shall cause their 
respective Affiliates to (a) make or cause to be made the filings required of such Party or any of 
its Affiliates under any Laws with respect to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement 
and to pay any fees due by such Party in connection with such filings, as promptly as is 
reasonably practicable, and in any event within ten (10) Business Days after the Execution Date 
(other than (1) the Proxy Statement, which EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts 
to file as promptly as practicable after execution of this Agreement and in any event not more 
than thirty (30) days after the Execution Date in accordance with Section 5.9 or (2) under the 
HSR Act, which the Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to file as and when 
required under the HSR Act), (b) cooperate with the other Parties and furnish all information in 
such Party's possession that is necessary in connection with such other Party's filings, (c) use 
commercially reasonable efforts to cause the expiration or termination of the notice or waiting 
periods under the HSR Act and, if applicable, any other Laws with respect to the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement as promptly as is reasonably practicable, (d) promptly inform 
the other Party of (and, at the other Party's reasonable request, supply to such other Party) any 
communication (or other correspondence or memoranda) from or to, and any proposed 
understanding or agreement with, any Governmental Authority in respect of such filings, (e) 
consult and cooperate with the other Party in connection with any analyses, appearances, 
presentations, memoranda, briefs, arguments and opinions made or submitted by or on behalf of 
any Party in connection with all meetings, actions, discussions and proceedings with 
Governmental Authorities relating to such filings, including, subject to applicable Law, 
permitting the other Party to review in advance any proposed written communication between it 
and any Governmental Authority, (f) comply, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, with any 
requests of any Governmental Authority received by such Party or any of its Affiliates under the 
HSR Act and any other Laws for additional information, documents or other materials, (g) use 
commercially reasonable efforts to resolve any objections as may be asserted by any 
Governmental Authority with respect to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, and 
(h) use commercially reasonable efforts to contest and resist any action or proceeding instituted 
(or threatened in writing to be instituted) by any Governmental Authority challenging the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement as in violation of any Law. If a Party or any of its 
Affiliates intends to participate in any meeting or discussion with any Governmental Authority 
with respect to such filings or the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (other than any 
meetings or discussions with the SEC), it will give the other Party reasonable prior notice of, and 
an opportunity to participate in, such meeting or discussion. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary set forth herein, in no event shall any Party be required to make any payment, other than 
filing fees, to such Govennnental Authority or concede anything of value, other than such 
payments or concessions that are de minimis in nature and do not exceed $100,000 in value, in 
the aggregate, to obtain any such consent, approval or waiver; provided, however, that if any 
Party is required to make a payment or concession in excess of the forgoing, the other Party may, 
to the extent possible, elect to make a substitute payment or concession on the first Party's 
behalf. No Party shall voluntarily extend any waiting period under the HSR Act or any 
competition/investment Law or enter into any agreement with any Governmental Authority to 
delay or not to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, except with the 
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prior written consent of the other Parties (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed). 

Section 5.7 Non-Solicitation. For a period begirming on the Execution Date and 
ending on the one (1) year anniversary ofthe earlier to occur of(a) the Termination Date or (b) 
the expiration of the obligations ofESAS under Section 5.18, each ofEXCO, on the one hand, 
and ESAS, on the other hand, shall not, without the other Party's prior written consent, directly 
or indirectly solicit, encourage or otherwise induce any of the other Party's or its Affiliates' 
employees to leave their respective employment or become the employee or contractor of the 
soliciting Party or its Affiliates. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained in this 
Section 5.7 shall prohibit the hiring or contracting for the services of any employee who has 
terminated his or her employment relationship without any direct or indirect solicitation or 
inducement by the soliciting Party or its Affiliates. A general advertisement for employment that 
is not targeted at any such employee shall not constitute a breach of any Party's obligations 
under this Section 5.7. It is further understood and agreed that monetary damages would not be a 
sufficient remedy for any breach of this Section 5.7. Accordingly, it is agreed by each ofEXCO, 
on the one hand, and ESAS, on the other hand, that the other Party shall be entitled to an 
injunction or injunctions (without the posting of any bond and without proof of actual damages) 
to prevent breaches or threatened breaches ofthis Section 5.7 and/or to specific performance of 
this Section 5.7, and that neither a Party nor any of its Affiliates may oppose the granting of such 
relief, provided, however, that such Party and its Affiliates are entitled to dispute whether or not 
any violation of this Section 5. 7 has occurred. Each Party agrees that equitable relief is not 
exclusive of other remedies to which the other Party may be entitled at Law or in equity for a 
breach ofthis Section 5.7. 

Section 5.8 Listing. EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to include all 
of the Initial Shares and, when issued, the Warrant Shares for listing on the NYSE if the 
Common Stock is then listed on the NYSE or, if the Common Stock is not then listed on the 
NYSE, on the primary national securities exchange or automated quotation system on which the 
Common Stock is then listed or authorized for quotation. 

Section 5.9 Proxy Statement. 

(a) As promptly as practicable after execution of this Agreement and in any 
event not more than thirty (30) days after the Execution Date, EXCO shall, in 
consultation with ESAS, prepare, and EXCO shall file with the SEC, preliminary proxy 
materials in compliance with Section 14 of the Exchange Act (the "Proxy Statement"). 
As promptly as practicable after comments, if any, are received from the SEC thereon 
and after the furnishing by EXCO and ESAS of all information required to be contained 
therein, EXCO shall, in consultation with ESAS, prepare and EXCO shall file any 
required amendments, if any, with the SEC. EXCO shall notify ESAS promptly of the 
receipt of any comments from the SEC or its staff and of any request by the SEC or its 
staff for amendments or supplements to the Proxy Statement or for additional information 
and shall consult with ESAS regarding, and supply ESAS with copies of, all 
cmTespondence between EXCO or any of its Representatives, on the one hand, and the 
SEC or its staff, on the other hand, with respect to the Proxy Statement. Prior to filing or 
mailing any proposed amendment of or supplement to the Proxy Statement, EXCO shall 
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provide ESAS a reasonable opportunity to review and comment on such document. 
EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to have the Proxy Statement cleared 
by the SEC and shall thereafter mail to the shareholders of Common Stock as promptly as 
possible the Proxy Statement and all other proxy materials for the Shareholder Meeting. 

(b) ESAS shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to furnish EXCO any 
information required to be included in the Proxy Statement and reasonably requested 
from ESAS by EXCO; provided that no information that ESAS or its Affiliates has 
furnished, or will furnish, to EXCO shall be included in the Proxy Statement unless 
ESAS shall have expressly consented in writing to such information being included in the 
Proxy Statement. Any information relating to ESAS furnished to EXCO in writing by 
ESAS expressly for use in the Proxy Statement will not contain an untrue statement of a 
material fuct or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to 
make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were 
made, not misleading. 

(c) EXCO hereby covenants and agrees that (i) the Proxy Statement will, 
when filed, comply as to form in all material respects with the applicable requirements of 
the Exchange Act and (ii) none of the information included or incorporated by reference 
in the Proxy Statement will, at the date it is first mailed to the shareholders of Common 
Stock or at the time of the Shareholder Meeting or at the time of any amendment or 
supplement thereof, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any 
material fact required to be stated therein or necessary in order to make the statements 
therein, in light of the circumstances under which they are made, not misleading. 

Section 5.10 Shareholder Approval; Meeting of Shareholders. EXCO shall take, in 
accordance with applicable Law and the EXCO Organizational Documents, all action necessary 
to convene the Shareholder Meeting as promptly as practicable, but no later than sixty (60) days 
after clearance of the proxy statement by the SEC, to submit for approval by the requisite vote of 
the shareholders of EXCO the Shareholder Proposals. In connection with each meeting of 
shareholders at which either of the Shareholder Proposals is submitted for a vote of the 
shareholders of EXCO, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, (i) the Board of 
Directors shall recommend that its shareholders vote in favor ofthe Shareholder Proposals, and 
(ii) neither the Board of Directors nor any committee thereof shall withdraw or modify, or 
propose or resolve to withdraw or modify in a manner materially adverse to ESAS, the 
recommendation of the Board of Directors that the shareholders of EXCO vote in favor of the 
Shareholder Proposals; provided that, at any time prior to obtaining such shareholder approval, 
the Board of Directors may withdraw such recommendation if such Board of Directors 
determines in good faith (after consultation with outside counsel) that failure to take such action 
violates its fiduciary duties under applicable Law. EXCO shall take all lawful action to solicit 
from the shareholders proxies in favor of the Shareholder Proposals and take all other action 
necessary or advisable to secure the vote or consent ofthe EXCO shareholders that are required 
by the rules ofthe NYSE and applicable Law, including, if necessary or appropriate, adjourning 
the Shareholder Meeting to solicit additional proxies. 

Section 5.11 Registration Rights Agreement. Prior to the Initial Shares Closing Date, 
EXCO shall take all action to obtain any and all consents required under the 2005 Registration 
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Rights Agreement and the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement such that no Person shall have 
any Registration Rights that conflict with or violate the rights granted to ESAS under the 
Registration Rights Agreement. Concurrently with the Initial Shares Closing, ESAS and each 
ESAS Initial Warrantholder and EXCO shall execute and deliver the Registration Rights 
Agreement. 

Section 5.12 Blue Sky. EXCO shall, prior to the Closing Date, take all action to obtain 
an exemption for or to qualify the Securities to be issued to ESAS pursuant to this Agreement 
under applicable securities or "blue sky" Laws of the states ofthe United States (or to obtain an 
exemption fi·om such qualification). EXCO shall make all filings and reports relating to the offer 
and sale of the Securities required under applicable securities or "blue sky" Laws ofthe states of 
the United States following the Closing Date. 

Section 5.13 Designation of Director. Concurrently with the Closing, the Board of 
Directors of EXCO shall, if there is not a vacancy on the Board of Directors at that time, take 
action to increase the size ofthe Board of Directors by one, and shall elect Wilder as a member 
of the Board of Directors; provided that Wilder is living and physically and mentally capable of 
performing the duties that accompany the office ofDirector. 

Section 5.14 Reservation of Shares. After the Closing, so long as any of the Warrants 
remain outstanding, EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to take all action 
necessary to at all times have authorized, and reserved for the purpose of issuance, no less than 
one hundred percent (100%) of the maximum number of shares of Cmmnon Stock issuable upon 
exercise of all the Warrants (without regard to any limitations on the exercise ofthe Warrants set 
forth therein). 

Section 5.15 Warrant Exercise Procedures. The form ofNotice of Exercise included 
in the form of certificate attached hereto as Exhibit B sets forth the totality of th~ procedures 
required of the holder of the Warrants in order to exercise the WaiTants. No additional legal 
opinion, other information or instructions shall be required of the holder of the Warrants to 
exercise their Wanants. EXCO shall honor exercises of the Warrants and shall deliver the 
Warrant Shares in accordance with the terms, conditions and time periods set forth in the 
Warrants. 

Section 5.16 Beneficial Ownership Limitation. From the Closing Date until the 
second anniversary of the Closing Date, ESAS, for itself and on behalf of the other members of 
the ESAS Group, acknowledges and agrees that, unless otherwise approved in advance in writing 
by the Board ofDirectors, ESAS shall not, and shall cause Wilder and the members ofthe ESAS 
Group not to, in any manner, directly or indirectly, whether acting alone or in concert with 
others, acquire (or propose or agree to acquire), by purchase or otherwise, record ownership or 
beneficial ownership of any Capital Stock of EXCO or rights, options or other convertible 
securities to acquire interests in any of EXCO's Capital Stock except that the members of the 
ESAS Group, in the aggregate, may beneficially own up to fifty percent (50%) of EXCO's 
outstanding Capital Stock and may beneficially own an amount in excess of such percentage 
solely to the extent resulting exclusively from actions or omissions taken by EXCO or under the 
terms of any agreements, contracts or instruments that no member of the ESAS Group is party. 
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Section 5.17 Indemnity for Certain Liabilities. EXCO and their respective 
successors and assigns shall be responsible for, perform, pay and shall indemnify, defend and 
hold harmless the ESAS Group from and against all obligations, liabilities, claims, causes of 
action, and Damages caused by, arising out of, attributable to or resulting from any claims by 
Third Patties relating to this Agreement, the Transaction Documents (other than the Registration 
Rights Agreement) or the Proxy Statement, the use of proceeds from the purchase and sale of 
EXCO securities hereunder or any claim, litigation, investigation or proceeding relating to the 
foregoing, to the extent any member of the ESAS Group is or is threatened to be made a patty 
thereto, in each case except to the extent resulting fi:om (a) the breach of any of ESAS's 
representations, warranties or covenants set forth in this Agreement or (b) information provided 
by ESAS in the Proxy Statement. 

Section 5.18 Strategic Advisorv Services. From and after the Execution Date until the 
earlier of the Termination Date or the four (4) year anniversary of the Execution Date: 

(a) ESAS shall develop an EXCO performance oversight and improvement 
program (the "Business Plan"), which shall be based upon: 

(i) maximizing value for all EXCO shareholders; 

(ii) developing an execution team and disciplined operating system for 
EXCO and its Subsidiaries; 

(iii) instituting a capital and risk allocation process based on risk/return 
analysis and designing EXCO's risk management and hedging strategy and 
execution; 

(iv) restructuring commercial contracts and joint-venture arrangements; 
and 

(v) instituting fixed costs reduction programs towards the goal of long 
term costs competiveness. 

(b) Wilder shaH direct all of ESAS's acttVJties with respect to the 
development and implementation of the Business Plan as he deems appropriate in the 
exercise of his reasonable discretion. 

(c) ESAS shall use commercially reasonable efforts, and shall cause Wilder to 
use commercially reasonable efforts, to assist EXCO in the implementation of the 
Business Plan as ESAS and Wilder deem appropriate in each of their reasonable 
discretion. 

(d) In return for the Services, EXCO shall pay ESAS: 

(i) subject to Section 5.18(e), for each month the Services are 
provided under this Agreement, the Monthly Fee by the 15th of the next month; 
and 
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(ii) subject to Section 5.18(e), for each full year after the Closing Date 
occurring prior to the termination of this Agreement, the Incentive Payment by 
the 45u1 day following the end of such year, which payment shall be adjusted as 
follows: 

(A) If EXCO's Percentile Rank based on the one~year period 
preceding such anniversary is less than 50, the Incentive Payment shall be 
equal to zero. 

(B) If EXCO's Percentile Rank based on the one~year period 
preceding such anniversary is greater than or equal to 50 and less than 75, 
the Incentive Payment amount shall be the amount established by the 
following fonnula: 

40+ [ (Percenti1;
5 
Rank-50) X 60] 

1 
OO X maximum Incentive Payment 

(C) If EXCO's Percentile Rank based on the one~year period 
preceding such anniversary is greater than or equal to 75, ESAS shall 
receive the maximum Incentive Payment. 

(D) For the avoidance of doubt, (x) no Incentive Payment paid in 
exchange for one year of the Services shall ever exceed $2.4 million and 
(y) if this Agreement is terminated prior to any anniversary of the Closing 
Date, no Incentive Payment shall be due or payable for such partial year of 
Services. 

(e) Monthly Fee and Incentive Payment Holdback .. 

(i) Notwithstanding the foregoing, from the Execution Date until the 
earlier to occur of the date fifteen (15) Business Days after the Investment 
Obligation Test Date and the Termination Date, all Monthly Fees and Incentive 
Payments attributable to any periods prior to such earlier date that are payable by 
EXCO under this Section 5.18 shall, in lieu of payment to ESAS, be deposited 
into the Escrow Account as and when due and payable under the terms of this 
Section 5 .18. 

(ii) 1n the event that after the Closing Date and on or prior to the date 
fifteen (15) Business Days after the Investment Obligation Test Date (A) EXCO 
has elected to terminate this Agreement as a result of any ESAS Forfeiture Event 
occurring at or prior to the Investment Obligation Test Date or (B) ESAS has 
elected to terminate this Agreement as a result of any reason other than an EXCO 
Forfeiture Event, then (1) EXCO shall be entitled to receive for its own account 
the entirety of the Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments (including all interest 
and earnings accruing thereon) held in the Escrow Account and the Warrants shall 
be forfeited to the extent set forth in the Warrants and (2) EXCO's right to 
terminate this Agreement, the retention of such amounts in the Escrow Account 
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and the forfeiture of the Warrants shall constitute liquidated damages hereunder, 
which remedy shall be the sole and exclusive remedy available to EXCO for any 
such ESAS Forfeiture Event, termination or failure. Each Party acknowledges 
and agrees that (A) EXCO's actual damages upon the event of such ESAS 
Forfeiture Event, termination or failure are difficult to asce1tain with any 
certainty, (B) the amounts in the Escrow Account is a fair and reasonable estimate 
by the Parties of such aggregate actual damages of EXCO and (C) such liquidated 
damages do not constitute a penalty. 

(iii) In the event that the Closing has occurred, on the date sixteen (16) 
Business Days after the Investment Obligation Test Date, if EXCO is not entitled 
under Section 5.18(e)(ii) to receive Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments 
(including all interest and earnings accruing thereon) held in the Escrow Account, 
then ESAS shall be entitled to receive for its own account the entirety of the 
Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments (including all interest and earnings 
accruing thereon) held in the Escrow Account. 

(iv) All amounts due and payable from and after the Investment 
Obligation Test Date that are payable by EXCO under this Section 5.18 shall be 
paid to ESAS as and when due and payable under the terms of this Section 5 .18. 

(f) Subject to the terms of Section 5.4 and Section 5.7, EXCO, at EXCO's 
sole cost, risk, and expense, shall provide reasonable access during normal business hours 
to any records, data, material, properties, officers, managers, employees, personnel, 
consultants, advisors, counsel and lenders of EXCO and its Affiliates to the extent 
reasonably requested by ESAS in order for ESAS to perform and provide the Services 
and comply with the obligations ofESAS under this Section 5.18. 

(g) In the performance of any Services by ESAS for EXCO, ESAS, its 
Affiliates, their employees or officers and Wilder (other than solely in his capacity as a 
director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO, as applicable) shall be each deemed an 
independent contractor, free and clear of any dominion or control by EXCO in the 
manner in which said services are to be performed or the establishment of hours oflabor, 
and as such ESAS, its Affiliates, their employees or officers and Wilder (other than solely 
in his capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman ofEXCO, as applicable) shall not 
be, and shall not represent themselves as, an agent or employee ofEXCO or its Affiliates, 
including for tax purposes. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, ESAS 
retains the authority and right to direct and control all the details ofESAS's performance 
of the Services. EXCO shall have no right or authority to supervise or give directions or 
instructions to the employees, agents, or representatives of ESAS, its Affiliates or Wilder 
(other than solely in his capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO, as 
applicable), and ESAS, its Affiliates and their employees, agents or representatives shall 
at all times be under the direct and sole supervision and control of ESAS. It is the 
understanding and intention of the Parties that no relationship of master and servant or 
principal and agent shaii exist between EXCO and ESAS, its Affiliates, the employees, 
agents or representatives of ESAS and its Affiliates or Wilder (other than solely in his 
capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman ofEXCO, as applicable). No member of 
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the ESAS Group owes any duty, fiduciary or othetwise, to any member of the EXCO 
Group except for fiduciary duties (other than such duties that are waived in the Articles 
oflncorporation ofEXCO) of Wilder in connection with and to the extent ofhis duties as 
Executive Chairman ofEXCO during his period of service in such position. 

(h) ESAS warrants for a period of one (1) year after the date of the 
performance of any specific Services provided under this Section 5.18, such Services 
shall have been performed (i) in good faith in a diligent manner and (ii) in accordance 
with all applicable Laws. Except as expressly provided in this Section 5.18(h), (A) NO 
MEMBER OF THE ESAS GROUP MAKES ANY, AND EACH OF THE ESAS 
GROUP EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS, AND EXCO W AlVES AND REPRESENTS 
AND WARRANTS THAT EXCO HAS NOT RELIED UPON, ANY 
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OR GUARANTY, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, IN THIS OR ANY OTHER TRANSACTION DOCUMENT OR 
CONTRACT DELIVERED HEREUNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
SERVICES, INCLUDING ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OR 
GUARANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AS TO (I) THE SERVICES 
PERFORMED BY ANY MEMBER OF THE ESAS GROUP OR ANY OTHER 
PERSON (II) ANY RESULTS, EFFECTS OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OF THE 
SERVICES, OR (Ill) ANY OTHER, PROPOSALS, RECOMMENDATIONS, 
COURSES OF ACTION, RECORDS, FILES OR MATERIALS OR 
INFORMATION (INCLUDING AS TO THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR 
CONTENTS OF THE RECORDS) THAT MAY BE MADE AVAILABLE OR 
COMMUNICATED AFTER THE EXECUTION DATE TO EXCO OR ITS 
AFFILIATES, OR ITS OR THEIR EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONSULTANTS, 
REPRESENTATIVES OR ADVISORS IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
PREPARATIONS OR PERFORMANCE OF THE SERVICES (B) EACH 
MEMBER OF THE ESAS GROUP FURTHER DISCLAIMS, AND EXCO 
W AlVES, ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR 
CONFORMITY TO MODELS OR SAMPLES OF MATERIALS OF ANY 
SERVICES. 

Section 5.19 Director Nomination Rights and Wilder's Service to the Board of 
Directors. Pursuant to a nomination letter agreement, the form of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit D (the "Nomination Letter Agreement"), ESAS shall have the right to nominate for 
election to the Board of Directors of EXCO one director subject to the provisions contained in 
such Nomination Letter Agreement. The failure of Wilder to receive the votes necessary to be 
elected to serve on the Board or to serve as Executive Chairman, despite ESAS's compliance 
with the obligations set forth in the second sentence ofthis Section 5.19, shall not be deemed to 
be a breach of this Section 5 .19. Wilder shall receive customary compensation, benefits and 
protections, as the other members of the Board of Directors. Wilder shall have no additional 
legal duties or obligations associated with the role ofExecutive Chairman. 

Section 5.20 Agreement to Invest. Subject to applicable Law, from the period after 
the Closing Date through the first anniversary of the Closing Date, the ESAS Group shall 
purchase shares of Common Stock of EXCO through open market purchases fi:om unaffiliated 
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Third Parties such that (when including all or any portion of the Initial Investment held by the 
ESAS Group on the Investment Obligation Test Date) shall own, directly or indirectly, 
beneficially or of record, as of the first anniversary of the Closing Date, shares of Common Stock 
of EXCO with an aggregate cost basis (net of the aggregate cost basis of all shares of Common 
Stock sold by the ESAS Group during the same period) of at least fifty million dollars 
($50,000,000) (such purchases, excluding the Initial Investment, the "Remaining lnvestment"); 
provided, however, (a) ESAS, at its sole option to be exercised by the delivery of written notice 
to EXCO on or before the first anniversary of the Closing Date, may extend such deadline by up 
to three (3) months from the first anniversary of the Closing Date (such deadline, as validly 
extended in accordance with this Section 5.20, the "Investment Obligation Test Date") in the 
event that the ESAS Group is unable to purchase and own such shares of Common Stock due to 
blackout dates (other than nonnal quarterly blackouts that do not exceed seventy-five (75) days 
with respect to the last fiscal quarter and forty-five (45) days with respect to the first, second and 
third fiscal quarters) or other restrictions under applicable Laws or this Agreement, (b) ESAS 
shall not be required to comply with its obligations under this Section 5.20 to the extent that such 
compliance would be reasonably likely to result in any breach of ESAS's obligations under 
Section 5.16 and (c) the obligations under this Section 5.20 shall be null and void ab initio upon 
the earlier to occur ofthe Termination Date or an Investment Obligation Termination Event prior 
to the deadline set forth in this Section 5.20). The Remaining Investment shall be conducted in 
accordance with a Rule 10b5-1 Plan and, in making the Remaining Investment, ESAS shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts to comply with the limitations and restrictions set forth in Rule 
I Ob-18(b) promulgated under the Exchange Act. Within three (3) Business Days after the 
Investment Obligation Test Date, ESAS shall submit a certificate stating compliance together 
with reasonable documentation supporting such compliance. ESAS may make open market 
purchases or sales of any other EXCO securities at its own discretion. 

Section 5.21 Limitation on Losses. EXCO and ESAS shall, and shall cause their 
respective Afftliates to, cooperate in good faith to determine whether any transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement, including a Remaining Investment pursuant to Section 5.20 or 
the vesting, forfeiture or exercise of any Warrants pursuant to the terms of the applicable Form 
of Warrant, would, or reasonably would be expected to, cause an ownership change of EXCO 
under Section 382 of the Code or any comparable provision of any state or local Law, limiting or 
restricting the utilization of net operating losses of EXCO (collectively, an "Ownership 
Change"). If EXCO and ESAS agree that any such transactions would, or reasonably would be 
expected to cause an Ownership Change, the Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to 
negotiate a modification mutually acceptable to EXCO and ESAS to avoid such Ownership 
Change. 

Section 5.22 Standstill. From the Execution Date until the earlier to occur of (a) the 
Termination Date and (b) the Closing Date, unless approved in advance in writing by the Board 
of Directors and except in collllection with the Shareholder Proposals or as otherwise 
contemplated by this Agreement, ESAS shall not, and shall cause Wilder and each other member 
of the ESAS Group acting on behalf of, or in concert with, ESAS not to, and ESAS shall cause 
any other Person in which Wilder owns, directly or indirectly, beneficially or of record, more 
than fifty (50%) of the voting or equity interests not to, in any mallller, directly or indirectly, 
whether alone or in concert with others, (i) make any statement or proposal to the Board of 
Directors or the board of directors of any of EXCO' s Affiliates or Subsidiaries or to any of 
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EXCO's stockholders regardillg, or make any public announcement, proposal or offer (illcluding 
any "solicitation" of "proxies" as such terms are defmed or used ill the Exchange Act and the 
rules promulgated thereunder) with respect to, or otherwise solicit, seek or offer to effect 
(illcluding, for the avoidance of doubt, illdirectly by means of communication with the press or 
media) (A) any business combillation, merger, tender offer, exchange offer, restructurillg, 
recapitalization, liquidation, dissolution, divestiture, break-up, spin-off or other extraordinary 
transaction illvolvillg EXCO or any of its Affiliates or Subsidiaries or any of their respective 
assets or securities, (B) any proposal to seek representation on the Board of Directors or 
otherwise to seek to control or influence the management, Board of Directors or policies of 
EXCO or its Affiliates or Subsidiaries or to request, call or seek to call a meeting of the 
stockholders of EXCO, (C) any acquisition of any of EXCO's or any of its Affiliates' or 
Subsidiaries' respective loans, debt securities, equity securities or assets, or rights or options to 
acquire interests in any ofEXCO's or any of its Affiliates' or Subsidiaries' loans, debt securities, 
equity securities or assets, (D) any request or proposal to waive, terminate or amend the 
provisions of this Section 5.22 or (E) any proposal, arrangement or other statement that is 
inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement, including this Section 5.22; (ii) illstigate, join, 
encourage, or assist any Third Party (including formillg a "group" (as such term is defined or 
used ill the Exchange Act and the rules promulgated thereunder) with any such Third Party) to 
do, or enter illto any discussions or agreements with any Third Patty with respect to, any of the 
actions set fotih in clause (i) above; (iii) take any action that reasonably would be expected to 
require any member of the EXCO Group to make a public announcement regardillg any of the 
actions set forth ill clause (i) above; or (iv) acquire (or propose or agree to acquire), in any 
manner, directly or illdirectly, of record or beneficially, whether alone or ill concert with others, 
any loans, debt securities, equity securities or assets of EXCO or any of its Affiliates or 
Subsidiaries, or rights or options or other convertible securities to acquire interests in any of 
EXCO's or its Affiliates' or Subsidiaries' loans, debt securities, equity securities or assets. 

Section 5.23 EXCO Credit Agreement. EXCO shall, prior to the Closing Date, talce 
commercially reasonable action to obtain any and all consents required in connection with the 
actions contemplated by this Agreement under the EXCO Credit Agreement. 

Section 5.24 Purchase Restrictions Prior to Anniversary Dates. Prior to termillation 
of the Agreement ill accordance with Article 9, during the twenty (20) Trading Days prior to the 
first, second, third and fourth anniversaries of the Execution Date, ESAS shall not, and shall 
cause Wilder and each other member of the ESAS Group actillg on behalf of, or ill concert with, 
ESAS not to, and ESAS shall cause any other Person in which Wilder owns, directly or 
indirectly, beneficially or of record, more than fifty percent (50%) of the votillg or equity 
interests not to, in any manner, directly or illdirectly, whether alone or in concert with others, 
acquire (or propose or agree to acquire), in any manner, directly or illdirectly, of record or 
beneficially, whether alone or in concert with others, any equity securities ofEXCO or rights or 
options or other convertible securities to acquire interests in any of EXCO 's equity securities, in 
each case other than the Warrant Shares. 

Section 5.25 Further Assurances. After Closing, ESAS and EXCO each agree to take 
such further actions and to execute, acknowledge and deliver, and to cause each of its 
Subsidiaries to take such further actions and to execute, acknowledge and deliver, all such 
further documents as are reasonably requested by the other for carrying out the purposes ofthis 
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Agreement or of any document delivered pursuant to the Transaction Documents. 

ARTICLE 6 

INITIAL SHARES CLOSING 

Section 6.1 Conditions of ESAS to Initial Shares Closing. The obligations ofESAS 
to consummate the Initial Shares Closing (except for the obligations of ESAS to be performed 
prior to the Initial Shares Closing and obligations that survive termination of this Agreement), 
are subject, at the option of ESAS, to the satisfaction on or prior to the Initial Shares Closing of 
each ofthe conditions set forth in this Section 6.1, unless waived in writing by ESAS: 

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties ofEXCO set forth in 
Alticle 4 (in each case, disregarding all qualifications and exceptions contained therein 
relating to materiality, EXCO Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) 
shall be true and correct in all respects, in each case, as of the Execution Date and as of 
the Initial Shares Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated in 
Section 2.2(a) with the same effect as if made on and as of the Initial Shares Closing Date 
(except for representations and warranties made as of a specified date, which shall be true 
and correct only as of such specified date), except to the extent the failure of any such 
representation or warranty to be true and correct as of the Execution Date or as of the 
Initial Shares Closing Date does not result in an EXCO Material Adverse Effect. 

(b) Performance. EXCO shall have performed and observed in all material 
respects all covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement required to be 
performed or complied with on or prior to the Initial Shares Closing Date. 

(c) NYSE. The Initial Shares shall have been approved for listing on the 
NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance. 

(d) No Action. On the Initial Shares Closing Date, no Order restraining, 
enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the Initial Shares Closing, or 
granting substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been issued and remain 
in force, and no suit, action, or other proceeding (excluding any such matter initiated by 
ESAS or any Affiliate ofESAS) shall be pending before any Governmental Authority or 
body of competent jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to (i) prohibit the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) result in the 
recovery of substantial damages fi·om ESAS or EXCO. 

(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals 
of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under the HSR Act) 
required to be obtained by EXCO for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares as 
contemplated under this Agreement shall have been granted (or delivered in the case of 
notices) and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) shall have 
expired, or early termination of the waiting period shall have been granted. 

(f) EXCO Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no EXCO 
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Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred. 

(g) Closing Deliverables. EXCO shall (i) have delivered or caused to be 
delivered to ESAS the officer's certificate described in Section 6.5(e), and (ii) be ready, 
willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to ESAS or the other applicable 
Parties at the Initial Shares Closing the other documents and items required to be 
delivered by EXCO under Section 6.5. 

(h) Registration Rights Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all 
consents required under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 
Registration Rights Agreement such that no Person shall have any Registration Rights 
that conflict with or via late the rights granted to ESAS under the Registration Rights 
Agreement. 

(i) Registration. A registration statement registering the Initial Shares for 
resale shall have been filed with the SEC and the Registration Rights Agreement shall 
have been executed and delivered. 

Section 6.2 Conditions of EXCO to Initial Shares Closing. The obligations of 
EXCO to consummate the Initial Shares Closing (except for the obligations of EXCO to be 
performed prior to the Initial Shares Closing and obligations that survive termination of this 
Agreement), are subject, at the option of EXCO, to the satisfaction on or prior to the Initial 
Shares Closing of each of the conditions set forth in this Section 6.2, unless waived in writing by 
EXCO: 

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties of ESAS set forth in 
Article 3 (disregarding all qualifications and exceptions contained therein relating to 
materiality, ESAS Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) shall be true 
and correct in all respects, in each case, as of the Execution Date and as of the Initial 
Shares Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated Section 2.2(a) 
with the same effect as if made on and as of the Initial Shares Closing Date (except for 
representations and warranties made as of a specified date, which shall be true and 
correct only as of such specified date), except to the extent the failure of any such 
representation or warranty to be true and correct as of the Execution Date or as of the 
Initial Shares Closing Date does not result in an ESAS Material Adverse Effect. 

(b) Performance. ESAS shall have materially performed and observed, in all 
material respects, each covenant and agreement to be performed or observed by ESAS 
under this Agreement prior to or on the Initial Shares Closing Date. 

(c) NYSE. The Initial Shares shall have been approved for listing on the 
NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance. 

(d) No Action. On the Initial Shares Closing Date, no Order restraining, 
enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the Initial Shares Closing, or granting substantial 
damages in connection therewith, shall have been issued and remain in force, and no suit, 
action, or other proceeding (excluding any such matter initiated by EXCO or any 
Affiliate of EXCO) shall be pending before any Governmental Authority or body of 
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competent jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to (i) prohibit the consummation of the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) result in the recovery of substantial 
damages from ESAS or EXCO. 

(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals 
of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under the HSR Act) 
required to be obtained by ESAS for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares as 
contemplated under this Agreement shall have been granted (or delivered in the case of 
notices), and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) shall have 
expired, or early termination of the waiting period shall have been granted. 

(f) ESAS Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no ESAS 
Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred. 

(g) Closing Deliverables. (i) ESAS shall have delivered or caused to be 
delivered to EXCO the officer's certificate described in Section 6.4(c), and (ii) ESAS 
shall be ready, willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to EXCO at the Initial 
Shares Closing the other documents and items required to be delivered by ESAS under 
Section 6.4. 

(h) Registration Rights Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all 
consents required under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 
Registration Rights Agreement such that no Person shall have any Registration Rights 
that conflict with or violate the rights granted to ESAS under the Registration Rights 
Agreement. 

(i) Registration. A registration statement registering the Initial Shares for 
resale shall have been filed with the SEC and the Registration Rights Agreement shall 
have been executed and delivered. 

Section 6.3 Time and Place of Initial Shares Closing. Subject to the provisions of 
this Article 6, the consummation of the Initial Shares Closing shall, unless otherwise agreed to in 
writing by EXCO and ESAS, take place at the offices of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 
located at 1700 Pacific Avenue, Suite 4100, Dallas, Texas at 9:00a.m., Dallas time, on a date to 
be specified by the Parties, which shall be no later than the fifth Business Day after the 
satisfaction or waiver (to the extent petmitted by applicable Law) of the conditions set forth in 
this Article 6 (other than conditions that by their nature are to be satisfied at the Initial Shares 
Closing, but subject to the satisfaction or waiver of those conditions), or at such other place, date 
and time as the Patiies may agree. All actions to be taken and all documents and instruments to 
be executed and delivered at the Initial Shares Closing shall be deemed to have been taken, 
executed and delivered simultaneously and, except as permitted hereunder, no actions shall be 
deemed taken nor any document and instruments executed or delivered until all actions have 
been taken and all documents and instruments have been executed and delivered. 

Section 6.4 Obligations of ESAS at Initial Shares Closing. At the Initial Shares 
Closing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, and subject to the 
simultaneous performance by EXCO of its obligations pursuant to Section 6.5, ESAS shall 
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deliver or cause to be delivered to EXCO, among other things, the following: 

(a) Written instructions to the Escrow Agent, duly executed by ESAS, 
instructing the Escrow Agent to disburse (i) the Initial Investment to EXCO and (ii) all 
amounts held in the Escrow Account attributable to any interest accrued upon the Initial 
Investment to ESAS; 

(b) Registration Rights Agreement, duly executed by ESAS; 

(c) A certificate duly executed by an authorized officer of ESAS, dated as of 
the Initial Shares Closing, certifying on behalf of ESAS that the conditions set forth in 
Section 6.1 have been fulfilled; and 

(d) All other documents and instruments requested by EXCO :from ESAS that 
are reasonably necessary to consummate the transfer of the Initial Shares. 

Section 6.5 Obligations of EXCO at Initial Shares Closing. At the Initial Shares 
Closing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, and subject to the 
simultaneous performance by ESAS of its obligations pursuant to Section 6.4, EXCO shall 
deliver, or cause to be delivered, to ESAS or the other applicable Persons, among other things, 
the following: 

(a) A certificate representing the Initial Shares or certificated through book-
entry form; 

(b) Written instructions to the Escrow Agent, duly executed by EXCO, 
instructing the Escrow Agent to disburse (i) the Initial Investment to EXCO and (ii) all 
amounts held in the Escrow Account attributable to any interest accrued upon the Initial 
Investment to ESAS; 

(c) Registration Rights Agreement, duly executed by EXCO; 

(d) A certificate evidencing the formation and good standing ofEXCO in its 
jurisdiction of formation issued by the Secretary of State (or comparable office) of such 
jurisdiction offormation as of a date within ten (10) days ofthe Closing Date; 

(e) A certificate, duly executed by an authorized officer ofEXCO, dated as of 
the Initial Shares Closing, ceriifying on behalf ofEXCO that the conditions set forth in 
Section 6.2 have been fulfilled; and 

(f) All other documents and instruments requested by ESAS fi:om EXCO that 
are reasonably necessary to consummate the transfer ofthe [nitial Shares. 

ARTICLE7 

CONDITIONS TO CLOSING 

Section 7.1 Conditions of ESAS to Closing. The obligations of ESAS to 
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consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (except for the obligations of 
ESAS to be performed prior to the Closing and obligations that survive termination of this 
Agreement), including the obligations of ESAS to consummate the Closing, are subject, at the 
option of ESAS, to the satisfaction on or prior to Closing of each of the conditions set forth in 
this Section 7.1, unless waived in writing by ESAS: 

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties ofEXCO set forth in 
Article 4 (in each case, disregarding all qualifications and exceptions contained therein 
relating to materiality, EXCO Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) 
shall be true and correct in all respects, in each case, as of the Execution Date and as of 
the Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby with the 
same effect as if made on and as of the Closing Date (except for representations and 
warranties made as of a specified date, which shall be true and correct only as of such 
specified date), except to the extent the failure of any such representation or warranty to 
be true and correct as of the Execution Date or as of the Closing Date does not result in 
an EXCO Material Adverse Effect. 

(b) Performance. EXCO shall have performed and observed in all material 
respects all covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement required to be 
performed or complied with on or prior to the Closing Date. 

(c) NYSE. The Warrant Shares shall have been approved for listing on the 
NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance. 

(d) No Action. On the Closing Date, no Order restraining, enjoining or 
otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement, or granting substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been 
issued and remain in force, and no suit, action, or other proceeding (excluding any such 
matter initiated by ESAS or any Affiliate of ESAS) shall be pending before any 
Governmental Authority or body of competent jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to 
(i) prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) 
result in the recovery of substantial damages from ESAS or EXCO. 

(e) Govemmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals 
of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under the HSR Act) 
required to be obtained by EXCO for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares and 
Warrants as contemplated under this Agreement shall have been granted (or delivered in 
the case of notices) and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) 
shall have expired, or early termination of the waiting period shall have been granted. 

(f) EXCO Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no EXCO 
Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred. 

(g) Receipt of Required Shareholder ApprovaL The Required Shareholder 
Approval shall have been received from the shareholders ofEXCO. 

(h) Filing of Certificate of Amendment. The secretaty of state of the State of 
Texas shall have accepted the Certificate of Amendment filed with it by EXCO. 
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(i) Closing Deliverables. EXCO shall (i) have delivered or caused to be 
delivered to ESAS the officer's certificate described in Section 8.3(e), and (ii) be ready, 
willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to ESAS or the other applicable 
Parties at the Closing the other documents and items required to be delivered by EXCO 
under Section 8.3. 

(j) Wilder. Wilder shall be alive and possess sufficient mental and physical 
capacities to perform his obligations at Closing as Executive Chairman of EXCO and to 
enable ESAS to perfonn its obligations contained in Section 5.13 and Section 5.18 ofthis 
Agreement. 

(k) Net Operating Loss. On the Closing Date, no state or federal net operating 
loss ofEXCO as ofthe Closing Date would be subject to material limitation, restriction 
or impairment on its use pursuant to Section 382 of the Code or any comparable 
provision of any state or local Law, assuming that the Investment is made entirely on the 
Closing Date at $2 per share. 

(1) EXCO Credit Agreement Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all 
consents required in connection with the actions contemplated by this Agreement under 
the EXCO Credit Agreement. 

(m) Bylaws. The Board of Directors ofEXCO shall have amended EXCO's 
Second Amended and Restated Bylaws to establish the position of Executive Chairman 
ofthe Board ofDirectors ofEXCO as a non-officer position and to include a description 
of the position of Executive Chairman in accordance with the language as set forth on 
Exhibit E. 

(n) Initial Shares Closing. The Initial Shares Closing has occurred prior to, or 
will close simultaneously with, the Closing. 

Section 7.2 Conditions of EXCO to Closing. The obligations of EXCO to 
consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (except for the obligations of 
EXCO to be performed prior to the Closing and obligations that survive termination of this 
Agreement), including the obligations of EXCO to consummate the Closing, are subject, at the 
option of EXCO, to the satisfaction on or prior to Closing of each of the conditions set forth in 
this Section 7.2, unless waived in writing by EXCO: 

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties of ESAS set forth in 
Article 3 (disregarding all qualifications and exceptions contained therein relating to 
materiality, ESAS Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) shall be true 
and correct in all respects, in each case, as of the Execution Date and as of the Closing 
Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby with the same effect as if 
made on and as ofthe Closing Date (except for representations and warranties made as of 
a specified date, which shall be true and correct only as of such specified date), except to 
the extent the failure of any such representation or warranty to be true and correct as of 
the Execution Date or as of the Closing Date does not result in an ESAS Material 
Adverse Effect. 
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(b) Performance. ESAS shall have materially performed and observed, in all 
material respects, each covenant and agreement to be performed or observed by ESAS 
under this Agreement prior to or on the Closing Date. 

(c) NYSE. The Warrant Shares shall have been approved for listing on the 
NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance. 

(d) No Action. On the Closing Date, no Order restraining, enJommg or 
otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement, or granting substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been 
issued and remain in force, and no suit, action, or other proceeding (excluding any such 
matter initiated by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO) shall be pending before any 
Governmental Authority or body of competent jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to 
(i) prohibit the consummation ofthe transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) 
result in the recovery of substantial damages from ESAS or EXCO. 

(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals 
of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under the HSR Act) 
required to be obtained by ESAS for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares and the 
Warrants as contemplated under this Agreement shall have been granted (or delivered in 
the case of notices), and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) 
shall have expired, or early termination of the waiting period shall have been granted. 

(f) ESAS Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no ESAS 
Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred. 

(g) Receipt of Required Shareholder Approval. The Required Shareholder 
Approval shall have been received from the shareholders ofEXCO. 

(h) Filing of Certificate of Amendment. The secretary of state of the State of 
Texas shall have accepted the Certificate of Amendment filed with it by EXCO. 

(i) Closing Deliverables. (i) ESAS shall have delivered or caused to be 
delivered to EXCO the officer's certificate described in Section 8.2(c), and (ii) ESAS 
shall be ready, willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to EXCO at the 
Closing the other documents and items required to be delivered by ESAS under 
Section 8.2. 

U) Wilder. Wilder shall be alive and possess sufficient mental and physical 
capacities to perform his obligations at Closing as Executive Chairman of EXCO and to 
enable ESAS to perform its obligations contained in Section 5.13 and Section 5.18 ofthis 
Agreement. 

(k) Net Operating Loss. On the Closing Date, no state or federal net operating 
loss ofEXCO as ofthe Closing Date would be subject to material limitation, restriction 
or impairment on its use pursuant to Section 382 of the Code or any comparable 
provision of any state or local Law, assuming that the Investment is made entirely on the 
Closing Date at $2 per share. 
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(1) EXCO Credit Agreement Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all 
consents required in connection with the actions contemplated by this Agreement under 
the EXCO Credit Agreement. 

(m) Initial Shares Closing. The Initial Shares Closing has occurred prior to, or 
will close simultaneously with, the Closing. 

ARTICLES 

CLOSING 

Section 8.1 Time and Place of Closing. Subject to the provisions of Article 7, the 
consummation ofthe transactions contemplated by this Agreement (the "Closing") shall, unless 
otherwise agreed to in writing by EXCO and ESAS, take place at the offices of Akin Gump 
Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP located at 1700 Pacific Avenue, Suite 4100, Dallas, Texas at 9:00 
a.m., Dallas time, on a date to be specified by the Parties, which shall be no later than the fifth 
Business Day after the satisfaction or waiver (to the extent permitted by applicable Law) of the 
conditions set forth in Article 7 (other than conditions that by their nature are to be satisfied at 
the Closing, but subject to the satisfaction or waiver of those conditions), or at such other place, 
date and time as the Parties may agree. The date on which the Closmg occurs is referred to 
herein as the "Closing Date". All actions to be taken and all documents and instruments to be 
executed and delivered at Closing shall be deemed to have been taken, executed and delivered 
simultaneously and, except as permitted hereunder, no actions shall be deemed taken nor any 
document and instruments executed or delivered until all actions have been taken and all 
documents and instruments have been executed and delivered. 

Section 8.2 Obligations of ESAS at Closing. At the Closing, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this Agreement, and subject to the simultaneous performance by 
EXCO of its obligations pursuant to Section 8.3, ESAS shall deliver or cause to be delivered to 
EXCO, among other things, the following: 

(a) Nomination Letter Agreement, duly executed by ESAS; 

(b) A certificate evidencing the fmmation and good standing of ESAS ill each 
such entity's jurisdiction of formation issued by the Secretary of State (or comparable 
office) of such jurisdiction of formation as of a date within ten (1 0) days of the Closmg 
Date; 

(c) A certificate duly executed by an authorized officer of ESAS, dated as of 
the Closmg, certifying on behalf ofESAS that the conditions set forth in Section 7.2(a) 
and Section 7.2(b) have been fulfilled; and 

(d) All other documents and instruments requested by EXCO from ESAS that 
are reasonably necessary to transfer the consummate the transactions contemplated 
hereunder. 

Section 8.3 Obligations of EXCO at Closing. At the Closing, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this Agreement, and subject to the simultaneous performance by 
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ESAS of its obligations pursuant to Section 8.2, EXCO shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to 
ESAS or the other applicable Persons, among other things, the following: 

(a) Closing Warrants, duly executed by EXCO (if not issued on an earlier date 
pursuant to Section 2.l(b)); 

(b) Nomination Letter Agreement, duly executed by EXCO; 

(c) Approval ofthe Board of Directors, if there is not a vacancy on the Board 
of Directors at that time, to increase the size of the Board of Directors by one seat and 
appoint Wilder to the vacancy created thereby, effective immediately after the Closing; 
provided that Wilder is living and physically and mentally capable of performing the 
duties that accompany the office of Director; 

(d) A ce1iificate evidencing the formation and good standing of EXCO in its 
jurisdiction of formation issued by the Secretary of State (or comparable office) of such 
jurisdiction of formation as of a date within ten (1 0) days of the Closing Date; 

(e) A certificate, duly executed by an authorized officer ofEXCO, dated as of 
the Closing, certifying on behalf of EXCO that the conditions set forth in Section 7.l(a) 
and Section 7.l(b) have been fulfilled; and 

(f) All other documents and instruments requested by ESAS from EXCO that 
are reasonably necessary to transfer the consummate the transactions contemplated 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE9 

TERlVIINATION 

Section 9.1 Term. Subject to Section 9.2, this Agreement shall commence on the 
Execution Date and shall continue until the fourth anniversary of the Closing Date unless (a) 
terminated prior to Closing pursuant to Section 9.2(a), (b) terminated after the Closing pursuant 
to Section 9.2(b), or (c) extended by the prior mutual written consent ofEXCO and ESAS. 

Section 9.2 Early Termination. 

(a) This Agreement may be terminated and the transactions contemplated 
hereby abandoned, including any obligation to issue the Closing Warrants and the 
Warrant Shares pursuant to Article 2, at any time prior to Closing: 

(i) by the mutual prior written consent ofESAS and EXCO; or 

(ii) by ESAS or EXCO: 

(A) upon delivering written notice if the Closing shall not have 
been consummated on or before November 30, 2015, provided that the 
Party delivering such notice is not in material breach of such Party's 
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representations, warranties, covenants or agreements set forth herein; or 

(B) if the Shareholder Meeting shall have concluded and the 
Required Shareholder Approval shall not have been obtained; or 

(iii) by ESAS in the event of any breach by EXCO of Section 5.9. 

(b) This Agreement may be terminated at any time after Closing: 

(i) by the mutual prior written consent ofESAS and EXCO; 

(ii) by ESAS or EXCO, at any time after the Closing for any or no 
reason upon thirty (30) days prior written notice; 

(iii) by ESAS, at any time after the Closing in the event that any event 
ofEXCO Forfeiture Event has occurred; 

(iv) by EXCO, at any time after the Closing in the event that any event 
ofESAS Forfeiture Event has occurred; or 

(v) in the event ofWilder's resignation fi:om the Board of Directors. 

(c) The date of any permitted termination of this Agreement under this Article 
.2, the "Termination Date"). 

Section 9.3 Effect of Termination. 

(a) Generally. If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 9.2, this 
Agreement shall become void and of no further force or effect (except for the provisions 
of Article 1, Section 5.4, Section 5.5, this Article 9, Article 10 and Section 11.1 through 
Section 11.14, all ofwhich shall survive and continue in full force and effect indefmitely 
unless expressly provided otherwise). The Confidentiality Agreement shall survive any 
termination of this Agreement in accordance with their terms. 

(b) Termination Prior to Closing. 

(i) In the event that (A) this Agreement is terminated by ESAS under 
Section 9.2(a)(ii), (B) all conditions precedent to the obligations of ESAS set forth 
in Section 7.1 have been satisfied or waived by ESAS and (C) the Closing has not 
occurred as a result of the willful or intentional material breach or failure of any 
of EX CO's representations, warranties or covenants hereunder, including, if and 
when required, any of EXCO's obligations to consummate the transactions 
contemplated hereunder at Closing, then ESAS shall be entitled to recover all 
Damages incurred by the ESAS Group that are available under all remedies 
available at Law or in equity (expressly including specific performance). 

(ii) In the event that (A) this Agreement is terminated by EXCO under 
Section 9.2(a)(ii), (B) all conditions precedent to the obligations of EXCO set 
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forth ill Section 7.2 have been satisfied or waived by EXCO and (C) the Closing 
has not occurred as a result of the willful or illtentional material breach or failure 
of any ofESAS's representations, warranties or covenants hereunder, illcludillg, if 
and when required, any of ESAS's obligations to consummate the transactions 
contemplated hereunder at Closing, then EXCO shall be entitled to recover all 
Damages incurred by EXCO Group that are available under all remedies available 
at Law or in equity (expressly including specific performance and the right to 
recover any such Damages from amounts held in the Escrow Account). 

(iii) Except to the extent EXCO is entitled under Section 5.18(e) and 
Section 9.3(b)(ii) to receive any amounts held ill Escrow Account, ESAS shall be 
entitled to receive for its own account the entirety of all amounts held in the 
Escrow Account. 

(c) Termination After the Closing Date. In the event that after Closing this 
Agreement is termillated by either Party ill accordance with Section 9.2(b), then the 
terminatillg Party shall have no liability hereunder for such early termillation of this 
Agreement; provided, however, (i) each Party shall be entitled to recover all Damages to 
the extent expressly available under, and subject to, the terms of Article 10 with respect 
to (A) any breaches of representations or warranties (B) any breaches of any covenants 
that were required to be performed prior to the Termination Date and (C) any covenants 
that expressly survive termination under Section 9.3(c) that are required to be performed 
after the Termination Date, (ii) in such event each of the WatTants shall be subject to such 
vestillg, exercisability testillg, and forfeiture thereof (if any) ill accordance with the terms 
of such Warrants and (iii) except to the extent EXCO is entitled under Section 5.1 8(e) to 
receive any amounts held ill Escrow Account, ESAS shall be entitled to receive for its 
own account the entirety of all amounts held ill the Escrow Account. 

(d) Promptly, but ill no event later than three (3) Busilless Days after the 
Termination Date, the Parties shall execute and deliver to the Escrow Agent written 
instructions instructing the Escrow Agent to disburse via wire transfer of immediately 
available funds the entirety of the amounts then held in the Escrow Account to the 
applicable Parties entitled to receive all or any portion of such amounts as provided in 
Section 5 .18(e) or this Section 9.3. 

ARTICLE 10 

INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 10.1 ESAS's Indemnification Rights. Subject to the terms hereof, from and 
after Closillg EXCO agrees to be responsible for, perform, pay and shall illdemnify, defend and 
hold harmless each member of the ESAS Group from and agaillst all obligations, liabilities, 
claims, causes of action, and Damages caused by, arisillg out of, attributable to or resultillg from: 

(a) the failure or breach ofEXCO's covenants or agreements contained ill this 
Agreement; or 
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(b) any breach of any representation or warranty made by EXCO contained in 
Article 4 of this Agreement or in the certificate delivered by EXCO at Closing pursuant 
to Section 8.3(e). 

Section 10.2 EXCO's Indemnification Rights. Subject to the terms hereof, from and 
after Closing ESAS agrees to be responsible for, perform, pay and shall indemnify, defend and 
hold harmless each member ofthe EXCO Group and against all obligations, liabilities, claims, 
causes of action, and Damages caused by, arising out of, attributable to or resulting from: 

(a) the failure or breach ofESAS's covenants or agreements contained in this 
Agreement; or 

(b) any failure or breach of any representation or warranty made by ESAS 
contained in Article 3 of this Agreement, in the certificate delivered by ESAS at Closing 
pursuant to Section 8.2(c). 

Section 10.3 Survival; Limitation on Actions. 

(a) Subject to Section 10.3(b) and Section 10.3(c), the indemnity rights and 
obligations of each Party under Section 10.1 and Section 10.2 with respect to: 

(i) the Fundamental Representations of ESAS and EXCO shall 
survive the Closing indefmitely; 

(ii) all representations and warranties of ESAS and EXCO that do not 
constitute Fundamental Representations shall each survive the Closing and 
terminate on the date eighteen (18) months after the Closing Date; 

(iii) the covenants and agreements ofESAS and EXCO set forth herein 
that are required to be performed on or prior to Closing shall each survive the 
Closing and terminate on the date eighteen (18) months after the Closing Date; 

(iv) the covenants and agreements ofESAS and EXCO set forth herein 
that are required to be performed after Closing but prior to the applicable 
Termination Date shall survive the Closing and terminate on the date eighteen 
(18) months after the date such covenants and agreements are required to be 
performed; 

(v) the covenants and agreements ofESAS and EXCO set forth herein 
that are to be performed after Closing that expressly survive the Termination Date 
shall survive the Termination Date and terminate on the date sixty (60) days after 
the expiration of such express performance period of such covenants and 
agreements; 

(vi) representations, warranties, covenants and agreements set forth in 
this Agreement and any other Transaction Document or other document delivered 
hereunder shall be of no further force and effect, and no Party shall have any 
rights or obligations hereunder with respect thereto, after the applicable date of 
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their expiration, provided that there shall be no te1mination of any bona fide claim 
validly asserted pursuant to a valid Claim Notice pursuant to this Agreement with 
respect to such a representation, warranty, covenant or agreement prior to the 
expiration or termination date thereof. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything set forth in Section 1 0.3(a), all rights of each 
member ofthe ESAS Group under Section 10.1 and the EXCO Group under Section 10.2 
shall terminate as of the termination date of each respective representation, warranty, 
covenant or agreement that is subject to indemnification, except in each case as to matters 
for which a specific written Claim Notice has been validly delivered to the applicable 
Indemnifying Party on or before the earlier of such termination date or the date otherwise 
required to be delivered hereunder. 

(c) Notwithstanding anything herein or in any other Transaction Document to 
the contrary, EXCO's express rights to terminate this Agreement under Article 9, the 
retention of any amounts in the Escrow Account permitted under Section 5.18(e)(ii) and 
the forfeiture of the Warrants pursuant to the terms thereof shall constitute the sole and 
exclusive remedy available to EXCO for any failure of ESAS's to purchase, hold or 
satisfy all or any portion the Investment or to comply with the terms of Section 5.20, 
ESAS's termination ofthis Agreement in accordance with Article 9 for any reason or any 
breach or failure of ESAS to perform its obligations under Section 5.18. Each Party 
acknowledges and agrees that (A) EX CO's actual damages upon the event of such ESAS 
Forfeiture Event, termination or failure are difficult to ascertain with any certainty, (B) 
the amounts in the Escrow Account is a fair and reasonable estimate by the Parties of 
such aggregate actual damages of EXCO and (C) such liquidated damages do not 
constitute a penalty. 

(d) Subject to Section 11.12, Section 10.3(c) and Section 5.18(e)(ii), the 
liability of EXCO pursuant to Section 10.1 and ESAS pursuant to Section 10.2 shall be 
without limit. 

Section 10.4 Exclusive Remedy and Certain Limitations. 

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement and 
the other Transaction Documents, from and after Closing, each Party's sole exclusive 
remedy against the other Party with respect to any breach of the representations, 
warranties, covenants and agreements of the other Party contained herein are the rights 
set forth in this A11icle 10 and the rights to enforce specific performance of the terms of 
this Agreement and the other Transaction Documents, as limited by the terms of this 
A11icle 10 and the tetms of each applicable Transaction Document. 

(b) "Damages" shall mean the amount of any loss, cost, costs of settlement 
(but only to the extent the Indemnified Person complied with the terms of Section 10.5), 
damage, diminution in value, expense, claim, award or judgment incurred or suffered by 
any Indemnified Person arising out of or resulting from the indemnified matter, whether 
attributable to personal injury or death, property damage, contract claims, torts or 
otherwise, including reasonable fees and expenses of attomeys, consultants, accountants 
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or other agents and experts reasonably incident to matters indemnified against, and the 
costs of prosecution, defense, preparations for defense, investigation and/or monitoring of 
such matters, and the costs of enforcement of the indemnity; provided, however, that 
"Damages" shall not include (i) any adjustment for Taxes that may be assessed on 
payments under this Article 10 or for Tax benefits received by the Indemnified Person as 
a consequence of any Damages, (ii) to the extent provided in Section 11.12, any loss of 
profits, whether actual or consequential, or other consequential damages suffered by the 
Party (whether on its own behalf or on behalf of any member of the ESAS Group or 
EXCO Group, as applicable) claiming indemnification, or any punitive damages, or (iii) 
any diminution in value or increase in liability, loss, cost, expense, claim, award or 
judgment to the extent such diminution or increase is caused by the actions or omissions 
of the Indemnified Person after the Closing Date. 

(c) Any claim for indemnity under this Article 1 0 by (i) any member of the 
ESAS Group must be brought and administered by ESAS and (ii) any member of the 
EXCO Group must be brought and administered by EXCO. No Indemnified Person other 
than ESAS and EXCO shall have any rights against either ESAS or EXCO under the 
tenns of this Alticle 10 except as may be exercised on its behalf by EXCO or ESAS, as 
applicable, pursuant to this Article 10. ESAS may elect to exercise or not exercise 
indemnification rights under this Section 10.4 on behalf of the ESAS Group in ESAS 's 
sole discretion and shall have no liability to any such other member of the ESAS Group 
for any action or inaction under this Section 1 0.4. EXCO may elect to exercise or not 
exercise indenmification rights under this Section I 0.4 on behalf of the EXCO Group in 
EXCO's sole discretion and shall have no liability to any such other member of the 
EXCO Group for any action or inaction under this Section 1 0.4. 

Section 10.5 Indemnification Actions. All claims for indemnification under Article 10 
shall be asserted and resolved as follows: 

(a) For purposes of this Alticle 10, the term "Indemnifying Patty'' when used 
in connection with particular Damages shall mean the Person(s) having an obligation to 
indemnify another Person(s) with respect to such Damages pursuant to this Article 10, 
and the term "Indemnified Person" when used in connection with particular Damages 
shall mean a Person(s) having the right to be indemnified with respect to such Damages 
pursuant to this Article 10. 

(b) To make claim for indemnification, defense or reimbursement under this 
Article 10, EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, shall notify the Indemnifying Party of its 
claim, including the specific details (including suppmting documentation of the alleged 
Damages and such Indemnified Party's good faith estimate of the applicable claim) of 
and specific basis under this Agreement for its claim (the "Claim Notice"). 

(c) In the event that any claim for indemnification set forth in any Claim 
Notice is based upon a claim by a Third Party against the Indemnified Person (a "Third 
Party Claim"), EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, shall provide its Claim Notice promptly 
after EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, has actuallmowledge of the Third Party Claim and 
shall enclose a copy of all papers (if any) served with respect to the Third Party Claim; 
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provided that the failure of any Indemnified Person to give notice of an Third Party 
Claim as provided in this Section 10.5 shall not relieve the Indemnifying Party of its 
obligations under this Article 10 except to the extent such failure results in insufficient 
time being available to permit the Indemnifying Party to effectively defend against the 
Third Party Claim or otherwise prejudices the Indemnifying Party's ability to defend 
against the Third Party Claim. In the event that the claim for indemnification is based 
upon an alleged inaccuracy or breach of a representation, warranty, covenant or 
agreement, the Claim Notice shall specify the representation, warranty, covenant or 
agreement that was allegedly inaccurate or breached. 

(d) In the case of a claim for indemnification based upon an Third Party 
Claim, the Indemnifying Party shall have thirty (30) days from its receipt of the Claim 
Notice to notify the Indemnified Person whether it admits or denies its obligation to 
defend the Indemnified Person against such Third Party Claim under this Article 10. The 
Indemnified Person is authorized, prior to and during such thirty (30) day period, to file 
any motion, answer or other pleading that it shall deem necessary or appropriate to 
protect its interests or those of the Indemnifying Patiy and that is not prejudicial to the 
Indemnifying Party. If the Indemnifying Party fails to notify the Indemnified Person 
within such thirty (30) day period regarding whether the Indemnifying Patiy admits or 
denies its obligation to defend the Indemnified Person, then until such date as the 
Indemnifying Party admits or it is finally determined by an non-appealable judgment that 
such obligation exists, the Indemnified Person may file any motion, answer or other 
pleading, settle any Third Party Claim or take any other action that the Indemnified 
Person deems necessary or appropriate to protect its interest, regardless of whether the 
Indemnifying Party is prejudiced or adversely impacted by any such actions. 

(e) If the Indemnifying Party admits its indemnity obligations under this 
Article 10 with respect to any Third Party Claim, then such Indemnifying Party shall 
have (i) the right and obligation to diligently prosecute and control the defense, at its sole 
cost and expense, the Third Party Claim and (ii) have full control of such defense and 
proceedings, including any compromise or settlement thereof unless the compromise or 
settlement includes the payment of any amount (not indemnified by the Indemnifying 
Party) by, the performance of any obligation by, or the limitation of any right or benefit 
of, the Indemnified Person, in which event such settlement or compromise shall not be 
effective without the consent ofthe Indemnified Person, which shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. If requested by the Indemnifying Party, the Indemnified Person 
agrees at the cost and expense ofthe Indemnifying Party to cooperate in contesting any 
Third Party Claim which the Indenmifying Party elects to contest; provided, however, 
that the Indemnified Person shall not be required to bring any counterclaim or cross
complaint against any Person. The Indemnified Person may participate in, but not 
control, any defense or settlement of any Third Party Claim controlled by the 
Indemnifying Party pursuant to this Section 10.5(e); provided that the Indemnified Person 
may file initial pleadings as described in the last sentence of paragraph (c) above if 
required by court or procedural rules to do so within the thirty (30) day period in 
paragraph (c) above. An Indemnifying Party shall not, without the written consent of the 
Indemnified Person, settle any Third Patiy Claim or consent to the entry of any judgment 
with respect thereto that (A) does not result in a fmal resolution of the Indemnified 
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Person's liability with respect to the Third Party Claim (including, in the case of a 
settlement, an unconditional written release of the Indemnified Person from all further 
liability in respect of such Third Party Claim) or (B) may materially and adversely affect 
the Indemnified Person (other than as a result of money damages covered by the 
indemnity). 

(f) If the Indemnifying Party does not admit its obligation or admits its 
obligation but fails to diligently defend or settle the Third Party Claim, then the 
Indemnified Person shall have the right, but not the obligation, to defend and control the 
defense against the Third Party Claim (at the sole cost and expense of the Indemnifying 
Party, if the Indemnified Person is entitled to indemnification hereunder), with counsel of 
the Indemnified Person's choosing, subject to the right of the Indemnifying Party to 
admit its obligation to indemnify the Indemnified Person and assume the defense ofthe 
Third Party Claim at any time prior to settlement or final determination thereof. If the 
Indemnifying Party has not yet admitted its obligation to indemnify the Indemnified 
Person, the Indemnified Person shall send written notice to the Indemnifying Party of any 
proposed settlement and the IndemnifYing Party shall have the option for ten (1 0) days 
following receipt of such notice to (i) admit in writing its obligation for indemnification 
with respect to such Third Party Claim and (ii) if its obligation is so admitted, assume the 
defense of the Third Party Claim, including the power to reject the proposed settlement. 
If the Indemnified Person settles any Third Party Claim over the objection of the 
IndemnifYing Party after the Indemnifying Party has timely admitted its obligation for 
indemnification in writing and assumed the defense of the Third Party Claim, the 
Indemnified Person shall be deemed to have waived any right to indemnity with respect 
to the Third Party Claim. If the Indemnifying Party does not timely object to the 
proposed settlement, then the Indemnified Person may accept such settlement and 
continue to pursue indemnity for all Damages, including such settlement, from the 
Indemnifying Party. 

(g) In the case of a claim for indemnification not based upon a Third Party 
Claim, (a "Direct Claim") shall be asserted by giving the Indemnifying Party reasonably 
prompt Claim Notice thereof, but in any event not later than thirty (30) days after the 
Indemnified Person becomes aware of the events that gave rise to such Direct Claim. 
Such Claim Notice by the Indemnified Party shall describe the Direct Claim in 
reasonable detail, shall include copies of all available material written evidence thereof 
and shall indicate the estimated amount, if reasonably practicable, of Damages that have 
been or may be sustained by the Indemnified Person. The IndemnifYing Patiy shall have 
sixty (60) days from its receipt of the Claim Notice to (i) cure the Damages complained 
of, (ii) admit its obligation to provide indemnification with respect to such Damages or 
(iii) dispute the claim for such Damages. If the IndemnifYing Party does not notifY the 
Indemnified Person within such sixty (60) day period that it has cured the Damages or 
that it disputes the claim for such Damages, the IndemnifYing Pmiy shall be conclusively 
deemed obligated to provide indemnification hereunder with respect to such Direct 
Claim. 

ARTICLEll 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 11.1 Notices. Any notice, request, instruction, correspondence or other 
document to be given hereunder by any Party to another (herein collectively called "Notice") 
shall be in writing and delivered in person or by courier service requiring acknowledgement of 
receipt or mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid and return receipt requested, or by e-mail, as 
follows: 

To ESAS: 

with a copy (that shall not constitute 
Notice) to: 

ToEXCO: 

with a copy (that shall not constitute 
Notice) to: 

Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC 
200 Crescent Court, Suite 200 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
Attention: Jonathan Siegler, Executive Vice 
President, CFO 
Telephone: (469) 398-2205 
Facsimile: (682) 626-1335 
E-mail: jasiegler@bluescapegroup.com 

Bracewell & Giuliani LLP 
711 Louisiana Street, Suite 2300 
Houston, Texas 77002 
Attn: Bryan E. Loocke 
Telephone: (713) 221-1522 
Facsimile: (713) 437-5355 
E-mail: bryan.loocke@bgllp.com 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 
12377 Merit Drive 
Suite 1700 
Dallas, Texas 75251 
Attention: William L. Boeing 
Telephone: (214) 368-2084 
Facsimile: (214) 706-3409 
E-mail: lboeing@excoresources.com 

Akin Gurnp Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 
One Bryant Park 
Bank of America Tower 
New York, NY 10036-6745 
Attention: Steven M. Pesner, Esq. 
Telephone: (212) 872-1070 
Facsimile: (212) 872-1002 
E-mail: spesner@akingump.com 

Notice given by personal delivery or courier shall be effective upon actual receipt. Notice given 
by mail shall be effective upon actual receipt or, if not actually received, the fifth Business Day 
following deposit with the U.S. Post Office. Notice given by email shall be effective upon actual 
receipt if received during the recipient's normal business hours, or at the beginning of the 
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recipient's next Business Day after receipt if not received during the recipient's normal business 
hours. In the event a Party provides notice by email, then, no later than two (2) Business Days 
following such email notice, the notifying Party shall deliver a hard copy of such notice to each 
other Party by personal delivery or courier or by mail. If a date specified herein for giving any 
notice or taking any action is not a Business Day (or if the period during which any notice is 
required to be given or any action taken expires on a date which is not a Business Day), then the 
date for giving such notice or taking such action (and the expiration date of such period during 
which notice is required to be given or action taken) shall be the next day which is a Business 
Day. Any Party may change any address to which Notice is to be given to it by giving Notice as 
provided above of such change of address. 

Section 11.2 Governing Law. This Agreement and the documents delivered pursuant 
hereto and the legal relations between the Parties shall be governed by, construed and enforced in 
accordance with the Laws of the State of Texas, without regard to principles of conflicts of Laws 
that would direct the application of the Laws of another jurisdiction. 

Section 11.3 Forum Selection; Waiver of Jury Trial 

(a) Each Party to this Agreement agrees that, except as provided in and 
subject to Section 11.4 or as necessary to (i) obtain provisional injunctive, ancillary or 
other equitable relief if such action is necessary to avoid irreparable harm or to preserve 
the status quo pending the resolution of the Dispute in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 11.4 or (ii) enter and enforce any judgment on the award rendered by the 
Arbitration Panel in accordance with applicable Laws, (A), each Party hereby irrevocably 
consents to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Texas in and for Dallas 
County or the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas in 
connection with any Dispute, litigation or proceeding arising out of this Agreement or 
any of the transactions contemplated thereby, (B) all Disputes among any the Parties to 
this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby shall have exclusive 
jurisdiction and venue only in the courts of the State of Texas in and for Dallas County or 
the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas, and (C) each Party 
waives any objection which it may have pertaining to improper venue or forum non
conveniens to the conduct of any litigation or proceeding in the foregoing coruts. Each 
Party agrees that any and all process directed to it in any such proceeding or litigation 
may be served upon it outside of the State of Texas in and for Dallas County or the 
United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas with the same force and 
effect as if such service had been made within State ofTexas in and for Dallas County or 
the United States District Court for the Northem District of Texas. 

(b) EACH OF THE PARTIES HEREBY VOLUNTARILY AND 
IRREVOCABLY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LITIGATION, ACTION OR 
OTHER PROCEEDING BROUGHT IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

Section 11.4 Dispute Resolution. 

(a) Each Party to this Agreement agrees that any dispute, controversy, matter 
or claim between the Parties (each, subject to such exceptions, a "Dispute"), that cannot 
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be resolved among the Parties shall be resolved in accordance with procedures specified 
herein, which shall constitute the sole and exclusive procedures for the resolution of 
Disputes. Excepting the right of a Party to seek the relief described under Section 11.4(d) 
below, all Disputes, whether sounding in tort, contract or otherwise, shall be resolved by 
binding, self-administered arbitration pursuant to the Commercial Arbitration Rules of 
the American Arbitration Association (the "AAA"), and all such proceedings shall be 
subject to the Federal Arbitration Act; provided, however, arbitrators shall be appointed 
in accordance with the provisions of this Section 11.4(a). There shall be three (3) 
arbitrators ("Arbitration Panel"). EXCO shall designate one arbitrator and ESAS shall 
designate one arbitrator, neither of whom need be neutral but both of whom must have 
expertise or experience in the U.S. oil and gas industry, within thirty (30) days of the 
notification of a Party's intent to proceed with arbitration hereunder. The two (2) 
arbitrators so designated shall elect a third arbitrator, which shall be neutral and have 
experience or expertise in the U.S. oil and gas industry. If either Party fails to designate 
an arbitrator within the time specified or the two Parties' arbitrators fail to designate the 
neutral third arbitrator within thirty (30) days of their appointment, the remaining 
arbitrator(s) shall be appointed by the AAA using the listing ranking and striking method. 

(b) Each Party shall cooperate in reasonable, prompt discovery prior to 
presenting the case to the arbitrators. Within thirty (30) calendar days of the appointment of 
the arbitrators, they shall establish (i) the scope of discovery and (ii) a limited discovery 
schedule. All discovery activities shall be conducted under the rules of the AAA. The 
award of the Arbitration Panel shall (A) be based on the decision of a majority of the 
members of the Arbitration Panel, (B) be final and binding upon the Parties, (C) be issued 
within ninety (90) days after the submittal of the Dispute to the AAA or as otherwise 
determined by the Arbitration Panel or the Parties, (D) be in writing, and (E) set forth the 
factual and legal bases for such award. EXCO shall pay for the expenses incurred by its 
designated arbitrator, and ESAS shall pay for the expenses incurred by their designated 
arbitrator. The costs ofthe third, neutral arbitrator shall be borne as to one half by EXCO 
and as to the other half by ESAS. Each Party shall bear its own attorneys' fees, subject to 
the right ofthe Arbitration Panel to award attorneys' fees and costs ofthe arbitration to 
any Party. As between the Parties, only damages allowed pursuant to this Agreement 
may be awarded and, without limiting the foregoing, arbitrators shall have no authority to 
award any damages that are excluded under any express provision of the Agreement. 
Each Party hereby undertakes without delay to implement, perform, or comply with the 
provisions of any arbitral award or decision. 

(c) The site of any arbitration brought pursuant to this Section 11.4 shall be 
Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. 

(d) The Parties hereby agree to continue to perform their respective 
obligations under the Agreement while any Dispute is pending. Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary herein, any Party may proceed to any court of competent 
jurisdiction to (i) obtain provisional injunctive, ancillary or other equitable relief if such 
action is necessary to avoid irreparable harm or to preserve the status quo pending the 
resolution of the Dispute in accordance with the provisions of this Section 11.4 or (ii) 
enter and enforce any judgment on the award rendered by the Arbitration Panel in 
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accordance with applicable Laws. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the arbitration of the 
underlying Dispute shall proceed in accordance with the terms hereof during the 
pendency of the proceeding to obtain such provisional injunctive, ancillary or other 
equitable relief. 

(e) EACH OF THE PARTIES HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND 
UNCONDITIONALLY CONSENTS TO THE SUHMISSION OF ANY DISPUTE FOR 
SETTLEMENT BY FINAL AND BINDING ARBITRATION IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION 11.4, AND HEREBY W AlVES THE 
RIGHT TO PROCEED TO COURT OR ANY OTHER FORUM THAT MAY APPLY 
TO IT BY REASON OF ITS PRESENT OR FUTURE DOI\11CILE, OR FOR ANY 
OTHER REASON EXCEPT RECOURSE TO COURTS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF 
ARBITRAL AWARDS OR OTHER ORDER OF THE ARBITRATORS ISSUED IN 
AN ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION 11.4 OR SEEKING ANY 
INTERIM OR CONSERVATORY MEASURES OF THE RULES OF ARBITRATION 
OF THE AAA OR DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION 11.4. NOTHING HEREIN 
SHALL AFFECT THE RIGHT OF ANY PARTY TO BRING ANY SUIT, ACTION OR 
PROCEEDING SEEKING TO ENFORCE ANY ARBITRAL AWARD OR OTHER 
ORDER OF THE ARBITRATORS ISSUED IN AN ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO 
THIS SECTION 11.4 OR SEEKING ANY INTERIM OR CONSERVATORY 
MEASURES PURSUANT TO THE RULES OF ARBITRATION OF THE AAA 
AGAINST ANY PARTY IN ANY OTHER JURISDICTION PERMITTED BYLAW. 

Section 11.5 Headings and Construction. The headings and captions herein are 
inserted for convenience of reference only and are not intended to govern, limit or aid in the 
construction of any term or provision hereof. The rights and obligations of each Party shall be 
determined pursuant to this Agreement. ESAS and EXCO have had the opportunity to exercise 
business discretion in relation to the negotiation of the details and terms of the transaction 
contemplated hereby. This Agreement is the result of arm's length negotiations from equal 
bargaining positions. It is the intention of the Parties that every covenant, term and provision of 
this Agreement shall be construed simply according to its fair meaning and not strictly for or 
against any Party (notwithstanding any rule of law requiring an agreement to be strictly 
construed against the drafting Party) and no consideration shall be given or presumption made, 
on the basis of who drafted this Agreement or any particular provision thereof, it being 
understood that the Parties to this Agreement are sophisticated and have had adequate 
opportunity and means to exercise business discretion in relation to the negotiation of the details 
of the transaction contemplated hereby and retain counsel to represent their interests and to 
otherwise negotiate the provisions of this Agreement. 

Section 11.6 Waivers. Any failure by any Party to comply with any of its obligations, 
agreements or conditions herein contained may be waived by the Party to whom such 
compliance is owed by the application ofthe expresstenns hereof of by an instrument signed by 
the Party to whom compliance is owed and expressly identilied as a waiver, but not in any other 
manner. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, no waiver of, or consent to a change in 
or modification of, any of the provisions ofthis Agreement shall be deemed or shall constitute a 
waiver of, or consent to a change in or modification, other provisions hereof (whether or not 
similar), nor shall such waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless otherwise expressly 
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provided herein. 

Section 11.7 Severability. It is the intent of the Parties that the provisions contained in 
this Agreement shall be severable. Should any provisions, in whole or in part, be held invalid as 
a matter of Law, such holding shall not affect the other portions of this Agreement, and such 
portions that are not invalid shall be given effect without the invalid portion. 

Section 11.8 Assignment. No Party shall assign or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
this Agreement, nor shall any Party delegate any of its rights or duties hereunder, without the 
prior written consent of the other Party and any assignment, transfer or delegation made without 
such consent shall be null and void; provided that ESAS may assign its rights and duties under 
this Agreement to any of its Affiliates upon written request by ESAS, and written consent of 
EXCO, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld; provided fmiher, that ESAS shall not 
assign or transfer its rights under the Warrants except for as provided in the terms of the 
Warrants. To the extent there are ESAS Initial Warrantholders other than ESAS, each such 
ESAS Initial Warrantholder shall be deemed to make each ofthe representation, warranties and 
agreements in Article 3, mutatis mutandis, as of the Execution Date or Closing Date, as 
applicable, substituting the respective ESAS Initial Warrantholder's legal name for ESAS. 
Unless expressly agreed to in writing by the Parties, no permitted assignment of any Party's 
rights or duties hereunder shall relieve or release any Party from the performance of such Party's 
rights oro bligations hereunder and the assigning Party shall be fully liable to the other Parties for 
the performance of all such rights and duties. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall be 
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their respective permitted 
successors and assigns. 

Section 11.9 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, the Confidentiality Agreement, 
Transaction Documents and the other documents to be executed and delivered hereunder hereto 
constitute the entire agreement among the Parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof, and 
supersede all prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether oral or 
written, of the Parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof. 

Section 11.10 Amendment. The provisions of this Agreement may not be amended, 
modified or supplemented, except by the prior written consent of (a) ESAS and (b) EXCO. Any 
ESAS Initial Warrantholder that is a holder of record of Warrants at the time of any such 
amendment, modification, supplement, waiver or consent or thereafter shall be bound by any 
such amendment, modification, supplement, waiver or consent effected pursuant to this 
Section 11.10 as it relates to ownership and transfer of the Securities, whether or not any notice, 
writing or marking indicating such amendment, modification, supplement, waiver or consent 
appears on the Securities or is delivered to such holder. Any amendment, supplement or 
modification of or to any provision of this Agreement, any waiver or any provision of this 
Agreement, and any consent to any departure from the terms of any provision of this Agreement 
shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose for which made or 
given. 

Section 11.11 No Third-Person Beneficiaries. Nothing in this Agreement shall entitle 
any Person other than EXCO or ESAS to any claim, cause of action, remedy or right of any kind. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing: (a) the Parties reserve the right to amend, modify, terminate, 
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supplement, or waive any provision of this Agreement or this entire Agreement without the 
consent or approval of any other Person (including the other members of the ESAS Group or the 
other members of the EXCO Group or the ESAS Initial Warrantholders (other than ESAS)); and 
(b) no Party hereunder shall have any direct liability to any permitted Third Party beneficiary, 
nor shall any permitted Third Party beneficiary have any right to exercise any rights hereunder 
for such third-party beneficiary's benefit. 

Section 11.12 Limitation on Damages. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
contained herein, NO PERSON SHALL BE ENTITLED TO LOST PROFITS, INDIRECT, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH 
THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREBY AND 
EACH OF EXCO AND ESAS, FOR ITSELF AND ON BEHALF OF THEIR 
RESPECTIVE MEMBERS OF THE EXCO GROUP AND ESAS GROUP, 
RESPECTIVELY, HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO LOST PROFITS, 
INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN 
CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TRANSACTIONS 
CONTEMPLATED HEREBY; provided, however, (a) that if an Indemnified Person is held 
liable to a Third Party based on any final judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction for any 
lost profits, indirect, consequential, special or punitive damages and the applicable Indemnifying 
Party is obligated to indemnify such Indemnified Person for the matter that gave rise to such 
Damages, then such Indemnifying Party shall be liable for, and obligated to reimburse such 
Indemnified Person for such Damages, (b) the waiver and limitations set forth in this 
Section 11.12 shall not limit or apply to any Damages that a Party is entitled to recover at law or 
equity under Article 9 and (c) the waiver and limitations set forth in this Section 11.12 shall not 
limit or apply to any Damages that ESAS or any of its permitted successors or assigns are 
entitled to recover at law or equity in connection with any breach by EXCO of any of its 
covenants or obligations under the Warrants or the Registration Rights Agreement. 

Section 11.13 Time of the Essence; Calculation of Time. Time is of the essence in this 
Agreement. Ifthe date specified in this Agreement for giving any notice or taking any action is 
not a Business Day (or if the period during which any notice is required to be given or any action 
taken expires on a date that is not a Business Day), then the date for giving such notice or taking 
such action (and the expiration date of such period during which notice is required to be given or 
action taken) shall be the next day that is a Business Day. 

Section 11.14 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in multiple 
counterpmts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument. Facsimile, .pdf or other electronic transmission of copies of 
signatures shall constitute original signatures for all purposes of this Agreement and any 
enforcement hereof. 

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank:. Signature Pages to Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been entered into by each of the Parties 
as of the Execution Date. 

ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES LLC 

Name:~~ 
By: C. John Wilder 
Title: Executive Chairman 

Signature Page to Services and Investment Agreement 
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EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

Title: President and C 

SigmJture Page to Services and Investment Agreement 
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EXHIBIT A 

AMENDED AND RESTATED 
CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION 

OF 
EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

As Amended and Restated 
Effective on 

May [ • ], 2015 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

The name of the Corporation is EXCO Resomces, Inc. The Corporation is a for-profit Corporation. 

ARTICLE II 
DURATION 

The period of the Corporation's duration is perpetual. 

ARTICLE III 
PURPOSE 

The purpose for which the Corporation is organized is to conduct any and all lawful business for which a 
corporation may be organized under the Texas Business Organizations Code, as it may be amended from time to 
time (the "TBOC'), or any successor law that replaces the TBOC. 

ARTICLE IV 
CAPITALIZATION 

The aggregate number of shares of capital stock that the Corporation will have authority to issue is 
960,000,000 shares, which shall consist of950,000,000 shares of Common Stock, par value $0.001 per share (the 
"CommonStoclf'), and 10,000,000 shares ofpreferred stock, par value $0.001 per share ("PreferredStocR'). 

Authority is hereby expressly vested in the Board of Directors of the Corporation, subject to any limitations 
prescribed by the TBOC, to establish one or more series of sha.res of Preferred Stock from time to time by adoption 
of a resolution or resolutions setting forth the designation of the series and fixing and determining the designations, 
preferences, limitations, and relative rights, including voting rights, of the shares of any such series to the same 
extent that such designations, preferences, limitations, and relative rights could be stated if fully set forth in this 
Certificate ofF ormation. 

The Board of Directors of the Corporation may increase or decrease the number of shares within each 
established series of the Preferred Stock through the adoption of a resolution fixing and determining the new number 
of shares of each series in which the number of shares is increased or decreased; provided, however, that the Board 
of Directors of the Corporation may not decrease the number of shares within a series to less than the number of 
shares within such series that are then issued. In case the number of shares of a series of Preferred Stock shall be so 
decreased, the shares by which the series is decreased shall resume the status of authorized but unissued shares of 
the class of shares from which the series was established. 

ARTICLEV 
NON-CUMULATIVE VOTING 

Cumulative voting is expressly prohibited. 
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ARTICLE VI 
DENIAL OF PREEMPTIVE RIGHTS 

The statutory right of any shareholder of the Corporation to exercise preemptive rights to acquire 
additional, unissued or treasury shares of the Corporation or securities of the Corporation convertible into or 
carrying a right to subscribe to or acquire shares of the Corporation is hereby denied. 

System. 

ARTICLE VII 
REGISTERED OFFICE 

The street address of the Corporation's registered office is as follows: 

1999 Bryan St., Suite 900 
Dallas, Texas 75201-3136 

ARTICLE VIII 
REGISTERED AGENT 

The name of the Corporation's registered agent at the Corporation's registered office is C T Corporation 

ARTICLE IX 
DIRECTORS 

The names and addresses of the current directors of the Corporation are as follows: 

Name 

Jeffrey D. Benjamin 

B. James Ford 

Samuel A Mitchell 

Wilbur L. Ross, Jr. 

JeffreyS. Serota 

Robert L. Stillwell 

Address 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive; Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251·. 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251. 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251. 

ARTICLE X 
BYLAWS 

The power to amend or repeal the Bylaws or to adopt new Bylaws shall be vested in either d1e shareholders 
or the Board ofDirectors of the Corporation, subject to the shareholders providing in amending, repealing or 
adopting a particular Bylaw that it may not be amended or repealed by the Board of Directors of the Corporation. 
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ARTICLE XI 
ELECTION OF DIRECTORS 

1 L 1 Number of Directors. The munber of the Directors of the Corporation shall be fixed fi·om time to time 
by or pursuant to the Bylaws of the Corporation. 

11.2 Shareholder Nomination of Director Candidates and Introduction of Business. Advance notice of 
shareholder nominations for the election of Directors and advance notice of business to be brought by shareholders 
before an annual meeting shall be given in the manner provided in the Bylaws of the Corporation. 

11.3 Decrease in Number ofDirectors. No decrease in thenumber ofDirectors constitutingtheBoard of 
Directors shall shorten the term of an incumbent Director. 

1 I .4 No Requirement of Written Ballot. The election of the Directors may be conducted in any form 
adopted by the Board of Directors, and need not be by written ballot. In the event, however, that a majority of the 
shareholders vote to require written ballots, written ballots shall be used. 

ARTICLE XII 
SPECIAL MEETINGS OF SHAREHOLDERS 

Special meetings of the shareholders, unless otherwise prescribed by statute, may be called by the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Corporation and shall be called by the Secretary ofthe Corporation upon 
the written request, stating the purpose or purposes therefore, of either (i) not less than a majority of the whole 
Board of Directors ofthe Corporation or (ii) the holder or holders of shares having not less than 25% of the voting 
power at a meeting at which the holders of all shares entitled to vote on the action or actions, as set forth in the 
proposed purpose or purposes of the meeting, were present and voted. Business oonducted at any special meeting 
shall be confined to the purpose or purposes described in the notice thereof. 

ARTICLE XIll 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Each person who is or was a Director or officer of the Corporation, or while a Director or officer of the 
Corporation is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a director, officer, partner, venturer, proprietor, 
trustee, employee, agent or similar functionary of another corporation, employee benefit plan, other enterprise or 
other entity, shall be indemnified by the Corporation to the fullest extent that a corporation is required or permitted 
to grant indemnification to such person under the TBOC, as the same exist or may hereafter be an1ended (but, in the 
case of any such amendment, only to the extent that such amendment permits the Corporation to provide broader 
indemnification rights than said law permitted the Corporation to provide prior to such amendment) or any other 
applicable laws as presently or hereafter in effect. The right to indemnification under this Article XIII shall extend to 
the heirs, executors, administrators and estate of any such Director or officer. The right to indemnification provided 
in this Article Xlli (a) will not be exclusive of any other rights to which any person seeking indemnification may 
otherwise be entitled, including without limitation, pursuant to any bylaw, agreement, vote of shareholders or 
disinterested Directors, or otherwise, both as to action in their official capacities and as to action in another capacity 
while holding such office; and (b) will be applicable to matters otherwise within its scope whether or not such 
matters arose or arise before or after the adoption of this Article XIII. Without limiting the generality or the effect of 
the foregoing, the Corporation may adopt bylaws or enter into one or more agreements with any person which 
provide for indemnification greater or different than that provided in this Article xm to the extent provided by 
applicable laws. Any amendment or repeal oftllis Alticle XIII shall not adversely affect any right or protection 
existing hereunder inlmediately prior to such an1endment or repeal. 

ARTICLE XIV 
NO MONETARY LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS TO SHAREHOLDERS 

To the fullest extent permitted by the TBOC, as the same may be an1ended fi·om time to time, or any other 
applicable laws presently or hereafter in effect, no Director of the Corporation shall be personally liable to the 
Corporation or its shareholders for or with respect to any acts or omissions in the performance of his or her duties as 
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a Director ofthe Corporation. lfthe TBOC is hereafter amended to authorize further elimination of the liability of a 
corporation's directors for or with respect to any acts or omissions in the performance of their duties as directors of a 
corporation, then a Director ofthe Corporation shall not be liable for any such acts or omissions to the fullest extent 
permitted by the TBOC, as so amended. Any repeal or modification of this Article XIV shall not adversely affect 
any right or protection of a Director of the Corporation existing immediately prior to such repeal or modification. 

ARTICLE XV 
BUSINESS COMBINATION LAW 

Pursuant to Section 21.607 ofthe TBOC, the Corporation expressly elects not to be governed by Section 
21.606 of the TBOC (the Business Combination Law). 

ARTICLE XVI 
AMENDMENT 

The Corporation reserves the right at any time and from time to time to amend, alter, change or repeal any 
provision contained in this Certificate of Formation, and any other provisions authorized by the laws of the State of 
Texas at the time in force may be added or inserted, in the manner now or hereafter prescribed herein or by 
applicable law, and all rights, preferences and privileges of whatsoever nature conferred upon shareholders, 
Directors or any other persons whomsoever by and pru·suant to this Ce11ificate of Formation in their present form or 
as hereafter amended are granted subject to the right reserved in this Article XVI; provided, however, that any 
amendment or repeal of Article XIll or Article XN of this Certificate of Formation shall not adversely affect any 
right or protection existing hereunder inm1ediately prior to such amendment or repeaL 

ARTICLE XVII 
SHAREHOLDER ACTION BY WRITTEN CONSENT 

Any action required by the TBOC, as amended, to be taken at any annual or special meeting of 
shareholders, or any action that may be taken at any annual or special meeting of shareholders, may be taken without 
a meeting, without prior notice and without a vote, if a consent or consents in writing, setting forth the action so 
taken, shall be signed by the holder or holders of shares having not less than the minimlll11 number of votes that 
would be necessary to take such action at a meeting at which the holders of all shares entitled to vote on the action 
were present and voted. 

ARTICLE XVIII 
CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES 

The Directors, their respective affiliates who are not also employees of the Corporation and any investment 
funds or companies that they may now own or manage or may hereafter form or acquire (collectively, the "Specified 
Persons'') may own, currently or in the future, equity and other interests in other entities (existing and futme) that 
participate in the energy business or industry ("Industry Companies") and may enter into agreements fi·om time to 
time with Industry Companies. The Specified Persons may also serve as employees, pm1ners, officers, directors, 
members, managers, or principals of, or advisors to, Industry Companies and, at any given time, the Specified 
Persons may be in direct or indirect competition with the Corporation or its subsidiaries. 

The Corporation, on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries, to the maximum extent pen11itted by law, 
renounces any interest or expectancy of the Corporation and its subsidiaries in, or any interest or expectancy ofthe 
Corporation and its subsidiaries in being offered an opportunity to participate in, any business opportunities that 
involve any aspect of the energy business or industry that are presented to or become known to any Specified Person 
and waives the application of the doctrine of corporate opportunity, or any other analogous doctrine, with respect to 
the Corporation and its subsidiaries, to the Specified Persons. The Specified Persons shall have no duty or 
obligation to communicate or offer any such business opportunity to the Corporation or its subsidiaries and, to the 
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, shall not be liable to the Corporation or any of its subsidiaries or my 
stockholder or creditor of the Corporation, including for breach of any fiduciary or other duty, by reason ofthe fact 
that such Specified Person pursues or acquires such business opportunity, directs such business opportunity to 
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another person or fails to present such business opportunity, or information regarding such business opportunity, to 
the Corporation or its subsidiaries. 

Without limiting the foregoing, none of the Specified Persons shall have any obligation to refrain fi:om (i) 
purchasing, selling, exploring, developing or exploiting any oil, gas or other hydrocarbon or mineral asset or any 
other asset relating to or used in the energy business or industry, (ii) engaging in or managing the same or similar 
activities or lines of business as the Corporation or its subsidiaries or developing or marketing any products or 
services that compete, directly or indiJectly, with those of the Corporation or its subsidiaries, (iii) investing or 
owning any interest publicly or privately in, or developing a business relationship with, any Industry Company or 
any other person engaged in the same or similar activities or lines of business as, or otherwise in competition with, 
the Corporation or its subsidiaries (each, a "Competing Person"), (iv) doing business with any client or customer or 
supplier of the Corporation or its subsidiaries, or (v) entering into any agreement to provide any services to any 
Competing Person or acting as an employee, partner, officer, director, member, manager, or principal of, or advisor 
to, any Competing Person or Industry Company, regardless (in the case of each of (i)- (v)) whether such activities 
are in diJect or indirect competition with the business or activities of the Corporation or any of its subsidiaries (each 
of the activities reftued to in clauses (i)-(v), a "Specified Activity"). To the maximum extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation renounces on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries any interest or expectancy in any Specified Activity, or 
in being offered an opportunity to participate in any Specified Activity, that may be presented to or become known 
to any Specified Person. 

Any proposed amendment to this Article XVIII shall require the approval of at least 67% of the outstanding 
voting stock of the Corporation entitled to vote generally in the election of directors. Neither the amendment or 
repeal of this Article XVIII, nor the adoptiou of any provision of the Bylaws of the Corporation, nor, to the fullest 
extent permitted by applicable law, any modification of law, shall eliminate, reduce or otherwise adversely affect 
any right or protection of any Specified Person granted pursuant hereto existing at, or arising out of or related to any 
event, act or omission that occurred prior to, the time of such amendment, repeal, adoption or modification 
(regardless of when any proceeding (or part thereof) relating to such event, act or omission arises or is first 
threatened, commenced or completed). 

If any provision or provisions of this Article XVIII shall be held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable as 
applied to any circumstance for any reason whatsoever: (a) the validity, legality and enforceability of such 
provisions in any other circumstance and of the remaining provisions of this Article XVIII (including, without 
limitation, each portiou of any paragraph of this Article XVIII containing any such provision held to be invalid, 
illegal or unenforceable that is not itself held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable) shall not in any way be affected 
or impaired thereby and (b) to the fullest extent possible, the provisions of tllis Article xvm (including, without 
limitation, each such portion of any paragraph of this Article XVIII coutaining any such provision held to be invalid, 
illegal or unenforceable) shall be construed so as to permit the Corporation to protect the Specified Persons fi'om 
personal liability in respect of their good faith service to or for the benefit of the Corporation to the fullest extent 
permitted by law. 

This Article XVIII shall not limit any protections or defenses available to, or indemnification or 
advancement rights of; any Specified Person under this Certificate of Formation or Bylaws of the Corporation, 
applicable law or contract. 

If any code of conduct or other policy ofthe Corporation or its subsidiaries is inconsistent with this Article 
XVIII, this Article xvm shall control and any conduct permitted by this Article XVIll shall not be a violation of 
such code or policy. 
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THIS WARRANT AND THE SECURITIES ISSUABLE UPON EXERCISE OF THIS WARRANT 
HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE 
"SECURITIES ACT'), OR QUALIFIED UNDER ANY STATE OR FOREIGN SECURITIES LAWS 
AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED FOR SALE, SOLD, PLEDGED, HYPOTHECATED OR 
OTHERWISE TRANSFERRED OR ASSIGNED UNLESS (I) A REGISTRATION STATEMENT 
COVERING SUCH SHARES IS EFFECTIVE UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT AND IS QUALIFIED 
UNDER APPLICABLE STATE AND FOREIGN LAW OR (II) THE TRANSACTION IS EXEMPT 
FROM THE REGISTRATION AND PROSPECTUS DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE 
SECURITIES ACT AND THE QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER APPLICABLE STATE 
AND FOREIGN LAW AND, IF THE CORPORATION REQUESTS, AN OPINION REASONABLY 
SATISFACTORY TO THE CORPORATION TO SUCH EFFECT HAS BEEN RENDERED BY 
COUNSEL. 

Warrant Certificate No.: [NUMBER] 

WARRANT 
COlVIM.ONSTOCK 

Original Issue Date: March 31, 2015 

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, EXCO RESOURCES, INC., a Texas corporation (the 
"Company"), hereby certifies that ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company ("ESAS"), or its registered assigns (ESAS or any such 
registered assigns, the "Holder") is entitled to purchase from the Company [15,000,000] 
[20,000,000] [20,000,000] [25,000,000] duly authorized, validly issued, fully paid and 
nonassessable shares of Common Stock (the "Warrant Shares") at a purchase price per share of 
$[2. 75] [ 4.00] [7.00] [1 0.00] (subject to adjustment as provided herein, the "Exercise Price"), all 
subject to the terms, conditions and adjustments set forth below in this Warrant. Certain 
capitalized terms used herein are defined in Section 1 hereof. 

This Warrant has been issued pursuant to the Services and Investment Agreement, dated 
as of March 31,2015, between the Company, the Holder and certain other pruties thereto (as the 
same may be amended or amended and restated from time to time in accordance with its terms, 
the "Services Agreement'). 

1. Definitions. As used in this Warrant, the following terms have the respective 
meanings set forth below: 

"Adjusted Stock Price" shall mean the Stock Price as adjusted (a) to take into account 
stock splits, combinations, reverse stock splits that have occurred during the Measurement Period 
and (b) to add the amounts of all dividends paid for each share of such stock during the 
Measurement Period. 

"Affiliate" means, with respect to any Person, any Person that (a) directly or indirectly 
(through one or more subsidiaries) controls such Person, (b) is controlled directly or indirectly 
(through one or more subsidiaries) by such Person, (c) is under the common control, whether 
directly or indirectly (through one or more subsidiaries), with such Person by the same 
ownership or control of the parent or general partner of such Person, or (d) is the successor or 
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surviving Person by a merger or consolidation of any such Person pursuant to applicable Law. 
For purposes of this defmition "control" means (i) the direct or indirect ownership of fifty 
percent (50%) of the outstanding voting securities or the beneficial interest of another Person or 
(ii) the ability to direct the management, policies or business decisions of another Person. 

"Aggregate Exercise Price" means an amount equal to the product of (a) the number of 
Warrant Shares in respect of which this Warrant is then being exercised pursuant to Section 4 
hereof, multiplied by (b) the Exercise Price in effect as of the Exercise Date in accordance with 
the terms of this Warrant. 

"Announcement Date" means April I , 2015, the date on which the transactions 
contemplated by the Services Agreement were announced to the public. 

"Board'' means the board of directors of the Company. 

"Business Day" means any day, except a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, on which 
banking institutions in the city of Dallas, Texas are authorized or obligated by law or executive 
order to close. 

"Change in Controf' means the sale of all or substantially all of the capital stock, assets 
or business of the Company, by merger, consolidation, sale of assets or otherwise (other than a 
merger or consolidation in which all or substantially all of the Persons who were beneficial 
owners of the Common Stock immediately prior to such transaction beneficially own, directly or 
indirectly, more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding securities entitled to vote generally 
in the election of directors of the resulting, surviving or acquiring corporation in such 
transaction). 

"Common Stock" means the shares of common stock, par value $0.001 per share, of the 
Company, and any capital stock into which such Common Stock shall have been converted, 
exchanged or reclassified following the date hereof. 

"Convertible Securities" means any securities (directly or indirectly) convertible into or 
exchangeable for Common Stock, but excluding Options. 

"ESAS Forfeiture Event" has the meaning given to such term in the Services Agreement. 

"EXCO Forfeiture Event" has the meaning given to such term in the Services 
Agreement. 

"Execution Date" has the meaning given to such term in the Services Agreement. 

"Exercise Date" means, for any given exercise of this Warrant, the date on which the 
conditions to such exercise as set forth in Section 4 hereof shall have been satisfied at or prior to 
5:00 p.m., Dallas, Texas time, on a Business Day, including, without limitation, the receipt by 
the Company of the Notice ofExercise, the Wanant and the Aggregate Exercise Price. 

"Exercise Period'' is defined in Section 3 hereof. 
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"Fair Market Value" means, with respect to any security, as of any particular date: (a) 
the volume weighted average of the closing sales prices of such security for such day on all 
domestic securities exchanges on which such security may at the time be listed; (b) if there have 
been no sales of such security on any such exchange on any such day, the average of the highest 
bid and lowest asked prices for such security on all such exchanges at the end of such day; (c) if 
on any such day such security is not listed on a domestic securities exchange, the closing sales 
price of such security as quoted on the OTC Bulletin Board, the Pink OTC Markets or similar 
quotation system or association for such day; or (d) if there have been no sales of such security 
on the OTC Bulletin Board, the Pink OTC Markets or similar quotation system or association on 
such day, the average of the highest bid and lowest asked prices for such security quoted on the 
OTC Bulletin Board, the Pink OTC Markets or similar quotation system or association at the end 
of such day; in each case, averaged over twenty (20) consecutive Trading Days ending on the 
Trading Day immediately prior to the day as of which "Fair Market Value" is being determined. 
If at any time such security is not listed on any domestic securities exchange or quoted on the 
OTC Bulletin Board, the Pink OTC Markets or similar quotation system or association, the "Fair 
Market Value" of such security shall be the fair market value per share as determined in good 
faith jointly by the Board and the Holder. 

"Incremental Fraction" is defmed in Section 4(b)(iv). 

"Initial Value Date" means March 31, 2015, the last Trading Day pnor to the 
Announcement Date. 

"Measurement Period'' means the period commencing on and including the 
Announcement Date and ending on the Performance Measurement Date; provided that, with 
respect to any Incentive Payment (as defmed in the Services Agreement), it means the one-year 
period ending on the applicable anniversary of the Execution Date. 

"Notice of Exercise" is defmed in Section 4(a)(ii). 

"Options" means any warrants or other rights or options to subscribe for or purchase 
Common Stock or Convertible Securities. 

"Original Issue Date" means March 31,2015, the date on which the Warrant was issued 
by the Company pursuant to the Services Agreement. 

"OTC Bulletin Boartf' means the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority OTC Bulletin 
Board electronic inter-dealer quotation system. 

"Peer Group Member" means any Person listed on Schedule A hereto; provided, 
however, if during the Measurement Period: 

(a) two Peer Group Members merge or otherwise combine into a single 
Person, the surviving Person shall remain a Peer Group Member and the non-surviving Person 
shall be removed fi·om the Peer Group; 
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(b) a Peer Group Member merges into or otherwise combines with a Person 
that is not a member of the Peer Group and is not the surviving Person, such Peer Group Member 
shall be removed from the Peer Group; and 

(c) a Peer Group Member files a petition for reorganization under Chapter 11 
ofthe U.S. Banlauptcy Code or liquidation under Chapter 7 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, such 
Person shall remain as pati of the Peer Group. 

"Percentile Rank" shall be calculated as follows: 

(a) The Performance Scores of the Company and all of the Peer Group 
Members shall be ordered from highest to lowest (for the avoidance of doubt the highest shall be 
the largest positive amount and the lowest shall be the largest negative amount). 

(b) The Percentile Rank shall then be calculated based on the following 
formula: 

P .1 Rank Number of Peer Group Members with Performance Scores Lower than the Company's Performance Score X lOO ffcent1e = ----------~----------------------------~~-----------
Total Number of Peer Group Members 

"Performance Measurement Date" shall mean the fomih (4th) anniversary of the 
Execution Date. 

"Performance Score" shall be calculated, with respect to any Person, based on the 
following formula: 

P fi S 
Adjusted Stock Price an the Performance Measurement Date- Adjusted Stock Price on the Initial Value Date 

er ormance core = . . 
Adjusted Stock Pnce on the Initial Value Date 

"Person'' means any individual, sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability 
company, corporation, joint venture, trust, incorporated organization or government or 
department or agency thereof. 

"Pink OTC Markets" means the OTC Markets Group Inc. electronic inter-dealer 
quotation system, including OTCQX, OTCQB and OTC Pink. 

"Securities Act' is defmed in Section 11 hereof. 

"Stock Price" means, with respect to any Person, the Fair Market Value of the common 
stock of such Person or, if no common stock exists for such Person, the security of such Person 
that would be most similar to common stock of a corporation. 

"Termination Date" has the meaning given to such term in the Services Agreement. 

"Trading Day" means any Business Day on which any domestic securities exchange on 
which the Common Stock is listed is open for trading or on which the OTC Bulletin Board, the 
Pink OTC Markets or similar quotation system or association is open for quoting and trading, as 
applicable. 
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"Warrant' means this Warrant and all warrants issued upon division or combination of, 
or in substitution for, this Warrant. 

2. Vesting and Exercisability of Warrant Shares. 

(a) The Warrant Shares shall vest and become exercisable only in accordance 
with the provisions of this Section 2. 

(b) Subject to the terms and conditions hereof, none of the Warrant Shares 
shall be exercisable prior to the Performance Measurement Date, and the Warrant Shares shall be 
exercisable on or after the Performance Measurement Date only as follows: 

(i) If the Company's Percentile Rank is less than 50 on the 
Performance Measurement Date, none of the Warrant Shares shall be exercisable, and all of the 
Warrant Shares shall be immediately cancelled and forfeited. 

(ii) If the Company's Percentile Rank is greater than or equal to 50 and 
less than 75 on the Performance Measurement Date, then the number of Warrant Shares that 
shall become exercisable on the Perfonnance Measurement Date will be calculated based on the 
following formula: 

40+ [(Percentile Rank-50) X 601 
Exercisable Wanant Shares = 25 

X Total Number of Warrant Shares 
100 

The remainder of the Warrant Shares shall be immediately cancelled and forfeited. 

(iii) If the Company's Percentile Rank is greater than or equal to 75 on 
the Performance Measurement Date, all of the Warrant Shares shall become exercisable on the 
Performance Measurement Date. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing: (A) if the Company terminates the Services Agreement other 
than for ESAS Forfeiture Event, or ESAS (or its permitted successors or assigns) terminates the 
Services Agreement for EXCO Forfeiture Event, in each case, prior to the fourth (4th) 
anniversary of the Execution Date, all of the Warrant Shares shall fully vest and become 
exercisable on the Termination Date and (B) if the Company terminates the Services Agreement 
for ESAS Forfeiture Event, or ESAS terminates the Services Agreement for any reason other 
than EXCO Forfeiture Event, in each case, prior to the fourth (4~ anniversary ofthe Execution 
Date, all of the Warrant Shares shall be immediately cancelled and forfeited. 

3. Term of Warrant. Subject to the terms and conditions hereof, this Warrant may 
be exercised at any time or fi·om time to time after the earlier of the Termination Date (solely in 
connection with a termination in accordance with clause (A) in the immediately preceding 
paragraph) or the fowih (4th) anniversary of the Execution Date and prior to 5:00p.m., Dallas, 
Texas time, on [the thirtieth (301h) day after the fourth (4th) anniversary] [fifth (51h) anniversary] 
[sixth (61h) anniversary] [sixth (6th) anniversary] of the Execution Date or, if such day is not a 
Business Day, on the next preceding Business Day (the "Exercise Period"). Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary herein, (a) if the Closing (as defined in the Services Agreement) does 
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not occur, then this Warrant shall automatically terminate and shall become void and of no force 
or effect upon the termination of the Services Agreement in accordance with its terms and (b) 
this Warrant shall not be exercisable unless and until the Required Shareholder Approval has 
been obtained. 

4. Exercise of Warrant. 

(a) Exercise Procedure. This Warrant may be exercised from time to time on 
any Business Day during the Exercise Period, for all or any part of the vested and unexercised 
WatTant Shares, upon: 

(i) surrender of this WatTant to the Company at its then principal 
executive offices (or an indemnification undertaking with respect to this Warrant in the case of 
its loss, theft or destruction), together with a Notice of Exercise in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit A (each, a "Notice of Exercise"), duly completed (including specifying the number of 
Warrant Shares to be purchased) and executed; and 

(ii) payment to the Company of the Aggregate Exercise Price m 
accordance with Section 4(b) hereof. 

(b) Payment of the Aggregate Exercise Price. Payment of the Aggregate 
Exercise Price shall be made, at the option of the Holder as expressed in the Notice of Exercise, 
by the following methods: 

(i) by delivery to the Company of a certified or official bank check 
payable to the order of the Company or by wire transfer of immediately available funds to an 
account designated in writing by the Company, in the amount of such Aggregate Exercise Price; 

(ii) by instructing the Company to withhold a number of Warrant 
Shares then issuable upon exercise ofthis Warrant with an aggregate Fair Market Value as of the 
Exercise Date equal to such Aggregate Exercise Price; 

(iii) by surrendering to the Company Common Stock, including 
Warrant Shares previously acquired by the Holder, with an aggregate Fair Market Value as of the 
Exercise Date equal to such Aggregate Exercise Price; provided, that such payment will not 
conflict with, or result in a breach or violation of, any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute 
a default under (in each case, with or without notice or lapse of time, or both), or result, in the 
acceleration of, or the creation of any lien under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan 
agreement or other agreement, instrument, contract or other arrangement to which the Company 
or any of its subsidiaries is a party or by which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is bound 
or to which any of the prope1ty or assets of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is subject; or 

(iv) any combination of the foregoing. 

[n the event of any withholding of Warrant Shares or Common Stock pursuant to clause (ii), (iii) 
or (iv) above where the number of shares whose value is equal to the Aggregate Exercise Price is 
not a whole number, the number of shares withheld by or surrendered to the Company shall be 
rounded up to the nearest whole share (the fractional amount that is needed to round up to the 
whole share, "Incremental Fraction"), and the Company shall make a cash payment to the 
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Holder (by delivery of a certified or official bank check or by wire transfer of immediately 
available funds) in an amount equal to the product of(x) such Incremental Fraction multiplied by 
(y) the Fair Market Value per share of Common Stock as ofthe Exercise Date. 

(c) Delivery of Stock Certificates. Upon receipt by the Company of the 
Notice of Exercise, surrender of this Warrant and payment of the Aggregate Exercise Price (in 
accordance with Section 4(a) hereof), the Company shall, as promptly as practicable, and in any 
event within five (5) Business Days thereafter, execute (or cause to be executed) and deliver (or 
cause to be delivered) to the Holder a certificate or certificates representing the Warrant Shares 
issuable upon such exercise, together with cash in lieu of any fraction of a share, as provided in 
Section 4(d) hereof. The stock certificate or certificates so delivered shall be, to the extent 
possible, in such denomination or denominations as the exercising Holder shall reasonably 
request in the Notice of Exercise and shall be registered in the name ofthe Holder or, subject to 
compliance with Section 6 hereof, such Person's name as shall be designated in the Notice of 
Exercise. This Warrant shall be deemed to have been exercised and such certificate or certificates 
of Warrant Shares shall be deemed to have been issued, and the Holder or any other Person so 
designated to be named therein shall be deemed to have become a holder of record of such 
Warrant Shares for all purposes, as ofthe Exercise Date. 

(d) Fractional Shares. The Company shall not be required to issue a 
fractional Warrant Share upon exercise of any Warrant. As to any fraction of a Warrant Share 
that the Holder would otherwise be entitled to purchase upon such exercise, the Company shall 
pay to such Holder an amount in cash (by delivery of a certified or official bank check or by wire 
transfer of immediately available funds) equal to the product of (i) such fi·action multiplied by 
(ii) the Fair Market Value of one Warrant Share on the Exercise Date. 

(e) Delivery of New Warrant. Unless the purchase rights represented by this 
Warrant shall have expired or shall have been fully exercised, the Company shall, at the time of 
delivery of the certificate or certificates representing the Warrant Shares being issued in 
accordance with Section 4(c) hereof, deliver to the Holder a new Warrant evidencing the rights 
of the Holder to purchase the unexpired and unexercised Warrant Shares called for by this 
Warrant. Such new Warrant shall in all other respects be identical to this Warrant. 

(f) Valid Issuance of Warrant and Warrant Shares; Payment of Taxes. 
With respect to the exercise of this Warrant, the Company hereby represents, covenants and 
agrees: 

(i) this Warrant is, and any Warrant issued in substitution for or 
replacement ofthis Warrant shall be, upon issuance, duly authorized and validly issued; 

(ii) all Warrant Shares issuable upon the exercise of this Warrant 
pursuant to the terms hereof shall be, upon issuance, and the Company shall take all such actions 
as may be necessary or appropriate in order that such Warrant Shares are, validly issued, fully 
paid and non-assessable, issued without violation of any preemptive or similar rights of any 
shareholder ofthe Company; 
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(iii) the Company shall take all such actions as may be necessary to 
ensure that all such Warrant Shares are issued without violation by the Company of any 
applicable law or governmental regulation or any requirements of any domestic securities 
exchange upon which shares of Common Stock or other securities constituting Warrant Shares 
may be listed at the time of such exercise (except for official notice of issuance which shall be 
immediately delivered by the Company upon each such issuance); and 

(iv) the Company shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to cause 
the Warrant Shares, immediately upon such exercise, to be listed on any domestic securities 
exchange upon which shares of Common Stock or other securities constituting Wanant Shares 
are listed at the time of such exercise. 

(g) Conditional Exercise. Notwithstanding any other provision hereof, if an 
exercise of any portion of this Warrant is to be made in connection with a public offering or a 
sale of the Company (pursuant to a merger, sale of stock, or otherwise), such exercise may, at the 
election of the Holder, be conditioned upon the consummation of such transaction, in which case 
such exercise sha11 not be deemed to be effective until immediately prior to the consummation of 
such transaction. 

(h) Reservation of Shares. During the Exercise Period, the Company shall at 
all times reserve and keep available out of its authorized but unissued Common Stock, solely for 
the purpose of issuance upon the exercise of this Warrant, the maximum number of Warrant 
Shares issuable upon the exercise of this Warrant, and the par value per Warrant Share shall at all 
times be less than or equal to the applicable Exercise Price. The Company shall not increase the 
par value of any Warrant Shares receivable upon the exercise ofthis Warrant above the Exercise 
Price then in effect, and shall take all suclr actions as may be necessary or appropriate in order 
that the Company may validly and legally issue fully paid and nonassessable shares of Common 
Stock upon the exercise of this Warrant. 

5. Adjustment Exercise Price and to Number of Warrant Shares. The number of 
Warrant Shares issuable upon exercise of this Warrant shall be subject to adjustment from time 
to time as provided in this Section 5 (in each case, after taking into consideration any prior 
adjustments pursuant to this Section 5). 

(a) Dividends, Subdivision and Combination of Common Stock. If the 
Company shall, at any time or fi·om time to time after the Original Issue Date, (i) pay a dividend 
or make any other distribution upon the Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, 
Options, Convettible Securities or caslr or other property or (ii) subdivide (by any stock split, 
recapitalization or otherwise) its outstanding shares of Common Stock into a greater number of 
shares, the Exercise Price in effect immediately prior to any such dividend, distribution or 
subdivision shall be proportionately reduced and the number of Warrant Shares issuable upon 
exercise of this Wanant shall be proportionately increased. Ifthe Company at any time combines 
(by combination, reverse stock split or otherwise) its outstanding shares of Common Stock into a 
smaller number of shares, the Exercise Price in effect immediately prior to such combination 
shall be propmtionately increased and the number of Warrant Shares issuable upon exercise of 
this Warrant shall be propattionately decreased. Any adjustment under this Section 5(a) shall 
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become effective at the close of business on the date the dividend, subdivision or combination 
becomes effective. 

(b) Reorganization, Reclassification, Merger, Consolidation or 
Disposition of Assets. In the event of any (i) capital reorganization of the Company, (ii) 
reclassification of the stock of the Company (other than a change in par value or from par value 
to no par value or from no par value to par value or as a result of a stock dividend or subdivision, 
split-up or combination of shares), (iii) consolidation or merger of the Company with or into 
another Person, (iv) sale of all or substantially all of the Company's assets to another Person or 
(v) other similar transaction (other than any such transaction covered by Section 5(a) hereof), in 
each case which entitles the holders of Common Stock to receive (either directly or upon 
subsequent liquidation) stock, securities or assets with respect to or in exchange for Common 
Stock, each Warrant shall, immediately after such reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, 
merger, sale or similar transaction, remain outstanding and shall thereafter, in lieu of or in 
addition to (as the case may be) the number of Warrant Shares then exercisable under this 
Warrant, be exercisable for the kind and number of shares of stock or other securities or assets of 
the Company or of the successor Person resulting from such transaction to which the Holder 
would have been entitled upon such reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, merger, sale 
or similar transaction if the Holder had exercised this Warrant in full immediately prior to the 
time of such reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, merger, sale or similar transaction 
and acquired the applicable number of Warrant Shares then issuable hereunder as a result of such 
exercise (without taking into account any limitations or restrictions on the exercisability of this 
Warrant); and, in such case, appropriate adjustment (in form and substance satisfactory to the 
Holder) shall be made with respect to the Holder's rights under this Warrant to insure that the 
provisions of this Section 5 hereof shall thereafter be applicable, as nearly as possible, to this 
Warrant in relation to any shares of stock, securities or assets thereafter acquirable upon exercise 
ofthis Warrant (including, in the case of any consolidation, merger, sale or similar transaction in 
which the successor or purchasing Person is other than the Company, an immediate adjustment 
in the Exercise Price to the value per share for the Common Stock reflected by the terms of such 
consolidation, merger, sale or similar transaction, and a corresponding immediate adjustment to 
the number of Warrant Shares acquirable upon exercise of this Warrant without regard to any 
limitations or restrictions on exercise, if the value so reflected is less than the Exercise Price in 
effect immediately prior to such consolidation, merger, sale or similar transaction). The 
provisions of this Section 5(b) shall similarly apply to successive reorganizations, 
reclassifications, consolidations, mergers, sales or similar transactions. The Company shall not 
effect any such reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, merger, sale or similar transaction 
unless, prior to the consummation thereof, the successor Person (if other than the Company) 
resulting from such reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, merger, sale or similar 
transaction, shall assume, by written instrument substantially similar in form and substance to 
this Warrant and satisfactory to the Holder, the obligation to deliver to the Holder such shares of 
stock, securities or assets which, in accordance with the foregoing provisions, such Holder shall 
be entitled to receive upon exercise of this Warrant. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
contained herein, with respect to any corporate event or other transaction contemplated by the 
provisions of this Section 5(b), the Holder shall have the right to elect prior to the consummation 
of such event or transaction, to give effect to the exercise rights contained in Section 2 hereof 
instead of giving effect to the provisions contained in this Section 5(b) with respect to this 
Warrant. 
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(c) Certain Events. If any event of the type contemplated by the provisions 
of this Section 5 but not expressly provided for by such provisions (including, without limitation, 
the granting of stock appreciation rights, phantom stock rights or other rights with equity 
features) occurs, then the Board shall make an appropriate adjustment in the Exercise Price and 
the number of Warrant Shares issuable upon exercise ofthis Warrant so as to protect the rights of 
the Holder in a manner consistent with the provisions of this Section 5; provided, that no such 
adjustment pursuant to this Section S(c) shall increase the Exercise Price or decrease the number 
of Warrant Shares issuable as otherwise determined pursuant to this Section 5. 

(d) Certificate as to Adjustment. 

(i) As promptly as reasonably practicable following any adjustment of 
the Exercise Price, but in any event not later than fifteen (15) days thereafter, the Company shall 
furnish the Holder with notice setting forth in reasonable detail such adjustment and the facts 
upon which it is based and certifying the calculation thereof. 

(ii) As promptly as reasonably practicable following the receipt by the 
Company of a written request by the Holder, but in any event not later than ten (1 0) Business 
Days thereafter, the Company shall furnish to the Holder a certificate of an executive officer 
certifying the Exercise Price then in effect and the number of Warrant Shares or the amount, if 
any, of other shares of stock, securities or assets then issuable upon exercise of the Warrant. 

(e) Notices. In the event: 

(i) that the Company shall take a record of the holders of its Common 
Stock (or other capital stock or securities at the time issuable upon exercise ofthe Warrant) for 
the purpose of entitling or enabling them to receive any dividend or other distribution, to receive 
any right to subscribe for or purchase any shares of capital stock of any class or any other 
securities, or to receive any other security; 

(ii) of any Change in Control; 

(iii) of any capital reorganization of the Company, any reclassification 
of the Common Stock of the Company, any consolidation or merger of the Company with or into 
another Person, or sale of all or substantially all of the Company's assets to another Person; or 

(iv) of the voluntary or involuntary dissolution, liquidation or winding~ 
up of the Company; 

then, and in each such case, the Company shall send or cause to be sent to the Holder at least 
fifteen (15) days prior to the applicable record date or the applicable expected effective date, as 
the case may be, for the event, a written notice specifying, as the case may be, (A) the record 
date for such dividend, distribution, or other right or action, and a description of such dividend, 
distribution or other right or action to be taken or (B) the effective date on which such Change in 
Control, reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, merger, sale, dissolution, liquidation or 
winding~up is proposed to take place and a brief description of such event, and the date, if any is 
to be fixed, as of which the books of the Company shall close or a record shall be taken with 
respect to which the holders of record of Common Stock (or such other capital stock or securities 
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at the time issuable upon exercise ofthe Warrant) shall be entitled to exchange their shares of 
Common Stock (or such other capital stock or securities) for securities or other property 
deliverable upon such reorganization, reclassification, consolidation, merger, sale, dissolution, 
liquidation or winding-up, and the amount per share and character of such exchange applicable 
to the Warrant and the Warrant Shares. 

6. Transfer of Warrant. Prior to all of the W~mant Shares becoming exercisable or 
being cancelled and forfeited in accordance with Section 2(b) hereof, this Warrant and all rights 
hereunder shall not be assignable or transferable, in whole or in part; provided, however, the 
Holder may assign or transfer this Warrant and all rights hereunder, in whole or in part, to any 
Affiliate ofthe Holder, upon written request by the Holder, and written consent ofthe Company, 
such consent not to be unreasonably withheld. After all of the Warrant Shares have become 
exercisable or have been cancelled and forfeited in accordance with Section 2(b) hereof, this 
Warrant and all rights hereunder shall be assignable or transferable, in whole or in part. Holder 
shall not effect any such assignment or transfer pursuant to this Section 6 unless (i) such 
assignment or transfer complies with all federal and state securities laws and all assignment or 
transfer conditions referred to in the legend endorsed hereon and (ii) Holder surrenders this 
Warrant to the Company at its then principal executive offices with a properly completed and 
duly executed Assignment in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B in connection with the 
making of such transfer. Upon such compliance, consent, surrender and delivery, the Company 
shall execute and deliver a new Warrant or Warrants in the name of such Person or Persons and 
in the denominations specified in such instrument of assignment, and shall issue to the assignor a 
new Warrant evidencing the portion of this Warrant, if any, not so assigned and this Warrant 
shall promptly be cancelled. Any attempt to assign or transfer this Warrant or any rights 
hereunder contrary to the provisions of this Section 6 shall be null and void. 

7. Holder Not Deemed a Shareholder; Limitations on Liability. Except as 
otherwise specifically provided herein, prior to the issuance to the Holder of the Warrant Shares 
to which the Holder is then entitled to receive upon the due exercise ofthis Warrant, the Holder 
shall not be entitled to vote or receive dividends or be deemed the holder of shares of capital 
stock of the Company for any purpose, nor shall anything contained in this Warrant be construed 
to confer upon the Holder, as such, any of the rights of a shareholder of the Company or any 
right to vote, give or withhold consent to any corporate action (whether any reorganization, issue 
of stock, reclassification of stock, consolidation, merger, conveyance or otherwise), receive 
notice of meetings, receive dividends or subscription rights, or otherwise. In addition, nothing 
contained in this Warrant shall be construed as imposing any liabilities on the Holder to purchase 
any securities (upon exercise of this Warrant or otherwise) or as a shareholder of the Company, 
whether such liabilities are asserted by the Company or by creditors of the Company. 

8. Replacement and Division. 

(a) Replacement on Loss. Upon receipt of evidence reasonably satisfactory 
to the Company ofthe loss, theft, destruction or mutilation ofthis Warrant and upon delivery of 
an indemnity reasonably satisfactory to it and, in case of mutilation, upon surrender of such 
Warrant for cancellation to the Company, the Company at its own expense shall execute and 
deliver to the Holder, in lieu hereof, a new Warrant of like tenor and exercisable for an 
equivalent number of Warrant Shares as the Warrant so lost, stolen, mutilated or destroyed; 
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provided, that, in the case of mutilation, no indemnity shall be required if this Warrant m 
identifiable form is surrendered to the Company for cancellation. 

(b) Division and Combination of Warrant. Subject to compliance with the 
applicable provisions of this Warrant as to any transfer or other assignment which may be 
involved in such division or combination, this Warrant may be divided or, following any such 
division of this Warrant, subsequently combined with other Warrants, upon the surrender of this 
Warrant or Warrants to the Company at its then principal executive offices, together with a 
written notice specifying the names and denominations in which new Warrants are to be issued, 
signed by the respective Holders or their agents or attorneys. Subject to compliance with the 
applicable provisions of this Warrant as to any transfer or assignment which may be involved in 
such division or combination, the Company shall at its own expense execute and deliver a new 
Warrant or Warrants in exchange for the Warrant or Warrants so surrendered in accordance with 
such notice. Such new Warrant or Warrants shall be of like tenor to the surrendered Warrant or 
Warrants and shall be exercisable in the aggregate for an equivalent number of Warrant Shares 
as the Warrant or Warrants so surrendered in accordance with such notice. 

9. No Impairment. The Company shall not, by amendment of its Articles of 
Incorporation or Bylaws, or through any reorganization, transfer of assets, consolidation, merger, 
dissolution, issue or sale of securities, or any other voluntary action, avoid or seek to avoid the 
observance or performance of any of the terms to be observed or performed by it hereunder, but 
shall at all times in good faith assist in the carrying out of all the provisions of this Warrant. 

10. Compliance with the Securities Act. The Holder, by acceptance of this Warrant, 
agrees to comply in all respects with the provisions of this Section 11 and the restrictive legend 
requirements set fotth on the face of this Warrant and further agrees that such Holder shall not 
offer, sell or otherwise dispose of this Warrant or any Warrant Shares to be issued upon exercise 
hereof except under circumstances that will not result in a violation of the Securities Act of 1933, 
as amended (the "Securities Act'). This Warrant and all Warrant Shares issued upon exercise of 
this Warrant (unless registered under the Securities Act) shall be stamped or imprinted with a 
legend in substantially the following form: 

"THIS WARRANT AND THE SECURITIES ISSUABLE UPON EXERCISE 
OF TI-llS WARRANT HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE 
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE "ACT"), OR QUALIFIED 
UNDER ANY STATE OR FOREIGN SECURITIES LAWS AND MAY NOT 
BE OFFERED FOR SALE, SOLD, PLEDGED, HYPOTHECATED OR 
OTHERWISE TRANSFERRED OR ASSIGNED UNLESS (I) A 
REGISTRATION STATEMENT COVERING SUCH SHARES IS EFFECTIVE 
UNDER THE ACT AND IS QUALIFIED UNDER APPLICABLE STATE AND 
FOREIGN LAW OR (II) THE TRANSACTION IS EXEMPT FROM THE 
REGISTRATION AND PROSPECTUS DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS 
UNDER THE ACT AND THE QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER 
APPLICABLE STATE AND FOREIGN LAW AND, IF THE CORPORATION 
REQUESTS, AN OPINION REASONABLY SATISFACTORY TO THE 
CORPORATION TO SUCH EFFECT HAS BEEN RENDERED BY 
COUNSEL." 
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11. Warrant Register. The Company shall keep and properly maintain at its 
principal executive offices books for the registration of the Warrant and any transfers thereof. 
The Company may deem and treat the Person in whose name the Warrant is registered on such 
register as the Holder thereof for all purposes, and the Company shall not be affected by any 
notice to the contrary, except any assignment, division, combination or other transfer of the 
Warrant effected in accordance with the provisions of this Warrant. 

12. Notices. Any notice, request, instruction, correspondence or other document to be 
given hereunder by any party to another shall be in writing and delivered in person or by courier 
service requiring acknowledgement of receipt or mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid and 
return receipt requested, or by facsimile or e-mail of a .pdf, as follows: (or at such other address 
for a pa1ty as shall be specified in a notice given in accordance with this Section 13). 

Ifto the Company: 

with a copy to: 

Ifto the Holder: 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 
12377 Merit Drive 
Suite 1700 
Dallas, Texas 75251 
Attention: William L. Boeing 
Telephone: (214) 368-2084 
Facsimile: (214) 706-3409 
E-mail: lboeing@excoresources.com 

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 
One Bryant Park 
Bank of America Tower 
New York, NY 10036-6745 
Attention: Steven M. Pesner, Esq. 
Telephone: (212) 872-1070 
Facsimile: (212) 872-1002 
E-mail: spesner@akingump.com 

Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC 
200 Crescent Court, Suite 200 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
Attention: Jonathan Siegler, Executive Vice 
President, CFO 
Telephone: ( 469) 398-2205 
Facsimile: (682) 626-1335 
E-mail: jasiegler@bluescapegroup. com 
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with a copy to: Bracewell & Giuliani LLP 
711 Louisiana Street, Suite 2300 
Houston, Texas 77002 
Attn: Bryan E. Loocke 
Telephone: (713) 221-1522 
Facsimile: (713) 43 7-5355 
E-mail: bryan.loocke@bgllp.com 

Notice given by personal delivery or courier shall be effective upon actual receipt. Notice 
given by mail shall be effective upon actual receipt or, if not actually received, the fifth Business 
Day following deposit with the U.S. Post Office. Notice given by email shall be effective upon 
actual receipt if received during the recipient's normal business hours, or at the beginning ofthe 
recipient's next Business Day after receipt if not received during the recipient's normal business 
hours. In the event party provides notice by email, then, no later than two (2) Business Days 
following such email notice, the notifying party shall deliver a hard copy of such notice to each 
other party by personal delivery or courier or by mail. If a date specified herein for giving any 
notice or taking any action is not a Business Day (or if the period during which any notice is 
required to be given or any action taken expires on a date which is not a Business Day), then the 
date for giving such notice or taking such action (and the expiration date of such period during 
which notice is required to be given or action taken) shall be the next day which is a Business 
Day. Any party may change any address to which Notice is to be given to it by giving Notice as 
provided above of such change of address. 

13. Equitable Relief. Each of the Company and the Holder acknowledges that a 
breach or threatened breach by such party of any of its obligations under this Warrant would give 
rise to irreparable harm to the other party hereto for which monetary damages would not be an 
adequate remedy and hereby agrees that in the event of a breach or a threatened breach by such 
party of any such obligations, the other party hereto shall, in addition to any and all other rights 
and remedies that may be available to it in respect of such breach, be entitled to equitable relief, 
including a restraining order, an injunction, specific performance and any other relief that may be 
available from a court of competent jurisdiction. 

14. Entire Agreement. This Warrant, together with the Services Agreement, 
constitutes the sole and entire agreement of the parties to this Warrant with respect to the subject 
matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous understandings and 
agreements, both written and oral, with respect to such subject matter. In the event of any 
inconsistency between the statements in the body of this Warrant and the Services Agreement, 
the statements in the body ofthis Warrant shall controL 

15. Successor and Assigns. This Warrant and the rights evidenced hereby shall be 
binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and the successors of the 
Company and the successors and permitted assigns of the Holder. Such successors and/or 
permitted assigns of the Holder shall be deemed to be a Holder for all purposes hereunder. 

16. No Third-Party Beneficiaries. This Warrant is for the sole benefit of the 
Company and the Holder and their respective successors and, in the case of the Holder, permitted 
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assigns and nothing herein, express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other 
Person any legal or equitable right, benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever, under or by 
reason of this Warrant. 

17. Headings. The headings in this Warrant are for reference only and shall not affect 
the interpretation of this Wanant. 

18. Amendment and Modification; Waiver. Except as otherwise provided herein, 
this Warrant may only be amended, modified or supplemented by an agreement in writing signed 
by each party hereto. No waiver by the Company or the Holder of any ofthe provisions hereof 
shall be effective unless explicitly set forth in writing and signed by the party so waiving. No 
waiver by any party shall operate or be construed as a waiver in respect of any failure, breach or 
default not expressly identified by such written waiver, whether of a similar or different 
character, and whether occUlTing before or after that waiver. No failure to exercise, or delay in 
exercising, any rights, remedy, power or privilege arising from this Warrant shall operate or be 
construed as a waiver thereof; nor shall any single or partial exercise of any right, remedy, power 
or privilege hereunder preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other 
right, remedy, power or privilege. 

19. Severability. It is the intent of the parties that the provisions contained in this 
Warrant shall be severable. Should any provisions, in whole or in part, be held invalid as a matter 
of Law, such holding shall not affect the other portions of this Warrant, and such portions that 
are not invalid shall be given effect without the invalid portion. 

20. Governing Law. This Warrant and the documents delivered pursuant hereto and 
the legal relations between the parties shall be governed by, construed and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to principles of conflicts of laws 
that would direct the application of the laws of another jurisdiction. 

21. Submission to Jurisdiction. Any legal suit, action or proceeding arising out of or 
based upon this Warrant or the transactions contemplated hereby may be instituted in the federal 
courts of the United States of America or the courts of the State of Texas in each case located in 
the city of Dallas and County of Dallas, and each party irrevocably submits to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of such courts in any such suit, action or proceeding. Service of process, summons, 
notice or other document by certified or registered mail to such party's address set forth herein 
shall be effective service of process for any suit, action or other proceeding brought in any such 
court. The parties irrevocably and unconditionally waive any objection to the laying of venue of 
any suit, action or any proceeding in such comis and inevocably waive and agree not to plead or 
claim in any such court that any such suit, action or proceeding brought in any such comi has 
been brought in an inconvenient forum. 

22. Counterparts. This Warrant may be executed in counterparts, each of which 
shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. Facsimile, .pdf or other electronic transmission of copies of signatures shall 
constitute original signatures for all pmposes of this Wanant and any enforcement hereof. 
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23. No Strict Construction. This Warrant shall be construed without regard to any 
presumption or rule requiring construction or interpretation against the pmty drafting an 
instrument or causing any instrument to be drafted. 

24. Purchase Restrictions. Prior to the Performance Measurement Date, the holder 
of this Warrant shall comply with the restrictions applicable to, and obligations of, ESAS set 
fmih in Section 5.24 of the Services Agreement. 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has duly executed this Warrant on the 
Original Issue Date. 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

By:_~--------~ 
Name:_~~--------
Title: ___________ _ 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 
Signature Page to Warrant- Tranche [_j 
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Accepted and agreed, 

ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES LLC 

By: ___________ _ 
Name: __________ _ 
Title: __________ _ 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 
Signature Page to Warrant~ Tranche{__) 
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SCHEDULE A 

Peer Group Members 

Swift Energy Company 
Jones Energy, Inc. 
Halc6n Resources Corporation 
Comstock Resources, Inc. 
SandRidge Energy, Inc. 
Goodrich Petroleum Corporation 
Rex Energy Corporation 
PetroQuest Energy, Inc. 
Oasis Petroleum Inc. 
Rosetta Resources Inc. 
Magnum Hunter Resomces Corporation 
EP Energy Corp. 
Bill Barrett Corporation 
Northern Oil & Gas, Inc. 
Ultra Petroleum Corp. 
Chesapeake Energy Corporation 
WPX Energy, Inc. 

Schedule A 
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EXHIBIT A 

NOTICE OF EXERCISE 

In accordance with and subject to the terms and conditions hereof and of the attached Warrant 
(the "Warrant"), the undersigned holder (the "Holder") hereby irrevocably elects to exercise the 
right to purchase shares of Common Stock of EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation (the 
"Company"), evidenced by the Warrant. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defmed 
herein shall have the respective meanings set forth in the Warrant. 

Payment of Exercise Price. Pursuant to Section 4(b) of the Warrant, the Holder represents 
that such Holder has tendered the Exercise Price for each of the Warrants evidenced hereby 
being exercised in the aggregate amount of$ in the indicated combination of: 

0 CERTIFIED BANK CHECK payable to the order of the Company 
($ ___ _/ 

0 OFFICIAL BANK CHECK payable to the order of the Company 
($ ___ _,. 

D WIRE TRANSFER in immediately available funds to the account designated by 
the Company for such purpose ($ ____ -' 

D WITHHELD WARRANT SHARES otherwise issuable upon exerc1se of this 
Warrant, pursuant to the cashless exercise procedure set forth in Section 4(b)(ii) 
ofthe Warrant($ ___ ~ 

D CO"tvi:MON STOCK, pursuant to the cashless exercise procedure set forth in 
Section 4(b)(iii) ofthe Warrant ($ ___ ___, 

Amount of Warrant Shares. In accordance with Sections 2 and 1 of the Warrant, the number 
of shares to be so issued is [NUMBER OF SHARES TO BE ISSUED TO HOLDER]. 

Delivery of Warrant Shares. Pursuant to Section 4(c) of the Warrant, the Company shall 
deliver the shares to be issued in the name of the Holder to the following address: 

[NAME] 
[ADDRESS TO WHICH SHARES TO BE SENT] 

The Holder requests, if applicable, that a new Warrant certificate evidencing the remaining 
balance of the Warrants evidenced hereby be issued and delivered to the Holder in 
accordance with Section 4(e) of the Warrant. 

Date: '--[ _ __~], 20LJ 

[ __________________________ ~ 
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EXJDBITB 

FORM OF ASSIGNMENT 

For value received and subject to the terms set forth in Section 6 of the Warrant, 
__________________ hereby sells, assigns and transfers all of the 
rights ofthe undersigned under the attached Warrant (No._______) with respect to the number of 
shares of Common Stock covered thereby set forth below, unto: 

Name of Assignee Address No. ofShares 

Dated: -----------------

Name: 
Title: 

Signature Guaranteed: 

By: 

The signature should be guaranteed by an eligible guarantor institution (banks, stockbrokers, 
savings and loan associations and credit unions with membership in an approved signature 
guarantee medallion program) pursuant to Rule 17 Ad-15 under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934. 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND ACCEPTED: 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

Name: 
Title: 
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EXHIBITC 

(Attached) 

ExhibitC 
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Draft 

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT 

by and among 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 

and 

THE HOLDERS SPECIFIED 
ON THE SIGNATURE PAGES HEREOF 

Dated as of [April•], 2015 

This Registration Rights Agreement (the "Agreement'), dated as of [April • ], 2015, by and among EXCO Resources, Inc., a 
Texas corporation (the "Company"), and the holders specified on the signature pages hereof(the "Initial Holders") is entered into 
pursuant to that certain Services and Investment Agreement by and among the Company and Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC 
dated as of [April•], 2015 (the "Services and Investment Agreement"). 

1. DEFINITIONS. 

As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 

"2005 Registration Rights Agreement' shall mean the First Amended and Restated Registration Rights Agreement originally 
dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 2005 among the Company and the investors named therein. 

"Additional Filing Date" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2.1 (b). 

"Additional Registration Statement" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2.l(b). 

"Affiliate" shall mean with respect to any Person, any other Person directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by or under 
direct or indirect common control with such Person, and with respect to any individual, shall mean his or her spouse, sibling, child, 
step child, grandchild, niece, nephew or parent of such Person, or the spouse thereof. For purposes of this definition, "control" 
(including, with correlative meanings, the terms "controlling," "con!rolled by'' and "lUlder common control with"), as used with 
respect to any Person, shall mean the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management 
or policies of such Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by agreement or otherwise; provided, however, that 
beneficial ownership of20% or more of the voting secmities of a Person shall be deemed to be con!rol. 

"Articles of Incorporation" shall mean the Third Amended and Restated Articles oflncorporation (as the same may be amended 
or restated) of the Company, as filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Texas. 

"Blackout Notice" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2.7. 

"Blackout Period' shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2. 7. 

"Common Shares" shall mean shares of common stock, par value $0.001 per share, of the Company. 

"Company" shall have the meaning set forth in the preamble. 

"Demand Registration" shall mean a regis!ration required to be effected by the Company pursuant to Section 2.2. 

"Demand Registration Statement" shall mean a regis!ration statement of the Company which covers the Registrable Securities 
reqnested to be included therein pursuantto the provisions of Section 2.2 and all amendments and supplements to snch registration 
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statement, including post-effective amendments, in each case, including the Prospectus contained there, all exhibits thereto and all 
material incorporated by reference (or deemed to be incorporated by reference) therein. 

"Excluded Securities" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2. 1( e). 

"Exchange Acf' shall mean the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended from time to time, and the rules and regulations 
thereunder, or any successor statute. 

"FINRA" shall mean the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority. 

"Holders" shall mean each of the Initial Holders for so long as it owns any Registrable Securities and such ofits respective heirs, 
successors and permitted assigns (including any permitted transferees of Registrable Securities) who acquire or are otherwise the 
transferee of Registrable Securities, directly or indirectly, from such Initial Holder (or any subsequent Holder), for so long as such 
heirs, successors and permitted assigns own any Registrable Securities. For purposes of this Agreement, a Person will be deemed to be 
a Holder whenever such Person holds Registrable Securities, an option or warrant to purchase, or a security convertible into or 
exercisable or exchangeable for, Registrable Securities, whether or not such purchase, conversion, exercise or exchange has actually 
been effected and disregarding any legal restrictions upon the exercise of such rights. Registrable Securities issuable upon exercise of 
an option or warrant or upon conversion., exchange or exercise of another security shall be deemed outstanding for the purposes ofthis 
Agreement. 

"Holders' Counsef' shall mean one fum of counsel (per registration) to the Holders of Registrable Securities participating in such 
registration, which counsel shall be selected (i) in the case of a Demand Registration or a Resale Registration, by the Initiating Holders 
holding a majority of the Registrable Securities for which registration was requested in the Request, and (ii) in all other cases, by the 
Majority Holders of the Registration. 

"Incidental Registration" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2.3(a). 

"Incidental Registration Statement" shall mean a registration statement of the Company which covers the Registrable Securities 
requested to be included therein pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.3 and all amendments and supplements to such registration 
statement, including post-effective amendments, in each case including the Prospectus contained therein, all exhibits thereto and all 
material incorporated by reference (or deemed to be incorporated by reference) therein. 

"Initial Holders" shall have the meaning set forth in the preamble. 

"Initial Holder Warrants" shall mean the warrants to purchase Common Shares issued to the Initial Holders or any Affiliate 
thereof pursuant to the Services and Investment Agreement. 

"Initial Shares" shall mean the Common Shares issued to the Initial Holders for an aggregate purchase price of$10 million 
pursuant to [Section 2.2] of the Services and Investment Agreement. 

"Initiating Holders" shall mean, with respect to a partiC!Ilar registration, the Holders who initiated the Request for such 
registration 

"Inspectors" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.1(g). 

"Majority Holders" shall mean oue or more Holders ofRegistrable Securities who would hold a majority of the Registrable 
Securities then outstmding. 

"Majority Holders of the Registration" shall mean, with respect to a particular registration, one or more Holders of Registrable 
Securities who would hold a majority of the Registrable Securities to be included in such registration. 

"Pari Passu Holders" shall mean any "Holder" (as defined in the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement) having incidental 
registration rights pursuant to Section 2.3 of the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement. 
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"Pari Passu Securities" shall mean any "Registrable Securities" (as defined in the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement) held by 
the Pari Passu Holders. 

"Person" shall mean any individual, firm, partnership, corporation, trust, joint venture, association, joint stock company, limited 
liability company, unincorporated organization or any other entity or organization, including a government or agency or political 
subdivision thereof, and shall include any successor (by merger or otherwise) of such entity. 

"Prospectus" shall mean the prospectus included h1 a Registration Statement (including, without limitation, any preliminary 
prospectus and any prospectus that includes any information previously omitted from a prospectus filed as part of an effective 
registration statement in reliance upon Rule 430A promulgated under the Securities Act), and any such Prospectus as amended or 
supplemented by any prospectus supplement, and all other amendments and supplements to such Prospectus, including post-effective 
amendments, and in each case including all material incorporated by reference (or deemed to be incorporated by reference) therein. 

"Registrable Securities" shall mean (i) any Initial Holder Warrants, (ii) any Common Shares issuable upon the exercise of the 
Initial Holder Warrants, (iii) any Common Shares issued to the Initial Holders or any Affiliate thereof pursuant to the Services and 
Investment Agreement, (iv) any Common Shares otherwise or hereafter purchased or acquired by the Initial Holders or any Affiliate 
thereof, and (v) any Common Shares of the Company (or any successor or assign of the Company, whether by merger, consolidation, 
sale of assets or otherwise) which may be issued or issuable with respect to, in exchange for, or in substitution of, Registrable 
Securities referenced in clauses (i) through (iv) above by reason of any dividend or stock split, combination of shares, merger, 
consolidation, recapitalization, reclassification, reorganization, sale of assets or similar transaction. As to any particular Registrable 
Securities, such securities shall cease to be Registrable Securities when (A) a registration statement with respect to the sale of such 
securities shall have been declared effective under the Securities Act and such securities shall have been disposed of in accordance 
with such registration statement, (B) such securities are sold pursuant to Rule 144 (or any similar provisions then in force) under the 
Securities Act, (C) such securities have been otherwise transferred and a new certificate or other evidence of ownership for them that 
does not bear the legend restricting further transfer has been delivered by the Company and subsequent public distribution of them 
shall not require registration under the Securities Act, or (D) such securities shall have ceased to be outstanding. 

"Registration Expenses" shall mean any and all expenses incident to performance of or compliance with this Agreement by the 
Compauy and its subsidiaries, including, without limitation (i) all SEC, stock exchange, FINRA and other registration, listing and 
filing fees, (ii) all fees and expenses incurred in connection with compliance with state securities or blue sky laws and compliance 
with the rules of any stock exchange (including fees and disbursements of counsel in connection with such compliance and the 
preparation of a blue sky memorandum and legal investment survey), (iii) all expenses of any Persons in preparing or assisting in 
preparing, word processing, printing, distributing, mailing and delivering any Registration Statement, any Prospectus, any 
underwriting agreements, transmittal letters, securities sales agreements, securities certificates and other documents relating to the 
performance of or compliance with this Agreement, (iv) the fees and disbursements of counsel for the Company, (v) the fees and 
disbursements of Holders' Counsel, (vi) the fees and disbursements of all indepeudent public accountants (including the expenses of 
any audit and/or "cold comfort" letters) and the fees and expenses of other Persons, including experts, retained by the Company, 
(vii) the expenses incurred in connection with making road show presentations and holding meetings with potential investors to 
facilitate the distribution and sale of Registrable Securities which are customarily borne by the issuer, (viii) any fees and 
disbursemeuts of underwriters customarily paid by issuers or sellers of securities, and (ix) premiums and other costs of policies of 
insurance against liabilities arising out ofthe public offering of the Registrable Securities being registered; provided, howf!Ver, 
Registration Expenses shall not include discounts and commissions payable to underwriters, selling brokers, dealer managers or other 
similar Persons engaged in the distribution of any of the Registrable Securities; and provided further, that in any case where 
Registration Expenses are not to be borne by the Company, such expenses shall not include salaries of Company personnel or general 
overhead expenses of the Company, auditing fees, premiums or other expenses relating to liability insurance required by underwriters 
of the Company or other expenses for the preparation of financial statements or other data normally prepared by the Company in the 
ordinary course of its business or which the Company would have incurred in any event; and provided, further, that in the event the 
Company shall, in accordance with Section 2.3 or Section 2.7 hereof, not register any securities with respect to which it had given 
written notice of its intention to register to Holders, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, all of the costs incurred 
by d1e Holders in connection with such registration shall be deemed to be Registration Expenses. 

"Registration Statement" shall mean any registration statement of the Company which covers any Registrable Securities and all 
amendments and supplements to any such Registration Statement, including post-effective amendments, in each case including the 
Prospectus contained therein, all exhibits thereto and all material incorporated by reference (or deemed to be incorporated by 
reference) therein. 
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"Remaining Investment" shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in the Services and Investment Agreement. 

"Resale Registration" shall have the meaning set forth in Sections 2. 1 (a), (b) and (c). 

"Request" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 2.l(c) and Section 2.2(a). 

"SEC' shall mean the Securities and Exchange Commission, or any successor agency having jurisdiction to enforce the Securities 
Act. 

"SEC Guidance" means (i) anyvrritten or oral guidance, comments, requirements or requests ofthe SEC staff and (ii) the 
Securities Act. 

"Securities Act" shall mean the Securities Act of1933, as amended from time to time, and the rules and regulations thereunder, or 
any successor statute. 

"Services and Investment Agreement" shall have the meaning set forth in the preamble. 

"Underwriters" shall mean the underwriters, if any, of the offering being registered under the Securities Act. 

"Underwritten Offering' shall mean a sale of securities of the Company to an Underwriter or Underwriters for reoffering to the 
public. 

2. REGISTRATION UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT. 

2.1. Resale Registration. 

(a) The Company shall by [ •] [20 calendar days after the signing of the Services and Investment Agreement] use its 
best efforts to prepare and file a Registration Statement with the SEC pursuant to Rule 415 under the Securities Act on Form 
S-3 under the Securities Act (or in the event that the Company is ineligible to use such form, such other form as the Company 
is eligible to use under the Securities Act provided that such other form shall be converted into a Form S-3 promptly after 
Form S-3 becomes available to the Company) covering resales by the Holders as selling shareholders (not underwriters) of all 
of the Initial Shares (a "Resale Registration"). The Company shall use its best efforts to have such Registration Statement 
declared effective by the SEC by [ •] [90 calendar days after the signing ofthe Services and Investment Agreement] or 
sooner, if practicable, and to keep such Registration Statement continuously effective through the date on which all of the 
Registrable Securities covered by such Resale Registration are no longer Registrable Securities. The Company shall, on the 
business day following tl1e effective date of the Registration Statement, file a final Prospectus with the SEC as required by 
Rule 424 under the Securities Act. 

The registration rights granted pursuant to the provisions of this Section 2.l(a) shall be in addition to the registration 
rights granted pursuant to the other provisions of this Section 2. 

(b) The Company shall by [ •] [20 calendar days after the signing of the Services and Investment Agreement] use its 
best efforts to prepare and file a Registration Statement with the SEC pursuant to Rule 415 under fue Securities Act on Form 
S-3 under the Securities Act (or in the event that the Company is ineligible to use such form, such other form as the Company 
is eligible to use under the Securities Act provided that such other form shall be converted into a Form S-3 promptly after 
Form S-3 becomes available to the Company) covering resales by the Holders as selling shareholders (not underwriters) of all 
of the Initial Holder Warrants and the underlying Common Shares issuable upon exercise thereof (a "Resale Registration"). 
The Company shall use its best efforts to have such Registration Statement declared effective by the SEC by [ •] [90 calendar 
days after the signing of the Services and Investment Agreement] or sooner, if practicable, and to keep such Registration 
Statement continuously effective through the date on which all of the Registrable Securities covered by such Resale 
Registration are no longer Registrable Securities. The Company shall, on the business day following the effective date of the 
Registration Statement, file a final Prospectus with the SEC as required by Rule 424 under fue Securities Act. 
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The registration rights granted pursuant to the provisions ofthis Section 2.l(b) shall be in addition to the registration 
rights granted pursuant to the other provisions of this Section 2. 

(c) The Company shall by the date that is 20 calendar days after receiving a request by any Initial Holder or any of its 
Affiliates (and any such Person who is not a Holder may become a "Holder" hereunder by executing a Joinder Agreement) 
use its best efforts to prepare and file a Registration Statement with the SEC pursuant to Rule 415 under the Securities Act on 
Form S-3 under the Securities Act (or in the event that the Company is ineligible to use such form, such other form as the 
Company is eligible to use under the Securities Act provided that such other form shall be converted into a Form S-3 
promptly after Form S-3 becomes available to the Company) covering resales by the Holders as selling shareholders (not 
underwriters) of all ofthe Common Shares purchased prior to the deadline for making the Remaining Investment in Section 
5.20 of the Services and Investment Agreement (a "Resale Registration"). The Company shall use its best efforts to have 
such Registration Statement declared effective by the SEC by the date that is 90 calendar days after receiving such request or 
sooner, if practicable, and to keep such Registration Statement continuously effective through the date on which all of the 
Registrable Securities covered by such Resale Registration are no longer Registrable Securities. The Company shall, on the 
business day following the effective date of the Registration Statement, file a final Prospectus with the SEC as required by 
Rule 424 under the Securities Act. 

The registration rights granted pursuant to the provisions of this Section 2.1(c) shall be in addition to the registration 
rights granted pursuant to the other provisions of this Section 2. 

(d) Registration of Other Securities. Whenever the Company shall effect a Resale Registration, no securities other than 
the Registrable Securities shall be covered by such registration unless the Majority Holders of the Registration shall have 
consented in writing to the inclusion of such other securities. 

(e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the Company shall not be required under 
this Agreement to file, amend or request acceleration of a Registration Statement for any offering that pursuant to SEC 
Guidance would be deemed to constitute a primary offering of securities by the Company. In the event that, as a result of the 
operation of the preceding sentence, the Company cannot include all ofthe Registrable Securities in the Registration 
Statement, then the Company shall include in the Registration Statement the maximum number of Registrable Securities that 
can be included therein without causing the Registration Statement to be deemed to register a primary offering by the 
Company, with the number ofRegistrable Securities included in the Registration Statement allocated first pro rata among the 
Holders who are not Affiliates of the Company up to the maximum number of Registrable Securities held by such Holders, 
and second pro rata among the Holders who are Affiliates of the Company; provided, however, that Registrable Securities of 
non-Affiliates of the Company may be reduced non-pro rata or excluded from a Registration Statement if SEC Guidance 
identifies those Holders as participating in an indirect primary offering of securities. With respect to any Registrable 
Securities that are not included in the Registration Statement, other than Registrable Securities held by any Affiliates of the 
Company (the "Excluded Securities"), the Company shall include the Excluded Securities in a subsequently filed second 
Registration Statement (the "Additional Registration Statement") that is filed on the earliest possible date on which Excluded 
Securities can be included in the Additional Registration Statement without the Additional Registration Statemeut being 
deemed to register a primary offering of securities by the Company; provided that such Additional Registration Statement 
shall be filed no later than six months from the date the initial Registration Statement is declared effective by the SEC (the 
"Additional Filing Date"), and provided, further, if the Company is advised by the SEC that the inclusion of all Excluded 
Securities in the Additional Registration Statement would cause the Additional Registration Statement to be deemed a 
registration of a primary offering by the Company, then such Additional Registration Statement shall include only the 
maximum number of Excluded Securities that could be included in such Registration Statement without it being deemed to 
be a registration for a primary offering by the Company, and a further Additional Registration Statement shall be filed as 
provided for in this Section 2.1(b) for the balance of the Excluded Securities, except that tl1e Additional Filing Date shall be 
no later than six months from the date the SEC declares the immediately preceding Additional Registration Statement 
effective. 

2.2. Demand Registration. 

(a) In addition to the rights provided in Section 2. 1, the Majority Holders shall have the right to request in writing that 
the Company register all or part of such Holders' Registrable Securities that are not theu registered by an effective 
Registration Statement (a "Requesf') (which Request shall specify the amount of Registrable Securities intended to be 
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disposed of by such Holders and the intended me1hod of disposition 1hereof) by filing a Registration Statement with 1he SEC 
pursuant to Rule 415 under 1he Securities Act on Form S-3 under the Securities Act (or in 1he event 1hat 1he Company is 
ineligible to use such form, such other form as 1he Company is eligible to use under the Securities Act provided that such 
other form shall be converted .into a Form S-3 promptly after Form S-3 becomes available to 1he Company) covering resales 
by the Holders as selling shareholders (not underwriters) of all or such portion of the Registrable Securities (a "Resale 
Registration");provided, hovvever, that (A) if the Company is not eligible to register the Registrable Securities on Form S-3 
under the Securities Act, the Company shall be obligated to register 1he Registrable Securities upon such election only if the 
Registrable Securities to be registered, in the aggregate, constitute 10% or more of the then-outstanding Registrable 
Securities that are not registered under an effective Registration Statement, and (B) if1he Company is eligible to register the 
Registrable Securities on Form S-3 under the Securities Act, the Company shall be obligated to register 1he Registrable 
Securities upon such election only if1he Registrable Securities to be registered, in the aggregate, have an anticipated offering 
price, net of underwriting discounts and commissions, of more than $1,000,000. 

(b) As promptly as practicable, but no later than 10 days after receipt of a Request, the Company shall give written 
notice ofsuch requested registration to all Holders ofRegistrable Securities and Pari Passu Holders ofPari Passu Securities. 
Subject to Section 2.2(b ), the Company shall include in a Demand Registration (i) the Registrable Securities intended to be 
disposed of by the Initiating Holders and (ii) the Registrable Securities and Pari Passu Securities intended to be disposed of 
by any other Holder or Pari Passu Holder which shall have made a written request (which request shall specify the amount of 
Registrable Securities to be registered and the intended method of disposition thereof) to the Company for inclusion thereof 
in such registration within 20 days after the receipt of such written notice from the Company. The Company shall, as 
expeditiously as possible following a Request, use its best efforts to cause to be filed with the SEC a Demand Registration 
Statement providing for the registration under the Securities Act ofthe Registrable Securities and the Pari Passu Securities 
which the Company has been so requested to register by all such Holders and Pari Passu Holders, to the extent necessary to 
permit 1he disposition of such Registrable Securities so to be registered in accordance with the intended methods of 
disposition thereof specified in such Request or further requests if so requested. The Company shall use its best efforts to 
have such Demand Registration Statement declared effective by the SEC as soon as practicable thereafter and to keep such 
Demand Registration Statement coutinuously effective for the period specified in Section 4.1(b ). 

The registration rights granted pursuant to the provisions of this Section 2.2 shall be in addition to the registration rights 
granted pursuant to the other provisions of this Section 2. 

(c) Priority in Demand Registrations. If a Demand Registration involves an Underwritten Offering, and the sole or 
lead managing Underwriter, as the case maybe, of such Underwritten Offering shall advise the Company in writing (with a 
copy to each Holder requesting registration) on or before the date five days prior to 1he date then scheduled for such offering 
that, in its opinion, the amount of Registrable Securities requested to be included in such Demand Registration exceeds the 
number which can be sold in such offering within a price range acceptable to the Majority Holders of the Registration (such 
writing to state 1he basis of such opinion and the approximate number of Registrable Securities which may be included in 
such offering), the Company shall include in such Demand Registration, to the extent ofthe number which 1he Company is so 
advised may be included in such offering, the Registrable Securities requested to be included in the Demand Registration by 
the Holders allocated pro rata in proportion to 1he number of Registrable Securities and Pari Passu Securities requested to be 
included in such Demand Registration by each of the Holders and Pari Passu Holders. In the event the Company shall not, by 
virtue of this Section 2.2(b), include in any Demand Registration all of the Registrable Securities of any Holder requesting to 
be included .in such Demand Registration, such Holder may, upon written notice to 1he Company given within five days of 
the time such Holder first is notified of such matter, reduce the amount of Registrable Securities it desires to have included in 
such Demand Registration, whereupon only the Registrable Securities, if any, it desires to have included will be so included 
and the Holders and Pari Passu Holders not so reducing shall be entitled to a corresponding increase in the amount of 
Registrable Securities or Pari Passu Securities to be included in such Demand Registration. 

(d) Underwriting; Selection of Underwriters. If the Initiating Holders so elect, the offering of such Registrable 
Securities pursuant to such Demand Registration shall be in the form of a finn commitment Underwritten Offering; and such 
Initiating Holders may require that all Persons (including oilier Holders and Pari Passu Holders) participating in such 
registration sell their Registrable Securities or Pari Passu Securities to the Underwriters at the same price and on the same 
terms of underwriting applicable to the Initiating Holders. If any Request involves an Underwritten Offering, the sole or 
managing Underwriters and any additional investment bankers and managers to be used in connection with such registration 
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shall be selected by the Initiating Holders holding a majority ofthe Registrable Securities for which registration was 
requested in the Request, subject to the approval of the Company (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld). 

(e) Registration of Other Securities. Whenever the Company shall effect a Demand Registration, no securities other 
than the Registrable Securities or Pari Passu Securities shall be covered by such registration unless the Majority Holders of 
the Registration shall have consented in writing to the inclusion of such other securities. 

2.3. Incidental Registration. 

(a) Right to Include Registrable Securities. Subject to the pe1missibility ofregistering additional Registrable Securities 
pursuant to SEC Guidance, if at any time there is not an effective Registration Statement covering all of the Registrable 
Securities and if the Company shall determine to register Common Shares under the Securities Act (other than in a 
registration on Form S-4 or S-8 or any successor form to such forms and other than pursuant to Section 2.1) and files (i) a 
shelf registration statement or (ii) a registration statement, other than a shelf registration statement, or proposes to do a take 
down off of an effective shelf registration statement, whether or not pursuant to registration rights granted to other holders of 
its securities and whether or not for sale for its own account, the Company shall deliver prompt written notice (which notice 
shall be given at least 15 days prior to the filing of such registration statement or 5 days prior to the filing of any preliminary 
prospectus supplement pursuant to Rule 424(b ), or the prospectus supplement pursuant to Rule 424(b) (if no preliminary 
prospectus supplement is used)) to all Holders of Registrable Securities of its intention to undertake such registration or 
offering, describing in reasonable detail the proposed registration and distribution (including the anticipated range of the 
proposed offering price, the class and number of securities proposed to be registered and the distribution arrangements) and 
of such Holders' right to participate in such registration under this Section 2.2 as hereinafter provided. Subject to the other 
provisions of this paragraph (a) and Section 2.2(b), upon the written request of any Holder made within ten days in the case 
of a registration statement, or five days in the case of a prospectus supplement or preliminary prospectus supplement, after 
the receipt of such written uotice (which request shall specify the amount of Registrable Securities to be registered and the 
intended method of disposition thereof), the Company shall effect the registration under the Securities Act of all Registrable 
Securities requested by Holders to be so registered (an "Incidental Registration"), to the extent requisite to permit the 
disposition (in accordance with the intended methods thereof as aforesaid) of the Registrable Securities so to be registered, by 
inclusion of such Registrable Securities in the Registration Statement which covers the securities which the Company 
proposes to register and shall cause such Registration Statement to become and remain effective with respect to such 
Registrable Securities in accordance with the registration procedures set forth in Section 4; provided, however, that the 
Company shall not be required to register any Registrable Securities pursuant to this Sectiou 2.2(a) that are the subject of a 
then effective Registration Statement. If an Incidental Registration involves an UnderwTitten Offering, immediately upon 
notification to the Company from the Underwriter ofthe price at which such securities are to be sold, the Company shall so 
advise each participating Holder. The Holders requesting inclusion in an Incidental Registration may, at any time up to and 
including the time of pricing of the Incidental Registration Statement (and for any reason), revoke such request by delivering 
written notice to the Company revoking such requested inclusion. 

If at any time after giving written notice of its intention to register any securities and up to and including the time of 
pricing of the Incidental Registration Statement filed in connection with such registration, the Company shall determine for 
any reason not to register or to delay registration of such securities, the Company may, at its electiou, give written notice of 
such determination to each Holder of Registrable Securities and, thereupon, (A) in the case of a determination not to register, 
the Company shall be relieved of its obligation to register any Registrable Securities in connection with such registration (but 
not from its obligation to pay the Registration Expenses incurred in connection therewith), without prejudice, however, to the 
rights of Holders to cause such registration to be effected as a registration under Section 2.2 and (B) in the case of a 
detennination to delay such registration, the Company shall be permitted to delay the registration of such Registrable 
Securities for the same period as the delay in registering such other securities; provided, however, that if such delay shall 
extend beyond 120 days ftom the date the Company received a request to include Registrable Securities in such Incidental 
Registration, then the Company shall again give all Holders the opportunity to participate therein and shall follow the 
notification procedures set forth in the preceding paragraph. There is no limitation on the number of such Incidental 
Registrations pursuant to this Section 2.2 which the Company is obligated to effect. 

The registration rights granted pursuant to the provisions of this Section 2.3 shall be in addition to the registration rights 
granted pursuant to the other provisions of Section 2 hereof 
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(b) Priority in Incidental Registration. If an Incidental Registration involves an Underwritten Offering (on a fmn 
commitment basis), and the sole or the lead managing Underwriter, as the case may be, of such Underwritten Offering shall 
advise the Company in writing (with a copy to each Holder requesting registration) on or before the date five days prior to the 
date then scheduled for such offering that, in its opinion, the amount of securities (including Registrable Securities) requested 
to be included in such registration exceeds the ammmt which can be sold in such offering without materially interfering with 
the successful marketing of the securities being offered (such writing to state the basis of such opinion and the approximate 
number of such securities which may be included in such offering without such effect), the Company shall include in such 
registration, to the extent of the number which the Company is so advised may be included in such offering without such 
effect, (i) in the case of a registration initiated by the Company, (A) first, the securities that the Company proposes to register 
for its own account, (B) second, the Registrable Securities requested to be included in such registration by the Holders and 
any Pari Passu Securities requested to be included in such registration on a pari passu basis, allocated pro rata among such 
Holders and Pari Passu Holders requesting such registration, in proportion to the number of Registrable Securities and Pari 
Passu Securities requested to be included in such registration by each of them, and (C), third, other securities of the Company 
to be registered on behalf of any other Person, (ii) in the case of a registration initiated by a Pari Passu Holder, (A) first, the 
Registrable Securities requested to be included in such registration by the Holders and any Pari Passu Securities requested to 
be included in such registration on a pari passu basis, allocated pro rata among such Holders and Pari Passu Holders 
requesting such registration, in proportion to the uumber of Registrable Securities and Pari Passu Securities requested to be 
included in such registration by each of them and (B) second, the securities that the Company proposes to register for its own 
account and (iii) in the case of a registration initiated by a Person other than the Company or a Pari Passu Holder, (A) first, 
the securities of such Persons, (B) second, the Registrable Securities requested to be included in such registration by the 
Holders and any Pari Passu Securities requested to be included in such registration on a pari passu basis, allocated pro rata 
among such Holders and Pari Passu Holders requesting such registration, in proportion to the number of Registrable 
Securities and Pari Passu Securities requested to be included in such registration by each of them, and (C) third, the securities 
that the Company proposes to register for its own account, provided, however, that in the event the Company will not, by 
virtue of this Section 2.3(b), include in any such regis1mtion all ofthe Registrable Securities of any Holder requested to be 
included in such registration, such Holder may, upon written notice to the Company given within three days of the time such 
Holder first is notified of such matter, reduce the amount of Registrable Securities it desires to have included in such 
registration, whereupon only the Registrable Securities, if any, it desires to have included will be so included and the Holders 
not so reducing shall be entitled to a corresponding increase in the amount of Registrable Securities to be included in such 
registration. 

2.4. Expenses. 

TI1e Company shall pay all Registration Expenses in connection with any Demand Registration, Incidental Registration or Resale 
Registration, whether or not such registration shall become effective. 

2.5. Underwritten Offerings. 

(a) Underwritten Offerings. If requested by the sole or lead managing Undermiter for any Underwritten Offering 
effected pursuant to a Demand Registration or a Resale Registration, the Company shall enter into a customary underwiiting 
agreement with the Underwriters for such offering, such agreement to be reasonably satisfactory in substance and form to the 
Majority Holders of the Registration and to contain such representations and wananties by the Company and such other 
terms as are generally prevailing in agreements of that type, including, without limitation, indemnification and contribution to 
the effect and to the extent provided in Section 5. 

(b) Holders a_{ Registrable Securities to be Parties to Underwriting Agreement. The Holders of Registrable Securities to be 
distributed by Underwriters in an Underwritten Offering contemplated by Section 2 shall be parties to the undermiting 
agreement between the Company and such Under;vriters and may, at such Holders' option, require that any or all of the 
representations and warranties by, and the other agreements on the part of, the Company to and for the benefit of such 
Underwriters shall also be made to and for the benefit of such Holders of Registrable Securities and that any or all of the 
conditions precedent to the obligations of such Underwriters under such underwriting agreement be conditions precedent to 
the obligations of such Holders of Registrable Securities; provided, however, that the Company shall not be required to make 
any representations or warranties with respect to Wiitten infonnation specifically provided by a selling Holder for inclusiou in 
the Registration Statement. No Holder shall be required to make any representations or warranties to, or agreements with, the 
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Company or the Underwriters other than represeutations, warranties or agreements regarding such Holder, such Holder's 
Registrable Securities and such Holder's intended method of disposition. 

(c) Participation in Underwritten Registration. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, no Person may 
participate in any underwritten registration hereunder unless such Person (i) agrees to sell its securities on the same terms and 
conditions provided in any underwritten arrangements approved by the Persons entitled hereunder to approve such 
arrangement and (ii) accurately completes and executes in a timely manner all questionnaires, powers of attorney, 
indemnities, custody agreements, underwriting agreements and other documents reasonably required under the terms of such 
underwriting arrangements. 

2.6. Conversions; Exercises. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, in order for any Registrable Securities that are issuable upon the exercise of 
conversion rights, options or warrants, other than the Initial Holder Warrants, to be included in any registration pursuant to Section 2 
hereof, the exercise of such conversion rights, options or warrants must be effected no later than immediately prior to the closing of 
any sales under the Registration Statement pursuant to which such Registrable Securities are to be sold. 

2.7. Postponements. 

The Company shall be entitled to postpone a Resale Registration and a Demand Registration and to require the Holders of 
Registrable Securities to discontinue the disposition of their securities covered by a shelf registration statement during any Blackout 
Period (as defined below) (i) if the board of directors ofthe Company determines in good faith that effecting such a registration or 
continuing such disposition at such time would have a material adverse effect upon a proposed sale of all (or substantially all) of the 
assets of the Company or a merger, reorganization, recapitalization or similar current transaction materially affecting the capital 
structure or equity ownership of the Company, or (ii) if the Company is in possession of material information which the board of 
directors of the Company determines in good faith it is not in the best interests of the Company to disclose in a registration statement 
at such time; provided, however, that the Company may only delay a Resale Registration or Demand Registration pursuant to this 
Section 2.7 by delivery of a Blackout Notice (as defined below) within 30 days of delivery of the Request for such Resale Registration 
or Demand Registration, as applicable, and may delay a Resale Registration or a Demand Registration and require the Holders of 
Registrable Securities to discontinue the disposition of their securities covered by a shelf registration statement only for a reasonable 
period of time not to exceed 90 days (or such earlier time as such transaction is consummated or no longer proposed or the material 
information has been made public) (the "Blackout Period'). There shall not be more than one Blackout Period in any 12 month period. 
The Company shall promptly notify the Holders in writing (a "Blackout Notice") of any decision to postpone a Demand Registration 
or a Resale Registration or to discontinue sales of Registrable Securities covered by a shelf registration statement pursuant to this 
Section 2. 7 and shall include a general statement of the reason for such postponement, an approximation of the anticipated delay and 
an undertaking by the Company promptly to notify the Holders as soon as a Demand Registration or a Resale Registration may be 
effected or sales of Registrable Securities covered by a shelf registration statement may resume. In making any such determination to 
initiate or terminate a Blackout Period, the Company shall not be required to consult with or obtain the consent of any Holder, and any 
such determination shall be the Company's sole responsibility. Each Holder shall treat all notices received from the Company 
pursuant to this Section 2. 7 constituting material inside information in the strictest conf1dence and shall not trade on or disseminate 
such information. If the Company shall postpone the filing of a Demand Registration Statement or a Resale Registration Statement, 
the Majority Holders of the Registration shall have the right to wifudraw the request for registration. Any such withdrawal shall be 
made by giving written notice to the Company within 30 days after receipt of the Blackout Notice. 

3. HOLDBACKARRANGEMENTS. 

3.1. Restrictions on Sale by Holders of Registrable Securities. 

Each Holder of Registrable Securities agrees, by acquisition of such Registrable Securities, if timely requested in writing by fue 
sole or lead managing Underwriter in an Underwritten Offering of any Registrable Securities (other fuan in connection with a Resale 
Registration), not to make any short sale of, loan, grant any option for the purchase of or effect any public sale or distribution, 
including a sale pursuant to Rule 144 (or any successor provision having similar effect) under the Securities Act of any Registrable 
Securities or any other equity security of the Company (or any security convertible into or exchangeable or exercisable for any equity 
security of the Company) (except as part of such underwritten registration), during the five business days (as such term is used in 
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Regulation M under the Exchange Act) prior to, and during the time period reasonably requested by the sole or lead managing 
Underwriter uot to exceed 90 days beginning on the effective date of the applicable Registration Statement, unless the sole or lead 
managing Underwriter in such Underwritten Offering otherwise agrees; provided, however, that to the extent the Company or the sole 
lead managing Underwriter releases any other Person from the foregoing or equivalent restrictions in whole or in part it shall, on the 
same day, notifY the Holders of such release and such parties shall automatically be released to the same extent: provided, further, this 
holdback restriction shall apply only to those Holders of Registrable Securities who have elected to sell Registrable Securities they 
hold in an Underwritten Offering in respect of which a holdback is requested by the managing Underwriter. 

3.2. Restrictions on Sale by the Company and Others. 

The Company agrees that if timely requested in writing by the sole or lead managing Underwriter in an Underwritten Offering of 
any Registrable Securities (other than in connection with a Resale Registration), not to make any short sale of, loan, grant any option 
for the purchase of or effect any public or private sale or distribution of any of the Company's equity securities (or any security 
convertible into or exchangeable or exercisable for any of the Company's equity securities) during the five business days (as such term 
is used in Regulation M under the Exchange Act) prior to, and during the time period reasonably requested by the sole or lead 
managing Underwriter not to exceed 90 days beginning on the effective date of the applicable Registration Statement (except as part 
of such underwritten registration or pursuant to registrations on Forms S-4 or S-8 or any successor form to such forms), unless the sole 
or lead managing Underwriter in such Underwritten Offering otherwise agrees. The Company will use its reasonable best efforts to 
cause each director and officer of the Company and each holder of 5% or more of the equity securities (or any security convertible 
into or exchangeable or exercisable for any of its equity securities) of the Company to so agree. 

4. REGISTRATION PROCEDURES. 

4.1. Obligations of the Company. 

Whenever the Company is required to effect the registration of Registrable Securities under the Securities Act pursuant to 
Section 2 of this Agreement, the Company shall, as expeditiously as possible: 

(a) prepare and file with the SEC the requisite Registration Statement to effect such registration, which Registration 
Statement shall comply as to form in all material respects with the requirements of the applicable form and include all 
financial statements required by the SEC to be filed therewith, and the Company shall use its best efforts to cause such 
Registration Statement to become effective (provided, that the Company may discontinue any registration of its securities 
that are not Registrable Securities, and, under the circumstances specified in Sections 2.3 or 2.7, its securities that are 
Registrable Securities); provided, however, that before filing a Registration Statement or Prospectus or any amendments or 
supplements thereto, or comparable statements under securities or blue sky laws of any jurisdiction, the Company shall (i) 
provide Holders' Counsel and any other Inspector with an adequate and appropriate opportunity to participate in the 
preparation of such Registration Statement and each Prospectus included therein (and each amendment or supplement thereto 
or comparable statement) to be filed with the SEC, which documents shall be subject to the review and comment of Holders' 
Counsel, and (ii) not file any such Registration Statement or Prospectus {or amendment or supplement thereto or comparable 
statement) with the SEC to which Holder's Counsel, any selling Holder or any other Inspector shall have reasonably objected 
on the grounds that such filing does not comply in all material respects with the requirements of the Securities Act or of the 
rules or regulations thereunder; 

(b) prepare and file with the SEC such amendments and supplements to such Registration Statement and the Prospectus 
used in connection therewith as may be necessary to keep such Registration Statement effective, and to comply with the 
provisions of the Securities Act with respect to the disposition of all Registrable Securities covered by such Registration 
Statement; 

(c) furnish, without charge, to each selling Holder of such Registrable Securities and each Underwriter, if any, of the 
securities covered by such Registration Statement, such number of copies of such Registration Statement, each amendment 
and supplement thereto (in each case including all exhibits), and the Prospectus included in such Registration Statement 
(including each preliminary Prospectus) in conformity with the requirements of the Securities Act, and other documents, as 
such selling Holder and Underwriter may reasonably request in order to facilitate the public sale or other disposition of the 
Registrable Securities owned by such selling Holder (the Company hereby consenting to the use in accordance with 
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applicable law of each such Registration Statement (or amendment or post-effective amendment thereto) and each such 
Prospectus (or preliminary prospectus or supplement thereto) by each such selling Holder of Registrable Securities and the 
Underwriters, if any, in connection with the offering and sale of the Registrable Securities covered by such Registration 
Statement or Prospectus); 

(d) prior to any public offering of Registrable Securities, use its best efforts to register or qualify all Registrable 
Securities and other securities covered by such Registration Statement illlder such other securities or blue sky laws of such 
jurisdictions in the United States as any selling Holder of Registrable Securities covered by such Registration Statement or 
the sole or lead managing Underwriter, if any, may reasonably request to enable such selling Holder to consummate the 
disposition in such jurisdictions of the Registrable Securities owned by such selling Holder and to continue such registration 
or qualification in effect in each such jurisdiction for as long as such Registration Statement remains in effect (including 
through new filings or amendments or renewals), and do any and all other acts and things which may be necessary or 
advisable to enable any such selling Holder to consummate the disposition in such jurisdictions of the Registrable Securities 
owned by such selling Holder; provided, however, that the Company shall not be required to (i) qualify generally to do 
business in any jurisdiction where it would not otherwise be required to qualify but for this Section 4.1( d), (ii) subject itself to 
taxation in any such jurisdiction, or (iii) consent to general service of process in any such jurisdiction; 

(e) use its best efforts to obtain all other approvals, consents, exemptions or authorizations from such governmental 
agencies or authorities as may be necessary to enable the selling Holders of such Registrable Securities to consummate the 
disposition of such Registrable Securities; 

(f) promptly notifY Holders' Counsel, each Holder of Registrable Securities covered by such Registration Statement 
and the sole or lead managing Underwriter, if any: (i) when the Registration Statement, any pre-effective amendment, the 
Prospectus or any prospectus supplement related thereto or post-effective amendment to the Registration Statement has been 
filed and, with respect to the Registration Statement or any post-effective amendment, when the same has become effective, 
(ii) of any request by the SEC or any state securities or blue sky authority for amendments or supplements to the Registration 
Statement or the Prospectus related thereto or for additional information, (iii) ofthe issuance by the SEC of any stop order 
suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement or the initiation or threat of any proceedings for that purpose, 
(iv) of the receipt by the Company of any notification with respect to the suspension ofthe qualification of any Registrable 
Securities for sale under the securities or blue sky laws of any jurisdiction or the initiation of any proceeding for such 
purpose, (v) of the existence of any fact of which the Company becomes aware or the happening of any event which results in 
(A) the Registration Statement containing an untrue statement of a material fact or omitting to state a material fact required to 
be stated therein or necessary to make any statements therein not misleading, or (B) the Prospectus included in such 
Registration Statement containing an tllltrue statement of a material fact or omitting to state a material fact required to be 
stated therein or necessary to make any statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not 
misleading, (vi) if at any time the representations and warranties contemplated by Section 2.4(a) cease to be true and correct 
in all material respects, and (vii) of the Company's reasonable determination that a post-effective amendment to a 
Registration Statement would be appropriate or that there exists circumstances not yet disclosed to the public which make 
further sales under such Registration Statement inadvisable pending such disclosure and post-effective amendment; and, if 
the notification relates to an event described in any of the clauses (ii) through (vii) of this Section 4.l(f), the Company shall 
promptly prepare a supplement or post-effective amendment to such Registration Statement or related Prospectus or any 
document incorporated therein by reference or file any other required document so that (1) such Registration Statement shall 
not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to 
make the statements therein not misleading, and (2) as thereafter delivered to the purchasers of the Registrable Securities 
being sold thereunder, such Prospectus shall not include an untrue statement of a material :fuct or omit to state a material fact 
required to be stated therein or necessary to malce the statements therein in the light of the circumstances under which they 
were made not misleading (and shall furnish to each such Holder and each Underwriter, if any, a reasonable number of copies 
of such Prospectus so supplemented or amended); and if the notification relates to an event described in clause (iii) of this 
Section 4.l(f), the Company shall take all reasonable action required to prevent the ent1y of such stop order or to remove it if 
entered; 

(g) make available for inspection by any selling Holder of Registrable Securities, any sole or lead managing 
Underwriter participating in any disposition pursuant to such Registration Statement, Holders' Counsel and any attomey, 
accountant or other agent retained by any such seller or any Underwriter (each, an "Inspector" and, collectively, the 
"Inspectors'), all financial and other records, pertinent corporate documents and properties ofthe Company and any 
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subsidiaries thereof as may be in existence at such time (collectively, the "Records") as shall be necessary, in the opinion of 
such Holders' and such Undervn:iters' respective counsel, to enable them to exercise their due diligence responsibility and to 
conduct a reasonable investigation within the meaning of the Securities Act, provided that such parties agree to keep such 
information confidential, and cause the Company's and any subsidiaries' officers, directors and employees, and the 
independent public accountants of the Company, to supply all information reasonably requested by any such Inspectors in 
connection with such Registration Statement; 

(h) if requested by the Majority Holders of the Registration, obtain an opinion from the Company's counsel and a 
"cold comfort" letter from the Company's independent public accountants who have certified the Company's financial 
statements included or incorporated by reference in such Registration Statement, in each case dated the effective date of such 
Registration Statement (and if such registration involves an Underwritten Offering, dated the date of the closing under the 
underwriting agreement), in customary form and covering such matters as are customarily covered by such opinions and 
"cold comfort" letters delivered to underwriters in underwritten public offerings, which opinion and letter shall be reasonably 
satisfactory to the sole or lead managing Underwriter, if any, and to the Majority Holders of the Registration, and furnish to 
each Holder participating in the offering and to each Underwriter, if any, a copy of such opinion and letter addressed to such 
Holder (in the case of the opinion) and Underwriter (in the case of the opinion and the "cold comfort" letter); 

(i) provide a CUSIP number for all Initial Holder Warrants and provide and cause to be maintained a transfer agent 
and registrar for all such Registrable Securities covered by such Registration Statement not later than the effectiveness of 
such Registration Statement; 

G) otherwise use its best efforts to comply with all applicable rules and regulations of the SEC and any other 
governmental agency or authority having jurisdiction over the offering, and make available to its security holders, as soon as 
reasonably practicable but no later than 90 days after the end of any 12-month period, an earnings statement (i) commencing 
at the end of any month in which Registrable Securities are sold to Underwriters in an Underwritten Offering and 
(ii) commencing with the first day ofthe Company's calendar month next succeeding each sale of Registrable Securities after 
the effective date of a Registration Statement, which statement shall cover such 12-month periods, in a manner which 
satisfies the provisions of Section ll(a) of the Securities Act and Rule 158 thereunder; 

(k) if so requested by the Majority Holders of the Registration, use its best efforts to cause all such Common Shares 
that are Registrable Securities to be listed on each national securities exchange on which the Company's Common Shares are 
then listed; 

(1) keep each selling Holder of Registrable Securities advised in writing as to the initiation and progress of any 
registration under Section 2 hereunder; 

(m) enter into and perform customary agreements (including, if applicable, an underwriting agreement in customary 
form) and provide officers' certificates and other customary closing documents; 

(n) cooperate with each selling Holder of Registrable Securities and each Underwriter participating in the disposition of 
such Registrable Securities and their respective counsel in connection with any filings required to be made with FINRA and 
make reasonably available its employees and personnel and otherwise provide reasonable assistance to the Underwriters 
( talcing into account the needs of the Company's businesses and the requirements of the marketing process) in the marketing 
of Registrable Securities in any Underwritten Offering; 

( o) if so requested, furnish to each Holder participating in the offering and the sole or lead managing Underwriter, if 
any, without charge, at least one conformed copy of the Registration Statement and any post-effective amendments thereto, 
including financial statements and schedules, all documents incorporated fuerein by reference and all exhibits (including 
those deemed to be incorporated by reference); 

(p) cooperate with the selling Holders of Registrable Securities and the sole or lead managing Underwriter, if any, to 
facilitate the timely preparation and delivery of certificates not bearing any restrictive legends representing the Registrable 
Securities to be sold, and cause such Registrable Securities to be issued in such denominations and registered in such names 
in accordance with the underwriting agreement prior to any sale ofRegistrable Securities to the Underwriters or, if not an 
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Underwritten Offering, in accordance with the instructions of the selling Holders of Registrable Securities at least three 
business days prior to any sale of Registrable Securities; 

(q) if requested by the sole or lead managing Underwriter or any selling Holder of Registrable Securities, immediately 
incorporate in a prospectus supplement or post-effective amendment such information concerning such Holder of Registrable 
Securities, the Underwriters or the intended method of distribution as the sole or lead managing Underwriter or the selling 
Holder of Registrable Securities reasonably requests to be included therein and as is appropriate in the reasonable judgment 
ofthe Company, including, without limitation, information with respect to the number of shares of the Registrable Securities 
being sold to the Underwriters, the purchase price being paid therefor by such Underwriters and with respect to any other 
terms of the Underwritten Offering of the Registrable Securities to be sold in such offering; make all required filings of such 
Prospectus supplement or post-effective amendment as soon as notified of the matters to be incorporated in such Prospectus 
supplement or post-effective amendment; and supplement or make amendments to any Registration Statement if requested by 
the sole or lead managing Underwriter of such Registrable Securities; and 

(r) use its best efforts to take all other steps necessary to expedite or facilitate the registration and disposition ofthe 
Registrable Securities contemplated hereby. 

4.2. Seller Information. 

The Company may require each selling Holder of Registrable Securities as to which any registration is being effected to furnish 
to the Company such information regarding such Holder, such Holder's Registrable Securities and such Holder's intended method of 
disposition as the Company may from time to time reasonably request in writing; provided that such information shall be used only in 
connection with such registration. Each Holder further agrees that it shall not be entitled to be named as a selling security holder in a 
Registration Statement or use the Prospectus for offers and resales of Registrable Securities at anytime, unless such Holder has 
furnished such information to the Company. Each Holder acknowledges and agrees that the information provided to the Company will 
be used by the Company in the preparation of the Registration Statement and hereby consents to the inclusion of such information in 
the Registration Statement. 

If any Registration Statement or comparable statement under ''blue sky" laws refers to any Holder by name or otherwise as the 
Holder of any securities of the Company, then such Holder shall have the right to require (i) the insertion therein oflanguage, in form 
and substance satisfuctory to such Holder and the Company, to the effect that the holding by such Holder of such securities is not to be 
construed as a recommendation by such Holder of the investment quality of the Company's securities covered thereby and that such 
holding does not imply that such Holder will assist in meeting any future financial requirements of the Company, and (ii) in the event 
that such reference to such Holder by name or otherwise is not in the judgment of the Company, as advised by counsel, required by the 
Securities Act or any similar federal statute or any state "blue sky" or securities law then in force, the deletion of the reference to such 
Holder. 

4.3. Notice to Discontinue. 

Each Holder of Registrable Securities agrees by acquisition of such Registrable Securities that, upon receipt of any notice :from 
the Company of the happening of any event of the kind described in Section 4. l(f)(ii) through (vii), such Holder shall forthwitl1 
discontinue disposition of Registrable Securities pursuant to the Registration Statement covering such Registrable Securities until such 
Holder's receipt of the copies of the supplemented or amended prospectus contemplated by Section 4.1(:!) and, if so directed by the 
Company, such Holder shall deliver to the Company (at the Company's expense) all copies, other than permanent file copies, then in 
such Holder's possession of the Prospectus covering such Registrable Securities which is current at the time of receipt of such notice. 
If the Company shall give any such notice, the Company shall extend the period during which such Registration Statement shall be 
maintained effective pursuant to this Agreement (including, without limitation, the period refened to in Section 4. l(b)) by the number 
of days during the period from and including the date of the giving of such notice pursuant to Section 4.1(:!) to and including tl1e date 
when the Holder shall have received the copies of the supplemented or amended prospectus contemplated by and meeting the 
requirements of Section 4. l(f). 

5. INDEMNIFICATION; CONTRIBUTION. 

5J. Indemnification by the Company. 
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The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless, to the fullest extent permitted by law, each Holder of Registrable 
Securities, its officers, directors, partners, members, shareholders, employees, Affiliates and agents (collectively, "Agents") and each 
Person who controls such Holder (within the meaning of the Securities Act) and its Agents with respect to each registration which has 
been effected pursuant to this Agreement, against any and all losses, claims, damages or liabilities, joint or several, actions or 
proceedings (whether commenced or threatened) in respect thereof, and expenses (as incurred or suffered and including, but not 
limited to, any and all expenses incurred in investigating, preparing or defending any litigation or proceeding, whether commenced or 
threatened, and the reasonable fees, disbursements and other charges oflegal counsel) in respect thereof (collectively, "Claims"), 
insofur as such Claims arise out of or are based upon any untrue or alleged m1true statemeut of a material fact contained in any 
Registration Statement or Prospectus (including any preliminary, final or summary prospectus and any amendment or supplement 
thereto) related to any such registration or any omission or alleged omission to state a material fact required to be stated therein or 
necessary to make the statements therein uot misleading, or any violation by the Company ofthe Securities Act or any rule or 
regulation thereunder applicable to the Company and relating to action or inaction required ofthe Company in connection with any 
such registration, or any qualification or compliance incident thereto; provided, however, that the Company will not be liable in any 
such case to the extent that any such Claims arise out of or are based upon (i) auy untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a 
material fact or omission or alleged omission of a material fact so made in reliance upon and in conformity with written information 
fumished to the Company by or on behalf of such Holder specifically for use therein, (ii) the failure of a Holder to deliver at or prior 
to the written confim1ation of sale, the most recent Prospectus, as amended or supplemented, or (iii) the failure of a Holder otherwise 
to comply with this Agreement. The Company shall also indemnify any Underwriters of the Registrable Securities, their Agents and 
each Person who controls any such Underwriter (within the meaning of the Securities Act) to the same extent as provided above with 
respect to the indemnification of the Holders of Registrable Securities. Such indemnity shall remain in full force and effect regardless 
of any investigation made by or on behalf of any Person who may be entitled to indemnificatiou pursuant to this Section 5 and shall 
survive tl1e transfer of securities by such Holder or Underwriter. 

5 .2. Indemnification by Holders. 

Each Holder, if Registrable Securities held by it are included in the securities as to which a registration is being effected, agrees 
to, severally and not jointly, iudemnify and hold harmless, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the Company, its directors and 
officers, each other Person who participates as an Underwriter in fue offering or sale of such securities and its Agents and each Person 
who controls the Company or any such Underwriter (witl1in the meaning of eifuer Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 ofthe 
Exchange Act) and its Agents against any and all Claims, insofar as such Claims arise out of or are based upon any l.Ultrue or alleged 
untrue statement of a material fact coutained in any Registration Statement or Prospectus (including any preliminary, final or summary 
prospectus and any amendment or supplement tl1ereto) related to such registration, or mw omission or alleged omission to state therein 
a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, to fue extent, but only to the 
extent, that such untrue statement or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission was based upon (i) and made in reliance 
upon and in conformity with written information furnished to fue Company by or on behalf of such Holder specifically for use therein, 
(ii) the failure of a Holder to deliver at or prior to the written confirmation of sale, the most recent prospectus, as amended or 
supplemented, or (iii) the fuilure of a Holder ofuerwise to comply with this Agreement; provided, however, that the aggregate amom1t 
which any such Holder shall be required to pay pursuant to fuis Section 5.2 shall in no event be greater than the amount ofthe net 
proceeds received by such Holder upon the sale ofthe Registrable Securities pursuant to the Registration Statement giving rise to such 
Claims less all amounts previously paid by such Holder with respect to any such Claims. Such indemnity shall remain in full force and 
effect regardless of any investigation made by or on behalf of such indemnified party and shall survive the transfer of such securities 
by such Holder or Underwriter. 

5.3. Conduct of Indemnification Proceedings. 

Promptly after receipt by an indemnified party of notice of any Claim or the commencement of any action or proceeding 
involving a Claim under this Section 5, such indemnified party shall, if a claim in respect thereof is to be made against the 
indemnifying party pursuant to Section 5, (i) notify the indenmifying party in writing of the Claim or the commencement of such 
action or proceeding; provided, that the fuilure of any indemnified party to provide such uotice shall not relieve the indemnifying party 
of its obligations under this Section 5, except to the extent the indenmifying party is materially and actually prejudiced thereby m1d 
shall not relieve the indemnifying party from any liability which it may have to any indemnified party otherwise than l.Ulder this 
Section 5, and (ii) permit such indemnifying party to assume the defense of such claim with counsel reasonably satisfactory to the 
indemnified party; provided, however, that any indemnified pm·ty shall have the right to employ separate counsel and to participate in 
the defense of such claim, but fue fees and expenses of such counsel shall be at the expeuse of such indemnified party unless (A) the 
indemnifying party has agreed in writing to pay such fees and expenses, (B) the indemnifying party shall have failed to assume the 
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defense of such claim and employ counsel reasonably satisfactory to such indemnified party within 10 days after receiving notice from 
such indemnified party that the indemnified party believes it has failed to do so, (C) in the reasonable judgment of any such 
indemnified pmty, based upon advice of counsel, a conflict of interest may exist between snch indemnified party and the indemnifying 
party with respect to such claims (in which case, if the indemnified party notifies the indemnifying party in writing that it elects to 
employ separate counsel at the expense of the indemnifying party, the indemnifying party shall not have the right to assume the 
defense of such claim on behalf of snch indemnified pmty) or (D) such indemnified party is a defendant in an action or proceeding 
which is also brought against the indemnifying party and reasonably shall have concluded that there may be one or more legal 
defenses available to snch indemnified party which are not available to the indemnifying party. No indemnifying party shall be liable 
for any settlement of any such claim or action effected without its written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
In addition, without the consent of the indemnified party (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld), no indemnifYing party 
shall be permitted to consent to entry of any judgment with respect to, or to effect the settlement or compromise of any pending or 
threatened action or claim in respect of which indemnification or contribution may be sought hereunder (whether or not the 
indemnified party is an actual or potential party to snch action or claim), unless snch settlement, compromise or judgment (1) includes 
an unconditional release of the indemnified party from all liability arising out of such action or claim, (2) does not include a statement 
as to or an admission offuult, culpability or a fuilure to act, by or on behalf of any indemnified party, and (3) does not provide for any 
action on the part of any party other than the payment of money damages which is to be paid in full by the indemnifying party. 

5.4. Contribution. 

If the indemnification provided for in Section 5.1 or 5.2 from the indemnifying party for any reason is unavailable to (other than 
by reason of exceptions provided therein), or is insufficient to hold harmless, an indemnified party hereunder in respect of any Claim, 
then the indemnifying party, in lieu of indemnifying such indemnified pmty, shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by such 
indemnified party as a result of such Claim in snch proportion as is appropriate to reflect the relative fault of the indemnifYing party, 
on the one hand, and the indemnified party, on the other hand, in connection with the actions which resulted in such Claim, as well as 
any other relevant equitable considerations. The relative fuult of such indenmifying party and indemnified party shall be determined 
by reference to, among other things, whether any action in question, including any untrue or alleged untrue statement of a material fact 
or omission or alleged omission to state a material fact, has been made by, or relates to information supplied by, such indemnifying 
party or indemnified party, and the parties' relative intent, knowledge, access to information and opportunity to correct or prevent such 
action. If, however, the foregoing allocation is not permitted by applicable law, then each indemnifying party shall contribute to the 
amount paid or payable by such indemnified party in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not only such relative faults but also 
the relative benefits of the indenmifying party and the indemnified party as well as any other relevant equitable considerations. 

The parties hereto agree that it would not be just and equitable if contribution pursuant to this Section 5.4 were determined by pro 
rata allocation or by any other method of allocation which does not take into account the equitable considerations referred to in the 
immediately preceding paragraph. The amount paid or payable by a party as a result of any Claim referred to in the immediately 
preceding paragraph shall be deemed to include, subject to the limitations set forth in Section 5.3, any legal or other fees, costs or 
expenses reasonably incurred by such party in com1ection with any investigation or proceeding. Notwithstanding anything in this 
Section 5.4 to the contrary, no indemnifying party (other than the Company) shall be required pursuant to this Section 5.4 to contribute 
any amount in excess of the net proceeds received by such indenmifying pmty from the sale of the Registrable Securities pursuant to 
the Registration Statement giving rise to such Claims, less all amounts previously paid by such indernnifying party with respect to 
such Claims. No Person guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section ll(f) of the Securities Act) shall be 
entitled to contribution from any Person who was not guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation. 

5.5. Other Indemnification. 

Indemnification similar to that specified in the preceding Sections 5.1 and 5.2 (with appropriate modifications) shall be given by 
the Company and each selling Holder of Registrable Securities with respect to any required registration or other qualification of 
securities under any Federal or state law or regulation of any governmental authority, other than the Securities Act. The indemnity 
agreements contained herein shall be in addition to any other rights to indenmification or contribution which any indenmified party 
may have pursuant to law or contract. 

5.6. Indemnification Payments. 
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The indemnification and contribution required by this Section 5 shall be made by periodic payments of the amount thereof during 
the course of any investigation or defense, as and when bills are received or any expense, loss, damage or liability is incurred. 

6. GENERAL. 

6.1. Adjustments Affecting Registrable Securities. 

The Company agrees that it shall not effect or permit to occur any combination or subdivision of shares which would adversely affect 
the ability of the Holder of any Registrable Securities to include such Registrable Securities in any registration contemplated by this 
Agreement or the marketability of such Registrable Securities in any such registration. 

6.2. Registration Rights to Others. 

If the Company shall at any time hereafter provide to any holder of any securities ofthe Company rights with respect to the 
registration of such securities under the Securities Act, such rights shall not be in conflict with any of the rights provided in this 
Agreement to the Holders. 

6.3. Availability of Information; Rule 144; Other Exemptions 

The Company covenants that it shall timely file any reports required to be filed by it under the Securities Act or the Exchange 
Act (including, but not limited to, the reports under Sections 13 and 15(d) of the Exchange Act referred to in subparagraph (c) ofRule 
144 under the Securities Act), and that it shall take such further action as any Holder of Registrable Securities may reasonably request, 
all to the extent required from time to time to enable such Holder to sell Registrable Securities without registration under the 
Securities Act within the limitation ofthe exemptions provided by (i) Rule 144 under the Securities Act, as such rule may be amended 
from time to time, or (ii) any other rule or regulation now existing or hereafter adopted by the SEC. Upon the request of any Holder of 
Registrable Securities, the Company shall deliver to such Holder a written statement as to whether it has complied with such 
requirements. 

6.4. Amendments and Waivers. 

The provisions of this Agreement may not be amended, modified, supplemented or terminated, and waivers or consents to 
departures from the provisions hereof may not be given, without the written consent ofthe Company and the Majority Holders, 
provided, however, that no such amendment, modification, supplement, waiver or consent to departure shall reduce the aforesaid 
percentage of Registrable Securities without the written consent of all of the Holders of Registrable Securities; and provided, further, 
that to the extent any Holder would be disproportionately adversely affected by such an1endment or waiver, then such Holder's 
consent shall also be required. Nothing llerein shall prohibit any amendment, modification, supplement, termination, waiver or consent 
to departure the adverse effect of which is limited only to those Holders who have agreed to such amendment, modification, 
supplement, termination, waiver or consent to departure. 

6.5. Notices. 

All notices and other communications provided for or permitted hereunder shall be deemed to be sufficient if contained in a 
written instrument and shall be deemed to llave been duly given when delivered in person, by telecopy, by facsimile, by nationally
recognized overnight courier, or by first class registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to such party at the address set 
forth below or such other address as may hereafter be designated in writing by the addressee as follows: 

(i) If to the Company, to: 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 
12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700 
Dallas, Texas 75251 
Attention: General Counsel 
Telephone: (214) 368-2084 
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Facsimile: (214) 706-3409 

With a copy to: 

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 
One Bryant Park 
Bank of America Tower 
New York, NY 10036-6745 
Attention: Steven M. Pesner 
Telephone: (212) 872-1070 
Facsimile; (212) 872-1002 

(ii) if to a Holder, at the most current address shown for such Holder in the records of the Company. 

All such notices, requests, consents and other communications shall be deemed to have been delivered (a) in the case of personal 
delivery or delivery by telecopy or facsimile, on the date of such delivery, (b) in the case of nationally-recognized overnight courier, 
on the next Business Day and (c) in the case of mailing, on the third Business Day following such mailing if sent by certified mail, 
return receipt requested. 

6.4. Successors and Assigns. 

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, successors and 
permitted assigns (including any permitted transferee of Registrable Securities). Any Holder may assign to any transferee of its 
Registrable Securities (other than a transferee that acquires such Registrable Securities in a registered public offering or pursuant to a 
sale under Rule 144 of the Securities Act (or any successor rule)), its rights and obligations under this Agreement; provided, however, 
if any transferee shall take and hold Registrable Securities, such transferee shall promptly notify the Company and by taking and 
holding such Registrable Securities such transferee shall automatically be entitled to receive the benefits of and be conclusively 
deemed to have agreed to be bound by and to perform all of the tem1s and provisions ofthis Agreement as if it were a pa1iy hereto 
(and shall, for all purposes, be deemed a Holder under this Agreement). Ifthe Company shall so request, any heir, successor or assign 
(including any transferee) shall agree in writing to acquire and hold the Registrable Securities subject to all of the terms hereof. For 
purposes of this Agreement, "successor" for any entity other than a natural person shall mean a successor to such entity as a result of 
such entity's merger, consolidation, sale of substantially all of its assets, or similar transaction. Notwithstanding any contrary 
provision herein, the Company may consent to and permit, without any further action of the Initial Holders, any Person who 
subsequently acquires Common Shares and/or Initial Holder Warrants to become a ''Holder" hereunder by executing a Joinder 
Agreement, in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

6.5. Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which, when so executed and delivered, shall be deemed 
to be an original, but all of which counterparts, taken together, shall constitute one and the same instrument. Facsimile, .pdf or other 
electronic transmission of copies of signatures shall constitute original signatures for all purposes of this Agreement and any 
enforcement hereof 

6.6. Descriptive Headings, Etc. 

The headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and shall not limit or otherwise affect the meaning of terms 
contained herein. Unless the context of this Agreement otherwise requires: (1) words of any gender shall be deemed to include each 
other gcnder; (2) words using the singular or plural number shall also include the plural or singular nun1ber, respectively; (3) the 
words "hereof', ''herein" and "hereunder" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall refer to this Agreement as a 
whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement, and Section and paragraph references are to the Sections and paragraphs 
of this Agreement unless otherwise specified; ( 4) the word "including" and words of similar import when used in this Agreement shall 
mean "including, without limitation," unless otherwise specifted; (5) "or" is not exclusive; and (6) provisions apply to successive 
events and transactions. 
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6. 7. Severability. 

In the event that any one or more of the provisions, paragraphs, words, clauses, phrases or sentences contained herein, or the 
application thereof in any circumstances, is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect for any reason, the validity, legality 
and enforceability of any such provision, paragraph, word, clause, phrase or sentence in every other respect and of the other remaining 
provisions, paragraphs, words, clauses, phrases or sentences hereof shall not be in any way impaired, it being intended that all rights, 
powers and privileges of the parties hereto shall be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

6.8. Governing Law. 

This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the domestic laws of the State of Texas, without giving 
effect to any choice oflaw or conflicting provision or rule (whether of the State of Texas, or any other jurisdiction) that would cause 
the laws of any jurisdiction other than the State of Texas to be applied. In furtherance of the foregoing, the internal law of the State of 
Texas will control the interpretation and construction of this Agreement, even if under such jurisdiction's choice oflaw or conflict of 
law analysis, the substantive law of some other jurisdiction would ordinarily apply. 

6.9. Remedies; Specific Performance. 

The parties hereto acknowledge that money damages would not be an adequate remedy at law if any party fails to perform in any 
material respect any of its obligations hereunder, and accordingly agree that each party, in addition to any other remedy to which it 
may be entitled at law or in equity, shall be entitled to seek to compel specific performance of the obligations of any other party under 
this Agreement, without the posting of any bond, in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement in any court of the 
United States or any State thereofhavingjurisdiction, and if any action should be brought in equity to enforce any of the provisions of 
this Agreement, none of the parties hereto shall raise the defense that there is an adequate remedy at law. Except as otherwise provided 
by law, a delay or omission by a party hereto in exercising any right or remedy accruing upon any such breach shall not impair the 
right or remedy or constitute a waiver of or acquiescence in any such breach. No remedy shall be exclusive of any other remedy. All 
available remedies shall be cumulative. The failure to file a Resale Registration Statement within the time periods specified in 
Section 2.1 or a Demand Registration Statement within 120 days of a Request under Section 2.2 shall and each shall constitute, in the 
absence of an injunction or a Blackout Period having been imposed or a withdrawn Request, a breach thereof entitling the Holders to 
remedies hereunder. 

6.10. Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement is intended by the parties as a final expression of their agreement and intended to be a complete and exclusive 
statement of the agreement and understanding of the parties hereto in respect of the subject matter contained herein. There are no 
restrictions, promises, representations, warranties, covenants or undertakings relating to such subject matter, other than those set forth 
or referred to herein. This Agreement supersedes all prior agreements and understandings between the Company and the other parties 
to this Agreement with respect to such subject matter. 

6.11. Nominees for Beneficial Owners. 

In the event that any Registrable Securities are held by a nominee for the beneficial owner thereof, the beneficial owner thereof 
may, at its election in writing delivered to the Company, be treated as the holder of such Registrable Securities for purposes of any 
request or other action by any holder or holders of Registrable Securities pursuant to this Agreement or any determination of any 
number or percentage of shares of Registrable Securities held by any holder or holders of Registrable Securities contemplated by this 
Agreement. If the beneficial owner of any Registrable Securities so elects, the Company may require assurances reasonably 
satisfactory to it of such owner's beneficial ownership of such Registrable Securities. 

6.12. Consent to Jurisdiction. 

(a) Each of the parties hereto hereby in·evocably and unconditionally submits, for itself or himself and its or his 
property, to the exclusive jurisdiction of any Texas state court sitting in Dallas county or federal court of the United States of 
America sitting in Dallas county, and any appellate court presiding thereover, in any action or proceeding arising out of or 
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relating to this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereunder or thereunder or for recognition or enforcement of any 
judgment relating thereto, and each of the parties hereto hereby irrevocably and ru1conditionally agrees that all claims in 
respect of any such action or proceeding may be heard and determined in any such Texas state court or, to the extent 
pemlitted by law, in any such federal court. Each of the parties hereto agrees that a finaljudgment in any such action or 
proceeding shall be conclusive and may be enforced in other jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any other manner 
provided by law. 

(b) Each of the parties hereto irrevocably and unconditionally waives, to the fullest extent it or he may legally and 
effectively do so, any objection that it or he may now or hereafter have to the layiug of venue of any suit, action or 
proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the transactions contemplated herellilder or thereunder in any State 
or federal court sitting in Dallas county. Each of the parties hereto irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, 
the defense of an inconvenient forllill to the maintenance of such action or proceeding in any such court. The parties hereto 
further agree that the notice of any process required by any such court in the marn1er set forth in Section 6.4 shall constitute 
valid and lawful service of process against them, without the necessity for service by any other means provided by law. 

6 .13. Further Assurances. 

Each party hereto shall do and perform or cause to be done and performed all such further acts and things and shall execute and 
deliver all such other agreements, certificates, instrllillents and documents as any other party hereto reasonably may request in order to 
carry out the intent and accomplish the purposes of this Agreement and the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby. 

6 .14. No Inconsistent Agreements. 

The Company will not hereafter enter into any agreement which is inconsistent with the rights granted to the Holders in this 
Agreement. 

6.15. Construction. 

The Company and the Initial Holders acknowledge that each of them has had the benefit of legal counsel of its own choice and 
has been afforded an opportunity to review this Agreement with its legal counsel and that this Agreement shall be construed as if 
jointly drafted by the Company and the Holders. 

[Signature Pages Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed as ofthe date first written above. 

EXCO Resources, Inc. [INITIAL HOLDERS] 

By: By: 
Name: Name: 
Title: Title: 

Signature Page to Registration Rights Agreement 
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Exhibit A 

JOINDER AGREEMENT 
TO 

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT 

This Joinder Agreement to Registration Rights Agreement is made and entered into as of , 201 (the 
"Agreement') by and between EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation (the "Company"), and the person listed on the signature 
page hereto under the heading "Holder" (such person beingrefe1red to as the "Holder"). 

WHEREAS, to provide for certain registration rights with respect to the Company's common stock and warrants, the Company 
and the Initial Holders specified on the signature pages thereto have executed that certain Registration Rights Agreement dated as of 
[ •] (the "Registration Rights Agreement'); and 

WHEREAS, Holder desires to become a party to the Registration Rights Agreement. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the delivery to and receipt by Holder of Common Shares and/or Initial 
Holder Warrants, the covenants and agreements contained herein and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt, adequacy and 
sufficiency of which is hereby aclmowledged, Holder hereby agrees as follows: 

1. Holder hereby executes this Agreement for the purpose of becoming a "Holder" under the Registration Rights Agreement. 
Holder hereby assumes all of the duties, obligations and liabilities of a "Holder" under the Registration Rights Agreement and shall be 
designated as a "Holder" thereunder. 

2. Holder shall be deemed a ''Holder" for all purposes under the Registration Rights Agreement, and shall be subject to and 
shall benefit from all of the rights and obligations of a "Holder" thereunder. All references in the Registration Rights Agreement to 
"Holder" shall mean and be a reference to Holder. The Registration Rights Agreement is hereby amended by deeming the signature of 
Holder hereto as a signature to the Registration Rights Agreement. 

3. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to 
principles of conflicts of law. 

***** 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered as of the date above first written. 

EXCO Resources, Inc. 

By.--,--~~----~---
Name: 
Title: 

HOLDER 

[Name] 

Joinder Agreement to Registration Rights Agreement 
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{Letterhead of EXCO} 

____ ,2015 

Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC 
200 Crescent Court, Suite 200 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
Attention: Jonathan Siegler, Executive Vice President, CFO 

Re: Nonlination ofDesignee to the Board of Directors ofEXCO 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Reference is made to that certain Services and Investment Agreement, dated as of March 
31, 2015, by and among Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company ("ESAS"), and EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation ("EXCO") (the "Services 
and Investment Agreement" as the same may be amended or amended and restated from time to 
time in accordance with its terms). All capitalized terms used but not otherwise defmed herein 
shall have the respective meanings set forth in the Services and Investment Agreement. 

This is the letter referred to in Section 5.19 of the Services and Investment Agreement. 
So long as (i) no order from a Governmental Authority is outstanding to the contrary, and (ii) 
ESAS is not in breach of Sections 5.18, 5.19 or 5.20 of the Services and Investment Agreement, 
ESAS shall have the right to nominate for election to the Board of Directors of EXCO (the 
"Board") one (1) director (the "ESAS Nonlinee"); provided that (a) until the earlier to occur of 
(i) the fourth anniversary of the Closing and (ii) the death or incapacity of C. John Wilder ("Mr. 
Wilder"), ESAS's nominee shall be Mr. Wilder and ESAS shall cause Mr. Wilder (A) to agree to 
be nominated for election to serve on the Board at any annual meeting of the shareholders or 
special meeting held to elect directors and (B) to agree to be nominated for election to serve as 
Executive Chairman at any meeting of the Board held to elect the Executive Chairman and (C) to 
serve on the Board and as Executive Chairman if properly elected and (b) ESAS shall not have 
the right to nominate any person, including Mr. Wilder, as the ESAS Nominee if such person (i) 
is prohibited or disqualified from serving as a director ofEXCO under any order or decree of any 
court, the SEC or any other regulatory body, rule or regulation of the SEC, the New York Stock 
Exchange or any other exchange on which the Common Stock is listed, or by applicable Law, (ii) 
has engaged in acts or omissions constituting a breach of his or her fiduciary duties to EXCO and 
its shareholders (other than such duties that are waived in the Articles of Incorporation of 
EXCO), (iii) has engaged in acts or omissions that involve (A) intentional misconduct or an 
intentional violation of Law and that are felonies, or (B) violations of Law involving moral 
turpitude or that are materially adverse to EXCO, or (iv) is subject to a disqualification event 
described in Rule 506(d) of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933; provided, further, that 
ESAS shall have the right to replace such disqualified person, other than Mr. Wilder, with a 
different person as the ESAS N onlinee. 
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EXCO hereby agrees, subject to the fiduciary duties of its Board, to cause the ESAS 
Nominee to be nominated for election to serve on the Board at any annual meeting of the 
shareholders or special meeting held to elect directors. 

Neither EXCO nor any officer, director, stockholder, partner, member, employee or agent 
of EXCO makes any representation or warranty as to the fitness or competence of the ESAS 
Nominee to serve on the Board by virtue of such party's execution of this letter. 

This letter and the obligations hereunder shall automatically terminate on the first to 
occur of (a) the termination of the Services and Investment Agreement in accordance with its 
terms and (b) the initial time that ESAS no longer has the right to nominate any ESAS Nominee 
in accordance with the terms hereof. 

This letter is being executed in cormection with the Services and Investment Agreement. 
This letter shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws ofthe State of Texas 
without regard to principles of conflicts of law. The terms of this letter may not be amended, 
modified or supplemented, and waivers or consents to departures fi·om the terms hereof may not 
be given, except by the written consent of all of the parties hereto. This letter may be executed 
by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered 
shall be an original, but all such counterparts together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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If the foregoing accurately sets forth our understanding, please acknowledge by signing in the 
space provided below. 

Sincerely, 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

By: --------------------------------
Name: ------------------------------
Title: -------------------------------

Signature Page to Side Letter 
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Agreed to and accepted as of the date set forth above 

ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES LLC 

By: __________________________ __ 
Name: 

~--------------------------

Title: -----------------------------

Signature Page to Side Letter 
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EXECUTIVECHA~AN 

Rider 7A (insert as new Section 3.9 and renumber existing 3.9 and 3.10): 

Section 3.9. Election of Executive Chairman: The Board of Directors may atmually 
elect one of its members to be Executive Chairman of the Board (the "Executive Chairman of the 
Board") and may fill any vacancy in the position of Executive Chairman of the Board with a 
director at such time and in such manner as the Board of Directors shall determine. The 
Executive Chairman of the Board shall not be an officer, executive or employee of the 
Corporation by virtue of such position and shall have the same rights, duties and obligations to 
the Corporation and its shareholders as other members of the Board of Directors who are not 
officers, executives or employees of the Corporation and shall not have any additional or 
heightened rights, duties or obligations by virtue of such position. A director may be removed 
from the position of Executive Chairman ofthe Board at any time by the affirmative vote ofthe 
Board ofDirectors whenever in its judgment the best interests of the Corporation will be served 
thereby, but such removal shall be without prejudice to the contract rights, if any, of the person 
so removed and shall not affect the person's position as a director. 

Other Comments: 

Section 5.1 --strike "a Chairman ofthe Board," from this section. 

Global-- change "Chairman of the Board" to "Executive Chairman of the Board" throughout 
the Bylaws 
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EXCO 

ESAS 

SCHEDULE 1.1 

KNOWLEDGE PERSONS 

Harold L. Hickey 

Richard A. Burnett 

William L. Boeing 

Michael R. Chambers 

Harold H. Jameson 

Russell D. Griffm 

C. John Wilder 

Jonathan Siegler 

Lillian Meyer 

Schedule 1.1 
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SCHEDULE 4.11 

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENTS 

(Attached) 

Schedule 4.11 
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EXCO Resources, Inc. 
12377 Merit Drive • Suite 1700 .. Dallas, Texas 75251 

Phone (21 4) 368·2084" Fax (972) 367-3559 

December ll, 20 13 

Re: EXCO Rights Offering/Filing of New 8~3 Resale Registration Stat~ment 

Dear Investor: 

As you know. EXCO annom1eed on November 25, 2013, that it intends to conduct a rights 
offering which will allow the Company to t!lise equity capital through the sale of EXCO 
common stock. EXCO expects to raise approximately $:273 million in the rights offering as a 
result of the commitments of WL Ross & Co. LLC and Hamblin Watsa Investment Counsel Ltd. 
(or their affiliates). You are a pm.1y to the First Amended and Restated Registration Rights 
Agreement originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 
2005 (the "2005 Registration Rights Agreement"). EXCO is requesting that you waive your 
rights pursuant to the 2005 Registration· Rights Agreement sole1y as it relates to the filing of the 
Fonn S~3 t"egisttation statement by EXCO t·elating to the rights offering. 

Please also be advised that EXCO intends to file a new S-3 Resale Registration Stakment 
cove.ring your shares that are subject to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement as well as any 
shares. you may purchase in the rights offering. EXCO anticipates that the new Resale S~3 
Registration Statement wm be ftled within 10 business days ofthe closing of the rights offering. 

Please irtdicate your agreement with the foregoing by signing below. 

Very truly yours, 
/"") 

/t.i,_ .. · l ·/:~p•o-~-"··~ 
William L. Boeing 
Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 

Agreed to and accepted as of December 11; 2013 

Print Name: 
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FROM :PostNEt 

l ~ 

FAX NO. :7137802988 DEc. 17 2013 !0:48AM P1 

EXCO Resou ces, 1lnc. 
12i377 Merit orlve • Suite 1700 4 Darlas, Texas 75251 

Phone (214) 3S8·2C 64 • Fax (972) 367-3559 

Dccembei ll, 2013 

Re,: 11:XCO Rights OfteriugiFilin~ q£Ni1 w S-3 U:oaale. R~giRtr.atinn Smtc~(lnt 

Denr ltlvcstQr: . 

A$ yoq knllW1 :EXCO !l.nllQunced on Nov~:~ ber 25, 2013, that·lt int~;JJ~<:is t<.l <.mnQ.nct ·a rights 
offedn$ which wiU allow the Contpany I raiBD ~qtuty capital ~:hrpugh th.;l ~~~Je of EXCO 

· oomrhmt ~toe!{, EXCO expects to m!se lli>J toximatdy $:i73 miJJlgn in thll! rights offering as a 
msult oftlu! commi1m~t5 ofWL.Ros~ &. (!(. LLC m14 Hllinblln Wat.sCI tnveslttl.:nt Counsel LLii. 
(or their afflliataH). You are a party t(} tl1 Jlir~t Amended and Restated Registration Right:l 
A~ocmerrt orlgiflally dat~ as of OctoheT 3, ~005, !IS amended and :restated. as llfDiilt:Ort'lher 30, 
2005 (th~ "2005 Re~i~trt1tio11 Righ'lll Agree ent"), EXCO is n::qu.osting that you waive yo1~r 
rights pur&u~t to tho 2005 Regim~tlon Rig rts Agtr.~lnent aolcly as it I"Clates to tl1e tlHtlg of tht: 
Fom1 S-3 regi~rtrati011 statement by TIXCO re ntht8 to ·I he right:.~ of'ff;fing, 

l'lE~aF.:e also be advi$ed th~t J!,XCO intl:'nd. to iltu 1l Mw S-3 ReiiQ.le Registration Sllll~moltt 
c~;~v~:ring your ~1-u~.rl!~ tl1at n.re subject to the .005 Regie.tration Rights Agreement as well ~ll 'l.llY 
!fulltQS. you iuay p\ltchaso in the rlgh~ offi ring, EXCO nnticlpat1=!1 that tbc:l new R~sale S~3 
Registration St!ltl .. 'tnent will be tl!cd Within I I busioesn days of the cloi!ing o£ the rights offering. 

Please indtt:ata yollt' agr~~m~nt with the fore, olli.s by 1!igning below. 

illiilm L, tlo~:ing 
ice PN~;id$'rtt, General Counsel and Secretary 

-.,., 

D-222H58_l 
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EXCO Resources, Inc. 
12377 Merit Drive • Suite 1700 • Dallas, Texa's 75251 

Phone (214) 368-2084 • Fax (972) 367-3559 

December 11, 20 13 

Re: EXCO Rights Offering/Filing of New S-3 Resale Registration Statement 

I 
Dear Investor: 

As you know, EXCO announced on November 25, 2013, that it intends to conduct a rights 
offering which will allow the Company to raise equity capital through the sale of EXCO 
conuno'n stock. EXCO expects t9 raise approximately $273 million in the rights offering as a 
result ofthe conunitments ofWL Ross & Co. LLC and Hamblin Watsa Inv~:;stment Counsel Ltd. 
(or their affiliates). You are a party to the First Amended and Restated Registration Rights 
Agreement originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 
2005 (1;he "2005 Registration Rights Agreement,'). EXCO is requesting that you waive your 
rights pursuant to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement solely as it relates to the filing of the 
Form S~3 registration statement by EXCO relating to the rights offering. 

Please also be advised that EXCO intends to file a new S-3 Resale Registration Statement 
covenng your shares that are subject to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement as well as any 
shares you rnay purchase in the rights offering. EXCO anticipates that the new Resale S-3 
Registrlilion Statement will be filed within 10 business days ofthe closing of the rights offering. 

' , 

Please indicate your agreement with the foregoing by signing below. 
I 
i 
! 

Very truly yours, 

0-.-:. L·fL 
William L. Boeing 
Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 

I 
Agreedito and accepted as ofDecember 11,2013 

I 
I 
! 

D-2223558_1 
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EXCO Resources, Inc. 
12377 Merit Drive" Suite 1700 a Dallas1 Texas 75251 

Phone (214) 368·2084 ~Fax (972) 367~3559 

December 11, 2013 

Rc: EXCO Rights Offering/Filing of New S~3 Resale Rcgistrfttion Statement 

Dear Investor: 

As you know~ EXCO announced on November 25, 2013, that it intends to conduct a rights 
offering which will allow the Company to raise eqt1ity capital through the sale of EXCO 
common stock. EXCO expects to raise approximately $273 million in the rights ofthing as a 
result of the commitments of WL Ross & Co. LLC and Hamblin Watsa Investment Counsel Ltd. 
(or thoir affiliates), You are a party to the Fir~t An1encled and Restated Registration Rights 
Agreement originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 
2005 (the "2005 Registration Rights Agreement''). EXCO is requesting that you waive your 
rights pursuant to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement solely as it relates to the filing of the 
Fonn S~3 registl'ation statement by EXCO relating to the rights offering. 

Please also be advised that EXCO intends to tile a new S-3 Resale Registration Statement 
covering your shares that are subject to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement as well as any 
shares you nllly purchase in the Tights offering. EXCO anticipates that the new Resale S-3 
Registration Statement will be filed within 10 business days of the closing of the rights offering. 

Please indicate yotu· agreement with the foregoing by signing below. 

V cry truly yo (Irs~ 

WiJiiam L. Boeing 
Vice President, General Counsel and Secretmy 

Agt"eed to and accepted as of December 11, 2013 

~?~ 
Print Name: 

D-2223558_1 
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EXCO Resources, Inc. 
' J • ! 

. 12377JIJ1erit qrive • Suit~ 1700 (j.Dallas, Texas 75251 

Phone {214) 368-2084" Fax (972): 367~3559. 

Re: EXCc? IDghtsOffering!Filing ofNewS~3 ResaleRegiStration,'Siateme'lJ.t 

:bear .Investor; 

As you.lmow, EXCO armounced., on November 25, 2013~ that·it ihteil;~s to ~onduct a ,right,<;· 
ofthmg which wiii. allow the Comp~y to raise. eq1,tity capital through _the sale of <EXCO 

·. commort lltock EXCO e~pects to r<~,l:s.e approximat~ly $273' million in the rights offenng rur a 
resUlt. (If the coD:nPiiruents of WL. Ross & Co. LLC and Hamblin Watsa I1lve~ent Cotm.Sel Ltd. 
(or their a:t;filiat!;l~). · Y()u f:lte .a party to the First Amepd~d ai,lo Restated Registration Rights 
Agteementoriginally dated as of,Odob~r 3,; 20Q5, as aruendeci and r~sta,te4·as ofl)ecen+ber 30,. 
2005 (the i'2005 Reglstrati(ln Rights Agreement''}. E~CO is requestihg that yPq waive yoJl]: 
rights pursq~t tQ the 2005 RegisttatioJJ. Rights Agreement solely as it reiates to the filing of the 
Fo:rm S,3 re~$-atip~ st~tement by EXCO relating to the :tights' o:fferil).g .. 

·Please also he advised that EXCO intends to file a. nyw ·S~3 R~salf! Registration Statement 
covering your shares that are subject to the 2005 R¢gistration Rights Agreement as well as any , 
shares you inay purchase in the right& offetiug. EXCO anticipates that the new Res?Ie S~3 
R.egis1ratlon Statement will be filed within 1 0 ~usiness d~ys c,xfthe closing of the· rights offering, 

Pi ease :indicate your agteemeri~ with the foregoing by sigr.~ing ~elqw. 

v eryc tnily yours~ ' . 

William L. Bbeihg 
.· Vice President} Ge'neral Counsel and. Secretaty . ' . . . .· 

Agreed .to and accepte;d, ~ of D¢ce:niber i 1, 2013 
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EXCO Resources; Inc. 
12377 MeritOrive • Suite 1700 • Dallas, Texas 75251 

Phone (214) 368-2084" Fax (972) 367-3559 

December 12,2013 

Re: EXCO Rights Offering/Filing ofNew S-3 Resale Registration Statement 

Dear Investor: 

As you know, EXCO announced on November 25, 2013, that it intends to conduct a rights 
offering which will allow the Comp3ny to raise equity capital through the sale of EXCO 
cmnmon stock. EXCO expects to raise approximately $273 million in the rights offering as a 
result of the commitme:qts ofWL Ross & Co. LLC and Hamblin Watsa Investment Counsel Ltd. 
(or their affiliates). You are a ·party to the First Amended and Restated Registration Rights 
Agreement originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 
2005 (the "'2005 Registration Rights· Agreement") and the Registration Rights Agreement dated 
March 28, 2007 in respect of 7.0% Cl.1mulative Convertible Perpetual Preferred Stock and 
Hybrid Preferred Stock (the "2007 Registration Rights Agreement''). EXCO is requesting that 
you waive your· rights pursuant to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 
Registration Rights Agreement solely as it relates to the filing of the Form S-3 registration 
$tatement by EXCO relating to the rights offering, 

Please also be advised that EXCO intends to file a new S-3 Resale Registration Statement 
covering your shares that are subject to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 
Registration Rights Agreewent as well as any shares you may purchase' in the rights offering. 
EXCO anticipates that the new Resale S-3 Registration Statement will be filed within 10 
business days of the closing of the rights offerhtg. · 

. Please indicate your'agreement with the foregoing by signing below. 

Very truly yours, 

William L. Boeing 
Vice President, General CoU!lSel and Secretary 
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Agreed to and accepted as of December I:Z, 2013 

Investor: 

ARES CORl)ORATE OPPORTUNITIES FUND, L.P. 
By: ACOF Operating Manager, LP. 
Its: Manager 

By:17---~ 
Name: NA~ 
Title: AUTHORIZED SIGNAIORY 

ACOF EXCO, L.P. 
By: ACOF Operating Manager, L.P. 
Its: Manager 

By:ra ~ 
Name: NASEEM SAGATI 
Title: AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 

ACOF EXCO 892 INVESTORS, L.P. 
Dy: ACOF Operating Manager, L.P. 
Its: Manager 

Dy:1J------~ 
Name: --~N,;;..A;;.;;;S.:::.E::.;EM:_:_:S:..._A.:...G_JA-,.T.,..,.,l,..-:--:--
Title: AUTHOIUZED SIGNATORY 

ARES CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES FUND II, L.P. 
By: ACOF Operating Manager II, L.P. 
Its: Manager 

Name: NASEEM SAGA TI 
Title: AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 
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ARES EXCO, L.P. 
By: ACOF Operating Manager II, L.P. 
Its: Manager 

By: 77 t---~ 
Name: NASEEM SAGATI 
Title: AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 

ARES EXCO 892 INVESTORS, L.P. 
By: ACOP Operating Manager II, L.P. 
Its: Manager 

By:!f)~~-
Namc: --:-=~N.;:,.A::.;.S.;,.:E:-=E~M:....::S~A~G~JA.;;T~I~ 
Title: AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 
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Agreed to and accepted as ofDecember /1., 2013 

Investor: 

OCM Exco Holdings, LLC 

By: OCM Opportunities Fund V, LP. 
Its: Member 

By: 
Its: 
By: 
Its: 

OCM Opportunities Fund V GP, L.P. 
General Partner 
Oak e Fund GP I, L.P. 

Partner C ... 
~AD~. 

By: OCM Opportunities Fund VI, L.P. 
Its: Member 

By: OCM Opportunities Fund VI GP, LP. 
Its: General Partner 
By: Oa e Fund GP I, L.P. 
Its: G n al Partner 

By: 
Name: Rajath Sho rie 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

Dy: fllilf_ 
Name: ::ri fv,l.\er ~.<.. 
Title: Au onzed Signatory 

By: OCM Opportunities Fund VII, LP. 
Its: Member 

By: OCM Opportunities Fund VII GP, LP. 
Its: General Partner 
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By: 
Its: 
By: 
Its: 

By: 
Name: 
Title: 

By: 
Name: 
Title: 

OCM Opportl.mities Fund VII GP Ltd. 
General Partner 
Oaktr Capital Management, L.P. 

Dir r c ,.rlL 
Cl)[J . S ourie 

M~;nagln Drrecto,---

/71p 
L/'L1 c:=/)x:J 

JEI!'inifer Box 
Senior Vice President 

OCM Principal Opportunities Fund IV Delaware, L.P. 

By: OCM Principal Opportunities Fund IV Delaware GP Inc. 

::, G~Jfftil:-' 
Name: / fl/c.fM.-vd -:[, o n 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

By:~ 
Name: tJft~e:I.A. t\~f<Sf 0 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

OCM Principal Opportunities Fund III, L.P. 
OCM Principal Opportunities Fund IliA, L.P. 

By: 
Their: 
By: 
Its: 

OCM Principal Opportunities Fund III GP, L.P. 
General Partner 
Oaktree Fund GP I, L.P. 
Gener artn6r 

By:~ 
N arne: N f\ ~I(. II.\ f\. ¢-A~11J 
Title: Authorized Signatory 
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JOINDER AGREEMENT 
TO 

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT 

Exhibit4.2 

This Joinder Agreement to Registration Rights Agreement is made and entered into as of January 17, 2014 (the "Agreement") by and 
between EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation and successor to EXCO Holdings II, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), and the 
persons listed on the signature page hereto under the heading "Holders'' (such persons being referred to collectively as the "Holders"). 

WHEREAS, the Company and the Initial Holders specified on the signature pages thereto have executed that certain First Amended and 
Restated Registration Rights Agreement dated as of December 30, 2005 (the "2005 Registration Rights Agreement") relating to such Initial 
Holders' registration rights with respect to the Company's common stock, par value $.001 per share (the "Common Stock"); 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 6.6 of the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement, the Company may consent to and permit, without any 
further action of the Initial Holders, any person who subsequently acquires Common Shares to become a "Holder" under the 2005 Registration 
Rights Agreement by executing a Joinder Agreement, in substantially the form attached thereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, the undersigned desire to become patties to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the Company has agreed to execute a 
Joinder Agreement relating thereto. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration oftqe foregoing, the covenants and agreements contained herein and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt, adequacy and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, each of the undersigned Holders and the Company hereby 
agree as follows: 

1. The undersigned Holder hereby executes this Agreement for the purpose ofbecoming a "Holder" under the 2005 Registration Rights 
Agreement. Holder hereby assumes all of the duties, obligations and liabilities of a "Holder" under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and 
shall be designated as an "Investor Holder" thereunder. 

2. The undersigned Holder shall be deemed a "Holder" for all purposes under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement, and shall be subject 
to and shall benefit from all of the rights and obligations of a "Holder" thereunder. All references in the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement to 
"Holder," "Investor Holder" or "h1itial Holder" shaH mean and be a reference to Holder. The 2005 Registration Rights Agreement is hereby 
atnended by deeming the signature of Holder hereto as a signature to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement. 

3. Thls Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to principles of 
conflicts oflaw. 

[Signature Pages Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered as of the date above first written. 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

By: Is/ William L. Boeing 
N arne: Willimn L. Boeing 
Title: Vice President and General Counsel 

[Signature Page to WLR Registration Rights Joinder Agreement] 
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HOLDERS: 

WLRIV EXCO AIV ONE, L.P. 

By: WLR Recovery Associates IV LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: 

By: 

By: Is/Michael J. Gibbons 
----~~~~~~~~==~~~~ 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

By: 

By: 

By: 

WLR IV EXCO AIV TWO, L.P. 

WLR Recovery Associates IV LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: Is/ Michael J. Gibbons 
----~~~~~~~~==~~~~ 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

By: 

By: 

By: 

WLRIVEXCOAIVTHREE, L.P. 

WLR Recovery Associates IV LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: Is/Michael J. Gibbons 
·----~~~~~~~~==~~~~ 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

[Signature Page to WLR Registration Rights Joinder Agreement] 
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WLR IV EXCO AIV FOUR, L.P. 

By: 

By: 

By: 

WLR Recovery Associates IV LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: Is/ MichaelJ. Gibbons 
------~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

By: 

By: 

By: 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

WLR IV EXCO AIV FIVE, L.P. 

WLR Recovery Associates N LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: Is/ Michael J. Gibbons 
------~--~~~--~~~~~~~~~ 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

By: 

By: 

By: 

WLR IV EXCO AIV SIX, L.P. 

WLR Recovery Associates IV LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group,L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: Is/Michael J. Gibbons 
------~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

[Signature Page to WLR Registration Rights Joinder Agreement] 
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By: 

By: 

By: 

WLR SELECT CO-INVESTMENT XCO AIV, L.P. 

WLR Select Associates LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P ., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: /s/ Michael J. Gibbons 
----~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Natne: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

WLR/GS MASTER CO-INVESTMENT XCO AIV, L.P. 

By: 

By: 

By: 

WLRMaster Co-Investment GP, LLC, 
its General Partner 

WL Ross Group, L.P., 
its Managing Member 

El Vedado, LLC, 
its General Partner 

By: /s/MichaelJ. Gibbons 
·----~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

By: 

By: 

WLR IV PARALLEL ESC, L.P. 

INVESCO WLRIV Associates LLC, 
its General Partner 

INVESCO Private Capital, Inc., 
its Man aging Member 

By:·------~--~~~~-=~/~s/~M~ic~h~a~el~J~·~G~ib~b~o~ns 
Name: Michael J. Gibbons, authorized person 

[Signature Page to WLR Registration Rights Joinder Agreement] 
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JOINDER AGREEMENT 
TO 

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT 

Exhibit 4.3 

This Joinder Agreement to Registration Rights Agreement is made and entered into as of January 17,2014 (the "Agreement") by and 
between EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation and successor to EXCO Holdings II, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), and the 
persons listed on the signature page hereto under the heading "Holders" (such persons being referred to collectively as the "Holders"). 

WHEREAS, the Company and the Initial Holders specified on the signature pages thereto have executed that certain First Amended and 
Restated Registration Rights Agreement dated as of December 30, 2005 (the "2005 Registration Rights Agreement") relating to such Initial 
Holders' registration rights with respect to the Company's common stock, par value $.001 per share (the "Common Stock"); 

\VHEREAS, pursuant to Section 6.6 of the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement, the Company may consent to and permit, without any 
further action of the Initial Holders, any person who subsequently acquires Common Shares to become a "Holder" under the 2005 Registration 
Rights Agreement by executing a Joinder Agreement, in substantially the form attached thereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, the undersigned desire to become pmties to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the Company has agreed to execute a 
Joinder Agreement relating thereto. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the covenants and agreements contained herein and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt, adequacy and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, each of the undersigned Holders and the Company hereby 
agree as follows: 

I. The undersigned Holder hereby executes this Agreement for the purpose of becoming a "Holder" under the 2005 Registration Rights 
Agreement. Holder hereby assumes all of the duties, obligations and liabilities of a "Holder" under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and 
shall be designated as an "Investor Holder" thereunder. 

2. The undersigned Holder shall be deemed a "Holder" for all purposes under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement, and shall be subject 
to and shall benefit from all of the rights m1d obligations of a "Holder" thereunder. All references in the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement to 
"Holder," "Investor Holder" or "Initial Holder" shall mean and be a reference to Holder. The 2005 Registration Rights Agreement is hereby 
amended by deeming the signature of Holder hereto as a signature to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement. 

3. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State ofDelaware, without regard to principles of 
conflicts oflaw. 

[Signature Pages Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered as of the date above frrst written. 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

By: Is/ William L. Boeing 
Name: William L. Boeing 
Title: Vice President and General Counsel 

[Signature Page to Registration Rights Joinder Agreement] 
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HOLDERS: 

ADVENT SYNDICATE 780 
CLEARWATERINSUR-\NCE COMPANY 

NORTHBRIDGE GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
ODYSSEY REINSURANCE COMPANY 

CLEARWATER SELECT INSURANCE COMPANY 
RIVERSTONE INSURANCE LIMITED 

ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY 
FAIRFAX MASTER TRUST FUND 

By: Hamblin Watsa Investment Counsel Ltd., as 
investment manager 

By: /s/ Roger Lace 

[Signature Page to Registration Rights Joinder Agreement] 
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EXCO Resources, Inc. 
·12377 Merit Drive • Suite 1700 • Dalla~. Texas 7525l 

Phone (214) 368-2084 • Fax (972) 367-3559 

February 24, 2015 

Ares Corporate Opporttmities Ftmd, L.P. 
ACOF EXCO, L.P. 
ACOF EXCO 892 Investors, LP. 
Ares Corporate Opportunities Fund II, L.P. 
Ares EXCO, L.P. 
Ares EXCO 892 Investors, L.P. (collectiveiy, ''you" or "Investor") 
2000 Avenue ofthe Stars, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90067 

Re: EXCO Resources, Inc.- Waiver of Registration Rights 

Dear Investor: 

As you know, EXCO Resources, Inc. (''EXCO") intends to tile a post-effective 
amendment to its Registration Statement on Form S-3 (File No. 333-193660) that r-egistered 
c~rtain shares of EXCO's common stock that were owried ~y you or your affiliates· and was 
originally filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on January 30, 2014, to convert 
the Registration Statement to a non-automatic shelf registration statement on Form S.-3 (the 
"Post-Effective Amemlmenf'). You are a party to the First Amended and Restated Registration 
Rights Agreement originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of 
December 30, 2005 (the "2005 Registration Rights Agreement"), an.d the Registration Rights 
Agreement dated March 28, 2007 in respect of7.0% Cumulative Convertible Perpetual Preferred 
Stock and Hybrid Preferred Stock (the "2007 Registration Rights Agreement"). As such, you 
have the·right to register shares of EXCO's common stock that are owned by you or your 
affiliates' in the Post~Effective Amendment. · 

EXCO understands that you do not wish to include your shares of EXCO's common 
stock in the Post~Effective Amendment and EXCO requests that, on behalf of you and your 
affiliates, you irrevocably waive your rights under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and 
the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement. Accordingly, by signing this waiver you agree that you, 
on behalf of yourself and each of your afftliates, inevocably waive any and all of your rights 
pursuant to the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement 
solely as it relates to the registration of shares of EXCO's common stock owned by you o.r your 
affiliates in the Post-E±Iective Amendment 

Please indicate your agreement with the foregoing by signing below. 

Very truly yours, 
!"\. 

. ! I I· . 
'(~ .. 

ll),-_. "' "·l_j"-t..- .• 

William L. Boeing 
Vice President, General Couhsel and SecretfU'y 
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Agreed to and accepted as of February 1.~ , 2015 

ARES CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES FUND, L.P. 

By: ACOF Management, L.P. 
Its~ General Partner 

By: ACOF Operating Manager, L.P. 
Its: General Partner 

By: !J~~ 
Name: · ~een~ S~t\b 
Title: fr~M1:t'd s}~tA\'t:Jt:J 

ACOF EXCO, L.P. 

By: ACOF Management, L.P. 
Its: General Partrier 

By: ACOF Operating Manager, L.P. 
Its: General Partner 

By: CfJ~i::k 
Name: No..see~ S$n 
Title: · fYvfuoYLlt = A'\wj 

ACOF EXCO 892 INVESTORS, L.P. 

By: ACOF Management, L.P. 
Its: General Partner 

By: ACOF Operating Manager, L.P. 
Its: General Partner 

Signature Page Jo Registration Rights Agreement Waiver 
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ARES CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES FUND Il, L.P. 

By: ACOF Management II, LP. 
Its: General Partner 

By: ACOF Management II GP LLC 
Its: General Partner 

By: ____.!f7,____r-_-f_J__t_.._ 
Name: Naseem S_agati 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

ARES EXCO~ L.P . 

. By: ACOF Management II, LP. 
Its: General Partner 

By: ACOF Management II GP LLC 
Its: General Partner 

By ?k- f--4 
Name: Naseem Sagati 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

ARES EXCO 892 INVESTORS, L.P. 

By: ACOF Management II, L.P, 
Its: General Partner 

By: ACOF Management II GP LLC 
Its: General Partner 

By: Zl--~ 
N arne: Naseem. Sagatl 
Title: Authorized Signatory 

Sigmuure Page to Registration Rights Agreement WaiveJ' 
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EXHIBIT A 

(Attached) 

Exhibit A 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED 
CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION 

OF 
EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

EXCO Resources, Inc. (the "Corporation"), pursuant to the provisions of Sections 3.059 and 3.060 of the 
Texas Business Organizations Code, as amended (the "TBOC'), hereby adopts this Amended and Restated 
Certificate ofFonnation ("Certificate of Formation"), which accurately copies the Third Amended and Restated 
Articles of Incorporation and all amendments thereto (the "Articles of Incorporation") that are in effect to date, as 
further an1ended by this Certificate ofFonnation as hereinafter set forth, and which contains no other change in any 
provision thereof. 

ONE: The name of the Corporation is EXCO Resources, Inc. The Corporation is a Texas for-profit 
Corporation. The filing number issued to the Corporation by the Secretary of State is 12861900. 

TWO: The following alterations have been made to the Aliicles of Incorporation in this Certificate of 
Formation: 

1. All references to the Texas Business Corporations Act are hereby amended to refer to the TBOC, all 
references to these AI·ticles ofincorporation are hereby amended to refer to this Certificate of Formation 
and all references to the Texas Miscellaneous Corporation Laws Act are hereby deleted. 

2. Article I is hereby deleted in its entirety, and the following new Aliicle I is substituted in its place: 

"ARTICLE I 
NAME 

The name of the Corporation is EXCO Resources, Inc. The Corporation is a for-profit Corporation." 

3. Article IV is hereby deleted in its entirety, and the following new Article IV is substituted in its place: 

"ARTICLE IV 
CAPITALIZATION 

The aggregate number of shares of capital stock that the Corporation will have authority to issue is 
960,000,000 shares, which shall consist of950,000,000 shares of Common Stock, par value $0.001 per share (the 
"Common Stock''), and 10,000,000 shares of preferred stock, par value $0.001 per share ("Preferred Stoc!C'). 

Authority is hereby expressly vested in the Board of Directors of the Corporation, subject to any limitations 
prescribed by the TBOC, to establish one or more series of shares ofPrefetTed Stock fi"om time to time by adoption 
of a resolution or resolutions setting forth the designation of the series and fixing and determining the designations, 
preferences, limitations, and relative rights, including voting rights, of the shares of any such series to the same 
extent that such designations, preferences, limitations, and relative rights could be stated if fully set forth in this 
Certificate ofFmmation. 

The Board of Directors of the Corporation may increase or decrease the number of shares within each 
established series of the Preferred Stock through the adoption of a resolution fixing and determining the new nwnber 
of shares of each series in which the number of shares is increased or decreased; provided, however, that the Board 
of Directors ofthe Corporation may not decrease the number of shares within a series to less than the number of 
shares within such series that are then issued. In case the number of shares of a series of Preferred Stock shall be so 
decreased, the shares by which the series is decreased shall resume the status of authorized but unissued shares of 
the class of shares fiom which the series was established." 

108841969 vl2 
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4. Article VII is hereby deleted in its entirety, and the following new Article VII is substituted in its place: 

"ARTICLE VII 
REGISTERED OFF1CE 

The street address of the Corporation's registered office is as follows: 

1999 Bryan St., Suite 900 
Dallas, Texas 75201-3136" 

5. Article IX is hereby deleted in its entirety, and the following new Article IX is substituted in its place: 

"ARTICLE IX 
DIRECTORS 

TI1e names and addresses ofthe cunent directors of the Corporation are as follows: 

N~me 

Jeffrey D. Benjamin 

B. James Ford 

Samuel A. Mitchell 

Wilbur L. Ross, Jr. 

Jeffrey S. Serota 

Robert L. Stillwell 

Address 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite I 700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Thive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251 

12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, LB 82 
Dallas, TX 75251" 

6. Article XV is hereby deleted in its entirety, and the following new Article XV is substituted in its place: 

"ARTICLE XV 
BUSINESS COMBINATION LAW 

Pursuant to Section 21.607 of the TBOC, the Corporation expressly elects not to be goverued by Section 
21.606 ofthe TBOC (the Business Combiuation Law)." 

7. The following new Article XVIII is hereby added: 

"ARTICLE XVIII 
CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES 

The Directors, their respective affiliates who are not also employees of the Corporation and any investment 
funds or companies that they may now own or manage or may hereafter form or acquire (collectively, the "Specified 
Persons") may own, currently or in the future, equity and other interests in oilier entities (existing and future) that 
participate in the energy business or industry ("Industry Companies") and may euter into agreements from time to 
time with Industry Companies. The Specified Perseus may also serve as employees, partners, officers, directors, 
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members, managers, or principals of, or advisors to, Industry Companies and, at any given time, the Specified 
Persons may be in direct or indirect competition with the Corporation or its subsidiaries. 

The Corporation, on behalf of itself and its subsidiades, to the maximum extent permitted by law, 
renounces any interest or expectancy of the Corporation and its subsidiaries in, or any interest or expectancy of the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries in being offered an opportunity to participate in, any business opportunities that 
involve any aspect of the energy business or industry that are presented to or become known to any Specified Person 
and waives the application of the doctrine of corporate opportunity, or any other analogous doctrine, with respect to 
the Corporation and its subsidiaries, to the Specified Persons. The Specified Persons shall have no duty or 
obligation to communicate or offer any such business opportw1ity to the Corporation or its subsidiaries and, to the 
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, shall not be liable to the Corporation or any of its subsidiaries or any 
stockholder or creditor of the Corporation, including for breach of any fiduciary or other duty, by reason ofthe fact 
that such Specified Person pursues or acquires such business opportunity, directs such business oppmtunity to 
another person or fails to present such business opportunity, or information regarding such business opportunity, to 
the Corporation or its subsidiaries. 

Without limiting the foregoing, none of the Specified Persons shall have any obligation to refrain fi·om (i) 
purchasing, selling, exploring, developing or exploiting any oil, gas or other hydrocarbon or mineral asset or any 
other asset relating to or used in the energy business or industry, (ii) engaging in or managing d1e same or similar 
activities or lines of business as fue Corporation or its subsidiaries or developing or marketing any products or 
services fuat compete, directly or indirectly, wiili those of the Corporation or its subsidiaries, (iii) investing or 
owning any interest publicly or privately in, or developing a business relationship with, any Industry Company or 
any other person engaged in the same or similar activities or lines of business as, or otherwise in competition with, 
the Corporation or its subsidiaries (each, a "Competing Person"), (iv) doing business with any client or customer or 
supplier of the Corporation or its subsidiaries, or (v) entering into any agreement to provide any services to any 
Competing Person or acting as an employee, partner, officer, director, member, manager, or principal of, or advisor 
to, any Competing Person or Industry Company, regardless (in the case of each of (i)- (v)) whether such activities 
are in direct or indirect competition with the business or activities offue Corporation or any of its subsidiaries (each 
of the activities referred to in clauses (i)-(v), a "Specified Activity"). To fue maximum extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation renounces on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries any interest or expectancy in any Specified Activity, or 
in being offered an opportunity to participate in any Specified Activity, that may be presented to or become !mown 
to any Specified Person. 

Any proposed amendment to this Article XVIII shall require the approval of at least 67% of the outstanding 
voting stock of the Corporation entitled to vote geuerally in the election of directors. Neither the amendment or 
repeal of this Article XVIII, nor d1e adoption of any provision of the Bylaws of the Corporation, uor, to fue fullest 
exteut permitted by applicable law, any modification of law, shall eliminate, reduce or otherwise adversely affect 
any right or protection of any Specified Person granted pursuant hereto existing at, or arising out of or related to any 
event, act or omission fuat occurred prior to, the time of such amendment, repeal, adoption or modification 
(regardless of when any pmceeding (or part thereof) relating to such event, act or omission arises or is first 
threatened, commenced or completed). 

If any provision or provisions of this Article XVIII shall be held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable as 
applied to any circumstance for any reason whatsoever: (a) the validity, legality and enforceability of such 
provisions in any od1er circumstance and of fue remaining provisions of this Article XVIII (including, without 
limitation, each portion of any paragraph of fuis Article XVIII containing any such provision held to be invalid, 
illegal or unenforceable that is not itself held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable) shall not in any way be affected 
or impaired thereby and (b) to the fullest extent possible, the provisions of this Article XVIII (including, without 
limitation, each such portion of any paragraph of this Article XVIII containing any such provision held to be invalid, 
illegal or uneuforceable) shall be construed so as to permit fue Corporation to protect the Specified Persous from 
personal liability in respect of their good fuifu service to or for the benefit of the Corporation to the fullest extent 
permitted by law. 
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This Article XVIII shall not limit any protections or defenses available to, or indemnification or 
advancement rights o:( any Specified Person under this Certificate of Formation or Bylaws of the Corporation, 
applicable law or contract. 

If any code of conduct or other policy of the Corporation or its subsidiaries is inconsistent with this Article 
XVlll, this Article XVIII shall control and any conduct permitted by this Article XVIII shall not be a violation of 
such code or policy." 

THREE: Each amendment made by this Certificate of Formation has been effected in accordance with the 
provisions of the TBOC and the governing documents of the Corporation and has been approved in the manner 
required by the TBOC and the governing documents of the Corporation. 

FOUR: The Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation are hereby superseded by the Certificate of 
Formation that is set forth as Exhibit A, which accurately copies the entire text thereof as amended by this 
Certificate ofF ormation. This Certificate ofF ormation does not contain any other change in the Articles of 
Incorporation, except for the infmmation permitted to be omitted by Section 3.059(b) of the TBOC applicable to the 
Corporation. 

[Signature Page to Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, and in accordance with Sections 3.059 and 3.060 of the TBOC, the undersigned 
has executed this Amended and Restated Certificate of Formation as of May [ • ], 2015. 

By: 
~~~~~-------William L. Boeing 
Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 

Signature Page to 
Amended and Restated Certificate of Formation 
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AMENDMENT NO.2 TO 
SERVICES AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENT 

THIS AMENDMENT NO.2 (this "Amendment"), dated as of September 8, 2015, is made by 
and between EXCO Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation ("EXCO"), and Energy Strategic Advisory 
Services LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("ESAS"). Each of EXCO and ESAS is individually 
a ".Em:ty" and, collectively, the "Parties". 

Reference is hereby made to that certain Services and Investment Agreement, dated March 31, 
2015, by and between EXCO and ESAS, as amended by that certain Acknowledgement of Amendment, 
dated as of May 26, 2015 and effective as of March 31, 2015, by and between EXCO and ESAS (as so 
amended and as may be amended, restated or otherwise modified in accordance with its tenns, the 
"Agreement"). Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meanings given to them in 
the Agreement. 

WHEREAS, in accordance with Section 11.10 of the Agreement, the Agreement may be 
amended upon the prior written consent ofESAS and EXCO; 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 5.20 of the Agreement, ESAS agreed to purchase shares of 
Common Stock ofEXCO through open market purchases from unaffiliated Third Parties such that (when 
including all or any portion of the Initial Investment held by the ESAS Group on the Investment 
Obligation Test Date) the ESAS Group shall own, directly or indirectly, beneficially or of record, as of 
the first anniversary of the Closing Date, shares of Common Stock of EXCO with an aggregate cost basis 
(net of the aggregate cost basis of all shares of Common Stock sold by the ESAS Group during the same 
period) of at least $50,000,000 (the "Investment Amount"); 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 5.21 of the Agreement, EXCO and ESAS agreed to cooperate 
in good faith to determine whether any transaction contemplated by the Agreement would, or reasonably 
would be expected to, cause an ownership change of EXCO under Section 382 of the Code or any 
comparable provision of any state or local Law, limiting or restricting the utilization of net operating 
losses of EXCO (collectively, an "Ownership Change"); 

WHEREAS, EXCO and ESAS desire to amend the Agreement in order to, inter alia, (i) resolve 
any uncertainty regarding whether any condition to Closing of the Agreement has not been satisfied, and 
(ii) reduce the possibility of any Ownership Change as contemplated by Section 5.21 of the Agreement; 
and 

WHEREAS, EXCO and ESAS have agreed to (i) reduce the Investment Amount from 
$50,000,000 to $23,500,000 and (ii) include a minimum weekly trading volume requirement in 
connection with ESAS's obligation to purchase shares of Common Stock of EXCO in the open market 
pursuant to Section 5.20. 

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to Section 11.10 of the Agreement, and in consideration of the 
mutual covenants and agreements set forth in the Agreement and herein, and for other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties, intending to be 
legally bound, hereby agree as follows: 

1. The third recital of the Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety and 
replaced in its entirety to read as follows: 
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"WHEREAS, members of the ESAS Group (as defined below) desire to purchase at least 
twenty-three million, five hundred thousand dollars ($23,500,000) ofEXCO Common Stock prior 
to the first anniversary of the Closing Date, including the Initial Shares." 

2. The following definition is hereby added to Section 1.1 of the Agreement and shall be 
inserted immediately below the definition "Transaction Documents": 

"Volume Requirement" is defined in Section 5.20. 

3. Section 5.20 'of the Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety and replaced 
in its entirety to read as follows: 

"Section 5.20 Agreement to Invest. Subject to applicable Law, from the 
period after the Closing Date through the first anniversary of the Closing Date, the ESAS 
Group shall purchase shares of Common Stock of EXCO through open market purchases 
from unaffiliated Third Parties such that (when including all or any portion of the Initial 
Investment held by the ESAS Group on the Investment Obligation Test Date) the ESAS 
Group shall own, directly or indirectly, beneficially or of record, as of the first 
anniversary of the Closing Date, shares of Common Stock of EXCO with an aggregate 
cost basis (net of the aggregate cost basis of all shares of Common Stock sold by the 
ESAS Group during the same period) of at least twenty-three million, five-hundred 
thousand dollars ($23,500,000) (such purchases, excluding the Initial Investment, the 
"Remaining Investment"); provided, however, (a) ESAS, at its sole option to be exercised 
by the delivery of written notice to EXCO on or before the first anniversary of the 
Closing Date, may extend such deadline by up to three (3) months from the first 
anniversary of the Closing Date (such deadline, as validly extended in accordance with 
this Section 5.20, the "Investment Obligation Test Date") in the event that the ESAS 
Group is unable to purchase and own such shares of Common Stock due to blackout 
dates (other than nonnal quarterly blackouts that do not exceed seventy-five (75) days 
with respect to the last fiscal quarter and forty-five (45) days with respect to the first, 
second and third fiscal quarters) or other restrictions under applicable Laws or this 
Agreement, (b) ESAS shall not be required to comply with its obligations under this 
Section 5.20 to the extent that such compliance would be reasonably likely to result in 
any breach of ESAS's obligations under Section 5.16 and (c) the obligations under this 
Section 5.20 shall be null and void ab initio upon the earlier to occur of the Termination 
Date or an Investment Obligation Termination Event prior to the deadline set forth in this 
Section 5.20. The Remaining Investment shall be conducted in accordance with one or 
more Rule 1 Ob5-1 Plans, which shall provide, inter alia, that, subject to compliance with 
the limitations and restrictions under applicable Laws, this Agreement and EXCO's 
insider trading policies, from and after the effective date of the Rule 10b5-1 Plan (which 
date shall be no later than two weeks after the first day of ESAS's next open trading 
window period pursuant to EXCO's insider trading policies) until the Remaining 
Investment has been purchased pursuant to this Section 5 .20, the total volume of the 
purchases effected by or for the ESAS Group during each and every week shall be at least 
ten percent (10%) of the average weekly trading volume reported for the Common Stock 
of EXCO during the four calendar weeks preceding the week in which such purchases are 
effected, without any price limits set forth in such Rule 10b5-1 Plan (such provision, the 
"Volume Requirement"). Subject to compliance with the limitations and restrictions 
under applicable Laws, ESAS shall cause the initial Rule 1 Ob5-1 Plan to have an 
effective date of no later than two weeks after the first day of ESAS's next open trading 
window period pursuant to EXCO's insider trading policies. Until the Remaining 
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Investment has been purchased pursuant to this Section 5.20, the ESAS Group shall 
ensure that any then active Rule 1 Ob5· 1 Plan is not suspended or terminated by any 
member of the ESAS Group unless a member of the ESAS Group has entered into 
another Rule 1 Ob5-1 Plan with an effective date prior to or on the date of such suspension 
or termination that will satisfy the Volume Requirement. In the event that the ESAS 
Group has two or more Rule 10b5-1 Plans in effect with respect to the Common Stock of 
EXCO at any one time, the obligation to satisfy the Volmne Requirement in such plans 
shall be satisfied if all such plans, taken together, provide for the purchase of at least the 
aggregate number of shares contemplated by the Volume Requirement. In making the 
Remaining Investment, ESAS shall use commercially reasonable efforts to comply with 
the limitations and restrictions set forth in Rule 10b-18(b) promulgated under the 
Exchange Act. Subject to compliance with the limitations and restrictions under 
applicable Laws, EXCO shall acknowledge (A) any Rule 10b5-1 Plan entered into by a 
member of the ESAS Group consistent with the requirements above, if reasonably 
requested by the broker selected to implement such plan and (B) the termination of any 
such Rule lObS· 1 Plan upon the request of ESAS after the Remaining Investment has 
been purchased pursuant to this Section 5.20, the Termination Date or an Investment 
Obligation Termination Event. Within three (3) Business Days after the Investment 
Obligation Test Date, ESAS shall submit a certificate stating compliance together with 
reasonable documentation supporting such compliance. ESAS may make open market 
purchases or sales of any other EXCO securities at its own discretion." 

4. The enforcement and interpretation of this Amendment shall be governed by the laws of 
the State of Texas. This Amendment may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. Facsimile, .pdf 
or other electronic transmission of copies of signatures shall constitute original signatures for all purposes 
of this Amendment and any enforcement hereof. 

5. Other than Section 6 below, which shall be effective as noted therein, this Amendment 
and the terms and provisions contained herein shall be effective only upon the consummation of both the 
Initial Shares Closing and the Closing. If the Initial Shares Closing and the Closing do not both occur, 
then this Amendment shall automatically become void and of no force or effect upon the termination of 
the Services Agreement in accordance with its terms. 

6. Effective immediately, each of ESAS and EXCO hereby waives the satisfaction of all 
conditions precedent to each of the Initial Shares Closing and the Closing, including the conditions set 
forth in Sections 6.1, 6.2, 11 and 7.2 ofthe Agreement. 

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank. Signature Pages to Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WH.EREOF, the parties have executed this Amendment as of the date first above 
written. 

---··-··----------~----

ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES 
LLC 

N"m"' ~~L 
By: C. John Wilder j 
Title: Executive Chairman 

Signatrtre Page to Amendment No.2 to the 
Services and Investment Agreement 

----~-----~------------·--------· 
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•,.-

EXCO RESOURCES, INC. 

By: ------=Ll<;.,~..c::..__-L:...____._·· __:.(b_:_, -..---:~' ____ _ 

Name: William L. Boeing 
Titte: Vice Pres[dent, General Counsel and Secretary 

SigJwture Page to Amend.ment No. 2 to the 
Services and Investment Agreement 
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20549
 

 

FORM 8-K
 

 

CURRENT REPORT
Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported): November 9, 2017
 

 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

 
 

Commission File No. 001-32743
 

Texas  74-1492779
(State or other jurisdiction of

incorporation)  
(I.R.S. Employer Identification No.)

 
12377 Merit Drive

Suite 1700
Dallas, Texas  75251

(Address of principal executive offices)  (Zip Code)

(214) 368-2084
(Registrant’s telephone number, including area code)

Not Applicable
(Former name or former address, if changed since last report)

Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of the registrant under any of the following
provisions: (see General Instruction A.2. below):
 

☐  Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)
 

☐  Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)
 

☐  Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))
 

☐  Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is an emerging growth company as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act of 1933
(§230.405 of this chapter) or Rule 12b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (§240.12b-2 of this chapter)    

Emerging growth company   ☐

If an emerging growth company, indicate by check mark if the registrant has elected not to use the extended transition period for
complying with any new or revised financial accounting standards provided pursuant to Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act.   ☐
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Section 1 – Registrant’s Business and Operations
 

Item 1.01 Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

On November 9, 2017, EXCO Resources, Inc. (the “Company”) entered into a Letter Agreement (the “Letter Agreement”) with Energy Strategic
Advisory Services LLC (“ESAS”), dated as of November 9, 2017, pursuant to which, among other things:

(i) the Company’s Services and Investment Agreement with ESAS, dated as of March 31, 2015 (as the same has been amended from time to time, the
“Services and Investment Agreement”), was suspended such that, during the suspension period and subject to the terms and conditions of the Letter
Agreement: (a) ESAS is not required to provide any services to the Company pursuant to the Services and Investment Agreement, (b) the Company is
not required to make any payments under the Services and Investment Agreement to ESAS with respect to the suspension period and (c) ESAS does not
have the right to nominate a member to the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) pursuant to the terms of the Letter Agreement Regarding
Nomination of Designee to the Board of Directors of EXCO, dated as of September 8, 2015, by and between the Company and ESAS;

(ii) ESAS indicated that C. John Wilder, Jr., a member of the Board and an affiliate of ESAS, intended to resign from the Board and as Executive
Chairman of the Board; and

(iii) the warrants issued by the Company to ESAS, each dated as of March 31, 2015 (the “2015 ESAS Warrants”), which represented the right to
purchase up to an aggregate of 5,333,335 common shares, subject to the satisfaction of certain performance criteria, at exercise prices ranging from
$41.25 per share to $150.00 per share, were forfeited and cancelled and the Company has no further obligations under the 2015 ESAS Warrants.

The suspension period will end upon the Company providing written notice to ESAS that the Company elects to have ESAS recommence services
under the Services and Investment Agreement or upon the occurrence of certain other events specified in the Letter Agreement.

ESAS is a wholly owned subsidiary of an affiliate of Bluescape Resources Company LLC (“Bluescape”), and Mr. Wilder serves as the Executive
Chairman of Bluescape and indirectly controls ESAS. As of September 30, 2017, ESAS was the beneficial owner of approximately 24.1% of the Company’s
outstanding common shares, including common shares issuable upon the exercise of warrants issued in March 2017 that will not be cancelled or otherwise
impacted by the Letter Agreement. As of September 30, 2017, ESAS was also the holder of approximately $74.0 million in aggregate principal amount of the
Company’s Senior Secured 1.5 Lien Notes due March 20, 2022 and $49.7 million in aggregate principal amount of the Company’s Senior Secured 1.75 Lien
Term Loans due October 26, 2020.

 
Item 1.02 Termination of a Material Definitive Agreement.

To the extent required by this Item 1.02, the information set forth under Item 1.01 of this Current Report on Form 8-K concerning the termination of the
2015 ESAS Warrants is incorporated by reference herein.

Section 3 – Securities and Trading Markets
 

Item 3.03 Material Modification to Rights of Security Holders.

To the extent required by this Item 3.03, the information set forth under Item 1.01 of this Current Report on Form 8-K concerning the termination of the
2015 ESAS Warrants is incorporated by reference herein.
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Section 5 – Corporate Governance and Management
 

Item 5.02 Departure of Directors or Certain Officers; Election of Directors; Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory Arrangements of
Certain Officers.

On November 9, 2017, Mr. Wilder delivered a letter to the Company pursuant to which he resigned from his position as a member of the Board and as
Executive Chairman of the Board, in each case effective as of November 9, 2017. At the time of his resignation, Mr. Wilder was not a member of any
committee of the Board. Mr. Wilder’s resignation was not the result of any disagreement with the Company on any matter relating to the Company’s
operations, policies or practices.

Section 7 – Regulation FD
 

Item 7.01 Regulation FD Disclosure.

On November 9, 2017, the Company issued a press release announcing the resignation of Mr. Wilder and the entry into the Letter Agreement. A copy
of the press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1 and is incorporated by reference herein.

In accordance with General Instruction B.2 of Form 8-K, the information furnished pursuant to Item 7.01 (including the information in Exhibit 99.1)
shall not be deemed to be “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), or otherwise subject
to the liabilities of that section, nor shall such information be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or
the Exchange Act, except as shall be expressly set forth by specific reference in such a filing.

Section 9 – Financial Statements and Exhibits
 

Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits.
 
Exhibit No.  Description
99.1   Press release, dated November 9, 2017, issued by EXCO Resources, Inc.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf
by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
 

  EXCO RESOURCES, INC.

Date: November 9, 2017   By:  /s/ Heather Lamparter
  Name: Heather Lamparter
  Title:  Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
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Exhibit 99.1

EXCO Resources, Inc. Announces
Change to Board of Directors

DALLAS, TEXAS—EXCO Resources, Inc. (NYSE:XCO.BC) (“EXCO” or the “Company”) today announced the resignation of C. John Wilder from his
position as a member of the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) and his position as Executive Chairman of the Board, in each case effective as of
November 9, 2017. Mr. Wilder became one of the Company’s directors and Executive Chairman of the Board in September 2015.

At the time of his resignation, Mr. Wilder was not a member of any committee of the Board. Mr. Wilder’s resignation was not the result of any disagreement
with the Company on any matter relating to the Company’s operations, policies or practices.

In connection with Mr. Wilder’s resignation, the Company entered into a letter agreement with Energy Strategic Advisory Services, LLC (“ESAS”), an entity
controlled by Mr. Wilder, pursuant to which the Company and ESAS agreed to suspend ESAS’ obligation to provide services to the Company and the
Company’s obligation to pay for such services, in each case, pursuant to the Services and Investment Agreement between ESAS and the Company (the
“Services and Investment Agreement”). The letter agreement also suspended ESAS’ ability to nominate a member to EXCO’s board of directors. In addition,
pursuant to the letter agreement, the warrants issued by the Company to ESAS in March 2015 were forfeited and cancelled and the Company has no further
obligations under such warrants. The warrants represented the right to purchase up to an aggregate of 5,333,335 common shares, subject to the satisfaction of
certain performance criteria, at exercise prices ranging from $41.25 per share to $150.00 per share.

The suspension of the Services and Investment Agreement will end upon the Company providing written notice to ESAS that the Company elects to have
ESAS recommence services under the Services and Investment Agreement or upon the occurrence of certain other events specified in the letter agreement.

About EXCO

EXCO is an oil and natural gas exploration, exploitation, acquisition, development and production company headquartered in Dallas, Texas with principal
operations in Texas, North Louisiana and the Appalachia region. EXCO’s headquarters are located at 12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, Dallas, TX 75251.

Forward-Looking Statements

This release may contain forward-looking statements relating to future financial results, business expectations and strategic and financial alternatives and
other business transactions. Actual results may differ materially from those predicted as a result of factors over which EXCO has no control. Such factors
include, but are not limited to: EXCO’s liquidity, sources of capital resources and ability to implement or execute on any strategic or financial initiatives,
adjust its capital structure, or increase its liquidity; the continued volatility of, or depressed prices in, the oil and gas markets; the continued listing of
EXCO’s common shares on the NYSE; the estimates of reserves; availability and costs of services and materials; commodity price changes;
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regulatory changes; and general economic conditions. These and other factors are included in EXCO’s reports on file with the SEC. Except as required by
applicable law, EXCO undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements.

Contacts

EXCO Resources, Inc.
Tyler Farquharson, 214-368-2084
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer
www.excoresources.com
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20549
 

 

FORM 8-K
 

 

CURRENT REPORT
Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d)

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported):
March 31, 2015

 
 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

 
 

 
Texas  001-32743  74-1492779

(State or other jurisdiction
of incorporation)  

(Commission
File Number)  

(IRS Employer
Identification No.)

 
12377 Merit Drive
Suite 1700, LB 82

Dallas, Texas  75251
(Address of principal executive offices)  (Zip code)

Registrant’s telephone number, including area code: (214) 368-2084

(Former name or former address, if changed since last report): Not Applicable
 

 

Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of the registrant under any of the following
provisions (see General Instruction A.2. below):
 

¨ Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)
 

x Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)
 

¨ Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))
 

¨ Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))
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Section 1 - Registrant’s Business and Operations
 

Item 1.01. Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

On March 31, 2015, EXCO Resources, Inc. (“EXCO” or the “Company”) entered into a Services and Investment Agreement (the “Agreement”) with
Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC (“ESAS”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bluescape Resources Company LLC (“Bluescape”). The Agreement
provides that ESAS will provide certain strategic advisory services (the “Services”), including the development and execution of a performance improvement
plan that will be focused on (i) developing a high performance execution team and disciplined operating system; (ii) instituting a disciplined capital
allocation targeting the highest risk-adjusted return investments across a variety of opportunities; (iii) restructuring commercial contracts and joint-venture
arrangements; and (iv) accelerating EXCO’s focus on reducing costs. The Services under the Agreement will begin immediately and, unless otherwise
terminated, will continue until March 31, 2019.

The closing of this Agreement (the “Closing”) will be subject to certain conditions, including, among others, (i) obtaining any required regulatory
approvals, (ii) obtaining the approval of EXCO’s shareholders in accordance with Section 312.03 of the NYSE Listed Company Manual and TBOC 21.054,
(iii) amending the articles of incorporation of EXCO to increase the number of shares of authorized common stock and to include a waiver of the duty of
directors to present corporate opportunities to the Company, (iv) amending the bylaws of EXCO to establish and describe the position of Executive Chairman
of the Board, (v) consummating the Initial Investment Closing (as defined below), and (vi) obtaining any and all consents required under EXCO’s Amended
and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of July 31, 2013. The amendment to increase the authorized shares will require the approval of two-thirds of the
outstanding shares of EXCO and the amendment to renounce the obligation of directors to present business opportunities to the Company will require the
approval of two-thirds of the outstanding shares of EXCO and a majority of votes cast (excluding abstentions) by the disinterested shareholders.

Pursuant to the Agreement and Nomination Letter Agreement, at the Closing EXCO would appoint C. John Wilder, Executive Chairman of Bluescape,
to fill a vacancy on EXCO’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) and appoint Mr. Wilder to the position of Executive Chairman of the Board, a newly created
non-officer position on the Board with no additional legal duties or obligations other than those applicable to any other director. For his services as
Executive Chairman, Mr. Wilder would receive the same director fees as the other non-management directors of the Company. Also at Closing, EXCO and
ESAS will enter into a Nomination Letter Agreement, pursuant to which ESAS will have the right to nominate for election to the Board one director during
the term of the Agreement, which will be Mr. Wilder, subject to the provisions contained therein.

Also pursuant to the Agreement, ESAS has agreed to purchase from EXCO 5,882,353 of EXCO’s common shares, par value $0.001 per share (“Common
Shares”), at a price per share of $1.70 (the “Initial Investment”), upon effectiveness of a resale registration statement covering such shares and the entry into a
registration rights agreement (the “Initial Investment Closing”). As soon as practicable after the execution of the Agreement, ESAS will deposit $10
 

2
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million in escrow to be paid to EXCO upon acquisition of such shares. The escrow arrangement will be governed by an escrow agreement to be entered into
by EXCO and ESAS (the “Escrow Agreement”). In addition, ESAS will be obligated under the Agreement to purchase at least $40 million more of EXCO’s
common stock through open market purchases during the one year following the Closing, subject to certain extensions and exceptions (the “Remaining
Investment” and together with the Initial Investment, the “Investment”).

As consideration for the Services to be provided under the Agreement, EXCO will pay ESAS a monthly fee of $300,000 and an annual incentive
payment of between zero and $2.4 million per year (the “Incentive Payment”) that will be based on EXCO’s Common Share price achieving certain
performance hurdles as compared to a peer group (the “Peer Group”) under the terms of the Agreement; provided that payment for the Services will be held in
escrow and contingent upon completion of the entire first year of Services and completion of the Investment. If EXCO’s performance rank is in the bottom
half of the Peer Group, then the Incentive Payment will be zero. The Incentive Payment increases linearly from $960,000 to $2.4 million as EXCO’s
performance rank increases from the 50th to 75th percentile, as compared to the Peer Group. If EXCO’s performance rank is in the 75th percentile or above,
then the Incentive Payment will be $2.4 million.

As additional performance incentives under the Agreement, EXCO has issued to ESAS warrants in four tranches (the “Warrants”) to purchase an
aggregate of 80,000,000 shares of Common Shares (the “Warrant Shares”). The table below lists the number of Warrant Shares awarded at each exercise price
and the term of the Warrants.
 

Number of Warrants Granted   Exercise Price   Term  
15,000,000   $ 2.75     49 months  
20,000,000   $ 4.00     60 months  
20,000,000   $ 7.00     72 months  
25,000,000   $ 10.00     72 months  

Exercisability of the Warrants is subject to EXCO’s Common Share price achieving certain performance hurdles as compared to the Peer Group. If the
Agreement is not terminated before March 31, 2019, and EXCO’s performance rank is in the bottom half of the Peer Group, then the Warrants will be forfeited
and void. The number of exercisable shares under the Warrants increases linearly from 32,000,000 to 80,000,000 as EXCO’s performance rank increases from
the 50th to 75th percentile, as compared to the Peer Group. If EXCO’s performance rank is in the 75th percentile or above, then all 80,000,000 Warrant Shares
will be exercisable.

Prior to March 31, 2019, (a) if EXCO terminates the Agreement for any reason other than an ESAS Forfeiture Event (as defined below), or ESAS
terminates the Agreement for an EXCO Forfeiture Event (as defined below), then 100% of the Warrants will fully vest and become exercisable and (b) if ESAS
terminates the Agreement for any reason other than an EXCO Forfeiture Event, or EXCO terminates the Agreement for an ESAS Forfeiture Event, then one
hundred percent (100%) of the Warrants will be cancelled and forfeited. The Warrants automatically terminate and become void and of no force or effect if
the Closing does not occur.
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An “ESAS Forfeiture Event” includes, among other events: (i) ESAS’s failure to complete the Investment, (ii) Mr. Wilder’s failure to serve as
Executive Chairman of the Board, either through his resignation, refusal to do so or as a result of certain disqualifying events specified in the Agreement and
(iii) ESAS’s material and willful breach of its covenants in the Agreement. An “EXCO Forfeiture Event” includes, among other events: (i) EXCO’s failure to
elect Mr. Wilder to the Board, (ii) the removal of Mr. Wilder from the Board by EXCO for reasons other than disqualifying events specified in the Agreement
or (iii) EXCO’s material and willful breach of its covenants in the Agreement.

Pursuant to the Agreement, and as a condition to the Initial Investment Closing, EXCO and ESAS have agreed to enter into a registration rights
agreement (the “Registration Rights Agreement”), pursuant to which EXCO will agree to prepare and file Registration Statements on Form S-3 with respect
to the resale by ESAS or its affiliates of (i) the Common Shares to be issued in connection with the Initial Investment, (ii) the Warrants, (iii) the Warrant
Shares, (iv) the Common Shares to be acquired in connection with the Remaining Investment and (v) any Common Shares subsequently acquired by ESAS or
other parties to the Registration Rights Agreement. Prior to entering into the proposed Registration Rights Agreement, EXCO will be required to seek a
waiver from the holders of certain of the Company’s securities with registration rights under the First Amended and Restated Registration Rights Agreement
originally dated as of October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 2005, among EXCO and the investors named therein, and the Registration
Rights Agreement dated March 28, 2007 in respect of 7.0% Cumulative Convertible Perpetual Preferred Stock and Hybrid Preferred Stock, among the
Company and the investors named therein.

In addition to other customary covenants provided for in the Agreement, EXCO has agreed to use its commercially reasonable efforts (i) to include any
Common Shares issued and any Warrant Shares, when issued, for listing on the primary national securities exchange or automated quotation system on which
the Common Shares are then listed or authorized for quotation and (ii) to reserve and have authorized all of the Warrant Shares that could be exercised under
the Warrants. Subject to certain conditions, ESAS has agreed to refrain from, among other actions, (a) for a period of two years seeking to effect a change of
control or change in management of EXCO and (b) acquiring any equity securities (other than the Warrant Shares) during the twenty (20) trading days prior
to certain performance measurement dates. For the one-year period following the termination of the Agreement or the expiration of the Services, both EXCO
and ESAS have mutually agreed to abstain from soliciting or encouraging employees from the other party to leave their respective employment.

The Agreement will remain in effect for four years after Closing, unless the Agreement is terminated or extended by prior mutual written consent of
EXCO and ESAS. Prior to Closing, the Agreement may be terminated (i) upon written notice by one party if Closing shall not have occurred by November 30,
2015, (ii) by either party if the shareholder proposals upon which the Closing is conditioned are not approved by EXCO’s shareholders and (iii) by ESAS if
EXCO does not file a proxy statement within thirty (30) days after the signing of the Agreement in accordance with the terms of the Agreement. After Closing,
the Agreement may be terminated (i) by either party for any reason upon thirty (30) days prior notice, (ii) by ESAS upon an EXCO Forfeiture Event, (iii) by
EXCO upon an ESAS Forfeiture Event, and (iv) by either party upon Mr. Wilder’s resignation from the Board. Within the first year of the Agreement (subject
to certain extensions), EXCO shall not be required to transfer to ESAS the monthly fees and Incentive Payment if (i) ESAS fails to complete the Investment,
(ii) ESAS terminates for any reason that is not an EXCO Forfeiture Event or (iii) EXCO has terminated due to an ESAS Forfeiture Event.

The Agreement contains customary representations and warranties and indemnities by the Company and ESAS for transactions of this nature.
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The foregoing is only a brief description of the material terms of the Agreement, the Warrants, and the Nomination Letter Agreement and does not
purport to be a complete description of the rights and obligations of the parties thereunder and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full text of the
Agreement, the Warrants, and the form of Nomination Letter Agreement, which are filed as exhibits to this Current Report on Form 8-K, each of which is
incorporated herein by reference.

Additional Information and Where to Find It

In connection with the proposed transaction and EXCO’s 2015 annual meeting of shareholders, EXCO will be filing a proxy statement with the SEC.
EXCO SHAREHOLDERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO READ THE PROXY STATEMENT AND ANY OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE
SEC, WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE, BECAUSE THEY WILL CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION.
The final proxy statement will be mailed to EXCO shareholders, and EXCO shareholders will be able to obtain the documents free of charge at the SEC’s
website, www.sec.gov, or from EXCO Resources, Inc., 12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700, Dallas, Texas 75251, Attn: Secretary, or by calling (214) 368-2084 and
asking for investor relations.

Participants In Solicitation

EXCO and its directors and executive officers and other members of management and employees may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation
of proxies in respect of the proposed transaction. Information concerning EXCO’s participants is set forth in the proxy statement dated April 7, 2014 for
EXCO’s 2014 annual meeting of shareholders as filed with the SEC on Schedule 14A. Additional information regarding the interests of participants of EXCO
in the solicitation of proxies in respect of the proposed transaction will be included in the proxy statement and other relevant materials to be filed with the
SEC when they become available.
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Section 3 - Securities and Trading Markets
 

Item 3.02. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities

The information contained above in Item 1.01 is hereby incorporated by reference in this Item 3.02. The issuance of the Common Shares to ESAS in
connection with the Initial Investment, the issuance of the Warrants to ESAS and the issuance of the Common Shares upon the exercise of the Warrants to
ESAS by the Company pursuant to the Agreement are exempt from registration pursuant to Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the
safe harbor provided by Rule 506, promulgated thereunder.

Section 5 – Corporate Governance and Management

Item 5.02 Departure of Directors or Certain Officers; Election of Directors; Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory Arrangements of Certain
Officers.

On March 31, 2015, EXCO’s Board appointed Harold L. Hickey to the position of President and Chief Executive Officer of EXCO. Mr. Hickey was
previously President and Chief Operating Officer of EXCO since February 2013. From October 2005 until February 2013, Mr. Hickey served as Chief
Operating Officer and Vice President of EXCO. Kyle Hickey, the son of Mr. Hickey, is an employee of EXCO. From January 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015,
compensation paid to Mr. Kyle Hickey (including the value of equity awards) totaled approximately $186,263.

Section 8 - Other Events

Item 8.01 Other Events.

On April 1, 2015, the Company issued a press release announcing the transaction discussed in Item 1.01, which is filed herewith as Exhibit 99.1 and
incorporated by reference.

Section 9 - Financial Statements and Exhibits
 

Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 

(d) Exhibits
 
Exhibit

No.   Description

10.1
  

Services and Investment Agreement, dated as of March 31, 2015, by and among EXCO Resources, Inc. and Energy Strategic Advisory Services
LLC.

10.2   Form of Nomination Letter Agreement.

10.3   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

10.4   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

10.5   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

10.6   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

99.1   Press release, dated April 1, 2015, issued by EXCO Resources, Inc.
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SIGNATURE

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC.

Date: April 2, 2015 By: /s/ William L. Boeing
Name: William L. Boeing
Title: Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
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EXHIBIT INDEX
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No.   Description

10.1
  

Services and Investment Agreement, dated as of March 31, 2015, by and among EXCO Resources, Inc. and Energy Strategic Advisory Services
LLC.

10.2   Form of Nomination Letter Agreement.

10.3   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

10.4   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

10.5   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

10.6   Warrant, dated as of March 31, 2015.

99.1   Press release, dated April 1, 2015, issued by EXCO Resources, Inc.
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Exhibit 10.1

SERVICES AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENT

By And Among

EXCO RESOURCES, INC.,

As EXCO,

And

ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES LLC,

As ESAS,

Dated as of March 31, 2015
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SERVICES AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENT

This SERVICES AND INVESTMENT AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), is dated as of March 31, 2015 (the “Execution Date”), by and among EXCO
Resources, Inc., a Texas corporation (“EXCO”), and Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“ESAS”). Each of EXCO
and ESAS are sometimes referred to collectively as the “Parties” and individually as a “Party.”

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, ESAS desires to provide, and EXCO desires to engage ESAS for, the Services upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth;

WHEREAS, EXCO desires to sell and issue, and ESAS desires to receive from EXCO, the Initial Shares (defined below) and the Warrants (defined
below), upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth; and

WHEREAS, ESAS desires to purchase at least fifty million dollars ($50,000,000) of EXCO Common Stock prior to the first anniversary of the Closing
Date, including the Initial Shares.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual promises, representations, warranties, covenants, conditions and agreements
contained herein, and for other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1

DEFINITIONS

Section 1.1 Certain Definitions. As used herein:

“2005 Registration Rights Agreement” means that certain First Amended and Restated Registration Rights Agreement of EXCO, originally dated as of
October 3, 2005, as amended and restated as of December 30, 2005.

“2007 Registration Rights Agreement” means that certain Registration Rights Agreement of EXCO, dated March 28, 2007, in respect of 7.0%
Cumulative Convertible Perpetual Preferred Stock and Hybrid Preferred Stock.

“AAA” is defined in Section 11.4(a).

“Accounting Principles” means the United States generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied.

“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, any Person that (a) directly or indirectly (through one or more Subsidiaries) controls such Person, (b) is
controlled directly or indirectly (through one or more Subsidiaries) by such Person, (c) is under the common control, whether
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directly or indirectly (through one or more Subsidiaries), with such Person by the same ownership or control of the parent or general partner of such Person, or
(d) is the successor or surviving Person by a merger or consolidation of any such Person pursuant to applicable Law. For purposes of this definition “control”
means (i) the ownership, directly or indirectly or beneficially, of fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding voting securities or the beneficial interest of another
Person or (ii) the direct or indirect ability to direct the management, policies or business decisions of another Person, whether as the general partner, sole
member, sole shareholder, through voting securities, contracts or otherwise.

“Arbitration Panel” is defined in Section 11.4(a).

“beneficially own,” “beneficially owned,” “beneficial ownership” and similar phrases have the same meanings as such terms have under Rule 13d-3 (or
any successor rule then in effect) under the Exchange Act, except that, in calculating the beneficial ownership of any Person, such Person shall be deemed
(i) to have beneficial ownership of all securities that such Person has the right to acquire, whether such right is currently exercisable or is exercisable upon the
occurrence of a subsequent event or after the passage of time, and (ii) to beneficially own all of the shares of Capital Stock held by any of its Affiliates.

“Board of Directors” means the Board of Directors of EXCO.

“BRC” is defined in Section 3.1.

“Business Day” means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday, or a day on which banks are closed for business in Dallas, Texas or New York, New
York.

“Business Opportunities Waiver” means the renouncement of any interest or expectancy of EXCO in, or in being offered an opportunity to participate
in, any business opportunities by each of the members of the Board of Directors of EXCO (and their respective Affiliates and related funds and other related
Persons, including any ESAS nominees or representatives serving on the Board of Directors of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries, including the position of
Executive Chairman) in the form set forth in Exhibit A.

“Business Plan” is defined in Section 5.18(a).

“Capital Stock” of any Person means any and all shares of capital stock, partnership interests, membership interests in a limited liability company,
beneficial interests in a trust or other equity ownership interests in a Person, and any warrants, options or other rights entitling the holder thereof to purchase
or acquire any such equity interest.

“Certificate of Amendment” means the certificate of amendment published by the secretary of state of the State of Texas on Form 424 completed to
give effect to the amendment and restatement of EXCO’s Articles of Incorporation pursuant to the Organizational Document Amendment Proposal.

“Claim Notice” is defined in Section 10.5(b).

“Closing” is defined in Section 8.1.
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“Closing Date” is defined in Section 8.1.

“Closing Warrants” means (i) a warrant exercisable for 20,000,000 shares of Common Stock with a strike price of $7.00 per share of Common Stock,
and (ii) a warrant exercisable for 25,000,000 shares of Common Stock with a strike price of $10.00 per share of Common Stock, each as evidenced by the
certificates in the Form of Warrants attached hereto as Exhibit B.

“Code” means the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

“Common Stock” shall mean the common stock of EXCO, par value $0.001 per share.

“Confidential Information” is defined in Section 5.4.

“Confidentiality Agreement” means that certain Confidentiality Agreement dated as of August 20, 2014 by and among EXCO and ESAS, as amended
from time to time.

“Consolidated Subsidiaries” means, for any Person, any Subsidiary or other entity the accounts of which would be consolidated with those of such
Person in its consolidated financial statements in accordance with the Accounting Principles.

“Damages” is defined in Section 10.4(b).

“Direct Claim” is defined in Section 10.5(g).

“Dispute” is defined in Section 11.4(a).

“ESAS” is defined in the introductory paragraph hereof.

“ESAS Forfeiture Event” shall mean:

(a) any material willful or intentional breach by ESAS of any of its covenants set forth in this Agreement or any other Transaction Document that
are to be performed by ESAS after the Closing Date but on or prior to the Termination Date;

(b) ESAS’s failure to purchase, hold or satisfy all or any portion the Investment or to comply with the terms of Section 5.20 as and when required
under the terms of this Agreement; or

(c) any time after the Closing Date and on or prior to the date a Party delivers a notice of termination of this Agreement, the occurrence or
existence of any of the following:

(i) Wilder’s failure to agree to be nominated for election to serve on the Board of Directors as the Executive Chairman at any annual
meeting of the shareholders or special meeting held to elect members of the Board of Directors or the Executive Chairman;

(ii) Wilder’s resignation from the Board of Directors;
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(iii) Wilder’s failure to agree to serve on the Board of Directors as Executive Chairman when properly elected;

(iv) the prohibition or disqualification of Wilder from serving as a director of EXCO under any final non-appealable Order or decree of any
court with competent jurisdiction, the SEC or any other regulatory body, rule or regulation of the SEC, the NYSE or any other exchange on
which the Common Stock is listed, or by applicable Law;

(v) Wilder’s engagement in acts or omissions constituting a breach of his fiduciary duties to EXCO and its shareholders (other than such
duties that are waived in the Articles of Incorporation of EXCO), as determined under a final non-appealable Order or decree of any court with
competent jurisdiction;

(vi) Wilder being subject to a disqualification event described in Rule 506(d) of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933; or

(vii) any final non-appealable conviction by a court with competent jurisdiction or any plea of nolo contendere of Wilder of any felony
(other than any driving violation) or crime involving dishonesty or moral turpitude; or

(viii) Wilder’s death or failure to possess sufficient mental and physical capacities, as determined by a medical doctor appointed by
EXCO’s CEO from the medical staff at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, to perform his obligations as Executive Chairman of EXCO
(other than periods of temporary disability or incapacity not to exceed sixty (60) consecutive days);

provided, however, (i) ESAS Forfeiture Event shall not exist and shall not be valid (and any invalid termination of this Agreement for ESAS Forfeiture Event
shall be deemed a termination not for ESAS Forfeiture Event) unless (A) EXCO notifies ESAS in writing in reasonable detail of the circumstances forming the
basis for an ESAS Forfeiture Event termination, (B) such notice is given within sixty (60) days after EXCO obtains knowledge of such circumstances and
(C) such notice indicates that EXCO elects to terminate this Agreement for ESAS Forfeiture Event based on such circumstances, and (ii) with respect to
subpart (a) of this definition, “ESAS Forfeiture Event” shall not be deemed to exist unless ESAS has failed to cure any such breaches described in such
subpart within sixty (60) days’ notice from EXCO of such breach.

“ESAS Group” means ESAS and each Affiliate of ESAS.

“ESAS Initial Warrantholders” shall mean, at the Execution Date and such other date or dates that the Warrants are issued, as applicable, ESAS and any
of its Affiliates to whom, pursuant to Section 11.8, ESAS has assigned (with the consent of EXCO, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld) the
right to be issued by EXCO all or a portion of the Warrants.

“ESAS Material Adverse Effect” means any event, change or circumstance (whether foreseeable or not) that, individually or in the aggregate, results or
would be reasonably likely to result in a material adverse effect on the ability of ESAS to perform its obligations hereunder or under the other Transaction
Documents; provided, however, that “ESAS Material Adverse
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Effect” shall not include material adverse effects resulting from (A) general changes in hydrocarbon prices; (B) changes in condition or developments
generally applicable to the oil and gas industry in the United States so long as such conditions do not have a materially disproportionate effect on ESAS,
(C) economic, financial, credit or political conditions and general changes in markets so long as such conditions do not have a materially disproportionate
effect on ESAS; (D) acts of God, including hurricanes and storms; (E) acts or failures to act of Governmental Authorities (where not caused by the willful or
negligent acts of ESAS); (F) civil unrest or similar disorder; terrorist acts; or any outbreak of hostilities or war; (G) any reclassification or recalculation of
reserves in the ordinary course of business; (H) changes in Laws; (I) effects or changes that are cured at no cost to EXCO or no longer exist by the earlier of the
Closing and the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Article 8; (J) any effect resulting from any action taken by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO, other
than those actions expressly permitted or required in accordance with the terms of this Agreement; (K) natural declines in well performance; or (L) any
matters, facts or disclosures set forth in the schedules herein as of the Execution Date.

“EXCO” is defined in the introductory paragraph hereof.

“EXCO Credit Agreement” means that certain Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of July 31, 2013, among EXCO, as borrower, certain
Subsidiaries of EXCO, as guarantors, the lender parties thereto, and JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as Administrative Agent, as amended.

“EXCO Forfeiture Event” shall mean:

(a) any material willful or intentional breach by EXCO of any of its covenants set forth in this Agreement or any other Transaction Document
that are to be performed by EXCO after the Closing Date but on or prior to the Termination Date; or

(b) if any time after the Closing Date and on or prior to the date a Party delivers a notice of termination of this Agreement, Wilder is not elected
as the Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors or is removed as Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors except as a result of any of the
following:

(i) Wilder’s failure to agree to be nominated for election to serve on the Board of Directors as the Executive Chairman at any annual
meeting of the shareholders or special meeting held to elect members of the Board of Directors or the Executive Chairman;

(ii) Wilder’s resignation from the Board of Directors;

(iii) Wilder’s failure to agree to serve on the Board of Directors as Executive Chairman when properly elected;

(iv) the prohibition or disqualification of Wilder from serving as a director of EXCO under any final non-appealable Order or decree of any
court with competent jurisdiction, the SEC or any other regulatory body, rule or regulation of the SEC, the NYSE or any other exchange on
which the Common Stock is listed, or by applicable Law;
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(v) Wilder’s engagement in acts or omissions constituting a breach of his fiduciary duties to EXCO and its shareholders (other than such
duties that are waived in the Articles of Incorporation of EXCO), as determined under a final non-appealable Order or decree of any court with
competent jurisdiction;

(vi) Wilder being subject to a disqualification event described in Rule 506(d) of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933;

(vii) any final non-appealable conviction by a court with competent jurisdiction or any plea of nolo contendere of Wilder of any felony
(other than any driving violation) or crime involving dishonesty or moral turpitude; or

(viii) Wilder’s death or failure to possess sufficient mental and physical capacities, as determined by a medical doctor appointed by
EXCO’s CEO from the medical staff at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, to perform his obligations as Executive Chairman of the EXCO
(other than periods of temporary disability or incapacity not to exceed sixty (60) consecutive days);

provided, however, (i) EXCO Forfeiture Event shall not exist and shall not be valid (and any invalid termination of this Agreement for EXCO Forfeiture
Event shall be deemed a termination not for EXCO Forfeiture Event) unless (A) ESAS notifies EXCO in writing in reasonable detail of the circumstances
forming the basis for an EXCO Forfeiture Event termination, (B) such notice is given within sixty (60) days after ESAS obtains knowledge of such
circumstances and (C) such notice indicates that ESAS elects to terminate this Agreement for EXCO Forfeiture Event based on such circumstances, and
(ii) with respect to subpart (a) of this definition, “EXCO Forfeiture Event” shall not be deemed to exist unless EXCO has failed to cure any such breaches
described in such subpart within sixty (60) days’ notice from ESAS of such breach.

“EXCO Group” means EXCO and each Affiliate of EXCO except for members of ESAS Group.

“EXCO Material Adverse Effect” means any event, change or circumstance (whether foreseeable or not) that, individually or in the aggregate, results or
would be reasonably likely to result in a material adverse effect on (i) EXCO’s ability to perform its obligations hereunder or under the other Transaction
Documents or (ii) the ownership, financial condition, capitalization, liabilities or operation of EXCO as currently conducted as of the Execution Date;
provided, however, that “EXCO Material Adverse Effect” shall not include material adverse effects resulting from (A) general changes in hydrocarbon prices;
(B) changes in condition or developments generally applicable to the oil and gas industry in the United States so long as such conditions do not have a
materially disproportionate effect on EXCO, (C) economic, financial, credit or political conditions and general changes in markets; (D) acts of God, including
hurricanes and storms; (E) acts or failures to act of Governmental Authorities (where not caused by the willful or negligent acts of EXCO); (F) civil unrest or
similar disorder; terrorist acts; or any outbreak of hostilities or war; (G) any reclassification or recalculation of reserves in the ordinary course of business;
(H) changes in Laws; (I) effects or changes that are cured at no cost
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to ESAS or no longer exist by the earlier of the Closing and the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Article 8; (J) any effect resulting from any action
taken by ESAS or any of ESAS’s respective Affiliates with the intent of causing such effect, other than those actions expressly permitted or required in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement; (K) any effect resulting from any action taken by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO with ESAS’s written consent;
(L) natural declines in well performance; or (M) any matters, facts or disclosures set forth in the schedules herein as of the Execution Date.

“EXCO Organizational Documents” shall mean the Third Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of EXCO, as amended, and the Second
Amended and Restated Bylaws of EXCO.

“EXCO Stock Plans” is defined in Section 4.4.

“Escrow Account” means the escrow account maintained by the Escrow Agent in accordance with the terms of the Escrow Agreement.

“Escrow Agent” means a United States national banking association, as appointed by mutual agreement of the Parties to serve as escrow agent
hereunder, and any successor to such banking association.

“Escrow Agreement” means an escrow agreement between the Parties and the Escrow Agent, as such may be amended, modified, supplemented or
replaced from time to time.

“Exceptions” is defined in Section 3.3.

“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.

“Execution Date” is defined in the introductory paragraph hereof.

“Fundamental Representations” means (a) with respect to EXCO, the representations and warranties of EXCO set forth in Section 4.3 through
Section 4.6, inclusive, and Section 4.13, and the corresponding representations and warranties with respect thereto given in the certificates delivered by
EXCO at Closing pursuant to Section 8.3(e) and (b) with respect to ESAS, the representations and warranties of ESAS set forth in Section 3.3, Section 3.7, and
Section 3.9, and the corresponding representations and warranties with respect thereto given in the certificates delivered by ESAS at Closing pursuant to
Section 8.2(c).

“Governmental Authority” means any court, tribunal, arbitrator, authority, agency, commission, official or other instrumentality of the United States,
any foreign country or any domestic or foreign state, county, city, tribal, quasi-governmental entity or other political subdivision or authority exercising or
entitled to exercise any administrative, executive, judicial, legislative, regulatory or taxing authority or power.

“HSR Act” means the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as amended.
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“Incentive Payment” means a payment in an amount equal to zero to $2.4 million as determined in accordance with Section 5.18(d)(ii). For purposes of
Section 5.18(d)(ii), the maximum Incentive Payment shall be $2.4 million.

“Indemnified Person” is defined in Section 10.5(a).

“Indemnifying Party” is defined in Section 10.5(a).

“Initial Investment” is defined in Section 2.2.

“Initial Shares” is defined in Section 2.2.

“Initial Shares Closing” is defined in Section 2.2.

“Initial Shares Closing Date” is defined in Section 2.2.

“Initial Warrants” means (i) a warrant exercisable for 15,000,000 shares of Common Stock with a strike price of $2.75 per share of Common Stock and
(ii) a warrant exercisable for 20,000,000 shares of Common Stock with a strike price of $4.00 per share of Common Stock, each as delivered in connection
with the execution of this Agreement.

“Investment” means the Initial Investment and the Remaining Investment.

“Investment Obligation Termination Event” means the occurrence of any of the following events: (a) an event of default (other than defaults to which
contractual cure periods or lender forbearance agreements apply) by EXCO or any of its Affiliates under (i) the EXCO Credit Agreement or any other credit
agreement or similar agreement for borrowed money or (ii) any EXCO indenture, (b) EXCO is removed from, and the Common Stock is no longer listed on,
the NYSE, (c) EXCO becomes insolvent, (d) any bankruptcy proceeding is commenced by, in favor of or against EXCO pursuant to Chapter 11, United States
Code, or any similar federal, state or foreign bankruptcy Law; provided, however, no Investment Obligation Termination Event shall occur until ESAS
notifies EXCO in writing in reasonable detail of the circumstances giving rise to such Investment Obligation Termination Event, (e) the failure of EXCO to
make all SEC Filings as and when required by applicable Law or (f) the issuance of any “going concern” opinion in any audit report from any outside
auditors of EXCO.

“Investment Obligation Test Date” is defined in Section 5.20.

“Knowledge” means, (i) with respect to ESAS, the actual conscious knowledge, without any duty or obligation of investigation or inquiry, of only
those officers of ESAS named on Schedule 1.1 and (ii) with respect to EXCO the actual conscious knowledge, without any duty or obligation of investigation
or inquiry, of only those officers and employees of EXCO named on Schedule 1.1.

“Laws” means all laws, statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances, Orders, decrees, requirements, judgments and codes of Governmental Authorities.
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“Lien” means any (a) lien, mortgage, pledge, collateral assignment or security interest, of any kind, (b) the interest of a vendor or a lessor under any
conditional sale agreement, capital lease or title retention agreement (or any financing lease having substantially the same economic effect as any of the
foregoing) relating to such asset and (c) in the case of Capital Stock or securities, any purchase option, call or similar right of a Third Party with respect to
such securities (including, in each case of subpart (a) through (c), any agreement to give any of the foregoing, any conditional sale or other title retention
agreement) and any option, trust or other preferential arrangement having the practical effect of any of the foregoing.

“Monthly Fee” means a monthly payment of $300,000 that EXCO shall pay to ESAS for the Services.

“Nomination Letter Agreement” is defined in Section 5.19.

“Notice” is defined in Section 11.1.

“NYSE” shall mean the New York Stock Exchange LLC.

“NYSE Approval Proposal” shall mean the proposal to approve the issuance of a portion of the Warrants and the Warrant Shares in accordance with the
rules of the NYSE or any other U.S. national securities exchange on which the Common Stock is then listed.

“Open Market Shares” means Common Stock constituting the Investment that ESAS shall purchase in the open market as described in Section 5.20.

“Order” means any order, injunction, judgment, doctrine, decree, ruling, writ, assessment, arbitration award or similar action of a Governmental
Authority.

“Organizational Document Amendment Proposal” means the proposal to approve the amendment and restatement of the Third Amended and Restated
Articles of Incorporation of EXCO in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A, which shall include the Business Opportunities Waiver.

“Ownership Change” is defined in Section 5.21.

“Percentile Rank” means, with respect to any anniversary of the Execution Date, the Percentile Rank as such term is defined in the Form of Warrants
attached hereto as Exhibit B except that the Performance Measurement Date shall be the date of such anniversary and the Initial Value Date shall be the date
364 days prior to such anniversary date.

“Permits” means any approvals, authorizations, consents, licenses, registrations, variances, franchise, permission, clearance, qualification, permits or
certificates issued, granted, given, obtained, or otherwise made available by or under the authority of a Governmental Authority or pursuant to any Law, and
applications therefor and renewals thereof.

“Person” means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company, trust, estate, Governmental Authority or any other entity.

“Preferred Stock” is defined in Section 4.4.
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“Proxy Statement” is defined in Section 5.9.

“Registration Rights” is defined in Section 4.11.

“Registration Rights Agreement” means the Registration Rights Agreement between ESAS, each ESAS Initial Warrantholder and EXCO in
substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit C with such changes as the Parties reasonably agree to in good faith negotiations covering the registration
of the Initial Shares, the Warrants, the Warrant Shares and any other shares of Common Stock owned or hereafter purchased by the ESAS Group.

“Remaining Investment” is defined in Section 5.20.

“Representatives” means, with respect to a Party, such Party, its Affiliates and each of their respective officers, employees, accountants, attorneys,
environmental consultants and other authorized representatives.

“Required Shareholder Approval” shall mean the requisite approval by (a) the holders of EXCO’s Capital Stock of the NYSE Approval Proposal, as
required by the NYSE or any other U.S. national securities exchange on which the Common Stock is then listed, and (b) the approval of the holders of two-
thirds of the outstanding Common Stock and disinterested holders of Common Stock representing a majority of the votes cast (excluding abstentions) by all
disinterested holders of Common Stock of the Organizational Document Amendment Proposal, as required by applicable Law and the EXCO Organizational
Documents.

“Rule 10b5-1 Plan” means a written plan of ESAS to acquire the Remaining Investment in accordance with Rule 10b5-1(c) promulgated under the
Exchange Act.

“SEC” means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

“SEC Filings” is defined in Section 4.9.

“Securities” means the Initial Shares, the Warrants and the Warrant Shares.

“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

“Services” means the strategic advisory services that ESAS shall provide to EXCO pursuant to Section 5.18 of this Agreement, which shall have the
goal of repositioning EXCO in accordance with the Business Plan.

“Shareholder Meeting” means the annual or special meeting of the holders of Common Stock to be called by EXCO for the purpose of obtaining the
Required Shareholder Approval.

“Shareholder Proposals” means the Organizational Document Amendment Proposal and the NYSE Approval Proposal.

“SOX” is defined in Section 4.10(e).
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“Subsidiary” shall mean, with respect to any Person, (i) any corporation, association, partnership or other business entity of which more than fifty
percent (50%) of the total voting power of shares ordinarily entitled to vote in the election of directors or other members of the governing body of such
Person (other than solely by reason of a contingency) is at the time owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by (a) such Person, (b) such Person and one or
more subsidiaries of such Person or (c) one or more subsidiaries of such Person, (ii) a partnership or limited liability company of which such Person or one of
its subsidiaries is the general partner or managing member, as applicable, or (iii) any other Person in which such Person has the power to elect or direct the
election of a majority of the directors or other governing body of such Person.

“Termination Date” is defined in Section 9.2(c).

“Third Party” means any Person other than ESAS and EXCO or any of their respective Affiliates.

“Third Party Claim” is defined in Section 10.5(c)

“Trading Day” is defined in the Form of Warrants attached hereto as Exhibit B.

“Transaction Documents” means this Agreement, the Confidentiality Agreement, the Registration Rights Agreement, the Warrants, the Nomination
Letter Agreement, the Escrow Agreement and the certificates delivered by the applicable Parties under Sections 8.2(c) and 8.3(e).

“Warrant Shares” means the shares of Common Stock issued by EXCO upon exercise of the Warrants in accordance with the terms of the Warrants.

“Warrants” means the Initial Warrants and the Closing Warrants.

“Wilder” means C. John Wilder, a resident of Dallas County, Texas.

Section 1.2 Interpretation. In this Agreement, unless a clear contrary intention appears: (a) the singular number includes the plural number and vice
versa; (b) reference to any Person includes such Person’s successors and assigns but only if such successors and assigns are not prohibited by this Agreement,
and reference to a Person in a particular capacity excludes such Person in any other capacity or individually; (c) reference to any gender includes each other
gender; (d) reference to any agreement (including this Agreement), document or instrument means, unless specifically provided otherwise, such agreement,
document or instrument as amended or modified and in effect from time to time in accordance with the terms thereof; (e) reference to any law means, unless
specifically provided otherwise, such law as amended, modified, codified, replaced or reenacted, in whole or in part, and in effect from time to time, including
rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and reference to any section or other provision of any law means, unless specifically provided otherwise, that
provision of such law from time to time in effect and constituting the substantive amendment, modification, codification, replacement or reenactment of such
section or other provision; (f) reference in this Agreement to any Article, Section, Appendix, Schedule or Exhibit means such Article or Section hereof or
Appendix, Schedule or Exhibit thereto; (g) “hereunder”, “hereof”, “hereto” and words of similar import shall be deemed references to this Agreement as a
whole and not to any particular Article, Section or other provision thereof; (h) “including” (and with correlative meaning “include”)
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means including without limiting the generality of any description preceding such term; (i) “or” shall be disjunctive, but not exclusive; (j) relative to the
determination of any period of time, “from” means “from and including” and “to” means “to but excluding”; (k) the Schedules and Exhibits attached to this
Agreement shall be construed with and as an integral part of this Agreement to the same extent as if the same had been set forth verbatim herein; provided
that in the event a word or phrase defined in this Agreement is expressly given a different meaning in any Schedule or Exhibit, such different definition shall
apply only to such Schedule or Exhibit defining such word or phrase independently, and the meaning given such word or phrase in this Agreement shall
control for purposes of this Agreement, and such alternative meaning shall have no bearing or effect, on the interpretation of this Agreement; and (l) except as
otherwise provided herein, all actions which any Person may take and all determinations which any Person may make pursuant to this Agreement may be
taken and made at the sole and absolute discretion of such Person.

ARTICLE 2

WARRANTS; INITIAL SHARES

Section 2.1 Warrants.

(a) On the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, on the Execution Date, EXCO shall issue to ESAS the Initial Warrants, as partial
consideration for the performance of the Services in accordance with this Agreement.

(b) On the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, at Closing, or such earlier date, to be mutually agreed upon by EXCO and ESAS, as
soon as practicable after the necessary approvals have been obtained for the issuance of the Closing Warrants, EXCO shall issue to ESAS the Closing
Warrants, which shall be exercisable pursuant to the terms of the Form of Warrants attached hereto as Exhibit B, as partial consideration for the
continued performance of the Services in accordance with this Agreement.

Section 2.2 Initial Shares.

(a) On the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, EXCO shall issue to ESAS, and ESAS shall purchase and acquire from EXCO,
5,882,353 shares of Common Stock (the “Initial Shares”) on or promptly after the date when a registration statement has been declared effective by the
SEC covering the resale of the Initial Shares (the “Initial Shares Closing”, and such date, the “Initial Shares Closing Date”) as consideration for the
payment in cash by ESAS of an amount equal to ten million dollars ($10,000,000) (the “Initial Investment”).

(b) Promptly after the date hereof the Parties shall mutually agree upon the Escrow Agent and execute a mutually agreeable Escrow Agreement.
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(c) No later than three (3) Business Days after the execution of the Escrow Agreement by the Parties and the Escrow Agent, ESAS shall deposit an
amount equal to the Initial Investment with the Escrow Agent via wire transfer of immediately available funds to the Escrow Account, such amount to
be held in escrow by the Escrow Agent in accordance with the terms of the Escrow Agreement.

(d) Upon the Initial Shares Closing in accordance with Article 6, on the Initial Shares Closing Date the Initial Investment shall be disbursed to
EXCO and the remainder, if any, of the amounts held in the Escrow Account attributable to any interest accrued upon the Initial Investment shall be
disbursed to or on behalf of ESAS.

(e) If for any reason this Agreement is terminated prior to Closing in accordance with Section 9.2 below, then all amounts held in the Escrow
Account shall be disbursed or retained as provided in Section 5.18(e) and Section 9.3.

ARTICLE 3

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF ESAS

ESAS represents and warrants to, and agrees with, EXCO as set forth below. Except for representations, warranties and agreements that are expressly
limited as to a particular date, each representation, warranty and agreement is made as of the Execution Date and as of the Closing Date after giving effect to
the transactions contemplated hereby:

Section 3.1 Formation. ESAS has been duly organized and is validly existing as a limited liability company in good standing under the Laws of the
State of Delaware. ESAS is a wholly-owned, direct subsidiary of Bluescape Resources Company LLC (“BRC”).

Section 3.2 Power and Authority. ESAS has the requisite limited liability company power and authority to enter into, execute and deliver this
Agreement and the other Transaction Documents and each other agreement, document, and instrument to which it is or will be a party or which it has
executed and delivered, or will execute and deliver, in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and to perform its obligations and
consummate the transactions contemplated hereunder and thereunder and has taken all necessary limited liability company action required for the due
authorization of the Transaction Documents, the performance of its obligations thereunder and the consummation of the transaction contemplated thereby.

Section 3.3 Execution and Delivery. Each Transaction Document to which ESAS is, or will be, a party has been, or at the time of its execution and
delivery by ESAS, will be, duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered by ESAS, and constitutes, or at the time of its execution and delivery by
ESAS, will constitute, a valid and binding obligation of ESAS, enforceable against ESAS in accordance with its terms, except as may be limited by the effect
of bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, fraudulent conveyance or similar Laws affective the enforcement of creditors’ rights generally,
subject to principles of equity and public policy and except to the extent that the indemnification and contribution provisions in this Agreement may be
limited by federal or state securities Laws (the “Exceptions”).
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Section 3.4 Restricted Securities. ESAS understands that the Securities have not been registered under the Securities Act and may not be resold
without registration under the Securities Act except pursuant to a specific exemption from the registration provisions of the Securities Act. As a result, ESAS
acknowledges and understands that, upon the original issuance thereof and until such time as the same is no longer required under any applicable
requirements of the Securities Act or applicable state securities Laws, EXCO and its transfer agent shall make such notation in the stock book and transfer
records of EXCO as may be necessary to record that the Securities have not been registered under the Securities Act and may not be resold without
registration under the Securities Act except pursuant to a specific exemption from the registration provisions of the Securities Act. ESAS acknowledges that
Rule 144 promulgated under the Securities Act may not be available to exempt all sales of the Securities. ESAS recognizes that EXCO is under no obligation
to register the Securities except pursuant to this Agreement and the Registration Rights Agreement. ESAS understands that the certificates representing the
Securities may carry one or more legends incorporating such restrictions.

Section 3.5 Investment Intent. ESAS is acquiring the Securities for investment for its own account, and not with the view to, or for resale in connection
with, any distribution thereof not in compliance with the Securities Act and any applicable state securities or “blue sky” Laws, and ESAS has no present
intention of selling, granting any participation in, or otherwise distributing the same, except in compliance with the Securities Act and any applicable state
securities or “blue sky” Laws.

Section 3.6 Sophistication. Each of ESAS and BRC is an “accredited investor” within the meaning of Rule 501(a) promulgated under the Securities
Act, and ESAS has such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters that it is capable of evaluating the merits and risks of its investment in
the Securities being acquired hereunder. ESAS understands and is able to bear any economic risks associated with such investment. Without derogating from
or limiting the representations and warranties of EXCO, ESAS acknowledges that it has been afforded the opportunity to ask questions and receive answers
concerning EXCO and to obtain additional information that it has requested to verify the information contained in this Section 3.6. With the assistance of
ESAS’s own professional advisors, to the extent that ESAS has deemed appropriate, ESAS has made its own legal, tax, accounting and financial evaluation of
the merits and risks of an investment in Securities and the consequences of this Agreement. ESAS has considered the suitability of the Securities as an
investment in light of its own circumstances and financial condition, and ESAS is able to bear any economic risks associated with such investment.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein will operate to modify or limit in any respect the other representations, warranties or covenants of
EXCO or to relieve it from any obligations to ESAS for breach thereof or for the making of misleading statements or the omission of material facts in
connection with the transactions contemplated herein.

Section 3.7 No Conflicts. The acquisition of the Securities, the execution and delivery by ESAS of each of the Transaction Documents to which it is, or
will be, a party and the performance of and compliance with all of the provisions thereof by ESAS, and the consummation of the transactions contemplated
therein (i) will not conflict with, or result in a breach or violation of, any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under (in each case, with or
without notice or lapse of time, or both), or result, in the acceleration of, or the creation of any Lien under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan
agreement or other
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agreement, instrument, contract or other arrangement to which ESAS is a party or by which ESAS is bound or to which any of the property or assets of ESAS is
subject, (ii) will not result in any violation of the provisions of the certificate of formation, operating agreement or similar governance documents of ESAS,
and (iii) will not result in any material violation of, or any termination or material impairment of any rights under, any applicable Law, including any license,
authorization, injunction, judgment, Order, decree, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority, except in the case of each of clauses (i) through (iii), for
any conflict, breach, violation, default, acceleration, Lien, termination or impairment which would not reasonably be expected to result in an ESAS Material
Adverse Effect.

Section 3.8 Consents, Approvals or Waivers. No consent, approval, authorization, Order, Permit, registration or qualification of any Third Party or
with any Governmental Authority is required to be obtained or made by ESAS in connection with the execution and delivery of the Transaction Documents,
the compliance by ESAS with any of the provisions hereof and thereof, or the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, except for (i) such
consents, approvals, authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be required under state securities or “blue sky” Laws in connection with the
acquisition of the Securities by ESAS, (ii) any consent, approval, authorization, registration or qualification which, if not made or obtained, would not
reasonably be expected to prohibit or materially and adversely affect ESAS’s performance of its obligations under this Agreement, (iii) if applicable, filings
required under, and compliance with other applicable requirements of, the HSR Act, (iv) filings required with the NYSE in connection with listing of the
Securities and (v) the registration of the resale of the Securities, including such “blue sky” consents, approval authorizations, registrations or qualifications as
may be necessary or appropriate.

Section 3.9 No Broker’s Fee. Neither ESAS nor any of its Affiliates is a party to any contract, agreement or understanding with any Person that would
give rise to a claim against EXCO for a financial advisory fee, brokerage commission, finder’s fee or like payment in connection with any transaction
contemplated in any of the Transaction Agreements.

Section 3.10 Bankruptcy. There are no bankruptcy, reorganization or receivership proceedings pending, being contemplated by, or, to the Knowledge
of ESAS, threatened in writing against, ESAS.

ARTICLE 4

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF EXCO

EXCO represents and warrants to, and agrees with, ESAS as set forth below. Except for representations, warranties and agreements that are expressly
limited as to a particular date, each representation, warranty and agreement is made as of the Execution Date and as of the Closing Date after giving effect to
the transactions contemplated hereby:

Section 4.1 Organization and Qualification. EXCO has been duly incorporated and is validly existing as a corporation in good standing under the
Laws of the State of Texas, with the corporate power and authority to own its properties and conduct its business as currently conducted, and, except as has
not had and would not reasonably be expected to have,
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individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect, has been duly qualified as a foreign corporation for the transaction of business and is in
good standing under the Laws of each other jurisdiction in which it owns or leases properties, or conducts any business so as to require such qualification.
Each Subsidiary of EXCO that is a “significant subsidiary” within the meaning of Rule 1-02(w) of Regulation S-X under the Securities Act has been duly
organized and is validly existing in good standing under the Laws of its jurisdiction of organization, with the corporate or analogous power and authority to
own its properties and conduct its business as currently conducted, and, except as has not had and would not reasonably be expected to have, individually or
in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect, has been duly qualified as a foreign corporation, limited liability company or partnership, as applicable,
for the transaction of business and is in good standing under the Laws of each other jurisdiction in which it owns or leases properties, or conducts any
business so as to require such qualification.

Section 4.2 Corporate Power and Authority. EXCO has the requisite corporate power and authority to enter into, execute and deliver this Agreement,
the other Transaction Documents and each other agreement, document, and instrument to which it is or will be a party or which it has executed and delivered,
or will execute and deliver, in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and, assuming receipt of the Required Shareholder
Approval, to perform its obligations and consummate the transactions contemplated hereunder and thereunder, including the issuance of the Securities.
EXCO has taken all necessary corporate action required for the due authorization of the Transaction Documents, the performance of its obligations
thereunder and the consummation of the transaction contemplated thereby, including the issuance of the Securities, except for receiving the Required
Shareholder Approval and, once such Required Shareholder Approval is received, filing the Certificate of Amendment with the secretary of state of the State
of Texas.

Section 4.3 Execution and Delivery; Enforceability. Each Transaction Document to which EXCO is, or will be, a party has been, or at the time of its
execution and delivery by EXCO, will be, duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered by EXCO, and constitutes, or at the time of its execution and
delivery by EXCO, will constitute, a valid and binding obligation of EXCO, enforceable against EXCO in accordance with its terms, except as may be limited
by the Exceptions.

Section 4.4 Capitalization. The authorized Capital Stock of EXCO consists of 350,000,000 shares of Common Stock of which, as of the Execution
Date, 273,702,116 shares were issued and outstanding, of which 2,157,885 are shares of restricted stock issued pursuant to and subject to the vesting
requirements of compensatory equity plans of EXCO in effect as of the Execution Date (the “EXCO Stock Plans”) (excluding, for the avoidance of doubt,
shares held in treasury and an additional 1,371,536 shares of unvested, performance-based restricted share units reserved for issuance under the EXCO Stock
Plans), and 10,000,000 shares of Preferred Stock, par value $0.001 per share (the “Preferred Stock”), of which, as of the Execution Date, no shares are either
designated or issued and outstanding. As of the Execution Date, EXCO held 578,042 shares of Common Stock in its treasury. As of the Execution Date, no
shares of Common Stock or Preferred Stock were reserved for issuance, except for 10,020,193 shares of Common Stock reserved for issuance under the EXCO
Stock Plans upon the exercise of stock options outstanding as of such date and granted under the EXCO Stock Plans, with a weighted average exercise price
of $12.63 per share and 1,371,536 restricted share units reserved for issuance
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under the EXCO Stock Plan subject to the achievement of certain criteria. The outstanding shares of Common Stock have been duly authorized and are
validly issued and outstanding, fully paid and nonassessable, and subject to no preemptive rights (and were not issued in violation of any preemptive rights,
EXCO Organizational Documents, or any applicable Laws). As of the Execution Date, except as set forth above or pursuant to this Agreement, there are no
(A) shares of Capital Stock or other equity interests or voting securities of EXCO authorized, reserved for issuance, issued or outstanding, (B) options,
warrants, calls, preemptive rights, subscription or other rights, instruments, agreements, arrangements or commitments of any character, obligating EXCO or
any of its Subsidiaries to issue, transfer or sell or cause to be issued, transferred or sold any shares of Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting security
in EXCO or any securities or instruments convertible into or exchangeable for such shares of Capital Stock or other equity interests or voting securities, or
obligating EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries to grant, extend or enter into any such option, warrant, call, preemptive right, subscription or other right,
instrument, agreement, arrangement or commitment, (C) except in connection with the vesting, settlement or forfeiture of, or tax payment or withholding with
respect to, any equity-based awards under the EXCO Stock Plans, outstanding contractual obligations of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries to repurchase,
redeem or otherwise acquire any Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting securities of EXCO, or (D) issued or outstanding restricted stock awards,
units, rights to receive any Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting securities of EXCO on a deferred basis, or rights to purchase or receive any Capital
Stock or equity interest or voting securities issued or granted by EXCO to any current or former director, officer, employee or consultant of EXCO. No
Subsidiary of EXCO owns any shares of Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting securities of EXCO. There are no voting trusts or other agreements or
understandings to which EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is a party with respect to the voting of the Capital Stock or other equity interest or voting securities
of EXCO.

Section 4.5 Issuance. Subject to the Required Shareholder Approval and the acceptance of the Certificate of Amendment by the secretary of state of the
State of Texas, the issuance of the Securities has been duly and validly authorized and, when such Securities are issued and delivered against payment
therefor, will be duly authorized, validly issued and delivered and fully paid and nonassessable, free and clear of any and all Liens, other than Liens arising as
a matter of applicable securities Law.

Section 4.6 No Conflict. Subject to the Required Shareholder Approval and the acceptance of the Certificate of Amendment by the secretary of state of
the State of Texas, the sale, issuance and delivery of the Securities and the execution and delivery by EXCO of the Transaction Documents and the
performance of and compliance with all of the provisions thereof by EXCO and the consummation of the transactions contemplated therein (i) will not
conflict with, or result in a breach or violation of, any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under (in each case, with or without notice or lapse
of time, or both), or result in the acceleration of, or the creation of any Lien under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other agreement,
instrument, contract or other arrangement to which EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is a party or by which EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is bound or to
which any of the property or assets of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries is subject, other than the EXCO Credit Agreement, (ii) will not result in any violation
of the provisions of the EXCO Organizational Documents or any of the organizational or governance documents of any of EXCO’s Subsidiaries, and (iii) will
not result in any material violation of, or any termination or material
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impairment of any rights under, any applicable Law, including any license, authorization, injunction, judgment, Order, decree, rule or regulation of any
Governmental Authority, except, in any such case in clauses (i) and (iii), for any conflict, breach, violation, default, acceleration, Lien, termination or
impairment which would not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect.

Section 4.7 Consents and Approvals. No consent, approval, authorization, Order, registration or qualification of or with any Third Party or any
Governmental Authority is required for the sale, issuance and delivery of the Securities, and the execution and delivery by EXCO of this Agreement and the
other Transaction Documents and performance of and compliance by EXCO with all of the provisions hereof and thereof and the consummation of the
transactions contemplated herein and therein, except (i) the Required Shareholder Approval, (ii) the acceptance of the Certificate of Amendment by the
secretary of state of the State of Texas, (iii) such consents, approvals, authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be required under state securities or
“blue sky” Laws in connection with the issuance of the Securities, (iv) if applicable, filings required under, and compliance with other applicable
requirements of, the HSR Act, (v) filings required with the NYSE in connection with listing of the Securities, (vi) the registration of the resale of the
Securities, including such “blue sky” consents, approval authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be necessary or appropriate and (vii) as
required under the EXCO Credit Agreement.

Section 4.8 Arm’s Length. In connection with all aspects of each transaction contemplated by this Agreement, EXCO acknowledges and agrees that:
(i) the transactions contemplated by this Agreement are arm’s-length commercial transactions between EXCO and ESAS, (ii) EXCO is capable of evaluating,
and understands and accepts, the terms, risks and conditions of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, (iii) in connection with the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement and the process leading to the foregoing, ESAS has been, are, and will be acting solely as a principal and has not been, is
not, and will not be acting as an advisor, agent or fiduciary for EXCO or any of EXCO’s Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any other Person,
and (iv) ESAS has no obligation to EXCO or EXCO’s Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any other Person with respect to the transactions
contemplated hereby except those obligations expressly set forth in this Agreement. To the fullest extent permitted by Law, EXCO hereby waives and
releases any claims that EXCO or EXCO’s Affiliates, shareholders, creditors or employees or any other Person may have against ESAS or any of their
Affiliates with respect to any breach or alleged breach of agency or fiduciary duty in connection with any aspect of any transaction contemplated by this
Agreement.

Section 4.9 EXCO SEC Filings. Since January 1, 2012, EXCO has filed or furnished all required reports, schedules, forms, statements and other
documents (including exhibits and all other information incorporated therein) (the “SEC Filings”) with the SEC. As of their respective dates, each of the SEC
Filings complied in all material respects with the requirements of the Securities Act or the Exchange Act, as applicable, and the rules and regulations of the
SEC promulgated thereunder applicable to such SEC Filings. No SEC Filing filed after December 31, 2011, when filed, and, in the case of any SEC Filing
amended or superseded prior to the Execution Date, on the date of such amending or superseding filing, contained any untrue statement of a material fact or
omitted to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were
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made, not misleading. Any SEC Filing filed with the SEC after the Execution Date but prior to the Closing Date, when filed, will not contain any untrue
statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the
circumstances under which they are made, not misleading.

Section 4.10 Financial Statements.

(a) Each of (i) the financial statements and the related notes of EXCO and its Consolidated Subsidiaries included or incorporated by reference in
the SEC Filings, and (ii) the financial statements and the related notes of EXCO and its Consolidated Subsidiaries to be included or incorporated by
reference in the Proxy Statement, if any, comply or will comply, as the case may be, in all material respects with the applicable requirements of the
Securities Act, the Exchange Act, and the rules and regulations of the SEC thereunder, and fairly present, or will fairly present, as the case may be, in all
material respects the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of EXCO and its Subsidiaries as of the dates indicated and for the periods
specified, subject, in the case of the unaudited financial statements, to the absence of disclosures normally made in footnotes and to customary year-
end adjustments that are not and shall not be material; such financial statements have been prepared, or will be prepared, as the case may be, in
conformity with the Accounting Principles applied on a consistent basis throughout the periods covered thereby (except as disclosed in the SEC
Filings filed before the Execution Date), and each of (A) the supporting schedules included or incorporated by reference in the SEC Filings, and (B) the
supporting schedules to be included or incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement, if any, fairly present, or will fairly present, as the case may be,
in all material respects, the information required to be stated therein; and each of (x) the other financial information included or incorporated by
reference in the SEC Filings, and (y) the other financial information to be included or incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement, if any, has
been, or will be, as the case may be, derived from the accounting records of EXCO and its Subsidiaries and presents fairly, or will present fairly, as the
case may be, the information shown thereby.

(b) Neither EXCO nor any of EXCO’s Subsidiaries is a party to, or has any commitment to become a party to, any joint venture, off-balance sheet
partnership or any similar agreement or arrangement, where the result, purpose or effect of such agreement or arrangement is to avoid disclosure of any
material transaction involving, or material liabilities of, EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries in the SEC Filings (including the financial statements
contained therein). Except to the extent specifically reflected or reserved against on the December 31, 2014 consolidated balance sheet of EXCO
(including the notes thereto) included in EXCO’s Form 10-K as filed with the Commission on February 25, 2015, neither EXCO nor any of its
Subsidiaries has any (i) liabilities (whether or not accrued, fixed, contingent, asserted or known) or (ii) any impairments (including impairments that
would reasonably be expected to occur or be taken) to assets or reserves, except for liabilities or impairments, respectively, that (A) are otherwise
disclosed in the SEC Filings or (B) would not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect.
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(c) EXCO has designed and maintains a system of internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) of the
Exchange Act) sufficient to provide reasonable assurances regarding the reliability of financial reporting. EXCO (1) has designed and maintains
disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) of the Exchange Act) to provide reasonable assurance that information
required to be disclosed by EXCO in the reports that it files or submits with the SEC is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time
periods specified in the SEC’s rules, regulations and forms, and is accumulated and communicated to EXCO’s management as appropriate to allow
timely decisions regarding required disclosure, and (2) has disclosed, based on its most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to
EXCO’s outside auditors and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors (A) all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or
operation of internal control over financial reporting that would reasonably be expected to adversely affect EXCO’s ability to record, process,
summarize and report financial information and (B) any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a
significant role in EXCO’s internal control over financial reporting, all of which information described in clauses (A) and (B) above has been disclosed
by EXCO to ESAS prior to the Execution Date.

(d) Any material change in internal control over financial reporting required to be disclosed in any SEC Filings has been so disclosed. Since
December 31, 2011, to the Knowledge of EXCO, neither EXCO nor any of its Subsidiaries has received any complaint, allegation, assertion or claim
regarding the accounting or auditing practices, procedures, methodologies or methods of EXCO or any of its Subsidiaries or their respective internal
accounting controls relating to periods after December 31, 2011, except for any complaints, allegations, assertions or claims that have not had, and
would not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, an EXCO Material Adverse Effect.

(e) Each of the principal executive officer of EXCO and the principal financial officer of EXCO (or each former principal executive officer of
EXCO and each former principal financial officer EXCO, as applicable) has made all certifications required by Rules 13a-14 and 15d-14 under the
Exchange Act and Sections 302 and 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended (“SOX”), with respect to the SEC Filings, and the statements
contained in such certifications are true and complete. For purposes of this Agreement, “principal executive officer” and “principal financial officer”
shall have the meanings given to such terms in SOX.

Section 4.11 No Registration Rights Agreements. Other than the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement,
EXCO is not bound by any agreement, contract or other arrangement with respect to its equity securities granting any demand, shelf, incidental/piggyback or
other registration rights (“Registration Rights”) to any Person. Except as set forth on Schedule 4.11, there have not been any amendments, modification or
supplements to, or any waivers under, either the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement or the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement.

Section 4.12 No EXCO Material Adverse Effect. Between January 1, 2015 and the Execution Date, other than as disclosed in the SEC Filings filed
prior to the Execution Date and except for actions to be taken in connection with the transactions contemplated under this Agreement, there has not occurred
any EXCO Material Adverse Effect.
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Section 4.13 No Broker’s Fees. Neither EXCO nor any of its Subsidiaries is a party to any contract, agreement or understanding with any Person that
would give rise to a claim against ESAS for a financial advisory fee, brokerage commission, finder’s fee or like payment in connection with the issuance of
the Securities or the other transactions contemplated in any of the Transaction Documents.

Section 4.14 Anti-takeover Provisions. The actions taken by the Board of Directors to approve this Agreement, the other Transaction Documents and
the transactions contemplated hereby and thereby constitute all the action necessary to render inapplicable to this Agreement, the other Transaction
Documents, the acquisition of shares by the ESAS Group to comply with its obligation under Section 5.20 and the acquisition of the Warrants by ESAS
hereunder and the purchase of the Warrant Shares to be purchased upon exercise of the Warrants, the provisions of any potentially applicable anti-takeover,
control share, fair price, moratorium, interested shareholder or similar law and any potentially applicable provision of the EXCO Organizational Documents.

Section 4.15 Investment Company Status. EXCO is not an “investment company” or an entity “controlled” by an “investment company” within the
meaning of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended.

Section 4.16 Bankruptcy. There are no bankruptcy, reorganization or receivership proceedings pending, being contemplated by, or, to the Knowledge
of EXCO, threatened in writing against, EXCO.

ARTICLE 5

COVENANTS OF THE PARTIES

Section 5.1 No Stabilization. EXCO will not take, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that would reasonably be expected to cause or result
in any stabilization or manipulation of the price of the shares of Common Stock.

Section 5.2 Closing Efforts. Each of the Parties shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to take all actions and to do all things necessary, proper or
advisable to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including using its commercially reasonable efforts (a) to ensure that such Party’s
representations and warranties are true and correct in all material respects on the Closing Date and all covenants of such Party to be performed prior to
Closing are performed in all material respects, (b) to ensure that the Required Shareholder Approval is received and, once such Required Shareholder
Approval is received, file the Certificate of Amendment with the secretary of state of the State of Texas and (c) to obtain, at such Party’s expense, all waivers,
Permits, consents, clearances, approvals or other authorizations from Governmental Authorities and to effect all registrations, filings and notices with or to
Governmental Authorities, as may be required by applicable Laws for such Party to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and to
otherwise comply with all applicable Laws in connection with the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.
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Section 5.3 Expenses. Except as expressly set forth herein, all expenses incurred by or on behalf of ESAS in connection with or related to the
authorization, preparation or execution of this Agreement, and the Exhibits and Schedules hereto and thereto, and all other matters related to the Closing,
including all fees and expenses of counsel, accountants and financial advisers employed by or on behalf of ESAS, shall be borne solely and entirely by ESAS,
and all such expenses incurred by EXCO shall be borne solely and entirely by EXCO.

Section 5.4 Confidentiality. Each Party hereby agrees to keep and to cause such Party’s Representatives to keep all Confidential Information
confidential and not to use such Confidential Information for any purpose except exercising its rights, or fulfilling its obligations, under this Agreement, or as
may be authorized in writing by the disclosing Party. The confidentiality obligation set forth in this Section 5.4 shall not apply to (a) Confidential
Information (i) that becomes, through no violation of the provisions of this Section 5.4 by the applicable Party or such Party’s Representatives, part of the
public domain or publically available by publication or otherwise, (ii) which is obtained by the applicable Party or such Party’s Representatives from a
source that is not known to it to be prohibited from disclosing such Confidential Information to such Party or such Party’s Representatives, by any legal,
fiduciary or contractual obligation of confidentiality to another Party, as evidenced by the receiving Party’s written records, or (iii) which is developed
independently by the applicable Party or such Party’s Representatives without use of the Confidential Information or violation of such Party’s and its
Representatives’ obligations under this Section 5.4, in each case, as evidenced by the receiving Party’s written records, or (b) disclosures of Confidential
Information (i) in the course of any trial or other legal proceeding involving the applicable Party or such Party’s Representatives (including any such trial or
legal proceeding relating to, or arising out of, this Agreement), or (ii) as required by any applicable securities Law or other Law (including any subpoena,
interrogatory, or other similar requirement for such information to be disclosed or the request or requirement of any regulatory, governmental or self-
regulatory authority with jurisdiction over the receiving Party or its Representatives) or the rules of any applicable national stock exchange. In any such
circumstance outlined in clause (b) above, the disclosing Party shall as promptly as practicable give the other Parties written notice of such required
disclosure and thereafter disclose only that portion of the Confidential Information as such disclosing Party is advised by legal counsel that it is reasonably
required to disclose and shall exercise its commercially reasonable efforts to obtain reliable assurance that confidential treatment shall be accorded such
Confidential Information. The confidentiality restrictions on each Party set forth in this Section 5.4 shall terminate upon the first anniversary of the earlier of
(a) Closing Date and (b) the Termination Date. Each Party, on behalf of itself and its applicable Representatives, acknowledges the competitive and
confidential nature of the Confidential Information and that irreparable damage may result to the other Party if any Confidential Information is disclosed to
any Third Party, except as herein permitted or under the Confidentiality Agreement and except to (A) its lenders, auditors or tax advisors and
(B) Representatives who reasonably need to know such information to assist the receiving Party in exercising its rights, or fulfilling its obligations, under this
Agreement, provided that each Party shall be responsible for any of its lenders’, auditors’, tax advisors’ or Representatives’ breaches of this Section 5.4, as if
such Representatives were a signatory to this Agreement for the purposes of this Section 5.4. It is
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further understood and agreed that monetary damages would not be a sufficient remedy for any breach of this Section 5.4. Accordingly, it is agreed by each
Party that the other Parties shall be entitled to an injunction or injunctions (without the posting of any bond and without proof of actual damages) to prevent
breaches or threatened breaches of this Section 5.4 and/or to specific performance of this Section 5.4, and that neither a Party nor any of its Representatives
may oppose the granting of such relief, provided, however, that such Party and its Representatives are entitled to dispute whether or not any Confidential
Information has been disclosed in violation of this Section 5.4. Each Party agrees that equitable relief is not exclusive of other remedies to which the other
Parties may be entitled at Law or in equity for a breach of this Section 5.4. “Confidential Information” means any and all information, documents,
instruments, data with respect to EXCO, ESAS or of any other nature provided by or on behalf of a Party to any Representative or another Party, confidential,
proprietary and other information of a Party or the its assets whether disclosed orally, visually, in writing or in other tangible form, and any and all nonpublic
or proprietary information of any nature (including prices, trade secrets, technological know-how, data and all other nonpublic or proprietary concepts,
methods of doing business, ideas, materials or information), and all information derived from any nonpublic or proprietary information.

Section 5.5 Press Releases.

(a) EXCO and ESAS shall, on or before 8:30 a.m., New York, New York time, on the first Trading Day (as defined in the Warrant) following the
Execution Date, issue a press release disclosing the transactions contemplated hereby. Within four (4) Business Days after the Execution Date, EXCO
shall file a Current Report on Form 8-K with the SEC describing the terms of the transactions contemplated by the Transaction Documents and
including the Transaction Documents as exhibits to such Current Report on Form 8-K, to the extent required by the Exchange Act. Thereafter, EXCO
shall timely file any filings and notices required by the SEC or applicable Law with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby. Except as may be
required by applicable Law or the rules and regulations of the SEC or the NYSE (in which case prior written notice of such inclusion shall, to the extent
practicable, be provided to ESAS), EXCO shall not include the name of any member of the ESAS Group (that was not previously disclosed in any
public disclosure) in any press release with respect to the transactions set forth herein or in the other Transaction Documents without the prior written
consent and approval of ESAS.

(b) From and after the Execution Date, except as contemplated by this Section 5.5, neither EXCO, on the one hand, nor ESAS, on the other hand,
shall make, and each of EXCO and ESAS shall cause each of its Affiliates not to make, any public press release or public disclosure regarding the
existence of this Agreement, the contents hereof or the transactions contemplated hereby, or the identities of any Parties hereto without the prior
written consent of EXCO, on the one hand, and ESAS, on the other hand; provided, however, the foregoing shall not restrict disclosures by EXCO and
ESAS (i) to the extent that such disclosures are required by applicable securities or other Laws or the applicable rules of any stock exchange having
jurisdiction over EXCO and ESAS or (ii) to Governmental Authorities or any Third Party holding rights of consent or other rights that may be
applicable to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, as reasonably necessary to provide notices, seek waivers, amendments or terminations
of such rights, or seek such consents. EXCO and ESAS shall each be liable for the compliance of their respective Affiliates with the terms of this
Section 5.5.
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Section 5.6 Regulatory Filings. EXCO and ESAS shall, and shall cause their respective Affiliates to (a) make or cause to be made the filings required of
such Party or any of its Affiliates under any Laws with respect to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and to pay any fees due by such Party in
connection with such filings, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, and in any event within ten (10) Business Days after the Execution Date (other than
(1) the Proxy Statement, which EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to file as promptly as practicable after execution of this Agreement and in
any event not more than thirty (30) days after the Execution Date in accordance with Section 5.9 or (2) under the HSR Act, which the Parties shall use
commercially reasonable efforts to file as and when required under the HSR Act), (b) cooperate with the other Parties and furnish all information in such
Party’s possession that is necessary in connection with such other Party’s filings, (c) use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the expiration or
termination of the notice or waiting periods under the HSR Act and, if applicable, any other Laws with respect to the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement as promptly as is reasonably practicable, (d) promptly inform the other Party of (and, at the other Party’s reasonable request, supply to such other
Party) any communication (or other correspondence or memoranda) from or to, and any proposed understanding or agreement with, any Governmental
Authority in respect of such filings, (e) consult and cooperate with the other Party in connection with any analyses, appearances, presentations, memoranda,
briefs, arguments and opinions made or submitted by or on behalf of any Party in connection with all meetings, actions, discussions and proceedings with
Governmental Authorities relating to such filings, including, subject to applicable Law, permitting the other Party to review in advance any proposed written
communication between it and any Governmental Authority, (f) comply, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, with any requests of any Governmental
Authority received by such Party or any of its Affiliates under the HSR Act and any other Laws for additional information, documents or other materials,
(g) use commercially reasonable efforts to resolve any objections as may be asserted by any Governmental Authority with respect to the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement, and (h) use commercially reasonable efforts to contest and resist any action or proceeding instituted (or threatened in
writing to be instituted) by any Governmental Authority challenging the transactions contemplated by this Agreement as in violation of any Law. If a Party
or any of its Affiliates intends to participate in any meeting or discussion with any Governmental Authority with respect to such filings or the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement (other than any meetings or discussions with the SEC), it will give the other Party reasonable prior notice of, and an
opportunity to participate in, such meeting or discussion. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, in no event shall any Party be required to
make any payment, other than filing fees, to such Governmental Authority or concede anything of value, other than such payments or concessions that are de
minimis in nature and do not exceed $100,000 in value, in the aggregate, to obtain any such consent, approval or waiver; provided, however, that if any Party
is required to make a payment or concession in excess of the forgoing, the other Party may, to the extent possible, elect to make a substitute payment or
concession on the first Party’s behalf. No Party shall voluntarily extend any waiting period under the HSR Act or any competition/investment Law or enter
into any agreement with any Governmental Authority to delay or not to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, except with the prior
written consent of the other Parties (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed).
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Section 5.7 Non-Solicitation. For a period beginning on the Execution Date and ending on the one (1) year anniversary of the earlier to occur of (a) the
Termination Date or (b) the expiration of the obligations of ESAS under Section 5.18, each of EXCO, on the one hand, and ESAS, on the other hand, shall
not, without the other Party’s prior written consent, directly or indirectly solicit, encourage or otherwise induce any of the other Party’s or its Affiliates’
employees to leave their respective employment or become the employee or contractor of the soliciting Party or its Affiliates. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
nothing contained in this Section 5.7 shall prohibit the hiring or contracting for the services of any employee who has terminated his or her employment
relationship without any direct or indirect solicitation or inducement by the soliciting Party or its Affiliates. A general advertisement for employment that is
not targeted at any such employee shall not constitute a breach of any Party’s obligations under this Section 5.7. It is further understood and agreed that
monetary damages would not be a sufficient remedy for any breach of this Section 5.7. Accordingly, it is agreed by each of EXCO, on the one hand, and
ESAS, on the other hand, that the other Party shall be entitled to an injunction or injunctions (without the posting of any bond and without proof of actual
damages) to prevent breaches or threatened breaches of this Section 5.7 and/or to specific performance of this Section 5.7, and that neither a Party nor any of
its Affiliates may oppose the granting of such relief, provided, however, that such Party and its Affiliates are entitled to dispute whether or not any violation
of this Section 5.7 has occurred. Each Party agrees that equitable relief is not exclusive of other remedies to which the other Party may be entitled at Law or in
equity for a breach of this Section 5.7.

Section 5.8 Listing. EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to include all of the Initial Shares and, when issued, the Warrant Shares for
listing on the NYSE if the Common Stock is then listed on the NYSE or, if the Common Stock is not then listed on the NYSE, on the primary national
securities exchange or automated quotation system on which the Common Stock is then listed or authorized for quotation.

Section 5.9 Proxy Statement.

(a) As promptly as practicable after execution of this Agreement and in any event not more than thirty (30) days after the Execution Date, EXCO
shall, in consultation with ESAS, prepare, and EXCO shall file with the SEC, preliminary proxy materials in compliance with Section 14 of the
Exchange Act (the “Proxy Statement”). As promptly as practicable after comments, if any, are received from the SEC thereon and after the furnishing by
EXCO and ESAS of all information required to be contained therein, EXCO shall, in consultation with ESAS, prepare and EXCO shall file any required
amendments, if any, with the SEC. EXCO shall notify ESAS promptly of the receipt of any comments from the SEC or its staff and of any request by the
SEC or its staff for amendments or supplements to the Proxy Statement or for additional information and shall consult with ESAS regarding, and supply
ESAS with copies of, all correspondence between EXCO or any of its Representatives, on the one hand, and the SEC or its staff, on the other hand, with
respect to the Proxy Statement. Prior to filing or mailing any proposed amendment of or supplement to the Proxy Statement, EXCO shall
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provide ESAS a reasonable opportunity to review and comment on such document. EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to have the
Proxy Statement cleared by the SEC and shall thereafter mail to the shareholders of Common Stock as promptly as possible the Proxy Statement and all
other proxy materials for the Shareholder Meeting.

(b) ESAS shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to furnish EXCO any information required to be included in the Proxy Statement and
reasonably requested from ESAS by EXCO; provided that no information that ESAS or its Affiliates has furnished, or will furnish, to EXCO shall be
included in the Proxy Statement unless ESAS shall have expressly consented in writing to such information being included in the Proxy Statement.
Any information relating to ESAS furnished to EXCO in writing by ESAS expressly for use in the Proxy Statement will not contain an untrue statement
of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein, in the light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.

(c) EXCO hereby covenants and agrees that (i) the Proxy Statement will, when filed, comply as to form in all material respects with the applicable
requirements of the Exchange Act and (ii) none of the information included or incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement will, at the date it is
first mailed to the shareholders of Common Stock or at the time of the Shareholder Meeting or at the time of any amendment or supplement thereof,
contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary in order to make the
statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they are made, not misleading.

Section 5.10 Shareholder Approval; Meeting of Shareholders. EXCO shall take, in accordance with applicable Law and the EXCO Organizational
Documents, all action necessary to convene the Shareholder Meeting as promptly as practicable, but no later than sixty (60) days after clearance of the proxy
statement by the SEC, to submit for approval by the requisite vote of the shareholders of EXCO the Shareholder Proposals. In connection with each meeting
of shareholders at which either of the Shareholder Proposals is submitted for a vote of the shareholders of EXCO, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable
Law, (i) the Board of Directors shall recommend that its shareholders vote in favor of the Shareholder Proposals, and (ii) neither the Board of Directors nor any
committee thereof shall withdraw or modify, or propose or resolve to withdraw or modify in a manner materially adverse to ESAS, the recommendation of the
Board of Directors that the shareholders of EXCO vote in favor of the Shareholder Proposals; provided that, at any time prior to obtaining such shareholder
approval, the Board of Directors may withdraw such recommendation if such Board of Directors determines in good faith (after consultation with outside
counsel) that failure to take such action violates its fiduciary duties under applicable Law. EXCO shall take all lawful action to solicit from the shareholders
proxies in favor of the Shareholder Proposals and take all other action necessary or advisable to secure the vote or consent of the EXCO shareholders that are
required by the rules of the NYSE and applicable Law, including, if necessary or appropriate, adjourning the Shareholder Meeting to solicit additional
proxies.
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Section 5.11 Registration Rights Agreement. Prior to the Initial Shares Closing Date, EXCO shall take all action to obtain any and all consents
required under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the 2007 Registration Rights Agreement such that no Person shall have any Registration Rights
that conflict with or violate the rights granted to ESAS under the Registration Rights Agreement. Concurrently with the Initial Shares Closing, ESAS and
each ESAS Initial Warrantholder and EXCO shall execute and deliver the Registration Rights Agreement.

Section 5.12 Blue Sky. EXCO shall, prior to the Closing Date, take all action to obtain an exemption for or to qualify the Securities to be issued to
ESAS pursuant to this Agreement under applicable securities or “blue sky” Laws of the states of the United States (or to obtain an exemption from such
qualification). EXCO shall make all filings and reports relating to the offer and sale of the Securities required under applicable securities or “blue sky” Laws
of the states of the United States following the Closing Date.

Section 5.13 Designation of Director. Concurrently with the Closing, the Board of Directors of EXCO shall, if there is not a vacancy on the Board of
Directors at that time, take action to increase the size of the Board of Directors by one, and shall elect Wilder as a member of the Board of Directors; provided
that Wilder is living and physically and mentally capable of performing the duties that accompany the office of Director.

Section 5.14 Reservation of Shares. After the Closing, so long as any of the Warrants remain outstanding, EXCO shall use its commercially reasonable
efforts to take all action necessary to at all times have authorized, and reserved for the purpose of issuance, no less than one hundred percent (100%) of the
maximum number of shares of Common Stock issuable upon exercise of all the Warrants (without regard to any limitations on the exercise of the Warrants set
forth therein).

Section 5.15 Warrant Exercise Procedures. The form of Notice of Exercise included in the form of certificate attached hereto as Exhibit B sets forth
the totality of the procedures required of the holder of the Warrants in order to exercise the Warrants. No additional legal opinion, other information or
instructions shall be required of the holder of the Warrants to exercise their Warrants. EXCO shall honor exercises of the Warrants and shall deliver the
Warrant Shares in accordance with the terms, conditions and time periods set forth in the Warrants.

Section 5.16 Beneficial Ownership Limitation. From the Closing Date until the second anniversary of the Closing Date, ESAS, for itself and on behalf
of the other members of the ESAS Group, acknowledges and agrees that, unless otherwise approved in advance in writing by the Board of Directors, ESAS
shall not, and shall cause Wilder and the members of the ESAS Group not to, in any manner, directly or indirectly, whether acting alone or in concert with
others, acquire (or propose or agree to acquire), by purchase or otherwise, record ownership or beneficial ownership of any Capital Stock of EXCO or rights,
options or other convertible securities to acquire interests in any of EXCO’s Capital Stock except that the members of the ESAS Group, in the aggregate, may
beneficially own up to fifty percent (50%) of EXCO’s outstanding Capital Stock and may beneficially own an amount in excess of such percentage solely to
the extent resulting exclusively from actions or omissions taken by EXCO or under the terms of any agreements, contracts or instruments that no member of
the ESAS Group is party.
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Section 5.17 Indemnity for Certain Liabilities. EXCO and their respective successors and assigns shall be responsible for, perform, pay and shall
indemnify, defend and hold harmless the ESAS Group from and against all obligations, liabilities, claims, causes of action, and Damages caused by, arising
out of, attributable to or resulting from any claims by Third Parties relating to this Agreement, the Transaction Documents (other than the Registration Rights
Agreement) or the Proxy Statement, the use of proceeds from the purchase and sale of EXCO securities hereunder or any claim, litigation, investigation or
proceeding relating to the foregoing, to the extent any member of the ESAS Group is or is threatened to be made a party thereto, in each case except to the
extent resulting from (a) the breach of any of ESAS’s representations, warranties or covenants set forth in this Agreement or (b) information provided by ESAS
in the Proxy Statement.

Section 5.18 Strategic Advisory Services. From and after the Execution Date until the earlier of the Termination Date or the four (4) year anniversary
of the Execution Date:

(a) ESAS shall develop an EXCO performance oversight and improvement program (the “Business Plan”), which shall be based upon:

(i) maximizing value for all EXCO shareholders;

(ii) developing an execution team and disciplined operating system for EXCO and its Subsidiaries;

(iii) instituting a capital and risk allocation process based on risk/return analysis and designing EXCO’s risk management and hedging
strategy and execution;

(iv) restructuring commercial contracts and joint-venture arrangements; and

(v) instituting fixed costs reduction programs towards the goal of long term costs competiveness.

(b) Wilder shall direct all of ESAS’s activities with respect to the development and implementation of the Business Plan as he deems appropriate
in the exercise of his reasonable discretion.

(c) ESAS shall use commercially reasonable efforts, and shall cause Wilder to use commercially reasonable efforts, to assist EXCO in the
implementation of the Business Plan as ESAS and Wilder deem appropriate in each of their reasonable discretion.

(d) In return for the Services, EXCO shall pay ESAS:

(i) subject to Section 5.18(e), for each month the Services are provided under this Agreement, the Monthly Fee by the 15th of the next
month; and
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(ii) subject to Section 5.18(e), for each full year after the Closing Date occurring prior to the termination of this Agreement, the Incentive
Payment by the 45th day following the end of such year, which payment shall be adjusted as follows:

(A) If EXCO’s Percentile Rank based on the one-year period preceding such anniversary is less than 50, the Incentive Payment
shall be equal to zero.

(B) If EXCO’s Percentile Rank based on the one-year period preceding such anniversary is greater than or equal to 50 and less than
75, the Incentive Payment amount shall be the amount established by the following formula:

 

(C) If EXCO’s Percentile Rank based on the one-year period preceding such anniversary is greater than or equal to 75, ESAS shall
receive the maximum Incentive Payment.

(D) For the avoidance of doubt, (x) no Incentive Payment paid in exchange for one year of the Services shall ever exceed $2.4
million and (y) if this Agreement is terminated prior to any anniversary of the Closing Date, no Incentive Payment shall be due or
payable for such partial year of Services.

(e) Monthly Fee and Incentive Payment Holdback.

(i) Notwithstanding the foregoing, from the Execution Date until the earlier to occur of the date fifteen (15) Business Days after the
Investment Obligation Test Date and the Termination Date, all Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments attributable to any periods prior to such
earlier date that are payable by EXCO under this Section 5.18 shall, in lieu of payment to ESAS, be deposited into the Escrow Account as and
when due and payable under the terms of this Section 5.18.

(ii) In the event that after the Closing Date and on or prior to the date fifteen (15) Business Days after the Investment Obligation Test Date
(A) EXCO has elected to terminate this Agreement as a result of any ESAS Forfeiture Event occurring at or prior to the Investment Obligation
Test Date or (B) ESAS has elected to terminate this Agreement as a result of any reason other than an EXCO Forfeiture Event, then (1) EXCO
shall be entitled to receive for its own account the entirety of the Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments (including all interest and earnings
accruing thereon) held in the Escrow Account
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and the Warrants shall be forfeited to the extent set forth in the Warrants and (2) EXCO’s right to terminate this Agreement, the retention of such
amounts in the Escrow Account and the forfeiture of the Warrants shall constitute liquidated damages hereunder, which remedy shall be the sole
and exclusive remedy available to EXCO for any such ESAS Forfeiture Event, termination or failure. Each Party acknowledges and agrees that
(A) EXCO’s actual damages upon the event of such ESAS Forfeiture Event, termination or failure are difficult to ascertain with any certainty,
(B) the amounts in the Escrow Account is a fair and reasonable estimate by the Parties of such aggregate actual damages of EXCO and (C) such
liquidated damages do not constitute a penalty.

(iii) In the event that the Closing has occurred, on the date sixteen (16) Business Days after the Investment Obligation Test Date, if EXCO
is not entitled under Section 5.18(e)(ii) to receive Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments (including all interest and earnings accruing thereon)
held in the Escrow Account, then ESAS shall be entitled to receive for its own account the entirety of the Monthly Fees and Incentive Payments
(including all interest and earnings accruing thereon) held in the Escrow Account.

(iv) All amounts due and payable from and after the Investment Obligation Test Date that are payable by EXCO under this Section 5.18
shall be paid to ESAS as and when due and payable under the terms of this Section 5.18.

(f) Subject to the terms of Section 5.4 and Section 5.7, EXCO, at EXCO’s sole cost, risk, and expense, shall provide reasonable access during
normal business hours to any records, data, material, properties, officers, managers, employees, personnel, consultants, advisors, counsel and lenders of
EXCO and its Affiliates to the extent reasonably requested by ESAS in order for ESAS to perform and provide the Services and comply with the
obligations of ESAS under this Section 5.18.

(g) In the performance of any Services by ESAS for EXCO, ESAS, its Affiliates, their employees or officers and Wilder (other than solely in his
capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO, as applicable) shall be each deemed an independent contractor, free and clear of any
dominion or control by EXCO in the manner in which said services are to be performed or the establishment of hours of labor, and as such ESAS, its
Affiliates, their employees or officers and Wilder (other than solely in his capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO, as applicable) shall
not be, and shall not represent themselves as, an agent or employee of EXCO or its Affiliates, including for tax purposes. Notwithstanding anything
herein to the contrary, ESAS retains the authority and right to direct and control all the details of ESAS’s performance of the Services. EXCO shall have
no right or authority to supervise or give directions or instructions to the employees, agents, or representatives of ESAS, its Affiliates or Wilder (other
than solely in his capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO, as applicable), and ESAS, its Affiliates and their employees, agents or
representatives shall at all times be under the direct and sole supervision and control of ESAS. It is the understanding and intention of the Parties that
no relationship of master and servant or principal and agent shall exist between EXCO and ESAS, its Affiliates, the employees, agents or
representatives of ESAS and its Affiliates or Wilder (other than solely in his capacity as a director or as Executive Chairman of EXCO, as applicable).
No member of
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the ESAS Group owes any duty, fiduciary or otherwise, to any member of the EXCO Group except for fiduciary duties (other than such duties that are
waived in the Articles of Incorporation of EXCO) of Wilder in connection with and to the extent of his duties as Executive Chairman of EXCO during
his period of service in such position.

(h) ESAS warrants for a period of one (1) year after the date of the performance of any specific Services provided under this Section 5.18, such
Services shall have been performed (i) in good faith in a diligent manner and (ii) in accordance with all applicable Laws. Except as expressly provided
in this Section 5.18(h), (A) NO MEMBER OF THE ESAS GROUP MAKES ANY, AND EACH OF THE ESAS GROUP EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS,
AND EXCO WAIVES AND REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS THAT EXCO HAS NOT RELIED UPON, ANY REPRESENTATION OR
WARRANTY OR GUARANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS OR ANY OTHER TRANSACTION DOCUMENT OR CONTRACT
DELIVERED HEREUNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SERVICES, INCLUDING ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OR
GUARANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AS TO (I) THE SERVICES PERFORMED BY ANY MEMBER OF THE ESAS GROUP OR ANY OTHER
PERSON (II) ANY RESULTS, EFFECTS OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY OF THE SERVICES, OR (III) ANY OTHER, PROPOSALS,
RECOMMENDATIONS, COURSES OF ACTION, RECORDS, FILES OR MATERIALS OR INFORMATION (INCLUDING AS TO THE
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR CONTENTS OF THE RECORDS) THAT MAY BE MADE AVAILABLE OR COMMUNICATED AFTER
THE EXECUTION DATE TO EXCO OR ITS AFFILIATES, OR ITS OR THEIR EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONSULTANTS,
REPRESENTATIVES OR ADVISORS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PREPARATIONS OR PERFORMANCE OF THE SERVICES (B) EACH
MEMBER OF THE ESAS GROUP FURTHER DISCLAIMS, AND EXCO WAIVES, ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR CONFORMITY TO MODELS OR SAMPLES OF
MATERIALS OF ANY SERVICES.

Section 5.19 Director Nomination Rights and Wilder’s Service to the Board of Directors. Pursuant to a nomination letter agreement, the form of
which is attached hereto as Exhibit D (the “Nomination Letter Agreement”), ESAS shall have the right to nominate for election to the Board of Directors of
EXCO one director subject to the provisions contained in such Nomination Letter Agreement. The failure of Wilder to receive the votes necessary to be
elected to serve on the Board or to serve as Executive Chairman, despite ESAS’s compliance with the obligations set forth in the second sentence of this
Section 5.19, shall not be deemed to be a breach of this Section 5.19. Wilder shall receive customary compensation, benefits and protections, as the other
members of the Board of Directors. Wilder shall have no additional legal duties or obligations associated with the role of Executive Chairman.
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Section 5.20 Agreement to Invest. Subject to applicable Law, from the period after the Closing Date through the first anniversary of the Closing Date,
the ESAS Group shall purchase shares of Common Stock of EXCO through open market purchases from unaffiliated Third Parties such that (when including
all or any portion of the Initial Investment held by the ESAS Group on the Investment Obligation Test Date) shall own, directly or indirectly, beneficially or
of record, as of the first anniversary of the Closing Date, shares of Common Stock of EXCO with an aggregate cost basis (net of the aggregate cost basis of all
shares of Common Stock sold by the ESAS Group during the same period) of at least fifty million dollars ($50,000,000) (such purchases, excluding the Initial
Investment, the “Remaining Investment”); provided, however, (a) ESAS, at its sole option to be exercised by the delivery of written notice to EXCO on or
before the first anniversary of the Closing Date, may extend such deadline by up to three (3) months from the first anniversary of the Closing Date (such
deadline, as validly extended in accordance with this Section 5.20, the “Investment Obligation Test Date”) in the event that the ESAS Group is unable to
purchase and own such shares of Common Stock due to blackout dates (other than normal quarterly blackouts that do not exceed seventy-five (75) days with
respect to the last fiscal quarter and forty-five (45) days with respect to the first, second and third fiscal quarters) or other restrictions under applicable Laws or
this Agreement, (b) ESAS shall not be required to comply with its obligations under this Section 5.20 to the extent that such compliance would be reasonably
likely to result in any breach of ESAS’s obligations under Section 5.16 and (c) the obligations under this Section 5.20 shall be null and void ab initio upon
the earlier to occur of the Termination Date or an Investment Obligation Termination Event prior to the deadline set forth in this Section 5.20). The
Remaining Investment shall be conducted in accordance with a Rule 10b5-1 Plan and, in making the Remaining Investment, ESAS shall use commercially
reasonable efforts to comply with the limitations and restrictions set forth in Rule 10b-18(b) promulgated under the Exchange Act. Within three (3) Business
Days after the Investment Obligation Test Date, ESAS shall submit a certificate stating compliance together with reasonable documentation supporting such
compliance. ESAS may make open market purchases or sales of any other EXCO securities at its own discretion.

Section 5.21 Limitation on Losses. EXCO and ESAS shall, and shall cause their respective Affiliates to, cooperate in good faith to determine whether
any transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including a Remaining Investment pursuant to Section 5.20 or the vesting, forfeiture or exercise of any
Warrants pursuant to the terms of the applicable Form of Warrant, would, or reasonably would be expected to, cause an ownership change of EXCO under
Section 382 of the Code or any comparable provision of any state or local Law, limiting or restricting the utilization of net operating losses of EXCO
(collectively, an “Ownership Change”). If EXCO and ESAS agree that any such transactions would, or reasonably would be expected to cause an Ownership
Change, the Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to negotiate a modification mutually acceptable to EXCO and ESAS to avoid such Ownership
Change.

Section 5.22 Standstill. From the Execution Date until the earlier to occur of (a) the Termination Date and (b) the Closing Date, unless approved in
advance in writing by the Board of Directors and except in connection with the Shareholder Proposals or as otherwise contemplated by this Agreement, ESAS
shall not, and shall cause Wilder and each other member of the ESAS Group acting on behalf of, or in concert with, ESAS not to, and ESAS shall cause any
other Person in which Wilder owns, directly or indirectly, beneficially or of record, more than fifty (50%) of the voting or equity interests not to, in any
manner, directly or indirectly, whether alone or in concert with others, (i) make any statement or proposal to the Board of Directors or the board of directors of
any of EXCO’s Affiliates or Subsidiaries or to any of
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EXCO’s stockholders regarding, or make any public announcement, proposal or offer (including any “solicitation” of “proxies” as such terms are defined or
used in the Exchange Act and the rules promulgated thereunder) with respect to, or otherwise solicit, seek or offer to effect (including, for the avoidance of
doubt, indirectly by means of communication with the press or media) (A) any business combination, merger, tender offer, exchange offer, restructuring,
recapitalization, liquidation, dissolution, divestiture, break-up, spin-off or other extraordinary transaction involving EXCO or any of its Affiliates or
Subsidiaries or any of their respective assets or
securities, (B) any proposal to seek representation on the Board of Directors or otherwise to seek to control or influence the management, Board of Directors
or policies of EXCO or its Affiliates or Subsidiaries or to request, call or seek to call a meeting of the stockholders of EXCO, (C) any acquisition of any of
EXCO’s or any of its Affiliates’ or Subsidiaries’ respective loans, debt securities, equity securities or assets, or rights or options to acquire interests in any of
EXCO’s or any of its Affiliates’ or Subsidiaries’ loans, debt securities, equity securities or assets, (D) any request or proposal to waive, terminate or amend the
provisions of this Section 5.22 or (E) any proposal, arrangement or other statement that is inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement, including this
Section 5.22; (ii) instigate, join, encourage, or assist any Third Party (including forming a “group” (as such term is defined or used in the Exchange Act and
the rules promulgated thereunder) with any such Third Party) to do, or enter into any discussions or agreements with any Third Party with respect to, any of
the actions set forth in clause (i) above; (iii) take any action that reasonably would be expected to require any member of the EXCO Group to make a public
announcement regarding any of the actions set forth in clause (i) above; or (iv) acquire (or propose or agree to acquire), in any manner, directly or indirectly,
of record or beneficially, whether alone or in concert with others, any loans, debt securities, equity securities or assets of EXCO or any of its Affiliates or
Subsidiaries, or rights or options or other convertible securities to acquire interests in any of EXCO’s or its Affiliates’ or Subsidiaries’ loans, debt securities,
equity securities or assets.

Section 5.23 EXCO Credit Agreement. EXCO shall, prior to the Closing Date, take commercially reasonable action to obtain any and all consents
required in connection with the actions contemplated by this Agreement under the EXCO Credit Agreement.

Section 5.24 Purchase Restrictions Prior to Anniversary Dates. Prior to termination of the Agreement in accordance with Article 9, during the twenty
(20) Trading Days prior to the first, second, third and fourth anniversaries of the Execution Date, ESAS shall not, and shall cause Wilder and each other
member of the ESAS Group acting on behalf of, or in concert with, ESAS not to, and ESAS shall cause any other Person in which Wilder owns, directly or
indirectly, beneficially or of record, more than fifty percent (50%) of the voting or equity interests not to, in any manner, directly or indirectly, whether alone
or in concert with others, acquire (or propose or agree to acquire), in any manner, directly or indirectly, of record or beneficially, whether alone or in concert
with others, any equity securities of EXCO or rights or options or other convertible securities to acquire interests in any of EXCO’s equity securities, in each
case other than the Warrant Shares.

Section 5.25 Further Assurances. After Closing, ESAS and EXCO each agree to take such further actions and to execute, acknowledge and deliver,
and to cause each of its Subsidiaries to take such further actions and to execute, acknowledge and deliver, all such further documents as are reasonably
requested by the other for carrying out the purposes of this Agreement or of any document delivered pursuant to the Transaction Documents.
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ARTICLE 6

INITIAL SHARES CLOSING

Section 6.1 Conditions of ESAS to Initial Shares Closing. The obligations of ESAS to consummate the Initial Shares Closing (except for the
obligations of ESAS to be performed prior to the Initial Shares Closing and obligations that survive termination of this Agreement), are subject, at the option
of ESAS, to the satisfaction on or prior to the Initial Shares Closing of each of the conditions set forth in this Section 6.1, unless waived in writing by ESAS:

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties of EXCO set forth in Article 4 (in each case, disregarding all qualifications and
exceptions contained therein relating to materiality, EXCO Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) shall be true and correct in all
respects, in each case, as of the Execution Date and as of the Initial Shares Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated in
Section 2.2(a) with the same effect as if made on and as of the Initial Shares Closing Date (except for representations and warranties made as of a
specified date, which shall be true and correct only as of such specified date), except to the extent the failure of any such representation or warranty to
be true and correct as of the Execution Date or as of the Initial Shares Closing Date does not result in an EXCO Material Adverse Effect.

(b) Performance. EXCO shall have performed and observed in all material respects all covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement
required to be performed or complied with on or prior to the Initial Shares Closing Date.

(c) NYSE. The Initial Shares shall have been approved for listing on the NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance.

(d) No Action. On the Initial Shares Closing Date, no Order restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the Initial Shares
Closing, or granting substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been issued and remain in force, and no suit, action, or other proceeding
(excluding any such matter initiated by ESAS or any Affiliate of ESAS) shall be pending before any Governmental Authority or body of competent
jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to (i) prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) result in the
recovery of substantial damages from ESAS or EXCO.

(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under
the HSR Act) required to be obtained by EXCO for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares as contemplated under this Agreement shall have been
granted (or delivered in the case of notices) and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) shall have expired, or early
termination of the waiting period shall have been granted.

(f) EXCO Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no EXCO Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred.
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(g) Closing Deliverables. EXCO shall (i) have delivered or caused to be delivered to ESAS the officer’s certificate described in Section 6.5(e),
and (ii) be ready, willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to ESAS or the other applicable Parties at the Initial Shares Closing the other
documents and items required to be delivered by EXCO under Section 6.5.

(h) Registration Rights Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all consents required under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the
2007 Registration Rights Agreement such that no Person shall have any Registration Rights that conflict with or violate the rights granted to ESAS
under the Registration Rights Agreement.

(i) Registration. A registration statement registering the Initial Shares for resale shall have been filed with the SEC and the Registration Rights
Agreement shall have been executed and delivered.

Section 6.2 Conditions of EXCO to Initial Shares Closing. The obligations of EXCO to consummate the Initial Shares Closing (except for the
obligations of EXCO to be performed prior to the Initial Shares Closing and obligations that survive termination of this Agreement), are subject, at the option
of EXCO, to the satisfaction on or prior to the Initial Shares Closing of each of the conditions set forth in this Section 6.2, unless waived in writing by EXCO:

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties of ESAS set forth in Article 3 (disregarding all qualifications and exceptions contained
therein relating to materiality, ESAS Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) shall be true and correct in all respects, in each case, as of
the Execution Date and as of the Initial Shares Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated Section 2.2(a) with the same effect as if
made on and as of the Initial Shares Closing Date (except for representations and warranties made as of a specified date, which shall be true and correct
only as of such specified date), except to the extent the failure of any such representation or warranty to be true and correct as of the Execution Date or
as of the Initial Shares Closing Date does not result in an ESAS Material Adverse Effect.

(b) Performance. ESAS shall have materially performed and observed, in all material respects, each covenant and agreement to be performed or
observed by ESAS under this Agreement prior to or on the Initial Shares Closing Date.

(c) NYSE. The Initial Shares shall have been approved for listing on the NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance.

(d) No Action. On the Initial Shares Closing Date, no Order restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the Initial Shares Closing, or granting
substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been issued and remain in force, and no suit, action, or other proceeding (excluding any such
matter initiated by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO) shall be pending before any Governmental Authority or body of competent jurisdiction that is
reasonably expected to (i) prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) result in the recovery of substantial
damages from ESAS or EXCO.
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(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under
the HSR Act) required to be obtained by ESAS for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares as contemplated under this Agreement shall have been
granted (or delivered in the case of notices), and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) shall have expired, or early
termination of the waiting period shall have been granted.

(f) ESAS Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no ESAS Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred.

(g) Closing Deliverables. (i) ESAS shall have delivered or caused to be delivered to EXCO the officer’s certificate described in Section 6.4(c),
and (ii) ESAS shall be ready, willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to EXCO at the Initial Shares Closing the other documents and items
required to be delivered by ESAS under Section 6.4.

(h) Registration Rights Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all consents required under the 2005 Registration Rights Agreement and the
2007 Registration Rights Agreement such that no Person shall have any Registration Rights that conflict with or violate the rights granted to ESAS
under the Registration Rights Agreement.

(i) Registration. A registration statement registering the Initial Shares for resale shall have been filed with the SEC and the Registration Rights
Agreement shall have been executed and delivered.

Section 6.3 Time and Place of Initial Shares Closing. Subject to the provisions of this Article 6, the consummation of the Initial Shares Closing shall,
unless otherwise agreed to in writing by EXCO and ESAS, take place at the offices of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP located at 1700 Pacific Avenue,
Suite 4100, Dallas, Texas at 9:00 a.m., Dallas time, on a date to be specified by the Parties, which shall be no later than the fifth Business Day after the
satisfaction or waiver (to the extent permitted by applicable Law) of the conditions set forth in this Article 6 (other than conditions that by their nature are to
be satisfied at the Initial Shares Closing, but subject to the satisfaction or waiver of those conditions), or at such other place, date and time as the Parties may
agree. All actions to be taken and all documents and instruments to be executed and delivered at the Initial Shares Closing shall be deemed to have been
taken, executed and delivered simultaneously and, except as permitted hereunder, no actions shall be deemed taken nor any document and instruments
executed or delivered until all actions have been taken and all documents and instruments have been executed and delivered.

Section 6.4 Obligations of ESAS at Initial Shares Closing. At the Initial Shares Closing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this
Agreement, and subject to the simultaneous performance by EXCO of its obligations pursuant to Section 6.5, ESAS shall deliver or cause to be delivered to
EXCO, among other things, the following:
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(a) Written instructions to the Escrow Agent, duly executed by ESAS, instructing the Escrow Agent to disburse (i) the Initial Investment to EXCO
and (ii) all amounts held in the Escrow Account attributable to any interest accrued upon the Initial Investment to ESAS;

(b) Registration Rights Agreement, duly executed by ESAS;

(c) A certificate duly executed by an authorized officer of ESAS, dated as of the Initial Shares Closing, certifying on behalf of ESAS that the
conditions set forth in Section 6.1 have been fulfilled; and

(d) All other documents and instruments requested by EXCO from ESAS that are reasonably necessary to consummate the transfer of the Initial
Shares.

Section 6.5 Obligations of EXCO at Initial Shares Closing. At the Initial Shares Closing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this
Agreement, and subject to the simultaneous performance by ESAS of its obligations pursuant to Section 6.4, EXCO shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to
ESAS or the other applicable Persons, among other things, the following:

(a) A certificate representing the Initial Shares or certificated through book-entry form;

(b) Written instructions to the Escrow Agent, duly executed by EXCO, instructing the Escrow Agent to disburse (i) the Initial Investment to
EXCO and (ii) all amounts held in the Escrow Account attributable to any interest accrued upon the Initial Investment to ESAS;

(c) Registration Rights Agreement, duly executed by EXCO;

(d) A certificate evidencing the formation and good standing of EXCO in its jurisdiction of formation issued by the Secretary of State (or
comparable office) of such jurisdiction of formation as of a date within ten (10) days of the Closing Date;

(e) A certificate, duly executed by an authorized officer of EXCO, dated as of the Initial Shares Closing, certifying on behalf of EXCO that the
conditions set forth in Section 6.2 have been fulfilled; and

(f) All other documents and instruments requested by ESAS from EXCO that are reasonably necessary to consummate the transfer of the Initial
Shares.
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ARTICLE 7

CONDITIONS TO CLOSING

Section 7.1 Conditions of ESAS to Closing. The obligations of ESAS to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (except for the
obligations of ESAS to be performed prior to the Closing and obligations that survive termination of this Agreement), including the obligations of ESAS to
consummate the Closing, are subject, at the option of ESAS, to the satisfaction on or prior to Closing of each of the conditions set forth in this Section 7.1,
unless waived in writing by ESAS:

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties of EXCO set forth in Article 4 (in each case, disregarding all qualifications and
exceptions contained therein relating to materiality, EXCO Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) shall be true and correct in all
respects, in each case, as of the Execution Date and as of the Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby with the same
effect as if made on and as of the Closing Date (except for representations and warranties made as of a specified date, which shall be true and correct
only as of such specified date), except to the extent the failure of any such representation or warranty to be true and correct as of the Execution Date or
as of the Closing Date does not result in an EXCO Material Adverse Effect.

(b) Performance. EXCO shall have performed and observed in all material respects all covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement
required to be performed or complied with on or prior to the Closing Date.

(c) NYSE. The Warrant Shares shall have been approved for listing on the NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance.

(d) No Action. On the Closing Date, no Order restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the transactions contemplated
by this Agreement, or granting substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been issued and remain in force, and no suit, action, or other
proceeding (excluding any such matter initiated by ESAS or any Affiliate of ESAS) shall be pending before any Governmental Authority or body of
competent jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to (i) prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) result in
the recovery of substantial damages from ESAS or EXCO.

(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under
the HSR Act) required to be obtained by EXCO for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares and Warrants as contemplated under this Agreement
shall have been granted (or delivered in the case of notices) and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) shall have expired, or
early termination of the waiting period shall have been granted.

(f) EXCO Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no EXCO Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred.

(g) Receipt of Required Shareholder Approval. The Required Shareholder Approval shall have been received from the shareholders of EXCO.

(h) Filing of Certificate of Amendment. The secretary of state of the State of Texas shall have accepted the Certificate of Amendment filed with it
by EXCO.
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(i) Closing Deliverables. EXCO shall (i) have delivered or caused to be delivered to ESAS the officer’s certificate described in Section 8.3(e), and
(ii) be ready, willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to ESAS or the other applicable Parties at the Closing the other documents and items
required to be delivered by EXCO under Section 8.3.

(j) Wilder. Wilder shall be alive and possess sufficient mental and physical capacities to perform his obligations at Closing as Executive
Chairman of EXCO and to enable ESAS to perform its obligations contained in Section 5.13 and Section 5.18 of this Agreement.

(k) Net Operating Loss. On the Closing Date, no state or federal net operating loss of EXCO as of the Closing Date would be subject to material
limitation, restriction or impairment on its use pursuant to Section 382 of the Code or any comparable provision of any state or local Law, assuming
that the Investment is made entirely on the Closing Date at $2 per share.

(l) EXCO Credit Agreement Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all consents required in connection with the actions contemplated by
this Agreement under the EXCO Credit Agreement.

(m) Bylaws. The Board of Directors of EXCO shall have amended EXCO’s Second Amended and Restated Bylaws to establish the position of
Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors of EXCO as a non-officer position and to include a description of the position of Executive Chairman in
accordance with the language as set forth on Exhibit E.

(n) Initial Shares Closing. The Initial Shares Closing has occurred prior to, or will close simultaneously with, the Closing.

Section 7.2 Conditions of EXCO to Closing. The obligations of EXCO to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (except for the
obligations of EXCO to be performed prior to the Closing and obligations that survive termination of this Agreement), including the obligations of EXCO to
consummate the Closing, are subject, at the option of EXCO, to the satisfaction on or prior to Closing of each of the conditions set forth in this Section 7.2,
unless waived in writing by EXCO:

(a) Representations. The representations and warranties of ESAS set forth in Article 3 (disregarding all qualifications and exceptions contained
therein relating to materiality, ESAS Material Adverse Effect or other similar qualifications) shall be true and correct in all respects, in each case, as of
the Execution Date and as of the Closing Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby with the same effect as if made on and as of
the Closing Date (except for representations and warranties made as of a specified date, which shall be true and correct only as of such specified date),
except to the extent the failure of any such representation or warranty to be true and correct as of the Execution Date or as of the Closing Date does not
result in an ESAS Material Adverse Effect.
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(b) Performance. ESAS shall have materially performed and observed, in all material respects, each covenant and agreement to be performed or
observed by ESAS under this Agreement prior to or on the Closing Date.

(c) NYSE. The Warrant Shares shall have been approved for listing on the NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance.

(d) No Action. On the Closing Date, no Order restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the transactions contemplated
by this Agreement, or granting substantial damages in connection therewith, shall have been issued and remain in force, and no suit, action, or other
proceeding (excluding any such matter initiated by EXCO or any Affiliate of EXCO) shall be pending before any Governmental Authority or body of
competent jurisdiction that is reasonably expected to (i) prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) result in
the recovery of substantial damages from ESAS or EXCO.

(e) Governmental Consents. All material consents, clearances and approvals of and notices to any Governmental Authority (including any under
the HSR Act) required to be obtained by ESAS for the issuance by EXCO of the Initial Shares and the Warrants as contemplated under this Agreement
shall have been granted (or delivered in the case of notices), and the applicable waiting period (including any under the HSR Act) shall have expired,
or early termination of the waiting period shall have been granted.

(f) ESAS Material Adverse Effect. Since the Execution Date, no ESAS Material Adverse Effect shall have occurred.

(g) Receipt of Required Shareholder Approval. The Required Shareholder Approval shall have been received from the shareholders of EXCO.

(h) Filing of Certificate of Amendment. The secretary of state of the State of Texas shall have accepted the Certificate of Amendment filed with it
by EXCO.

(i) Closing Deliverables. (i) ESAS shall have delivered or caused to be delivered to EXCO the officer’s certificate described in Section 8.2(c), and
(ii) ESAS shall be ready, willing and able to deliver or cause to be delivered to EXCO at the Closing the other documents and items required to be
delivered by ESAS under Section 8.2.

(j) Wilder. Wilder shall be alive and possess sufficient mental and physical capacities to perform his obligations at Closing as Executive
Chairman of EXCO and to enable ESAS to perform its obligations contained in Section 5.13 and Section 5.18 of this Agreement.

(k) Net Operating Loss. On the Closing Date, no state or federal net operating loss of EXCO as of the Closing Date would be subject to material
limitation, restriction or impairment on its use pursuant to Section 382 of the Code or any comparable provision of any state or local Law, assuming
that the Investment is made entirely on the Closing Date at $2 per share.
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(l) EXCO Credit Agreement Consent. EXCO shall have obtained any and all consents required in connection with the actions contemplated by
this Agreement under the EXCO Credit Agreement.

(m) Initial Shares Closing. The Initial Shares Closing has occurred prior to, or will close simultaneously with, the Closing.

ARTICLE 8

CLOSING

Section 8.1 Time and Place of Closing. Subject to the provisions of Article 7, the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement
(the “Closing”) shall, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by EXCO and ESAS, take place at the offices of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP located at
1700 Pacific Avenue, Suite 4100, Dallas, Texas at 9:00 a.m., Dallas time, on a date to be specified by the Parties, which shall be no later than the fifth
Business Day after the satisfaction or waiver (to the extent permitted by applicable Law) of the conditions set forth in Article 7 (other than conditions that by
their nature are to be satisfied at the Closing, but subject to the satisfaction or waiver of those conditions), or at such other place, date and time as the Parties
may agree. The date on which the Closing occurs is referred to herein as the “Closing Date”. All actions to be taken and all documents and instruments to be
executed and delivered at Closing shall be deemed to have been taken, executed and delivered simultaneously and, except as permitted hereunder, no
actions shall be deemed taken nor any document and instruments executed or delivered until all actions have been taken and all documents and instruments
have been executed and delivered.

Section 8.2 Obligations of ESAS at Closing. At the Closing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, and subject to the
simultaneous performance by EXCO of its obligations pursuant to Section 8.3, ESAS shall deliver or cause to be delivered to EXCO, among other things, the
following:

(a) Nomination Letter Agreement, duly executed by ESAS;

(b) A certificate evidencing the formation and good standing of ESAS in each such entity’s jurisdiction of formation issued by the Secretary of
State (or comparable office) of such jurisdiction of formation as of a date within ten (10) days of the Closing Date;

(c) A certificate duly executed by an authorized officer of ESAS, dated as of the Closing, certifying on behalf of ESAS that the conditions set
forth in Section 7.2(a) and Section 7.2(b) have been fulfilled; and

(d) All other documents and instruments requested by EXCO from ESAS that are reasonably necessary to transfer the consummate the
transactions contemplated hereunder.
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Section 8.3 Obligations of EXCO at Closing. At the Closing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, and subject to the
simultaneous performance by ESAS of its obligations pursuant to Section 8.2, EXCO shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to ESAS or the other applicable
Persons, among other things, the following:

(a) Closing Warrants, duly executed by EXCO (if not issued on an earlier date pursuant to Section 2.1(b));

(b) Nomination Letter Agreement, duly executed by EXCO;

(c) Approval of the Board of Directors, if there is not a vacancy on the Board of Directors at that time, to increase the size of the Board of
Directors by one seat and appoint Wilder to the vacancy created thereby, effective immediately after the Closing; provided that Wilder is living and
physically and mentally capable of performing the duties that accompany the office of Director;

(d) A certificate evidencing the formation and good standing of EXCO in its jurisdiction of formation issued by the Secretary of State (or
comparable office) of such jurisdiction of formation as of a date within ten (10) days of the Closing Date;

(e) A certificate, duly executed by an authorized officer of EXCO, dated as of the Closing, certifying on behalf of EXCO that the conditions set
forth in Section 7.1(a) and Section 7.1(b) have been fulfilled; and

(f) All other documents and instruments requested by ESAS from EXCO that are reasonably necessary to transfer the consummate the transactions
contemplated hereunder.

ARTICLE 9

TERMINATION

Section 9.1 Term. Subject to Section 9.2, this Agreement shall commence on the Execution Date and shall continue until the fourth anniversary of the
Closing Date unless (a) terminated prior to Closing pursuant to Section 9.2(a), (b) terminated after the Closing pursuant to Section 9.2(b), or (c) extended by
the prior mutual written consent of EXCO and ESAS.

Section 9.2 Early Termination.

(a) This Agreement may be terminated and the transactions contemplated hereby abandoned, including any obligation to issue the Closing
Warrants and the Warrant Shares pursuant to Article 2, at any time prior to Closing:

(i) by the mutual prior written consent of ESAS and EXCO; or

(ii) by ESAS or EXCO:

(A) upon delivering written notice if the Closing shall not have been consummated on or before November 30, 2015, provided that
the Party delivering such notice is not in material breach of such Party’s representations, warranties, covenants or agreements set forth
herein; or
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(B) if the Shareholder Meeting shall have concluded and the Required Shareholder Approval shall not have been obtained; or

(iii) by ESAS in the event of any breach by EXCO of Section 5.9.

(b) This Agreement may be terminated at any time after Closing:

(i) by the mutual prior written consent of ESAS and EXCO;

(ii) by ESAS or EXCO, at any time after the Closing for any or no reason upon thirty (30) days prior written notice;

(iii) by ESAS, at any time after the Closing in the event that any event of EXCO Forfeiture Event has occurred;

(iv) by EXCO, at any time after the Closing in the event that any event of ESAS Forfeiture Event has occurred; or

(v) in the event of Wilder’s resignation from the Board of Directors.

(c) The date of any permitted termination of this Agreement under this Article 9, the “Termination Date”).

Section 9.3 Effect of Termination.

(a) Generally. If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 9.2, this Agreement shall become void and of no further force or effect (except
for the provisions of Article 1, Section 5.4, Section 5.5, this Article 9, Article 10 and Section 11.1 through Section 11.14, all of which shall survive and
continue in full force and effect indefinitely unless expressly provided otherwise). The Confidentiality Agreement shall survive any termination of this
Agreement in accordance with their terms.

(b) Termination Prior to Closing.

(i) In the event that (A) this Agreement is terminated by ESAS under Section 9.2(a)(ii), (B) all conditions precedent to the obligations of
ESAS set forth in Section 7.1 have been satisfied or waived by ESAS and (C) the Closing has not occurred as a result of the willful or intentional
material breach or failure of any of EXCO’s representations, warranties or covenants hereunder, including, if and when required, any of EXCO’s
obligations to consummate the transactions contemplated hereunder at Closing, then ESAS shall be entitled to recover all Damages incurred by
the ESAS Group that are available under all remedies available at Law or in equity (expressly including specific performance).
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(ii) In the event that (A) this Agreement is terminated by EXCO under Section 9.2(a)(ii), (B) all conditions precedent to the obligations of
EXCO set forth in Section 7.2 have been satisfied or waived by EXCO and (C) the Closing has not occurred as a result of the willful or
intentional material breach or failure of any of ESAS’s representations, warranties or covenants hereunder, including, if and when required, any
of ESAS’s obligations to consummate the transactions contemplated hereunder at Closing, then EXCO shall be entitled to recover all Damages
incurred by EXCO Group that are available under all remedies available at Law or in equity (expressly including specific performance and the
right to recover any such Damages from amounts held in the Escrow Account).

(iii) Except to the extent EXCO is entitled under Section 5.18(e) and Section 9.3(b)(ii) to receive any amounts held in Escrow Account,
ESAS shall be entitled to receive for its own account the entirety of all amounts held in the Escrow Account.

(c) Termination After the Closing Date. In the event that after Closing this Agreement is terminated by either Party in accordance with
Section 9.2(b), then the terminating Party shall have no liability hereunder for such early termination of this Agreement; provided, however, (i) each
Party shall be entitled to recover all Damages to the extent expressly available under, and subject to, the terms of Article 10 with respect to (A) any
breaches of representations or warranties (B) any breaches of any covenants that were required to be performed prior to the Termination Date and
(C) any covenants that expressly survive termination under Section 9.3(c) that are required to be performed after the Termination Date, (ii) in such
event each of the Warrants shall be subject to such vesting, exercisability testing, and forfeiture thereof (if any) in accordance with the terms of such
Warrants and (iii) except to the extent EXCO is entitled under Section 5.18(e) to receive any amounts held in Escrow Account, ESAS shall be entitled
to receive for its own account the entirety of all amounts held in the Escrow Account.

(d) Promptly, but in no event later than three (3) Business Days after the Termination Date, the Parties shall execute and deliver to the Escrow
Agent written instructions instructing the Escrow Agent to disburse via wire transfer of immediately available funds the entirety of the amounts then
held in the Escrow Account to the applicable Parties entitled to receive all or any portion of such amounts as provided in Section 5.18(e) or this
Section 9.3.

ARTICLE 10

INDEMNIFICATION

Section 10.1 ESAS’s Indemnification Rights. Subject to the terms hereof, from and after Closing EXCO agrees to be responsible for, perform, pay and
shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless each member of the ESAS Group from and against all obligations, liabilities, claims, causes of action, and
Damages caused by, arising out of, attributable to or resulting from:

(a) the failure or breach of EXCO’s covenants or agreements contained in this Agreement; or
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(b) any breach of any representation or warranty made by EXCO contained in Article 4 of this Agreement or in the certificate delivered by EXCO
at Closing pursuant to Section 8.3(e).

Section 10.2 EXCO’s Indemnification Rights. Subject to the terms hereof, from and after Closing ESAS agrees to be responsible for, perform, pay and
shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless each member of the EXCO Group and against all obligations, liabilities, claims, causes of action, and Damages
caused by, arising out of, attributable to or resulting from:

(a) the failure or breach of ESAS’s covenants or agreements contained in this Agreement; or

(b) any failure or breach of any representation or warranty made by ESAS contained in Article 3 of this Agreement, in the certificate delivered by
ESAS at Closing pursuant to Section 8.2(c).

Section 10.3 Survival; Limitation on Actions.

(a) Subject to Section 10.3(b) and Section 10.3(c), the indemnity rights and obligations of each Party under Section 10.1 and Section 10.2 with
respect to:

(i) the Fundamental Representations of ESAS and EXCO shall survive the Closing indefinitely;

(ii) all representations and warranties of ESAS and EXCO that do not constitute Fundamental Representations shall each survive the
Closing and terminate on the date eighteen (18) months after the Closing Date;

(iii) the covenants and agreements of ESAS and EXCO set forth herein that are required to be performed on or prior to Closing shall each
survive the Closing and terminate on the date eighteen (18) months after the Closing Date;

(iv) the covenants and agreements of ESAS and EXCO set forth herein that are required to be performed after Closing but prior to the
applicable Termination Date shall survive the Closing and terminate on the date eighteen (18) months after the date such covenants and
agreements are required to be performed;

(v) the covenants and agreements of ESAS and EXCO set forth herein that are to be performed after Closing that expressly survive the
Termination Date shall survive the Termination Date and terminate on the date sixty (60) days after the expiration of such express performance
period of such covenants and agreements;

(vi) representations, warranties, covenants and agreements set forth in this Agreement and any other Transaction Document or other
document delivered hereunder shall be of no further force and effect, and no Party shall have any rights or obligations hereunder with respect
thereto, after the applicable date of their expiration, provided that there shall be no termination of any bona fide claim validly asserted pursuant
to a valid Claim Notice pursuant to this Agreement with respect to such a representation, warranty, covenant or agreement prior to the expiration
or termination date thereof.
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(b) Notwithstanding anything set forth in Section 10.3(a), all rights of each member of the ESAS Group under Section 10.1 and the EXCO Group
under Section 10.2 shall terminate as of the termination date of each respective representation, warranty, covenant or agreement that is subject to
indemnification, except in each case as to matters for which a specific written Claim Notice has been validly delivered to the applicable Indemnifying
Party on or before the earlier of such termination date or the date otherwise required to be delivered hereunder.

(c) Notwithstanding anything herein or in any other Transaction Document to the contrary, EXCO’s express rights to terminate this Agreement
under Article 9, the retention of any amounts in the Escrow Account permitted under Section 5.18(e)(ii) and the forfeiture of the Warrants pursuant to
the terms thereof shall constitute the sole and exclusive remedy available to EXCO for any failure of ESAS’s to purchase, hold or satisfy all or any
portion the Investment or to comply with the terms of Section 5.20, ESAS’s termination of this Agreement in accordance with Article 9 for any reason
or any breach or failure of ESAS to perform its obligations under Section 5.18. Each Party acknowledges and agrees that (A) EXCO’s actual damages
upon the event of such ESAS Forfeiture Event, termination or failure are difficult to ascertain with any certainty, (B) the amounts in the Escrow
Account is a fair and reasonable estimate by the Parties of such aggregate actual damages of EXCO and (C) such liquidated damages do not constitute a
penalty.

(d) Subject to Section 11.12, Section 10.3(c) and Section 5.18(e)(ii), the liability of EXCO pursuant to Section 10.1 and ESAS pursuant to
Section 10.2 shall be without limit.

Section 10.4 Exclusive Remedy and Certain Limitations.

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement and the other Transaction Documents, from and after Closing, each
Party’s sole exclusive remedy against the other Party with respect to any breach of the representations, warranties, covenants and agreements of the
other Party contained herein are the rights set forth in this Article 10 and the rights to enforce specific performance of the terms of this Agreement and
the other Transaction Documents, as limited by the terms of this Article 10 and the terms of each applicable Transaction Document.

(b) “Damages” shall mean the amount of any loss, cost, costs of settlement (but only to the extent the Indemnified Person complied with the
terms of Section 10.5), damage, diminution in value, expense, claim, award or judgment incurred or suffered by any Indemnified Person arising out of
or resulting from the indemnified matter, whether attributable to personal injury or death, property damage, contract claims, torts or otherwise,
including reasonable fees and expenses of attorneys, consultants, accountants
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or other agents and experts reasonably incident to matters indemnified against, and the costs of prosecution, defense, preparations for defense,
investigation and/or monitoring of such matters, and the costs of enforcement of the indemnity; provided, however, that “Damages” shall not include
(i) any adjustment for Taxes that may be assessed on payments under this Article 10 or for Tax benefits received by the Indemnified Person as a
consequence of any Damages, (ii) to the extent provided in Section 11.12, any loss of profits, whether actual or consequential, or other consequential
damages suffered by the Party (whether on its own behalf or on behalf of any member of the ESAS Group or EXCO Group, as applicable) claiming
indemnification, or any punitive damages, or (iii) any diminution in value or increase in liability, loss, cost, expense, claim, award or judgment to the
extent such diminution or increase is caused by the actions or omissions of the Indemnified Person after the Closing Date.

(c) Any claim for indemnity under this Article 10 by (i) any member of the ESAS Group must be brought and administered by ESAS and (ii) any
member of the EXCO Group must be brought and administered by EXCO. No Indemnified Person other than ESAS and EXCO shall have any rights
against either ESAS or EXCO under the terms of this Article 10 except as may be exercised on its behalf by EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, pursuant to
this Article 10. ESAS may elect to exercise or not exercise indemnification rights under this Section 10.4 on behalf of the ESAS Group in ESAS’s sole
discretion and shall have no liability to any such other member of the ESAS Group for any action or inaction under this Section 10.4. EXCO may elect
to exercise or not exercise indemnification rights under this Section 10.4 on behalf of the EXCO Group in EXCO’s sole discretion and shall have no
liability to any such other member of the EXCO Group for any action or inaction under this Section 10.4.

Section 10.5 Indemnification Actions. All claims for indemnification under Article 10 shall be asserted and resolved as follows:

(a) For purposes of this Article 10, the term “Indemnifying Party” when used in connection with particular Damages shall mean the Person(s)
having an obligation to indemnify another Person(s) with respect to such Damages pursuant to this Article 10, and the term “Indemnified Person” when
used in connection with particular Damages shall mean a Person(s) having the right to be indemnified with respect to such Damages pursuant to this
Article 10.

(b) To make claim for indemnification, defense or reimbursement under this Article 10, EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, shall notify the
Indemnifying Party of its claim, including the specific details (including supporting documentation of the alleged Damages and such Indemnified
Party’s good faith estimate of the applicable claim) of and specific basis under this Agreement for its claim (the “Claim Notice”).

(c) In the event that any claim for indemnification set forth in any Claim Notice is based upon a claim by a Third Party against the Indemnified
Person (a “Third Party Claim”), EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, shall provide its Claim Notice promptly after EXCO or ESAS, as applicable, has actual
knowledge of the Third Party Claim and shall enclose a copy of all papers (if any) served with respect to the Third Party Claim;
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provided that the failure of any Indemnified Person to give notice of an Third Party Claim as provided in this Section 10.5 shall not relieve the
Indemnifying Party of its obligations under this Article 10 except to the extent such failure results in insufficient time being available to permit the
Indemnifying Party to effectively defend against the Third Party Claim or otherwise prejudices the Indemnifying Party’s ability to defend against the
Third Party Claim. In the event that the claim for indemnification is based upon an alleged inaccuracy or breach of a representation, warranty, covenant
or agreement, the Claim Notice shall specify the representation, warranty, covenant or agreement that was allegedly inaccurate or breached.

(d) In the case of a claim for indemnification based upon an Third Party Claim, the Indemnifying Party shall have thirty (30) days from its receipt
of the Claim Notice to notify the Indemnified Person whether it admits or denies its obligation to defend the Indemnified Person against such Third
Party Claim under this Article 10. The Indemnified Person is authorized, prior to and during such thirty (30) day period, to file any motion, answer or
other pleading that it shall deem necessary or appropriate to protect its interests or those of the Indemnifying Party and that is not prejudicial to the
Indemnifying Party. If the Indemnifying Party fails to notify the Indemnified Person within such thirty (30) day period regarding whether the
Indemnifying Party admits or denies its obligation to defend the Indemnified Person, then until such date as the Indemnifying Party admits or it is
finally determined by an non-appealable judgment that such obligation exists, the Indemnified Person may file any motion, answer or other pleading,
settle any Third Party Claim or take any other action that the Indemnified Person deems necessary or appropriate to protect its interest, regardless of
whether the Indemnifying Party is prejudiced or adversely impacted by any such actions.

(e) If the Indemnifying Party admits its indemnity obligations under this Article 10 with respect to any Third Party Claim, then such
Indemnifying Party shall have (i) the right and obligation to diligently prosecute and control the defense, at its sole cost and expense, the Third Party
Claim and (ii) have full control of such defense and proceedings, including any compromise or settlement thereof unless the compromise or settlement
includes the payment of any amount (not indemnified by the Indemnifying Party) by, the performance of any obligation by, or the limitation of any
right or benefit of, the Indemnified Person, in which event such settlement or compromise shall not be effective without the consent of the Indemnified
Person, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. If requested by the Indemnifying Party, the Indemnified Person agrees at the cost and
expense of the Indemnifying Party to cooperate in contesting any Third Party Claim which the Indemnifying Party elects to contest; provided,
however, that the Indemnified Person shall not be required to bring any counterclaim or cross-complaint against any Person. The Indemnified Person
may participate in, but not control, any defense or settlement of any Third Party Claim controlled by the Indemnifying Party pursuant to this
Section 10.5(e); provided that the Indemnified Person may file initial pleadings as described in the last sentence of paragraph (c) above if required by
court or procedural rules to do so within the thirty (30) day period in paragraph (c) above. An Indemnifying Party shall not, without the written consent
of the Indemnified Person, settle any Third Party Claim or consent to the entry of any judgment with respect thereto that (A) does not result in a final
resolution of the Indemnified
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Person’s liability with respect to the Third Party Claim (including, in the case of a settlement, an unconditional written release of the Indemnified
Person from all further liability in respect of such Third Party Claim) or (B) may materially and adversely affect the Indemnified Person (other than as a
result of money damages covered by the indemnity).

(f) If the Indemnifying Party does not admit its obligation or admits its obligation but fails to diligently defend or settle the Third Party Claim,
then the Indemnified Person shall have the right, but not the obligation, to defend and control the defense against the Third Party Claim (at the sole
cost and expense of the Indemnifying Party, if the Indemnified Person is entitled to indemnification hereunder), with counsel of the Indemnified
Person’s choosing, subject to the right of the Indemnifying Party to admit its obligation to indemnify the Indemnified Person and assume the defense of
the Third Party Claim at any time prior to settlement or final determination thereof. If the Indemnifying Party has not yet admitted its obligation to
indemnify the Indemnified Person, the Indemnified Person shall send written notice to the Indemnifying Party of any proposed settlement and the
Indemnifying Party shall have the option for ten (10) days following receipt of such notice to (i) admit in writing its obligation for indemnification
with respect to such Third Party Claim and (ii) if its obligation is so admitted, assume the defense of the Third Party Claim, including the power to
reject the proposed settlement. If the Indemnified Person settles any Third Party Claim over the objection of the Indemnifying Party after the
Indemnifying Party has timely admitted its obligation for indemnification in writing and assumed the defense of the Third Party Claim, the
Indemnified Person shall be deemed to have waived any right to indemnity with respect to the Third Party Claim. If the Indemnifying Party does not
timely object to the proposed settlement, then the Indemnified Person may accept such settlement and continue to pursue indemnity for all Damages,
including such settlement, from the Indemnifying Party.

(g) In the case of a claim for indemnification not based upon a Third Party Claim, (a “Direct Claim”) shall be asserted by giving the Indemnifying
Party reasonably prompt Claim Notice thereof, but in any event not later than thirty (30) days after the Indemnified Person becomes aware of the events
that gave rise to such Direct Claim. Such Claim Notice by the Indemnified Party shall describe the Direct Claim in reasonable detail, shall include
copies of all available material written evidence thereof and shall indicate the estimated amount, if reasonably practicable, of Damages that have been
or may be sustained by the Indemnified Person. The Indemnifying Party shall have sixty (60) days from its receipt of the Claim Notice to (i) cure the
Damages complained of, (ii) admit its obligation to provide indemnification with respect to such Damages or (iii) dispute the claim for such Damages.
If the Indemnifying Party does not notify the Indemnified Person within such sixty (60) day period that it has cured the Damages or that it disputes the
claim for such Damages, the Indemnifying Party shall be conclusively deemed obligated to provide indemnification hereunder with respect to such
Direct Claim.
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ARTICLE 11

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 11.1 Notices. Any notice, request, instruction, correspondence or other document to be given hereunder by any Party to another (herein
collectively called “Notice”) shall be in writing and delivered in person or by courier service requiring acknowledgement of receipt or mailed by certified
mail, postage prepaid and return receipt requested, or by e-mail, as follows:
 

To ESAS: Energy Strategic Advisory Services LLC
200 Crescent Court, Suite 200
Dallas, Texas 75201
Attention: Jonathan Siegler, Executive Vice President, CFO
Telephone: (469) 398-2205
Facsimile: (682) 626-1335
E-mail: jasiegler@bluescapegroup.com

with a copy (that shall not constitute Notice) to: Bracewell & Giuliani LLP
711 Louisiana Street, Suite 2300
Houston, Texas 77002
Attn: Bryan E. Loocke
Telephone: (713) 221-1522
Facsimile: (713) 437-5355
E-mail: bryan.loocke@bgllp.com

To EXCO: EXCO Resources, Inc.
12377 Merit Drive
Suite 1700
Dallas, Texas 75251
Attention: William L. Boeing
Telephone: (214) 368-2084
Facsimile: (214) 706-3409
E-mail: lboeing@excoresources.com

with a copy (that shall not constitute Notice) to: Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
One Bryant Park
Bank of America Tower
New York, NY 10036-6745
Attention: Steven M. Pesner, Esq.
Telephone: (212) 872-1070
Facsimile: (212) 872-1002
E-mail: spesner@akingump.com

Notice given by personal delivery or courier shall be effective upon actual receipt. Notice given by mail shall be effective upon actual receipt or, if not
actually received, the fifth Business Day following deposit with the U.S. Post Office. Notice given by email shall be effective upon actual receipt if received
during the recipient’s normal business hours, or at the beginning of the
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recipient’s next Business Day after receipt if not received during the recipient’s normal business hours. In the event a Party provides notice by email, then, no
later than two (2) Business Days following such email notice, the notifying Party shall deliver a hard copy of such notice to each other Party by personal
delivery or courier or by mail. If a date specified herein for giving any notice or taking any action is not a Business Day (or if the period during which any
notice is required to be given or any action taken expires on a date which is not a Business Day), then the date for giving such notice or taking such action
(and the expiration date of such period during which notice is required to be given or action taken) shall be the next day which is a Business Day. Any Party
may change any address to which Notice is to be given to it by giving Notice as provided above of such change of address.

Section 11.2 Governing Law. This Agreement and the documents delivered pursuant hereto and the legal relations between the Parties shall be
governed by, construed and enforced in accordance with the Laws of the State of Texas, without regard to principles of conflicts of Laws that would direct the
application of the Laws of another jurisdiction.

Section 11.3 Forum Selection; Waiver of Jury Trial.

(a) Each Party to this Agreement agrees that, except as provided in and subject to Section 11.4 or as necessary to (i) obtain provisional
injunctive, ancillary or other equitable relief if such action is necessary to avoid irreparable harm or to preserve the status quo pending the resolution of
the Dispute in accordance with the provisions of Section 11.4 or (ii) enter and enforce any judgment on the award rendered by the Arbitration Panel in
accordance with applicable Laws, (A), each Party hereby irrevocably consents to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Texas in and for
Dallas County or the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas in connection with any Dispute, litigation or proceeding arising out
of this Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated thereby, (B) all Disputes among any the Parties to this Agreement and the transactions
contemplated hereby shall have exclusive jurisdiction and venue only in the courts of the State of Texas in and for Dallas County or the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Texas, and (C) each Party waives any objection which it may have pertaining to improper venue or forum
non-conveniens to the conduct of any litigation or proceeding in the foregoing courts. Each Party agrees that any and all process directed to it in any
such proceeding or litigation may be served upon it outside of the State of Texas in and for Dallas County or the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Texas with the same force and effect as if such service had been made within State of Texas in and for Dallas County or the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Texas.

(b) EACH OF THE PARTIES HEREBY VOLUNTARILY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LITIGATION, ACTION OR
OTHER PROCEEDING BROUGHT IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT.
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Section 11.4 Dispute Resolution.

(a) Each Party to this Agreement agrees that any dispute, controversy, matter or claim between the Parties (each, subject to such exceptions, a
“Dispute”), that cannot be resolved among the Parties shall be resolved in accordance with procedures specified herein, which shall constitute the sole
and exclusive procedures for the resolution of Disputes. Excepting the right of a Party to seek the relief described under Section 11.4(d) below, all
Disputes, whether sounding in tort, contract or otherwise, shall be resolved by binding, self-administered arbitration pursuant to the Commercial
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association (the “AAA”), and all such proceedings shall be subject to the Federal Arbitration Act;
provided, however, arbitrators shall be appointed in accordance with the provisions of this Section 11.4(a). There shall be three (3) arbitrators
(“Arbitration Panel”). EXCO shall designate one arbitrator and ESAS shall designate one arbitrator, neither of whom need be neutral but both of whom
must have expertise or experience in the U.S. oil and gas industry, within thirty (30) days of the notification of a Party’s intent to proceed with
arbitration hereunder. The two (2) arbitrators so designated shall elect a third arbitrator, which shall be neutral and have experience or expertise in the
U.S. oil and gas industry. If either Party fails to designate an arbitrator within the time specified or the two Parties’ arbitrators fail to designate the
neutral third arbitrator within thirty (30) days of their appointment, the remaining arbitrator(s) shall be appointed by the AAA using the listing ranking
and striking method.

(b) Each Party shall cooperate in reasonable, prompt discovery prior to presenting the case to the arbitrators. Within thirty (30) calendar days of
the appointment of the arbitrators, they shall establish (i) the scope of discovery and (ii) a limited discovery schedule. All discovery activities shall be
conducted under the rules of the AAA. The award of the Arbitration Panel shall (A) be based on the decision of a majority of the members of the
Arbitration Panel, (B) be final and binding upon the Parties, (C) be issued within ninety (90) days after the submittal of the Dispute to the AAA or as
otherwise determined by the Arbitration Panel or the Parties, (D) be in writing, and (E) set forth the factual and legal bases for such award. EXCO shall
pay for the expenses incurred by its designated arbitrator, and ESAS shall pay for the expenses incurred by their designated arbitrator. The costs of the
third, neutral arbitrator shall be borne as to one half by EXCO and as to the other half by ESAS. Each Party shall bear its own attorneys’ fees, subject to
the right of the Arbitration Panel to award attorneys’ fees and costs of the arbitration to any Party. As between the Parties, only damages allowed
pursuant to this Agreement may be awarded and, without limiting the foregoing, arbitrators shall have no authority to award any damages that are
excluded under any express provision of the Agreement. Each Party hereby undertakes without delay to implement, perform, or comply with the
provisions of any arbitral award or decision.

(c) The site of any arbitration brought pursuant to this Section 11.4 shall be Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.

(d) The Parties hereby agree to continue to perform their respective obligations under the Agreement while any Dispute is pending.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, any Party may proceed to any court of competent jurisdiction to (i) obtain provisional injunctive,
ancillary or other equitable relief if such action is necessary to avoid irreparable harm or to preserve the status quo pending the resolution of the
Dispute in accordance with the provisions of this Section 11.4 or (ii) enter and enforce any judgment on the award rendered by the Arbitration Panel in
accordance with applicable Laws. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the arbitration of the underlying Dispute shall proceed in accordance with the terms
hereof during the pendency of the proceeding to obtain such provisional injunctive, ancillary or other equitable relief.
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(e) EACH OF THE PARTIES HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY CONSENTS TO THE SUBMISSION OF ANY DISPUTE
FOR SETTLEMENT BY FINAL AND BINDING ARBITRATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION 11.4, AND
HEREBY WAIVES THE RIGHT TO PROCEED TO COURT OR ANY OTHER FORUM THAT MAY APPLY TO IT BY REASON OF ITS PRESENT OR
FUTURE DOMICILE, OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON EXCEPT RECOURSE TO COURTS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF ARBITRAL AWARDS OR
OTHER ORDER OF THE ARBITRATORS ISSUED IN AN ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION 11.4 OR SEEKING ANY INTERIM OR
CONSERVATORY MEASURES OF THE RULES OF ARBITRATION OF THE AAA OR DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION 11.4. NOTHING HEREIN
SHALL AFFECT THE RIGHT OF ANY PARTY TO BRING ANY SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING SEEKING TO ENFORCE ANY ARBITRAL
AWARD OR OTHER ORDER OF THE ARBITRATORS ISSUED IN AN ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION 11.4 OR SEEKING ANY
INTERIM OR CONSERVATORY MEASURES PURSUANT TO THE RULES OF ARBITRATION OF THE AAA AGAINST ANY PARTY IN ANY
OTHER JURISDICTION PERMITTED BY LAW.

Section 11.5 Headings and Construction. The headings and captions herein are inserted for convenience of reference only and are not intended to
govern, limit or aid in the construction of any term or provision hereof. The rights and obligations of each Party shall be determined pursuant to this
Agreement. ESAS and EXCO have had the opportunity to exercise business discretion in relation to the negotiation of the details and terms of the transaction
contemplated hereby. This Agreement is the result of arm’s length negotiations from equal bargaining positions. It is the intention of the Parties that every
covenant, term and provision of this Agreement shall be construed simply according to its fair meaning and not strictly for or against any Party
(notwithstanding any rule of law requiring an agreement to be strictly construed against the drafting Party) and no consideration shall be given or
presumption made, on the basis of who drafted this Agreement or any particular provision thereof, it being understood that the Parties to this Agreement are
sophisticated and have had adequate opportunity and means to exercise business discretion in relation to the negotiation of the details of the transaction
contemplated hereby and retain counsel to represent their interests and to otherwise negotiate the provisions of this Agreement.

Section 11.6 Waivers. Any failure by any Party to comply with any of its obligations, agreements or conditions herein contained may be waived by
the Party to whom such compliance is owed by the application of the express terms hereof of by an instrument signed by the Party to whom compliance is
owed and expressly identified as a waiver, but not in any other manner. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, no waiver of, or consent to a change in
or modification of, any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed or shall constitute a waiver of, or consent to a change in or modification, other
provisions hereof (whether or not similar), nor shall such waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless otherwise expressly provided herein.
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Section 11.7 Severability. It is the intent of the Parties that the provisions contained in this Agreement shall be severable. Should any provisions, in
whole or in part, be held invalid as a matter of Law, such holding shall not affect the other portions of this Agreement, and such portions that are not invalid
shall be given effect without the invalid portion.

Section 11.8 Assignment. No Party shall assign or otherwise transfer all or any part of this Agreement, nor shall any Party delegate any of its rights or
duties hereunder, without the prior written consent of the other Party and any assignment, transfer or delegation made without such consent shall be null and
void; provided that ESAS may assign its rights and duties under this Agreement to any of its Affiliates upon written request by ESAS, and written consent of
EXCO, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld; provided further, that ESAS shall not assign or transfer its rights under the Warrants except for as
provided in the terms of the Warrants. To the extent there are ESAS Initial Warrantholders other than ESAS, each such ESAS Initial Warrantholder shall be
deemed to make each of the representation, warranties and agreements in Article 3, mutatis mutandis, as of the Execution Date or Closing Date, as applicable,
substituting the respective ESAS Initial Warrantholder’s legal name for ESAS. Unless expressly agreed to in writing by the Parties, no permitted assignment
of any Party’s rights or duties hereunder shall relieve or release any Party from the performance of such Party’s rights or obligations hereunder and the
assigning Party shall be fully liable to the other Parties for the performance of all such rights and duties. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their respective permitted successors and assigns.

Section 11.9 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, the Confidentiality Agreement, Transaction Documents and the other documents to be executed and
delivered hereunder hereto constitute the entire agreement among the Parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof, and supersede all prior agreements,
understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether oral or written, of the Parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof.

Section 11.10 Amendment. The provisions of this Agreement may not be amended, modified or supplemented, except by the prior written consent of
(a) ESAS and (b) EXCO. Any ESAS Initial Warrantholder that is a holder of record of Warrants at the time of any such amendment, modification, supplement,
waiver or consent or thereafter shall be bound by any such amendment, modification, supplement, waiver or consent effected pursuant to this Section 11.10
as it relates to ownership and transfer of the Securities, whether or not any notice, writing or marking indicating such amendment, modification, supplement,
waiver or consent appears on the Securities or is delivered to such holder. Any amendment, supplement or modification of or to any provision of this
Agreement, any waiver or any provision of this Agreement, and any consent to any departure from the terms of any provision of this Agreement shall be
effective only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose for which made or given.

Section 11.11 No Third-Person Beneficiaries. Nothing in this Agreement shall entitle any Person other than EXCO or ESAS to any claim, cause of
action, remedy or right of any kind. Notwithstanding the foregoing: (a) the Parties reserve the right to amend, modify, terminate,
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supplement, or waive any provision of this Agreement or this entire Agreement without the consent or approval of any other Person (including the other
members of the ESAS Group or the other members of the EXCO Group or the ESAS Initial Warrantholders (other than ESAS)); and (b) no Party hereunder
shall have any direct liability to any permitted Third Party beneficiary, nor shall any permitted Third Party beneficiary have any right to exercise any rights
hereunder for such third-party beneficiary’s benefit.

Section 11.12 Limitation on Damages. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, NO PERSON SHALL BE ENTITLED TO LOST
PROFITS, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT AND THE
TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREBY AND EACH OF EXCO AND ESAS, FOR ITSELF AND ON BEHALF OF THEIR RESPECTIVE
MEMBERS OF THE EXCO GROUP AND ESAS GROUP, RESPECTIVELY, HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO LOST PROFITS,
INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TRANSACTIONS
CONTEMPLATED HEREBY; provided, however, (a) that if an Indemnified Person is held liable to a Third Party based on any final judgment of a court of
competent jurisdiction for any lost profits, indirect, consequential, special or punitive damages and the applicable Indemnifying Party is obligated to
indemnify such Indemnified Person for the matter that gave rise to such Damages, then such Indemnifying Party shall be liable for, and obligated to reimburse
such Indemnified Person for such Damages, (b) the waiver and limitations set forth in this Section 11.12 shall not limit or apply to any Damages that a Party is
entitled to recover at law or equity under Article 9 and (c) the waiver and limitations set forth in this Section 11.12 shall not limit or apply to any Damages
that ESAS or any of its permitted successors or assigns are entitled to recover at law or equity in connection with any breach by EXCO of any of its covenants
or obligations under the Warrants or the Registration Rights Agreement.

Section 11.13 Time of the Essence; Calculation of Time. Time is of the essence in this Agreement. If the date specified in this Agreement for giving
any notice or taking any action is not a Business Day (or if the period during which any notice is required to be given or any action taken expires on a date
that is not a Business Day), then the date for giving such notice or taking such action (and the expiration date of such period during which notice is required
to be given or action taken) shall be the next day that is a Business Day.

Section 11.14 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which
together shall constitute one and the same instrument. Facsimile, .pdf or other electronic transmission of copies of signatures shall constitute original
signatures for all purposes of this Agreement and any enforcement hereof.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank. Signature Pages to Follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been entered into by each of the Parties as of the Execution Date.
 

ENERGY STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES LLC

Name: /s/ C. John Wilder
By: C. John Wilder
Title: Executive Chairman

Signature Page to Services and Investment Agreement
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EXCO RESOURCES, INC.

Name: /s/ Harold L. Hickey
By: Harold L. Hickey
Title: President and Chief Executive Officer

Signature Page to Services and Investment Agreement
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20549
______________________________

FORM 10-K
______________________________

x ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2015

OR

o TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF
1934

For the transition period from             to            
Commission File Number 001-32743
______________________________ 

EXCO RESOURCES, INC.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

______________________________

Texas  74-1492779
(State or other jurisdiction of incorporation or organization)  (I.R.S. Employer Identification No.)

  
12377 Merit Drive
Suite 1700, LB 82

Dallas, Texas  75251
(Address of principal executive offices)  (Zip Code)

Registrant’s telephone number, including area code: (214) 368-2084

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Act:

Title of each class  Name of each exchange on which registered
   

Common Shares, $0.001 par value  New York Stock Exchange
                                    

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Act:

None
(Title of class)

______________________________
Indicate by check mark if the registrant is a well-known seasoned issuer, as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities

Act. YES  o    NO  x

Indicate by check mark if the registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Act. YES  o    NO  x

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant was required to file such reports), and (2) has been subject to such filing
requirements for the past 90 days.   YES  x    NO  o

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant has submitted electronically and posted on its corporate website, if any, every Interactive Data File
required to be submitted and posted pursuant to Rule 405 of Regulation S-T (§232.405 of this chapter) during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter
period that the registrant is required to submit and post such files).    YES  x    NO  o

Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation S-K (§229.405 of this chapter) is not contained herein, and
will not be contained, to the best of registrant's knowledge, in definitive proxy or information statements incorporated by reference in Part III of this Form10-
K or any amendment to this Form 10-K. x 

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, a non-accelerated filer, or a smaller reporting company.
See the definitions of “large accelerated filer,” “accelerated filer” and “smaller reporting company” in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act. (Check one):

Large accelerated filer  o   Accelerated filer  x
       

Non-accelerated filer  
o  (Do not check if a
smaller reporting company)   Smaller reporting company  o
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Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act).    YES  o    NO  x

As of February 25, 2016, the registrant had 282,924,079 outstanding common shares, par value $0.001 per share, which is its only class of common
shares. As of the last business day of the registrant's most recently completed second fiscal quarter, the aggregate market value of the registrant's common
shares held by non-affiliates was approximately $186,183,000.

______________________________

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

Portions of the registrant's Definitive Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A to be furnished to shareholders in connection with its 2016 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders are incorporated by reference in Part III, Items 10-14 of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
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EXCO RESOURCES, INC.
PART I

Item  1.    Business

General

Unless the context requires otherwise, references in this Annual Report on Form 10-K to “EXCO,” “EXCO Resources,” “Company,” “we,” “us,” and
“our” are to EXCO Resources, Inc. and its consolidated subsidiaries.

We have provided definitions of terms commonly used in the oil and natural gas industry in the “Glossary of selected oil and natural gas terms”
beginning on page 26.

We are an independent oil and natural gas company engaged in the exploration, exploitation, acquisition, development and production of onshore
U.S. oil and natural gas properties with a focus on shale resource plays. Our principal operations are conducted in certain key U.S. oil and natural gas areas
including Texas, Louisiana and the Appalachia region.

As of December 31, 2015, our Proved Reserves were approximately 907.3 Bcfe, of which 86% were natural gas and 48% were Proved Developed
Reserves. As of December 31, 2015, the PV-10 and Standardized Measure of our Proved Reserves were approximately $402.1 million. For the year ended
December 31, 2015, we produced 124.0 Bcfe of oil and natural gas.

Our business strategy

Our primary strategy focuses on the exploitation and development of our shale resource plays and the pursuit of leasing and acquisition opportunities.
We plan to carry out this strategy by executing on a strategic plan that incorporates the following three core objectives: (i) restructuring the balance sheet to
enhance our business and extend structural liquidity; (ii) transforming EXCO into the lowest cost producer; and (iii) optimizing and repositioning the
portfolio. We believe this strategy will allow us to create long-term value for our shareholders. The three core objectives and the Company's recent progress
are detailed below:

Restructuring the balance sheet to enhance our business and extend structural liquidity

We are focused on improving our capital structure and providing structural liquidity. In the fourth quarter of 2015, we executed a series of transactions
that resulted in the issuance of senior secured second lien term loans and utilized the proceeds to reduce indebtedness under our credit agreement ("EXCO
Resources Credit Agreement"), 7.5% senior unsecured notes due September 15, 2018 ("2018 Notes") and 8.5% senior unsecured notes due April 15, 2022
("2022 Notes"). The senior secured second lien term loans are due on October 26, 2020 and bear interest at a rate of 12.5% per annum ("Second Lien Term
Loans"). Additionally, in the fourth quarter of 2015, we repurchased $40.8 million in principal of the 2018 Notes through open market purchases with $12.0
million in cash. These transactions and our operations enhanced our balance sheet and increased our financial flexibility, including the accomplishment of
the following results during the year ended December 31, 2015:

• reduced the principal amount of total outstanding indebtedness by $304.2 million, or 21%;
• reduced the principal amount of outstanding senior unsecured notes by $869.2 million, or 70%;
• reduced the principal amount of the nearest unsecured debt maturity, due in 2018, by $592.0 million, or 79%; and
• extended the weighted average debt maturity.

Our liquidity was $334.4 million as of December, 31, 2015 and we have approximately $125.0 million of additional liens capacity that can be utilized
for future exchanges or issuances of secured indebtedness. Since December 31, 2015, we have purchased an additional $9.5 million of 2018 Notes and $39.9
million of 2022 Notes with $6.7 million in cash. The 2018 Notes and 2022 Notes repurchased will be canceled by the trustee following customary settlement
procedures. We are currently evaluating additional balance sheet restructuring transactions including the issuance of additional indebtedness, the
restructuring or repurchase of existing indebtedness, issuance of equity or divestitures of assets.

We continued to reduce costs through the restructuring of our commercial contracts, including the renegotiation of firm transportation and sales
contracts in the North Louisiana and South Texas regions. In North Louisiana, we were able to improve our rate per Mcf of natural gas in exchange for
extending the term of the contracts. In South Texas, we were able to improve our

2
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From: Lillian Meyer <Ismeyer@bluescapegroup.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:25 PM

To: Hal Hickey <HHickey@excoresources.com>, Tyler Farquharson
<tfarquharson@EXCOResources.corn>

Subject: EXT: FW: Gathering

Attach: 2016 03 17 Gathering .xlsx

Here is what I sent to John. Slightly different than yours, but overall directly correct.

From: Lillian Meyer
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:51 AM
To: John Wilder (cjwilder@bluescapegroup.com)
Subject: Gathering

Here is the high level gathering model. The numbers are slightly different than XCO's, but I can explain the difference.

• Total 7 contracts

o 5 Longhal and 2 gathering

• Gross exposure and net exposure

o Gross exposure is $800 mm and net is $600 mm to XCO ( for the tenor of the contract)

• Used vs unused

o 50% used vs unsed today, dropped to 30% used and 70% unused in 2025. On average 35% used and 65%

unused

• If we start fresh (10 cents midstream and 30 cents gathering), we think the total cost would be $150 mm vs

$600 mm, i.e. $450 mm savings

o $70 mm savings per year early on

o $200 mm savings by 2020

Lillian Meyer

Bluescape Resources Company

Ismeyer@bluescapegroup.com 

0:469-398-2207

C:214-587-1797
F:682-626-1336

"CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are private and confidential and are solely for

the use of the addressee. It may contain material which is legally privileged. If you are not the addressee or person

responsible for delivering to the addressee, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use of it

is strictly prohibited."

DEFENDANTS0176919
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Becky Lopez
July 26, 2017

800-971-1127
Stratos Legal Services

Page 1

                      NO. 2016-60848

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING)IN THE DISTRICT COURT

LLC and ACADIAN GAS PIPELINE )

SYSTEM,                      )

          Plaintiffs         )

                             )

VS.                          )HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

                             )

EXCO OPERATING COMPANY, LP,  )

EXCO PARTNERS OLPGP, LLC,    )

RAIDER MARKETING, LP,        )

RAIDER MARKETING GP, LLC,    )

EXCO RESOURCES, INC.,        )

STEVEN L. ESTES and          )

HAROLD HICKEY,               )

          Defendants,        )

                             )

VS.                          )

                             )

TXCO-ACADIAN GAS PIPELINE,   )

LLC, and ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS )

OLPGP, INC.,                 )

          Defendants         )157TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
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Becky Lopez
July 26, 2017

800-971-1127
Stratos Legal Services

Page 2

1          -----------------------------------------

2                VIDEOTAPED ORAL DEPOSITION OF

3                         BECKY LOPEZ

4                        JULY 26, 2017

5          -----------------------------------------

6           VIDEOTAPED ORAL DEPOSITION OF BECKY LOPEZ,

7 produced as a witness at the instance of the PLAINTIFFS

8 AND THIRD -- PARTY DEFENDANTS, and duly sworn, was taken

9 in the above-styled and numbered cause on the 26th day of

10 July, 2017, from 9:18 a.m. to 1:46 p.m., before

11 Kathryn R. Baker, CSR, RPR, in and for the State of Texas,

12 reported by machine shorthand, at the offices of

13 Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, LLP, 1717 Main Street, Suite

14 3200, in the City of Dallas, State of Texas, pursuant to

15 the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and the provisions

16 stated on the record or attached hereto.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Becky Lopez
July 26, 2017

800-971-1127
Stratos Legal Services

Page 98

1 speculation, then the judge will keep it out, based on the

2 objection.

3                MR. CARTER:  You're entitled to her

4 knowledge, not her guess.

5                MR. MITCHELL:  No, I'm -- I'm entitled to

6 her answer, unless it's privileged.  And you're not

7 claiming a privilege on it; are you?

8                MR. CARTER:  Not yet.

9                MR. MITCHELL:  Okay.  Well, it may not be

10 admissible.  I mean, the judge will have to decide, but...

11      Q.   (BY MR. MITCHELL)   Was there any watercooler

12 talk?

13                MR. CARTER:  Objection, form.  Calls for

14 speculation.

15      A.   To not paying this, no.

16      Q.   (BY MR. MITCHELL)   Was there any rumors as to

17 why it wasn't paid?

18                MR. CARTER:  Objection, form.  Calls for

19 speculation.  Lack of foundation.  Hearsay.

20      A.   Hearsay is -- is exactly right.

21      Q.   (BY MR. MITCHELL)   What was the hearsay?

22                MR. CARTER:  Objection, form.

23      A.   We were trying to renegotiate the contract with

24 them.

25      Q.   (BY MR. MITCHELL)   Okay.  Okay.  So turning
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EXHIBIT I 

FILED SEPARATELY UNDER SEAL 

IN THE ADVERSARY PROCEEDING ADV. PROC. NO. 18-03051 (MI) 
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EXHIBIT J 

FILED SEPARATELY UNDER SEAL 

IN THE ADVERSARY PROCEEDING ADV. PROC. NO. 18-03051 (MI) 
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CONTINENTAL COURT REPORTERS, INC.
(713) 522-5080

1

  
  
   1             IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
               FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
 2                        HOUSTON DIVISION
  
 3   In re:                        ) Chapter 11
                                 )
 4   EXCO RESOURCES, INC., et al., ) Case No. 18-30155 (MI)
                                 )
 5                  Debtors.       ) (Jointly Administered)
                                 )
 6                                 )
   EXCO OPERATING COMPANY, LP,   )
 7   EXCO PARTNERS OLP GP, LLC,    )
   RAIDER MARKETING, LP, RAIDER  )
 8   MARKETING GP, LLC, AND EXCO   )
   RESOURCES, INC.,              ) Adversarial Proceeding
 9                                 ) No. 18-03051 (MI)
                  Plaintiffs,    )
10                                 )
   V.                            )
11                                 )
   ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING )
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02:07:29  1        A.  I was not.
  

02:07:30  2        Q.  Did you subsequently receive a report or review
  

02:07:33  3   a transcript?
  

02:07:35  4        A.  I received an update from our trial counsel, as
  

02:07:40  5   I recall.
  

02:07:40  6        Q.  Okay.  Do you recall reviewing the transcript
  

02:07:43  7   at all?
  

02:07:43  8        A.  I do not.
  

02:07:44  9        Q.  Okay.  Did you -- were you aware -- and I don't
  

02:07:49 10   want to hear any attorney-client communications, but
  

02:07:51 11   were you aware that Judge Randy Wilson, the presiding
  

02:07:57 12   judge of the 157th Judicial District Court, actually
  

02:08:01 13   asked about indemnity at the very first hearing?
  

02:08:04 14        A.  I do not believe I was aware.
  

02:08:05 15        Q.  Okay.  And were you aware that EXCO's lawyer at
  

02:08:09 16   the hearing, Mr. Win Carter, responded that there was an
  

02:08:13 17   indemnity agreement, he was not sure it applied to
  

02:08:17 18   torts, and he had not been asked to look at the issue?
  

02:08:19 19   Were you aware of that?
  

02:08:21 20        A.  No.
  

02:08:21 21        Q.  Okay.  Well, assuming that's accurate, has
  

02:08:27 22   Mr. Carter or anyone else been asked to look at the
  

02:08:32 23   issue of the extent to which EXCO may owe indemnity to
  

02:08:43 24   ESAS or Bluescape under the indemnity agreement that is
  

02:08:45 25   part of the document we have marked for identification
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02:08:47  1   as Exhibit 2?
  

02:08:49  2                 MR. SLADE:  So --
  

02:08:49  3        A.  We --
  

02:08:50  4                 MR. SLADE:  -- I -- I instruct you not
  

02:08:51  5   to -- you can answer that question "yes" or "no."
  

02:08:53  6        Q.  (By Mr. Mitchell)  That's all I'm asking for is
  

02:08:55  7   a "yes" or "no."
  

02:08:55  8        A.  Yes, we have considered that issue.
  

02:08:57  9        Q.  Okay.  And how long ago was that issue
  

02:08:59 10   considered?
  

02:09:01 11        A.  The first time that I can recall would have
  

02:09:05 12   been perhaps October of 2017 as it relates to the
  

02:09:12 13   Enterprise litigation.
  

02:09:15 14        Q.  And without telling me the content of any legal
  

02:09:19 15   advice you may have received in connection with the
  

02:09:21 16   consideration of the indemnity provision, did you
  

02:09:25 17   actually receive legal advice and/or an opinion of
  

02:09:30 18   outside counsel regarding whether that indemnity
  

02:09:33 19   provision was enforceable under Texas law?
  

02:09:37 20        A.  No.
  

02:09:40 21        Q.  Did you -- well, okay.  Have you personally
  

02:09:46 22   formed an opinion as to whether that indemnity
  

02:09:51 23   agreement -- and for the record, it's contained on the
  

02:09:53 24   second page of Exhibit 2, Section 5.17, correct?
  

02:09:59 25        A.  Well, on page 2 of the exhibit, which is
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02:11:25  1                 MR. SLADE:  Okay.  She can answer yes or no
  

02:11:27  2   have you formed an opinion.
  

02:11:28  3        A.  I believe your question was have I formed an
  

02:11:31  4   opinion whether it may apply to the claims in the
  

02:11:35  5   Enterprise litigation.
  

02:11:37  6        Q.  (By Mr. Mitchell)  Well, let's start with that
  

02:11:38  7   question.  You can answer that one.
  

02:11:43  8        A.  No.
  

02:11:44  9        Q.  You have not formed an opinion?
  

02:11:45 10        A.  No.
  

02:11:45 11        Q.  Okay.  Are you aware of a written opinion,
  

02:11:55 12   either prepared by in-house or outside lawyers for EXCO,
  

02:11:59 13   that addresses that issue?
  

02:12:01 14        A.  No.
  

02:12:06 15        Q.  Now, no actual written demand for indemnity has
  

02:12:14 16   been made by Bluescape or its affiliates under the
  

02:12:17 17   Services and Investment Agreement that we've marked
  

02:12:20 18   Exhibit 2, correct?
  

02:12:21 19        A.  To the best of my knowledge, no.
  

02:12:24 20        Q.  Okay.  And in the many, many agreements, oil
  

02:12:35 21   and gas agreements that you've reviewed in the -- you've
  

02:12:39 22   been practicing 18 years?
  

02:12:42 23        A.  I don't think --
  

02:12:43 24        Q.  13 years?
  

02:12:44 25        A.  -- it's that long.
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02:21:34  1   Services and Investment Agreement that we've marked as
  

02:21:37  2   Exhibit 2?
  

02:21:38  3        A.  I did not see the term "intentional tort."
  

02:21:41  4   There is a general reference to torts in Section 10.4
  

02:21:46  5   (b).
  

02:21:46  6        Q.  Okay.  But no specific reference to intentional
  

02:21:49  7   conduct?
  

02:21:50  8        A.  I did not see any reference to intentional
  

02:21:54  9   torts.
  

02:21:55 10        Q.  Or intentional tortious conduct?
  

02:21:58 11        A.  Nor intentional tortious conduct.
  

02:22:02 12        Q.  Nor tortious interference?
  

02:22:04 13        A.  Nor tortious interference, agreed.
  

02:22:07 14        Q.  Okay.  And turning to Section 10.5 of the
  

02:22:11 15   Services and Investment Agreement we've marked as
  

02:22:14 16   Exhibit 2, does Section 10.5(c) set forth the notice
  

02:22:22 17   requirements for a request for indemnification involving
  

02:22:29 18   a third-party claim?
  

02:22:45 19        A.  (Examines document.)  Section 10.5(c) does, in
  

02:23:23 20   part, set forth the process for notifying the other
  

02:23:26 21   party of a claim.
  

02:23:27 22        Q.  And it does say in the third line, in relevant
  

02:23:30 23   part, "shall provide its claim notice promptly."  Do you
  

02:23:34 24   see that?
  

02:23:35 25        A.  (Examines document.)  The third line does say
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02:23:42  1   "shall provide its claim notice promptly."
  

02:23:44  2        Q.  And I think you've previously testified that no
  

02:23:46  3   written notice of claim or demand for indemnity was ever
  

02:23:51  4   received by EXCO or its affiliates from Bluescape or its
  

02:23:56  5   affiliates.
  

02:23:56  6        A.  To the best of my knowledge, we did not receive
  

02:23:59  7   a claim notice.
  

02:24:00  8        Q.  Okay.  And is it true that Section 10.5(d), the
  

02:24:05  9   very next section, sets forth the obligations of the
  

02:24:08 10   party receiving the claim notice to respond?
  

02:24:16 11        A.  (Examines document.)  Section 10.5(d) does set
  

02:24:56 12   forth, at least in part, the process for the party
  

02:24:59 13   providing indemnity to provide notice to the party
  

02:25:04 14   demanding indemnity.
  

02:25:05 15        Q.  And it's -- what is the -- what is the period
  

02:25:09 16   within which a response is required?
  

02:25:29 17        A.  (Examines document.)  The provision generally
  

02:25:30 18   sets forth that the notice should be provided in
  

02:25:33 19   30 days, but there is a carve-out if the notice is not
  

02:25:37 20   provided at the end of the provision.
  

02:25:39 21        Q.  So, well, as we sit here today,
  

02:25:46 22   Ms. Summerfield, since a notice -- since EXCO or its
  

02:25:50 23   affiliates never received a notice under 10.5(c) from
  

02:25:54 24   Bluescape or its affiliates, is it a fair assumption on
  

02:25:59 25   my part that EXCO or its affiliates never sent Bluescape
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02:26:05  1   or its affiliates a response under Article -- or
  

02:26:08  2   Section 10.5(d)?
  

02:26:10  3        A.  To the best of my knowledge, we never sent a
  

02:26:12  4   written response regarding an indemnity demand, correct.
  

02:26:17  5        Q.  Have you had any discussions with anyone at
  

02:26:20  6   Bluescape, including its employees, agents, consultants,
  

02:26:25  7   lawyers, regarding indemnity?
  

02:26:29  8        A.  Yes.
  

02:26:30  9        Q.  With whom have you discussed indemnity at
  

02:26:34 10   Bluescape?
  

02:26:34 11        A.  John Wilder.
  

02:26:37 12        Q.  When did that discussion take place?
  

02:26:40 13        A.  Early November 2017.  And, again, let me
  

02:26:47 14   clarify that that discussion was related to the
  

02:26:50 15   Enterprise litigation.
  

02:26:51 16        Q.  Okay.  And where did that discussion take
  

02:26:56 17   place?
  

02:26:56 18        A.  On the telephone.
  

02:26:57 19        Q.  Did he call you?
  

02:26:59 20        A.  I think so.
  

02:27:03 21        Q.  Okay.  Is that -- is that the only discussion
  

02:27:08 22   that you have had with anyone employed by Bluescape or
  

02:27:14 23   its affiliates or otherwise representing Bluescape or
  

02:27:18 24   its affiliates in connection with indemnity for the
  

02:27:21 25   Enterprise/Acadian lawsuit?
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02:28:45  1   discussion with John Wilder in early November 2017.
  

02:28:52  2        A.  The discussion related to the suspension of the
  

02:28:59  3   ESAS strategic advisory agreement and whether EXCO would
  

02:29:06  4   continue to pay the defense costs of Bluescape in the
  

02:29:10  5   Enterprise litigation if the agreement was suspended.
  

02:29:16  6        Q.  And do you recall anything else that was
  

02:29:20  7   discussed?
  

02:29:24  8        A.  I believe that was all that was discussed as it
  

02:29:28  9   related to the Enterprise litigation.
  

02:29:30 10        Q.  And how did you respond to that inquiry?
  

02:29:34 11        A.  My recollection is that I told John that the
  

02:29:38 12   company would continue to pay the defense cost for
  

02:29:43 13   Bluescape in the Enterprise litigation.
  

02:29:54 14        Q.  Did you acknowledge on the call that the --
  

02:29:57 15   that EXCO or its affiliates had a legal obligation to do
  

02:30:00 16   so?
  

02:30:00 17        A.  No.
  

02:30:01 18        Q.  Did you state on the call that you did not
  

02:30:05 19   believe that Enterprise -- or that EXCO or its
  

02:30:09 20   affiliates had a legal obligation to indemnify Bluescape
  

02:30:12 21   or its affiliates?
  

02:30:14 22        A.  I do not recall stating an opinion one way or
  

02:30:25 23   the other.
  

02:30:25 24        Q.  And you spoke about that this was in connection
  

02:30:29 25   with the suspension of the ESAS agreement.  Tell me what
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02:33:13  1   telling me the content of any discussions, I just want a
  

02:33:17  2   "yes" or "no," are you aware of any discussions between
  

02:33:19  3   anyone within EX -- EXCO or its affiliates and any
  

02:33:25  4   external parties, either internal or external
  

02:33:28  5   discussions, regarding whether the Services and
  

02:33:33  6   Investment Agreement which we've marked as Exhibit 2
  

02:33:35  7   should or should not be rejected in bankruptcy?
  

02:33:38  8                 MR. SLADE:  I'm sorry.  Again, you can
  

02:33:40  9   answer that question "yes" or "no" whether you were
  

02:33:42 10   aware of discussions on that subject.
  

02:33:44 11        A.  Yes.
  

02:33:47 12        Q.  (By Mr. Mitchell)  And can you tell me when the
  

02:33:49 13   discussions of which you are aware took place?
  

02:33:54 14        A.  Intermittently over the course of the last
  

02:34:00 15   seven to eight months.
  

02:34:07 16        Q.  Are those discussions ongoing today?
  

02:34:13 17        A.  No.
  

02:34:14 18        Q.  When is the last such discussion you recall?
  

02:34:25 19        A.  Other than a brief passing reference this
  

02:34:30 20   morning in preparing for this deposition, the last
  

02:34:33 21   discussion that I recall was likely two or three months
  

02:34:39 22   ago.
  

02:34:56 23        Q.  Okay.  So just so we're very clear, other than
  

02:35:00 24   your conversation with John Wilder, have you or, to your
  

02:35:04 25   knowledge, anyone else at EXCO or its affiliates had any
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02:35:09  1   non-privileged conversations with anyone regarding the
  

02:35:13  2   indemnity provisions in the Services and Investment
  

02:35:16  3   Agreement which has been marked as Exhibit 2?
  

02:35:21  4        A.  I'm not aware of any specific conversations.
  

02:35:31  5        Q.  Okay.  Turning to the subject matter of your
  

02:35:38  6   testimony, I believe -- we can look at the record if
  

02:35:42  7   it's not clear, but I believe you said your -- the
  

02:35:46  8   subject matter of your testimony was generally going to
  

02:35:48  9   be the motion to lift stay and how it affects EXCO.
  

02:35:51 10        A.  That's my understanding.
  

02:35:52 11        Q.  Okay.  And so tell me in your own words,
  

02:35:55 12   Ms. Summerfield, how the motion to lift stay affects
  

02:35:59 13   EXCO.
  

02:36:01 14                 MR. SLADE:  Object to the form of the
  

02:36:02 15   question.
  

02:36:05 16        A.  Can you be more specific?
  

02:36:07 17        Q.  (By Mr. Mitchell)  Well, I'm -- I'm not sure I
  

02:36:10 18   can.  Would lifting the automatic stay, should the
  

02:36:20 19   bankruptcy court choose to do so, have an effect on
  

02:36:25 20   EXCO?
  

02:36:25 21        A.  Yes.
  

02:36:26 22        Q.  And what would that effect be?
  

02:36:27 23        A.  To the extent that the case continues in Harris
  

02:36:34 24   County, there is still significant amounts of fact and
  

02:36:37 25   expert discovery to be done that would have an impact on
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03:17:53  1        A.  That is correct, I did testify; and that was
  

03:17:56  2   the nature of the conversation in November of 2017 with
  

03:17:59  3   John.
  

03:17:59  4        Q.  Okay.  Did something change to cause EXCO to
  

03:18:04  5   change its mind regardless -- regarding whether it would
  

03:18:10  6   pay such costs?
  

03:18:12  7        A.  EXCO did not change its opinion on whether it
  

03:18:16  8   would pay such costs, no.
  

03:18:18  9        Q.  Okay.  Then why haven't such costs been paid?
  

03:18:22 10        A.  The first invoices that EXCO received for legal
  

03:18:27 11   costs associated with Bluescape's involvement in the
  

03:18:32 12   Enterprise litigation were received after EXCO had filed
  

03:18:39 13   its Chapter 11 Petitions.  As a result, those were
  

03:18:45 14   pre-petition invoices that the company had no ability to
  

03:18:48 15   pay under the bankruptcy rules.
  

03:19:00 16        Q.  And has the company -- has any of EXCO or its
  

03:19:05 17   affiliates, any of the debtors, taken any steps to
  

03:19:08 18   request leave of the bankruptcy court to pay such costs?
  

03:19:12 19        A.  No.
  

03:19:13 20        Q.  Now, I think -- I think you stated earlier
  

03:19:21 21   that -- when I asked you if you told Mr. Wilder during
  

03:19:25 22   the call or acknowledged to Mr. Wilder that EXCO had a
  

03:19:28 23   legal obligation to pay Bluescape's defense costs, you
  

03:19:32 24   said you did not do so.
  

03:19:33 25        A.  To the best of my recollection, I did not
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03:19:37  1   provide an opinion about the legal obligation of EXCO to
  

03:19:42  2   pay Bluescape's legal costs.
  

03:19:44  3        Q.  Okay.  Did you or anyone else to your knowledge
  

03:19:47  4   disclaim any such obligation to Bluescape?
  

03:19:51  5        A.  I do not believe so.
  

03:20:16  6        Q.  Okay.  Now, among the papers that have been
  

03:20:29  7   filed and are set for hearing on Thursday, March 29, at
  

03:20:35  8   1:30 p.m. are papers relating to the Debtors' request
  

03:20:43  9   for an injunction to prohibit the state court from
  

03:20:48 10   proceeding against Bluescape in a separate case.  Do you
  

03:20:52 11   understand that?
  

03:20:52 12        A.  I'm generally aware of that filing.
  

03:20:54 13        Q.  Okay.  And are you -- do you anticipate giving
  

03:20:58 14   any testimony at the hearing on the 29th regarding any
  

03:21:04 15   effect on EXCO if Bluescape is -- if the case -- let me
  

03:21:13 16   start over.
  

03:21:14 17                 Do you anticipate giving any testimony at
  

03:21:16 18   the hearing on March 29 regarding the effect on EXCO, if
  

03:21:20 19   any, of Enterprise and Acadian being allowed to continue
  

03:21:25 20   litigation against Bluescape in state court in a
  

03:21:29 21   separately severed case?
  

03:21:35 22                 MR. SLADE:  I -- I object and instruct you
  

03:21:37 23   not to answer that.  I'm not sure how she would know
  

03:21:41 24   whether or not to anticipate other than through a
  

03:21:41 25   conversation with counsel.
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03:41:24  1        Q.  How?
  

03:41:25  2        A.  It will take Mr. Hickey in particular -- as
  

03:41:28  3   well as Mr. Estes, but in this scenario, Mr. Hickey --
  

03:41:33  4   away from the concentrated restructuring efforts that
  

03:41:38  5   are going on day in and day out right now at the
  

03:41:40  6   company.
  

03:41:40  7        Q.  And that would be for one week, as you
  

03:41:42  8   previously testified?
  

03:41:43  9        A.  I testified that I think his time allotment for
  

03:41:46 10   his deposition would be approximately a week.
  

03:41:50 11                 I don't think that takes into account
  

03:41:53 12   distraction and being pulled away from restructuring to
  

03:41:56 13   handle a different matter.
  

03:41:59 14        Q.  Anything else on that issue?
  

03:42:01 15        A.  No.
  

03:42:05 16        Q.  So you have received bills from Yetter Coleman?
  

03:42:08 17        A.  Yes.
  

03:42:09 18        Q.  And have those been paid?
  

03:42:11 19        A.  I believe I testified earlier that I received
  

03:42:14 20   those bills shortly after the company had filed and, as
  

03:42:18 21   a result, they were pre-petition invoices that were
  

03:42:21 22   unable to be paid.
  

03:42:22 23        Q.  What were -- what was the amount of those
  

03:42:24 24   invoices?
  

03:42:25 25        A.  I do not recall specifically.  I believe they
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03:42:30  1   may have been approximately a hundred and fifty thousand
  

03:42:34  2   dollars.
  

03:42:34  3        Q.  And when is the last -- was it one invoice or
  

03:42:38  4   more?
  

03:42:38  5        A.  The invoices that I was referring to just now
  

03:42:42  6   were two invoices that were received a day or two after
  

03:42:45  7   the company filed for bankruptcy on January 15th.
  

03:42:49  8        Q.  Two invoices from Yetter Coleman?
  

03:42:52  9        A.  That's my recollection, yes.
  

03:42:53 10        Q.  And the invoices that you received, you
  

03:42:56 11   testified that EX -- EXCO received or you received
  

03:43:00 12   invoices from Morgan Lewis as well relating to their
  

03:43:05 13   representation of -- of Bluescape?
  

03:43:07 14        A.  That was for response to the third party
  

03:43:09 15   subpoena last fall.
  

03:43:10 16        Q.  Okay.  But those were still in -- was there a
  

03:43:13 17   separate matter opened for Bluescape at that time?
  

03:43:19 18        A.  I believe Morgan Lewis may have billed it to a
  

03:43:23 19   different matter number, but I can't say for sure.
  

03:43:26 20        Q.  And those were paid?
  

03:43:27 21        A.  Yes.
  

03:43:27 22        Q.  But you can't tell us how much --
  

03:43:29 23        A.  No.
  

03:43:30 24        Q.  -- specifically relating to Bluescape?
  

03:43:32 25        A.  No.
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TRIAL COURT CAUSE NO. 2016-60848 
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OPERATING, LLC AND ACADIAN ) 
GAS PIPELINE SYSTEM        )  

       ) 
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       ) 
EXCO OPERATING COMPANY, LP;) 
EXCO PARTNERS OLP GP, LLC; ) 
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RAIDER MARKETING GP, LLC;  ) 
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On the 21st day of October, 2017, the following

proceedings came on to be held in the above-titled and

numbered cause before the Honorable Randy Wilson, Judge

Presiding, held in Houston, Harris County, Texas.  

Proceedings reported by computerized stenotype

machine.
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THE COURT:  We are here on Cause No.

2016-60848, Enterprise v. EXCO, et al.  State your

appearances, please.

MR. MITCHELL:  Paul Mitchell and John Deis

for the Enterprise parties, Your Honor.

MR. CARTER:  Good morning, Your Honor.

Winn Carter, Jennifer Williams, Craig Stanfield for EXCO.

THE COURT:  All right.  The matters that I

see are first, Plaintiff's Unopposed Motion for a Sealing

Order; second, Plaintiff's Motion for Ruling on Privilege

Log and Privileged Documents; third, Plaintiff's Motion

for Ruling on Objections by Bluescape; and fourth,

Plaintiff's Motion to Continue the Summary Judgment.

Is that the correct agenda?

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I believe so,

except there are two privilege motions, one having to do

with documents on the privilege log and another having to

do with documents that were clawed back.

THE COURT:  Yeah, the snap back.

MR. MITCHELL:  Yeah.  It's the same

issues, just two separate papers.

THE COURT:  Are the snap back documents or

the claw back, are they subsumed in the motion on the

privilege log?

MR. MITCHELL:  Largely so, Your Honor.
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They raise the same issues.  These are documents that

were shared or communications and documents that were

shared between EXCO and --

THE COURT:  No, I get that.  But I mean,

you have got the motion for the ruling on the documents

on the privilege log.

MR. MITCHELL:  Right.

THE COURT:  And then in addition, there

are some documents that were clawed back.

MR. MITCHELL:  Correct.

THE COURT:  And are they the same -- are

they also on the privilege log?

MR. MITCHELL:  I believe they are on the

privilege log, but we have a separate order submitted as

to those on a line-item basis.

THE COURT:  Understood.

Mr. Carter, is the motion for the sealing

order indeed agreed to?

MR. CARTER:  Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Then that will be

granted.

Then on the privilege log documents, on

the documents on the privilege log, the quantity of those

were like a thousand or so.  Is that correct?

MS. WILLIAMS:  Your Honor, there were a
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thousand documents on the privilege log.  I believe,

though, there is a far smaller set of those that are

currently at issue based upon the motion.  I believe

there were 28 which we now say are 26 because there are

two that are being produced to the other side that relate

to Ms. Cynthia.  Then there -- and Becky Lopez and

Cynthia True.  There are then also --

THE COURT:  Well, hang on.  Let me stop

you.

So are you saying with respect to their

motion that they're challenging, there are 26 upon which

you agree?

MS. WILLIAMS:  No, Your Honor.  I'm saying

there is a far smaller set that were still at issue, I

believe, between the two parties.  It's not all 1,000

entries that have been challenged.

THE COURT:  Right.  I get that.  What's

the quantity of documents that are at issue?

MS. WILLIAMS:  I believe it is less than

100 documents, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Is that ballpark?

MR. MITCHELL:  That's ballpark.

THE COURT:  I mean, what are we talking?

I mean, is that them or --

MS. WILLIAMS:  No, Your Honor.  This is
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actually just some of the documents for if we need to do

an in-camera submission, but this is not all of them.

THE COURT:  Let me tell you what I'm

thinking about doing on those.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Okay.

THE COURT:  What I'm inclined to do in

this case and what I have done in the past is to have an

in-camera examination, but with counsel present, on the

record.  

Let me tell you my experience.  It doesn't

do me a lot of good to sit in my office and look at

purported privilege documents.  You know, I can look at

the affidavit; but, you know, I don't know from -- you

know, I don't know.  And frankly, what I have found is

the more useful exercise is to get on the record, have

counsel for both sides -- it doesn't need to be lead

counsel.  It can be anybody -- but have counsel for both

sides and just look at them and if I have a question,

obviously they are going to be directed to you for the

most part --

MS. WILLIAMS:  Certainly, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  -- because you're going to

know what I'm looking at and Mr. Mitchell is not.  But if

I've got a question, I'll ask you, you know, "Who is this

person;" "What is this;" you know, "I'm looking at
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document Bates stamped, you know, 2253.  What is this?"  

And I frankly find that to be a more

useful exercise and I think it results in something that

I think gives slightly better rulings.

So that's candidly kind of what I'm

thinking about doing.  And, you know, frankly I can --

given the fact that there are no juries right now, but

even though I only have half a courtroom, I've got half a

courtroom.  You know, I can do that Monday or Tuesday of

next week.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, we think that

would be a great way to resolve this.

MS. WILLIAMS:  We agree with that as well.

THE COURT:  Monday or Tuesday, I don't

care.  I'm here both days.  And, you know, it's just a

question of who can be here, who is going to be here and

can be here.

MR. CARTER:  Monday works for me.

MR. MITCHELL:  Tuesday works for me.

Monday does not.

THE COURT:  All right.  Tuesday at 9:00

o'clock.  Then bring the full universe of contested

documents and, you know, we'll go through them.

MS. WILLIAMS:  Will do, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Now, since the snap
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back documents are subsumed within those, we can talk

about them right now.  I've looked at defendants'

response and, you know, they say we made the -- while

there is the ten days, it's ten days from when we

realized, not from production; and according to our

affidavit, we so complied.

What's your response to that?

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, I have no basis

to question the accuracy of counsel's statement and

affidavit.  So my response is that if they say they

discovered it in ten days, the inadvertent production,

they discovered it in ten days.  I will say I did use a

portion of the documents at a deposition, which, you

know, I think they should have discovered it at that

point.

THE COURT:  And they point out it was a

portion of it and when they looked at the whole thing,

then they saw it did forward purportedly counsel's

advice.

So I guess, Mr. Mitchell, is that a long

way of saying, "I'm going to pull back the snap back part

and just look at the documents on the merits; that is,

whether they are privileged"?

MR. MITCHELL:  That's exactly what we

want, Your Honor.  If they are privileged, we don't want
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them.  We just want a ruling by Your Honor on whether

these specific documents snapped back are privileged or

not.  And I think it can be done in the same session as

the other documents.

THE COURT:  Yeah.  I mean, that's why I

asked the question, "Are they subsumed within the

privilege log?"  And if the answer is yes, then we will

do that Tuesday morning.

MR. MITCHELL:  Right.

THE COURT:  Then that takes care of the

ruling on the privilege log and the snap back, so let's

talk about Bluescape.

All right.  I've got your motion for a

ruling on Bluescape's objections.

MR. DEIS:  Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Go ahead.

MR. DEIS:  Your Honor, before we sort of

go into the nuts and bolts of individual requests, I

think there are a couple of issues that are really sort

of percolating throughout all those requests and it's

this concept that they have raised that the burden of

responding to any and all of these is really too great,

given the relevance.

And we have raised two points.  No. 1,

there has been no showing of any burden at all.  All they
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have done in their response brief is say --

THE COURT:  Well, let me stop you.

I will say that I was intrigued by your

proportionality argument.  And generally speaking -- I

mean, I recognize that proportionality is embedded in the

Texas Rules and the Feds have obviously now fully

embraced it.  I just found it intriguing that you would

make a proportionality argument when this is a lawsuit

where there is a whole lot of money at stake.  

Even though Bluescape is technically a

third party, you know, there is -- they are more than a

little involved.  And so I just found the proportionality

argument intriguing, because this is a case over a lot of

money.

MS. WILLIAMS:  And I understand that, Your

Honor.  But I think one of the things that you do point

out is they are still a third party.  And to sit there

and say that they need to spend the same amount of money

that a party would spend on discovery is something that I

think is not equitable, to say that a third party needs

to spend that amount of money.

THE COURT:  Yeah, I mean, if they were

just some innocent bystander third party who happened to

have some documents, you know, I agree.  But in this

case, there is at least allegations that Bluescape is
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more than a little involved with EXCO, you know, with

getting a consulting fee and not equity.  And so --

MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, Your Honor, but I

think part of the --

THE COURT:  They're not a party.  I don't

know if they're -- they're kind of like -- they're

something less than a third party.  I don't know, maybe a

second party.  I don't know, a party 2.1.

MS. WILLIAMS:  But, Your Honor, part of

the issue, too, as he mentioned a moment ago, is some of

this.  Is it really relevant?  Is this going to move the

ball forward in this case?  

I mean, one of the things that they have

asked for, for example, that they have moved to compel on

is to list all Bluescape's employees and what their

positions are.

THE COURT:  I looked at the motion and the

response and the reply.  I looked at all of that.

Here is where I tend to -- let me just

kind of give you my visceral reactions and y'all can

respond.  Okay?

With respect to identification of every

Bluescape employee, I agree with Bluescape on that.  I

agree.  The departure of the CFO, I tend to agree with

you on that one.  You know, it may or may not be
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coincidental, but I tend to agree with you.

But documents related to the financial

condition of the defendants, you know, I'm inclined to

grant that.  Documents related to the organizational

structure and ownership of the defendants, I'm inclined

to grant that.

The "all documents related to Hickey and

Estes" in principle sounds a little broad; but I would be

inclined to grant something that's more tailored, you

know, "All documents relating to Hickey and Estes having

to do, you know, with respect to the work that Bluescape

was doing."  

I mean, in other words, if they happened

to have some documents relating to Hickey and Estes that

have nothing to do with anything, you know, of course.

But I think that was a little broad.

And I tend to agree with Bluescape on all

persons employed by Raider.  That's sort of, you know, as

some courts do around the country, give tentative

rulings, those are kind of my tentatives.  That's kind of

how I'm feeling about them.  But, you know, with that in

mind, proceed.

MR. DEIS:  Your Honor does have the power

to limit scope if he thinks something is too broad and

narrow it down.  And quite frankly, you know, with
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respect to Hickey and Estes, if the Court were to limit

that or if they were to offer, we would have agreed to

limit it to the turnaround plan that Bluescape was hired

to implement and to develop and that they actually

oversaw -- that's fine -- and to the time period that,

you know, is at issue since Bluescape was hired.

The problem we have here, Your Honor, is

as you have recognized, these are like two snakes all

balled up.  Where one ends and one begins is very

difficult to see.  And I think that really plays out when

you look at our Exhibit 4 to the motion, which is the

email where John Wilder specifically tells Hickey, "Stop

paying them."

Now, what's interesting about this is at

the time, Wilder is the executive chairman of both

Bluescape and EXCO and is, in fact, using Bluescape

emails to carry out that instruction, whether it be

directly -- which hat he's wearing is -- I'll admit, it's

a bit mirky.  But when he's using their email server to

carry out business either as a consultant or as the

executive chairman, I think we get that.

And what's even more striking is when you

look at it, Lillian Myers is copied on it.  It references

communications between Lillian and Steve Estes about

modeling they didn't produce.  And so it directly
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references that in addition to Wilder sitting on top of

both of these organizations, that the lower level folks

too are also communicating and sharing information that's

driving what EXCO is doing in this case.

And with that backdrop, you know, we're

fine on limiting it; but we think that there is

information about EXCO that maybe just by virtue of the

fact that Wilder is the chairman of EXCO as well -- and,

you know, it seems like Bluescape is acting as de facto

officers of EXCO.  And so if this truly were a

third-party scenario, I would understand, you know, sort

of limiting it to the contractual relationship; but

Bluescape was involved in EXCO's execution of that

turnaround plan as well.

So if the Court were to limit it to the

turnaround plan, to the scope of the relationship --

which quite frankly, we don't even know the full scope,

because they won't produce the contract between the two

of them -- and then the execution of that plan during the

time plan that's at issue in the case, I think that's

going to get us where we are.

With respect to the list of employees,

what we are really after is usually what happens in these

cases is a detailed work chart with peoples' jobs and

maybe a little description of what they're doing so we
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know who these players are, because once we get these

internal emails from Bluescape, there is obviously people

between the two companies are talking, but Lillian Myers

may not be going back to Bluescape and doing everything

herself.  She may be involving other people.  So we kind

of need to know who the players are.  And that's really

what we're after.  I mean, I don't need a list of all

their secretaries, Your Honor; but if I've got a detailed

order chart of what their jobs are, it's just when we

look at these emails we know who we're doing with.

MR. CARTER:  Your Honor, if I may just

step in for a second.

THE COURT:  I wondered how long it would

take you to keep quiet and the answer was not very.

MR. CARTER:  Part of the problem with

their theory of this rabbit trail discovery is that this

case is about a contract and it's about whether that

contract was breached.  And that's the basis for our

motion for summary judgment.

A lot of the discovery that they are

seeking -- all of these employees, wanting to depose all

these employees -- we have been taking depositions in the

case of Raider people, former EXCO employees.  They have

gotten a lot of discovery here.  

And so at some point -- and this goes back
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to the proportionality issue.  At some point, we need to

focus on the contract and the terms of the contract.  And

that's why we're at the point of having this motion for

summary judgment, because a lot of the issues --

THE COURT:  Mr. Carter, when is it

currently set?

MR. CARTER:  Next week, next --

MR. STANFIELD:  Wednesday.

MR. CARTER:  -- Wednesday.

THE COURT:  Okay.

MR. CARTER:  And so that's why the focus

and why we are arguing that a lot of discovery that they

just want to go rampant -- it's not like EXCO hasn't

produced any documents an all.  We have produced hundreds

of thousands of pages of documents in the case, far more

than the thousands of documents or hundreds of documents

that they have produced.

THE COURT:  Well, let's pivot to the

motion to continue the MSJ hearing.

Defendants argue in their response that

there is nothing to be gained, it's a legal question that

they have raised in their MSJ.  Candidly, I haven't

looked at it yet, so I don't know.

What's your response to defendants'

argument that it's just a legal question and we don't
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need any more discovery?

MR. DEIS:  Well, Your Honor, we think in

our response, we raised sufficient questions of fact; but

in a case like this, we have got so much discovery that

still needs to be taking place.  We've got these key

guys:  Wilder, Hickey, the decision makers.  We don't

have their documents to be able to do it.  And when they

talk about the case being just a simple breach of

contract and what the terms of the contract are, that's

not what we have asserted at all.

The problem is that breach of contract

also involves requests for reasonable assurance of

performance, did they have the ability or the intent to

perform those contracts?  Was it reasonable for us to

request that assurance performance?  We've also got

claims for fraudulent transfer that they don't address.

We've got claims for breach of fiduciary duty we don't

think are addressed as well.

So it is a bit more than just a simple one

single breach.

THE COURT:  Mr. Carter, is the motion that

you have filed, is that complete or partial?

MR. CARTER:  I will let Mr. Stanfield

address that.

MR. STANFIELD:  Your Honor, it's complete,
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because in part what we say is that really the entire

case, including their affirmative defenses and claims

against our executives, will rise and fall on whether we

properly terminated the contract based upon what really

are undisputed facts.

THE COURT:  Well, I'll tell you my sort of

visceral thought after looking at the papers again was

early on, the parties, to their credit -- I mean, look,

you guys are good lawyers and you have done exactly what

good lawyers are supposed to do, which is to map out a

discovery plan and in this case, map out a depo plan.

And it was for, what, five or six employees on each side.  

And while I agree that this isn't like a

no evidence motion where you have got to wait until the

end of the discovery, it is a traditional motion and it

can be done prior to the end.  On that, I agree.

I am kind of loath to stop the agreed-upon

depo/discovery plan midstream.  I'm inclined to grant the

motion to continue the MSJ hearing to permit the

depositions of these key employees before I just stop at

midstream and say, "Let's test this legal question."

I mean, that's sort of my visceral

thinking.  But, you know, I'm open to arguments on that.

MR. MITCHELL:  Well, Your Honor, if I

could step in for just one moment.
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The discovery cutoff is November 17, less

than two months away.  All of this will be done within

two months and perhaps earlier.  We will have all the

depositions taken, which were agreed upon.  They have

held back their three most important witnesses for last.

And, you know, we see no reason why this discovery can't

be completed before the Court rules on a summary

judgment.  You know, we candidly believe that the

evidence already submitted to the Court would support

denial of the motion as it stands, but we believe we are

entitled to --

THE COURT:  Yeah, and I kind of gave my

tentative, which was I'm agreeing with you.

MR. CARTER:  So perhaps -- and I certainly

don't want to waste your time, Your Honor, but --

THE COURT:  Mr. Carter, it's unlikely you

would ever waste my time.

MR. CARTER:  But you haven't had the

opportunity to review the motion for summary judgment.

THE COURT:  That's correct.

MR. CARTER:  And perhaps what I would

propose is since we are going to be together next Tuesday

or we can keep it as it is on Wednesday, is to hear the

motion.

THE COURT:  I'll tell you what I'll do.  I
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mean, that's a fair request.

MR. CARTER:  You don't have to --

THE COURT:  Look, I will read the motion.

Y'all filed a response?

MR. MITCHELL:  We did, and we supplemented

it yesterday with additional discovery that was actually

just taken and was material to the issues.

THE COURT:  Fair enough.  I mean, what I

will do over the weekend is I will read the motion and

the response and the supplemental response, because look,

it's kind of like groping in the dark for me to sit here

and decide whether or not this is a pure legal question

and whether we need additional discovery or not, since I

haven't read the motion.

MR. CARTER:  I didn't want to point that

out.

THE COURT:  But candidly -- I mean, that's

fair.

MR. CARTER:  And you may say, "Hey, let's

do the rest of discovery."  We understand that.

THE COURT:  Understood.

MR. CARTER:  But I think what we're trying

to do is to focus -- and it shows up with the Bluescape

document request.  It shows up with all this stuff that's

going on.
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THE COURT:  Look, it will assist me in

looking at the privilege documents when we get together

on Tuesday.  Then I will know more about the case.

So let's just hold on the motion to

continue.  I will read the MSJ papers over the weekend.

It will be delightful reading.  It will certainly beat

watching the Texans game.  And then we'll gather on

Tuesday and, you know, I'll go through the privileged

documents and it may be on Tuesday I say, "Look, I've

read it and I think they have raised a fact question on

the papers alone and therefore, we don't even need to

continue it," or, you know, "I agree.  Let's continue

it," whatever.  Fair enough.

MR. CARTER:  We haven't had the

opportunity to file a reply and I know that a reply is

not --

THE COURT:  Don't bother.  I mean, look --

MR. CARTER:  We'll talk about it.

THE COURT:  Yeah.  We'll talk about it.  I

mean, don't kill yourself over the weekend to file a

reply.

MR. STANFIELD:  He was not going to, I

promise you.

THE COURT:  Just saying.

MR. STANFIELD:  Just saying.
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THE COURT:  Shocking.

MR. STANFIELD:  Shocking.

MR. CARTER:  There is one other motion

that is also set next Wednesday and that's the motion for

separate trials that we filed.  And that also is part and

parcel of all this; because under the terms of the

contract, the parties agreed that the contract issues

would be before a judge in Harris County without a jury.

When they added the additional claim of transfer,

fraudulent transfer and the claims against -- specific

individual claims against Hickey and Estes, Hickey and

Estes moved for a jury trial, which is their right.  And

so that has caused some issues with that.

So that motion is also pending, but it

also puts in the forefront, in my view, that the

responsibility on the contract issues rest in your lap.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Then let's then hold on

the motion to continue the MSJ hearing until I have

looked at the papers.

Let's circle back then to the Bluescape

discovery, which was still pending.  I'm happy to hear

any more discussion.  I've told you kind of what I was

thinking on that.  I'm happy to hear more discussion.

MR. MITCHELL:  I just want to make one

point, Your Honor.
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THE COURT:  Yes, sir.

MR. MITCHELL:  Maybe two.

No. 1, they have only produced 242 pages

of documents, most of which were previously produced by

EXCO.  I don't even think they have produced the very,

very important John Wilder email instructing Hal Hickey

to stop paying for transportation services, because

that's the only way to get the counter parties'

attention.  And they have not produced a single internal

Bluescape email between Ms. Lillian Myers and John

Wilder, for example, discussing strategy, you know, for

their engagement with EXCO and their formulation of their

plan to breach all these contracts.

So I don't -- I just don't think that a

thorough search has been done or if it has been done, an

enormous number of documents.  I mean, they have been

consultants for almost two years now.  And there must be,

you know, at minimum hundreds of internal emails relating

to this engagement that we haven't seen.  They haven't

even produced the contract between EXCO and Bluescape so

we can see the terms of that.

So, I mean, I understand Your Honor's

ruling on certain things may have been a little overbroad

and we're certainly glad to limit the communications

relating to or referring to Hickey and Estes to something
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related relevant to the issues in this case.  But, you

know, they do need to do more, we think, because I don't

think that they have given us a fraction of the

documents.  And it's driven also by the fact that the

Bluescape documents we do have appear to be

extraordinarily important to, you know, the issues that

Your Honor is going to ultimately have to decide.

THE COURT:  Well, Mr. Mitchell, let me do

this.  I mean, obviously one scenario might be that I end

up agreeing with EXCO and say, "This is a pure legal

question," and grant their MSJ, which moots all of this.

It may be -- another road that may be

taken is that I agree with you and say, "We need to

finish discovery.  There are fact questions here and we

need to finish the depositions and get the Bluescape

documents."

I don't know the answer to either -- you

know, I don't know which fork in the road we are going to

take.  And so let's just hold on the Bluescape until next

Tuesday.  Let me read the papers.  Obviously if I

conclude with Mr. Carter that this is a pure legal

question, I'm not going to continue the MSJ hearing, I

agree with them that MSJ is appropriate, then obviously I

don't need Bluescape to produce documents.

Similarly, on the other side, if I agree
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with you that there are other issues here and we need to

finish the discovery, then I probably will at that point

require Bluescape to produce its documents relevant to

this engagement.

MR. CARTER:  And you may have a better

framework upon which to suggest how any scope could be

narrowed based upon that review.

THE COURT:  Correct.  Correct.  So let's

just -- I will, of course, sign the temporary sealing

order.  And then I have got my homework assignment for

the weekend, as delightful as that may sound.  And then

we will reassemble on Tuesday, go through the privileged

documents.  I will let you know how I feel about the

motion to continue, which obviously would then drive what

we do vis-a-vis the Bluescape documents.  Because like I

said, if I agree with you then -- right now, I'm inclined

to give the order that says Bluescape needs to produce

everything related to (inaudible), period; but if I agree

with Mr. Carter, then that moots it.

Okay.  All right.  See you Tuesday.

MR. CARTER:  Thank you, Your Honor.

MR. CARTER:  Thanks, Judge.

MR. STANFIELD:  Thank you, Your Honor.

MR. CARTER:  9:00 a.m.  Correct?

THE COURT:  Yes, sir.
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MR. MITCHELL:  Thank you. 1
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STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTY OF HARRIS 

 

I, Sheri M. Ullrich, Official Court Reporter in 

and for the 157th District Court of Harris, State of 

Texas, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 

contains a true and correct transcription of all portions 

of evidence and other proceedings requested in writing by 

counsel for the parties to be included in this volume of 

the Reporter's Record in the above-styled and numbered 

cause, all of which occurred in open court or in chambers 

and were reported by me. 

I further certify that this Reporter's Record of

the proceedings truly and correctly reflects the

exhibits, if any, offered by the respective parties.

I further certify that the total cost for the

preparation of this Reporter's Record is $303.50 and was

paid/will be paid by Mr. Paul L. Mitchell and

Mr. Winstol D. Carter, Jr.

                                                       
                          
                         /s/Sheri M. Ullrich 
                         Sheri M. Ullrich, CSR 
                         Texas CSR 1918 
                         Official Court Reporter 
                         157th District Court 
                         Harris County, Texas 
                         201 Caroline, 11th Floor           
                         Houston, Texas 77002 
                         Telephone:  832-927-2418 
                         Expiration:  12/31/2018 
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REPORTER'S RECORD 

TRIAL COURT CAUSE NO. 2016-60848 

 

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS        ) IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
OPERATING, LLC AND ACADIAN ) 
GAS PIPELINE SYSTEM        )  

       ) 
vs.        ) 

       ) 
EXCO OPERATING COMPANY, LP;) 
EXCO PARTNERS OLP GP, LLC; ) 
RAIDER MARKETING, LP;      ) HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
RAIDER MARKETING GP, LLC;  ) 
EXCO RESOURCES, INC.;      ) 
STEVEN ESTES; AND HAROLD   ) 
HICKEY                     ) 
                           ) 
vs.                        ) 
                           ) 
TXO-ACADIAN GAS PIPELINE,  ) 
LLC AND ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS) 
OLPGP, INC.                ) 157TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

 

 

_____________________________________________ 

HEARING 
_____________________________________________ 

 

  

On the 26th day of October, 2017, the following

proceedings came on to be held in the above-titled and

numbered cause before the Honorable Randy Wilson, Judge

Presiding, held in Houston, Harris County, Texas.  

Proceedings reported by computerized stenotype

machine.
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THE COURT:  All right.  We're here on

Cause No. 2016-60848.  State your appearances, please.

MR. MITCHELL:  Your Honor, Paul Mitchell,

John Deis for the Enterprise parties; and we have our

legal assistant, Bonnie Perry, with us as well.

MR. CARTER:  Good morning, Your Honor.

Winn Carter, Craig Stanfield and Jennifer Williams for

the EXCO parties.

THE COURT:  All right.  First order of

business is I did complete my self-imposed homework

assignment over the weekend and so I now have a somewhat

better idea of what the case is about.

I am going to grant the motion for

continuance of the summary judgment hearing.  I do think

the MSJ should be continued and to permit additional

discovery.

As I said on Thursday, I think in light of

that, I am inclined to order that Raider produce its

documents relating to the EXCO engagement.  I'm not quite

sure how that order -- you know, how that fits within the

precise document request on the items that were sought to

be compelled; but in general, that's my thinking.

As I said, I haven't gone through and

looked at the specific items on the motion to compel, but

I would hope that the two sides can get together and work
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